IN! TOI. LOUDSPEAKERS WORTH OVER £ 2500
Music
RECORD OF THE MONTH:

Valery Gergiev's Kirov Nutcracker
Alia Vox: Jordi Savall's Ecrly Music label
Historic Beecham, Curzon Sargent
and Toscanini transfers
Tallis Scholars ' Live at Oxford'
More Bartok from Ivan Fischer
Rock our critics' choice
John Coltrane's Impulse!
sibs:1i° recordings
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Sonus Faber's megabucks Amati
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Musical Fidelity's bargain player
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What Ivor
really said
about CD

Second- generation DVD
Denon's feature- packed 5000
Plus

Speakers by Linn, Celeition, JMIab, Arcitec
Advanced Audio Disc 24/96 players tested'
Exposure and NVA CD/amplifier systems
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PR OC E E DTM
For audio purists, the birth of high-end multi channel
occurred when the Proceed PAY was introduced in
1993. Shortly thereafter, dual and triple monaural
amplifiers from Proceed helped music lovers assemble

As standard the AVP will decode any format you warn. Dolby Pro
Logic, Dolby Digital (AC-3), DTS and Stereo Surround modes all
come as standard. Any future sisround mocks and new features
are easily added to the AVP's software platform via the internet.
The AVP's hardware is designed to handle future digital recordings
induding 24bit/96kHz. A full compliment of inputs and outputs
will enable you to configure your system however you want,
connect analog and digital audio sources of all types. Eigh: video

multi channel systems which could play music and

inputs (including four S-Video) are handled with broadcast quality
Video Switching, so you wont lose picture qua ity, even with the

movies equally well. Building on this legacy of

future of Digital Television.

successful multi- purpose components, Madrigal is

The AMPS wields an arsenal of competitive advantapes designed

pleased to announce the new Proceed AVP audio/video

to make it the worlds best multi diannel amplifier. Independent
power supplies for each channel ensure the AMPS delivers

control preamplifier, and matching AMP 5, five channel
power amplifier.

effortless, dynamic sound quality from al charnels. The AMPS
packs five powerful channels into asingle chassis to offer more
amplifier in less space than ever before.
Designed to last, built to perfonn. Proceed by Madrigal.

For firther information on Proceed products please contact Path Premier
Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: prernier@path.co.ulc
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PRIZEWINNERS
The winner of our
November '98 Linn
competition, and now
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http:Ilbrouhaha.comk-enclretrocomputing to
find this description of Linn's Rekursiv
computer:

So, yes, the big news at this year's Show

based computing system that has been
developed by Linn Smart Computing,

real leap forward in picture quality. The
US digital standard provides for 18

The Rekursiv consists of amicrocoded
processor, with an object-oriented memory

different video formats, five of which fall
into the category of High Definition
Television (HDTV). While the standard

management unit to provide support for

NTSC picture consists of 525 lines and
runs at 30 frames/second, HDTV formats
offer 1080 or 720 lines, with achoice of
frame rate. There is not much HDTV
programming available yet, but live sport
proved to be the best demonstration
material. At CES, American football filled
the TV maker's huge screens, marking the

Polygram) as well as Warner, speaking in
support of DVD-Audio — amove which

benchmarked against other hardware
platforms.

allegedly caused consternation in the
Sony/SACD camp. In the meantime, both
Denon and Yamaha have indicated that

David Harland, has written a book,
Rekursiv:
Object-Oriented
Computer

they may produce players which will cope
with both DVD-A and SACD. For the

Architecture, published by Ellis Horwood
[ISBN: 0-7458-0396-2].

advanced digital companies (such as DCS,
Theta, Meridian) operating in the highend/home cinema arena, there will be little
difficulty in accommodating two new audio

reaches the market. Yet particularly in the
UK, where DVD-Video has yet to reach
mass-penetration levels, the prospect of
high-resolution audio is likely to make
most consumers wait rather than buy
anything now. The DVD-V-based 24/96
Advanced Audio Disc format, described
last month and reviewed by MC this
month [page 28] provides a sort of `bridge
to DVD-A' but its ultimate relevance to
UK buyers may be questioned. So let's
hope we don't have to wait too long.
And the hi-fi at CES? Look out for our
full show report next month.

E-MAIL
You can
contact us cia
e-mail on
HI-FINEWeri

to
provide
an
efficient (fast)
implementation of the Lingo* language

instructions. For example, the CONS of
the Lisp has been microcoded and

now

access to any data format that actually

spelt this with a
double n, but current
sources give `Lingo'.

store. The Rekursiv system was designed

owns

Universal (which

worth nearly £1300,
is Mr K C Fraser of

*BF is adamant
that Linn originally

handled by the interface to the object

Technics was able to field representatives

will probably get easy and convenient

valve amplifiers,
worth £5000. The
lucky vinner is
Michael Chua of
Liverpool.

can manipulate arbitrarily structured data
and paging is performed automatically (
le,
backing up of an instruction is not
necessary) with the page faults being

and to provide support for other languages
by allowing their high-level programming

player/amplifier plus
Kan III speakers

featured the fabulous
CR Developments
Artemis monoblock

apersistent object store (separate from
the Rekursiv's conventional von Neumann
memory). The microcode for the Rekursiv

cinema revolution.
So what of DVD-Audio and Super
Audio CD? At its CES press conference,

formats instead of one. So high-end buyers

Essex. Our December
'98 issue competition

`The Rekursiv is an innovative object-

was Digital TV, which — unlike Sky
Digital or OnDigital here — can offer a

the happy owner of a
Linn Classik CD

lhin.co.uk

ISSN 0142-6230

time for the Consumer Electronics Show,
Las Vegas, in January, with the headline
`TV goes digital'.

from

Hi Fi News & Record Review incorporates: Stereo, Tape
& Tape Recorders, Audio News, Record News, Audio
Record Review, The Gramophone Record, Which CD.
Member of the Audio Bureau of Circulation.

loose leaf

about digital sound in the early days of
the CD medium. Barry also touches on
Linn's computing adventure, at the end
of the 1980s. Computer enthusiasts
whose curiosity is aroused need only visit

start of another phase in the ongoing home

Publisher • Graham Butterworth

M.crofilms and Indexing
Mi::rofilm and microfiche copies of HEN/RR or articles
therefrom are available commercially f10111 University
Microfilms International. North American applications to:
.
300 N Zeeb Street. Ann Arbor, Michigan 48106, USA.
UK and rest of world: White Swan House, 60 High
Street, Godstone, Surrey RH9 8LW. Technical articles of
full page length or over in Hi Fi News & Record Review
arie detailed in the Current Technology Index.

ign of the times: long-established
US hi-fi magazine Stereo Review has
merged with sister title Video. Sound
& Vision, the resultant new title, had its
big, 180-page `premiere issue' out just in

UNN, UNGO AND REKURSIV
Humphrey Bogart never actually said
`Play, it again Sam', and Dennis Healey
always denies that, as Labour chancellor,
he ever said he would `squeeze the rich
until the pips squeaked'. Linn's founder
Ivor Tiefenbrun was perhaps equally
misquoted on the subject of CD. In this
issue [`Looking back on Linn', page 64],
Barry Fox digs out his old notebooks to
remind us of what Ivor actually did say

constructs to be microcoded into single

`The creator of the Rekursiv system,

`Some general views of the Rekursiv
have also been published; " Rekursiv: An
Object-Oriented CPU" [
BYTE, Nov
1988,
pp341-349]
and " Hi-fi,
workstations, and anew computer architecture" (Open Network, April 1988).'
A further item describes Lingo:
`The Lingo language is based on the
Smalltalk

language

with

Algol-like

extensions. Lingo consists of an
environment which runs exclusively on
the Rekursiv system and has awindowed
user interface similar to the Smalltalk
environment..,
there
is
little
documentation available for Lingo,
however, abook describing Lingo was due
to be published by the summer of 1990.
The book was never published.'

HIGH END IN GLASGOW
We have been asked to point out that The
Audio Note Salon, Glasgow, remains the
exclusive dealer in Scotland for Mark
Levinson, Revel, Bow Technologies, Stax,
MIT, Lyra and Contak. Although our
item in February's ` Briefing' contained
information supplied and which was
published in good faith, distributor Path
Premier states that Design Audio Classics
is its appointed stockist only of Proceed
Home Theatre, Revel Home Theatre,
Faroudja and DaLite products, but not
for the other Path Premier lines.
3

Paying Homage
after the success of
52 connect direct — the Vadis V15 stereo power

the Guarneri

amplifier avoids output transformers

Homage, Sonus
Faber pays tribute
to Amati with this
big floorstander.
See page 25
41 E-numbers from
Musical Fidelity

equipment
21 BRIEF ENCOUNTERS
Mission 772; The Cartridge
Man Stylus Force Gauge;
Philips CDR 765 dual CD
recorder; Ortofon MC Jubilee

25 SONUS FABER AMATI
HOMAGE LOUDSPEAKER
second in the series of Homage
models named after the great
violin makers of Cremona
Ken Kessler

28 MUSE AND RESOLUTION
24/96 PLAYERS
exclusive review of new DVD
transport and 24/96 converters
Martin Colloms

37 EXPOSURE AND NVA CD
AND AMP PAIRINGS
integrated hi-fi: Exposure CD
Player and XXV amp versus
NVA's CD50 and AP70 amp
Andrew Harrison

41 MUSICAL FIDELITY
E624 CD PLAYER
'X- Ray' performance in a shiny
black box, and at lower cost
Paul Miller

45 FOUR SPEAKERS

group test featuring ArciTec
Athena, Celestion C2, JMLab
Cobalt 815 and Linn Keosa
Alvin Gold

p ono sr.ige from AcousTech

52 VADIS 515 AMPLIFIER
innovative output transformerless design using line-output
television valves
Dave Berriman

57 ACOUSTECH PHONO
AMPLIFIER

a ' Stereophonic Phono
Preamplifier' to continue vinyl
playback's evolution
James M Hughes

58 DENON DVD-5000
DVD and HDCD CD audio
are available from this classy
24-bit-equipped player
Ken Kessler

60 ATC STUDIO SURROUND
SYSTEM

features

17 Wig TDL LOUDSPEAKERS
WORTH OVER £2500
this month's prizes are a host
of TDL loudspeakers, headed
by the CF300 floorstander

64 LOOKING BACK
ON LINN

Ivor Tiefenbrun's company has
enlivened the hi-fi industry for
over 25 years, from the LP12
to today's flagship CD12...
Barry Fox

70 TOKYO SHOW REPORT
our man in Tokyo reports on
the Audio Expo ' 98, with
optical media among hot issues
Alvin Gold

a professional
and/or domestic
surround sound
system based on the
new ATC SCM20A
plus the massive
SCM0.1/15
sub-woofer
Peter J Comeau

58 Denon 'sReference Class DVD player on test

45 wood or metal?
Four speakers on test
MARCH 1999
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Record
Keview
76 REVIEWS INDEX
77 MUSIC INTERVIEWS
Marat Bisengaliev talks w
28

Newman;

Jordi Savait talks to Joanne Talbot

24196 Advanced Audio Disc systems tested

81 BOOKS
Inilter Legge: Windy and Music'
17

WIN! TDI.

81 RECORD OF THE MONTH

loudspewkers

Tchaikovsky's Nutcracker ballet - Gogici
and the Kirov Orchestra

81 CLASSICAL REVIEWS
this month's
reviews inelude
TiIsm Thomas's
21 disc-to-disc

Gershwin

recording in one box

from Philips: the CDR 765

celebration;
nutre Barwk fini
Ivan Fischer;
Michelangeli

regulars

Planets on CD

98 JAZZ

3 COMMENT
visions of Las Vegas
Steve Harris

7 VIEWS

new recordings and historic transfers, together

103 SUBSCRIPTIONS

with aColtrane roundup

subscribe now and save money!
100

104 ACCESSORIES CLUB
reader offers: AudioQuest Feet

readers' letters

19 TECHNOLOGY

ncr:: deases

reviews by Ken Kessler

save time and money when you
order Compact Discs by mail

products, innovations, events,

ROCK AND POP
(
•
1995, plus

102 ROCK REISSUES

105 CD SERVICIE

11 NEWS

106 BACK ISSUES

technology of CD- R, and the
issues raised by Philips 765
Barry Fox

63 HEADROOM

missing any issues/reviews?
Here's how to fill the gaps

107 REVIEWERS
RECOMMEND

Danish delights: a new range
from Gryphon
Ken Kessler

69 BLACK BOX

l

components our reviewers
recommend, and the ones they
use themselves!
.
110

above and beyond 'audio':
ultrasonics
Ben Duncan

a Holt to the Cold War,
tempered by tone divisions
John Crabbe

75 RADIO
anti-digital? pro-satellite?
John Nelson &
Reg Williamson

SPECIALIST GUIDE

'

Above from left: Sarah
jory and John Coltrane

county-by-county dealer guide

Clockwise from left:
Sarah Cracknell of

113 REACER SALES & WANTS

St Etienne, Whitney
Houston, Billy Bragg
and Nora

129 NEXT MONTH

Persson

what to expect in April

of The
Cardigans

129 ADVERTISERS' INDEX
130 FINALE
Coltrane's Impulse recordings
Ben Watson

CONTRIBUTORS
Hi-Fi: David Rerriman, Martin CoUoms, Peter 7Comeau, John Crabhe, Be,, Duncan, Barry Fox, Alvin Gold,
Steve Harris, Andrew Harrison, James M Hughes, Ken Keeler, Paul Miller, Join Nelson, Reg Williamson
Classical Music: Andrew Achenbach, Nolen Anthoni, Peter Branscombe, Chrsupler Breunig, John Crabbe,
Roben Dearling, George Hall, Julian Haylock, Antony Hodgson, Jame M Hughe, Jahn Kersey, Calton
MacDonald, Bill Newman, David Nice Rock & Pop: Johnny Mack, Fred Defter. Ken Kesler Jazz: Ben Watson
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find the best hi-fi bargains here

73 SIDEUNES
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Complete on one CD!
Page RI

Borth's NPO
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The Krell Playback System KPS 25s is the new reference standard integrated
transport/digital processor/analogue preamp that beats the performance of separates.
A pro-grade transport feeds ultra-quality data to dual
80MHz Motorola DSP chips in adigital filter system

r‘i

e

driving separate UltraAnaloe dual-converter
DACs for each channel.The result is the
world's first x16 oversampling 20- bit
decoder/converter.The fully-balanced
Class A integrated preamp is
among the finest Krell has
ever produced. Small
wonder then that the
KPS 25s has been receiving
rave reviews like Robert
Harley's in Fi magazine (Sept
1998) —"amasterpiece of aesthetic
design, functionality and musical
performance.To see, touch, and hear the KPS 25s
is to want one. Don't say Ididn't warn you.
Krell amplifiers are internationally acknowledged as the
very finest solid-state designs.The range of Full Power
Balanced designs has re-written audio history. Current mode gain design was first
implemented in the KRC-3 preamp. Unique in the audio industry current mode gain is
afaster, more linear method of amplification achieved by designing gain stages that
operate in the current and not the voltage domain.With fully regulated outputs, pure
Class A operation, true balanced configuration for acleaner, more secure relationship
between the loudspeaker and the amplifier's driving force, Sustained Plateau Bias II,
direct coupled signal paths and full complementary circuits the FPB amphfiers are at the
very limits of music technology.Available in 600,300 and 200-watt outputs each stereo
power amplifier (
FPB 600, FPB 300 and FPB 200) uses output devices manufactured

Academy Advancing High
Performance Audio & Video
Golden Note Awards '98
Krell KPS 25s — Audio
dIgital source design
Krell FPB 650M — Solid-state
electronics design

exclusively for Krell by Motorola.The result is an unprecedented level of speed, current
drive and musical accuracy, in other words the FPB amps are musical, fast and incredibly
strong. Martin Colloms, reviewing the FPB-300 in HiFi News (
Dec 1996) concluded
0

111)

ZlitrAPeePea
Of 164/1P0 PO

The Leader in Audio Engineering

that Krell's zero feedback design carries with it greater neutrality and musicality' yet
making no concessions to the '
traditional amplifier virtues of blockbuster boss, huge power
and adverse load driving muscle'. FPB monoblocs in 650,350 and 250-watt configurations
(FPB 600m, FPB 350m and FPB 250m) are available in handed pairs.
The natural partner for the FPB range is the Krell KRC-HR High Resolution Remote
Controlled Preamplifier which offers uncompromised audiophile sound with ease of
operation. Digital logic circuits operate gold-contact relays for positive switching with
absolute signal integrity. Power supply and gain stages are refinements of classic Krell
Class A complimentary circuits with extraordinary levds of transparency and resolution.
Supporting Krell's outstanding KAV-S Home Cinema Director (Dolby Pro- Logic,
THX, DTS, and AC-3) are Krell AV amplifiers — arange of 100 watt per channel multichannel amplifiers (the KAV-500/3, /4and IS), the 2,3 and 4-channel amplifiers can be
extended with an optional add-on channel (the KAV-500 Rail).
The KAV-300i — Krell's first integrated amplifier — an integrated two-channel 150 watt
design has been rapturously received, cleaning up awards around the world, This fully
discrete, wide-bandwidth, low-feedback design features full Class A dual mono output
stage. Its supplied remote control give access to the basic functions of Krell CD players.
Those seeking amore powerful integrated should consider the new KAV-500i.
Matching CD players are available.The KAV-300cd features HDCD, 2x 20 bit BurrBrown DACs and Class A direct coupled output stages with both balanced and single
ended outputs.This model is now joined by the KAV-250cd.
The KAV-250a stand-alone power amplifier offers 250 watt at £ 3145; amatching
preamplifier — designated KAV-250p and available at the fantastic price of £1999 —
features one balanced input, three single ended inputs and one tape loop. One single
ended input can be configured as atheatre throughput for use in su round sound
applications. Joining the KAV team is an affordable and versatile two-channel, bridgeable
150-watt amplifier — the KAV-150a.
The Master Reference Amplifier introduced at the 1998 International CES will
been production in 1999.1t has undergone several engineering enhancements making
it the finest amplifier in the word bar none.The
expected 'six digit' price apair reflects an
unprecedented engineering
achievement.
To discover where Krell
components can work for
you — contact
Absolute Sounds.

Absolute Sounds
58 Durham Road
London SW20 ODE
Tel 0181-971 3909
Fax 0181-879 7962
Email info@absolutesounds.tom

views
describes it as ' asteal'. Inow get
the real gist of his meaning.
D Parson, Dartmouth

DEALERS TO BLAME

'What fools
we all are
to continue
paying these
unsubstantiated prices
for products
that do not
improve on
previous
technologies'

UNSUBSTANTIATED PRICES
Dear Sir, As adedicated supporter
of your magazine since its dawning
days in the 1950s, when two fourletter words epitomised all was well
in the British hi-fi game (Quad and
Leak), and hardware usually
sported afinish as good and durable
as any high quality German camera,
Ihave never once felt the need
either to condemn or praise your
pages. Until now, that is.
Ihave always enjoyed Ken
Kessler's somewhat anarchic
journalistic style; however, Irefer to
his January ' Headroom' concerning
the disparity in prices for most
domestic electronic consumables
between the UK and almost
anywhere else in the world. Never
have Ibeen in such agreement with
your illustrious scribe, even though
he may be shooting himself in the
foot and bringing more discomfort
to our already weakened
manufacturing industry. What fools
we all are to continue paying these
unsubstantiated prices for products
that do not improve on previous
technologies. Iam not sure whether
his sums have also taken into
account the relatively higher levels
of income in other countries, which
would further stretch the
comparisons.
A bold statement, Mr Kessler,
and not one picked up by the
national press. Just try getting them
interested in running the complete
story on what the digital televsion
revolution is going eventually to
cost every terrestrial viewer in the
country — not to mention digital
radio (if they ever get the bugs
sorted).
A Warwick, Haywards Heath

THEY'RE ASTEAL
Dear Sir, As Ken Kessler so rightly
points out [' Headroom', January],
the British consumer is ripped off
from the supermarket to the car
dealer, calling at the audio shop on
the way. The same gentleman,
when hyping up some ridiculously
expensive equipment, frequently
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Dear Sir, Iwas surprised to learn
from KK's January ' Headroom' that
hi-fi journalists apparently do not
know the reason that equipment is
more expensive in Britain than in
the US and other countries. On the
basis of information received from a
leading manufacturer, Ihave reason
to believe that the explanation is no
more complicated than the greed of
British hi-fi dealers, in common
with the majority of other retailers.
In 1978, the manufacturer of the
drive units which Ihad incorporated
into exceptionally rigid and heavy
enclosres of my own design
(subsequently sold world-wide
through HFNIRR) wished to
manufacture commercially
loudspeakers based upon my
design. However, after Ihad
disclosed construction details, Iwas
informed that since adealer's profit
would be half of the estimated retail
price (£800/pr), the remainder
would provide insufficient to cover
the cost of labour-intensive
construction, transportation,
advertising and asmall profit. There
would be nothing left for me, as
designer!
Ifind it indefensible that dealers,
whose only contribution is the
display and demonstration of
equipment, should reap more
reward from its sale than that
received by the creators. Moreover,
this problem is not confined to hi-fi.
In the current economic situation, it
is common for retailers to offer
discounts of up to 60% of the
original price, and even offer
longterm interest-free HP. Such
offers are not made without some
margin of profit, which obviously
implies that the original price was
grossly excessive.
GA Jolly, Essex

DAC MAGIC?
Dear Sir, Thank you for the
interesting article on upgrading the
Cambridge Audio DacMagic
[January, page 57]. This item is, as
you point out, marvellous value for
money and gives very good sound. I
have upgraded my own Mkl
version, but in adifferent way.
Due to my lack of soldering
ability, Ichose simply to remove the
captive mains lead and fit an IEC
socket instead. This involved
enlarging the hole in the back panel
— two hours work served to do this,
using aborrowed electric drill and a
£5 set of modelmaking files. Solid
core mains wire (twin and earth
type) was used to link the IEC

socket to the circuit board. The
modifications completed, aKimber
PowerKord mains lead was used to
power the unit.
The result of this modification
was that my DacMagic lost agreat
deal of its mechanical-sounding
nature and became more realistic
and natural. Clarity was increased,
as bass lines became easier to
follow. There was no increase in
harshness in my Naim-based
system. For less than £ 10 cost
including tools, avery worthwhile
upgrade, and agood demonstration
of how the power supply can affect
the performance of acomponent.
Originally Ifed the DacMagic
from my 1989 vintage Marantz
CD65IISE CD player's digital
output (also modified to IEC mains
input). The recent price reduction
of the DacMagic referred to in your
article also applied to the DiscMagic CD transport, so Ispent £99
on this item. The increase in clarity,
information, depth of soundstage,
instrumental separation, etc, over
the Marantz was very marked.
It seems that all datastreams are
not created equal after all, which
brings me to question why HFNIRR
is happy to review D/A converters at
all price levels but not consider the
means of supplying them with their
digital feed. After my experience, I
consider using an existing CD
player for this purpose to be very
much asecond-best option.
'Garbage in, garbage out' as that
man in Glasgow used to say.
Michael Perrin, London W7
Ideally, all magazine reviews should list
every lead, cable and stand used, but
since this is both space-consuming and a
little obsessive, it rarely happens. Having
tried acouple of Kimber RFsuppressing
PowerKords in my system, Iwould say
that this cable may factor largely in the
improvements you've heard. Most
pundits agree that power purity is the first
place to look in any planned upgrade.
Your approach, while simpler,
demonstrates the principle, and still leaves
you free to try some component
substitution later.
Regarding CD transports and
datastreams, we are aware that digits are
not 'all born equal', as aforthcoming
Brief Encounter with aCD transport
upgrade shows - Tech Ed.
PROBLEMS WITH CD-Rs
Dear Sir, I've invested pretty heavily
in CD-R for recording of concerts
and re-mastering LPs to CD, using
DATs and aZefiro ZA2 digital
soundcard in my PC to record and
sample to hard-drive, and aRicoh
MP6200 CD-R drive for burning
CDs. A friend loaned me a
Thomson DVD deck for an
7
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evening, and just before deciding to
buy Ifound that it wouldn't play
back CD-Rs. I've been using an
Arcam Delta 70.2 for the last few
years as atransport, with an XTC
DAC-1 D/A; my plan was to replace
the CD with aDVD, using the coax
digital-out to drive the converter.
What Iwas hoping for was a
DVD machine which would play all
of my CDs, DVDs and CD-Rs, also
permitting aPCM 96kFlz/24-bitstream from the S/PDIF outputs, so
Icould upgrade my D/A when
96/24 material became more
mainstream. This would represent a
pretty future-proof solution, but as
far as Iam aware, the only
manufacturer that Ihave found so
far that produces DVDs that will
play CD-Rs is Sony. Its machines
use two laser assemblies: one for
CD and another for DVD, but
don't appear to support 96/24
digital PCM output.
Of all of the single-laser machines
Ihave tried, none will play CD-Rs,
even aPhilips machine. This
suprised me, as they are one of the
main exponents of CD-R. As far as
Iam aware, the only DVD
manufacturer that supports
96Khz/24-bit output (costing up to
about £600) is Pioneer, which I
believe to be based on asingle-laser
transport, so I'm unsure whether
this machine will support CD-R.
Given all the hype about DVD
being the way ahead, and that it is
the logical progression from CD, I
am very suprised that manufacturers
do not appear to support both
media and PCM formats that are
almost bound to become standards
with their first-generation players:
CD-R is here to stay, and will
become more popular during the
next couple of years, as the price of
both drives and blank CD- Rs has
plummeted, and as 96/24 is
supported by the DVD standard
itself. So why don't manufacturers
support it as digital output format
instead of just offering aresampled
4816-bit output?
It does appear that digital cloning
has been taken into account, as
none of the DVD titles I've tried so
far allow digital copying of the
soundtrack due to SCMS, and there
is ascheme employed to prevent
copying to astandard VCR. I
decided to jump on the DVD
bandwagon, and bought aSony
DVP-S315, primarily because it
does play CD-Rs; and although it
doesn't support higher resolution
digital output, it is compatible with
my existing D/A. But when Ido
decide to invest in 96/24, it appears
that Iwill have to replace both
DVD and D/A. (Unless Sony offers
afirmware upgrade...) I'm relatively
8

happy about having to replace the
D/A, as it wasn't designed to handle
96/24, but Iam disappointed that
the DVD will have to be replaced
and that Imay also need to buy
another CD to cope with CD-R.
R JYarnall, Erdington
Current Pioneer DVD players will cope
with CD-R as well as '24196' - Ed.
RADIO INTERFERENCE
Dear Sir, Your correspondent Mr
H Roberts ['Views', January] can
take comfort from the knowledge
that he is by no means alone in
being plagued by interference
problems affecting reception of
BBC FM programmes, including
Radio 3FM. I, too, have had
numerous live concert broadcasts
ruined by sporadic bursts of sound
over the past few years, notably
affecting Prom transmissions. This
got so bad that Ieventually
contacted the BBC Engineering
advice address given in Radio Times.
My contact there was very
sympathetic and helpful, but he
advised me to seek help from my
local (Ulster Radio) experts, since
the poblem was very probably local
in origin and ' no other complaint
concerning such interference has
been reported at anational level'!
By chance Ihappened to be
taping abroadcast one morning
which was particularly badly marred
by bursts of the specific noise in
question, so Iposted the ' evidence'
to the local Belfast Beeb
enginerering department, with a
covering letter, early in 1998. They
were so totally uninterested that I
have to date received neither an
acknowledgment of the tape
cassette, nor any attempt to explain
the basis of the problem. This letter
will probably be only one of many
you will receive in response to Mr
Roberts's cri de coeur.
Maurice E Taggart, Co Antrim
ENHANCED PLEASURE?
Dear Sir, We are having format wars
again! Are we also having CD
enhancement wars? Ithink we are,
and Idon't think that the
companies producing these ' this
sounds better' CDs really hear the
resuts of their efforts to give the
consumers what they really want.
Isay this because Ihave
experienced some interesting effects
from CD productions. Iwon ajazz
disc as amagazine prize, and chose
a1965 session which was issued on
a 'normal' CD some years ago.
However, the CD Ireceived was in
the latest HDCD version. Ihad
heard the original on my equipment
and it was light and airy, and
enjoyably natural, but on playing

the HDCD (even on friends' new
CD players) the sound was ' heavy'
and not so realistic. Evidently
Supertweak had struck again!
Another case of dubious
remastering was on the newish
Porgy and Bess CD by Miles Davis
and Gil Evans. My original 1988
Japanese import sounds really
natural, musically evenly balanced,
etc. The remastered CD is brilliant,
crystal-clear — wide dynamic range
etc — but the difference is amazing!
Have other readers experienced
enhancement techniques that 'don't
sound right'?
JHorne, Epsom
CURZON REISSUES
Dear Sir, I, too, have been puzzled
by the BBC's wish to issue Clifford
Curzon's recording of the Brahms
F-minor Quintet [BBC Legends:
February, page 83]. However, Mr
Breunig refers to the absence of a
studio recording, and it certainly
seems alittle-known fact that there
is one, probably made some 20
years earler, and given an airing
about ayear ago. Unfortunately I
did not make anote of the quartet
itself, assuming that, given the
painful slowness with which this
great artist's recordings re-emerge,
this fine performance would find its
way on to CD. Well, the BBC won't
be issuing it, so come on Pearl,
you've found afew things recently
as far back as the Decca X series!
Dr Peter Katin, Croydon

READERS'
LETTERS
We reserve the
right to edit or
shorten letters for
publication,
which should be
addressed to the
Editor and must
contain no other
material or
enquiries.
Correspondents
using e-mail are
asked to give
their full address
(which will not
be published).
Letters seeking
advice will be
answered,
resources
permitting, at our
discretion, but
we regret that we
are unable to
answer questions
on buying specific
items of hi-fi.
We cannot
answer queries
over the
telephone.

See also page 96, and the note on two
concert CDs with Kubelik - Mus Ed.
DYNAMIC CURBS
Dear Sir, Keith Breakwell eulogised
over Mahler's Symphony 3on Sony
Classical ['Views', January] and
then went on to say that there
should be no curbing of dynamic
range. If Mr Breakwell looks at the
writing on the Sony box he will see
that it says Super-Bit-Mapping was
used in the recording of these CDs.
That is, it was recorded 20-bit and
this 20-bit signal was then 'mapped'
out into the 16-bit CD standard.
This will result in a ' curbing' of the
recorded dynamic range! As a20-bit
system has theoretically a120dB of
headroom and a16-bit system is
theoretically 96dB, there is ashortfall of 24dB. And as we know, very
few CD players give us full
resolution of the 16-bit signal.
Sony's Super-Bit-Mapping is an
excellent system, but fundamentally
it seems to me to be no different
from someone following the score
and adjusting levels up or down
depending on the dynamics of the
music.
Philip Tyler, Houghton Regis
MARCH 1999
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From dream...

...to reality

The Nautilus" is cn acousoic
engineer's dream. its ricl
cabinet technology 3nd loll,
mark spiral have reshcped

B&W's Nautilus'"801 fuses the
innovative Nautilus' tube technology
with ,a series of industry firsts: Fixed'
Suspension Transducer', Kevlar
drive units, Matrix' cabinet bracing
and Flowport'"technology. The result

the audio landscaFe.
Literally. For the 138.W
Nautilus - loudspeabr
sounds like no othEr. Is
performance can onli be
coloured by cables ou
external soisce
equipment. It is hai.ed
the best loudspeater
money can bey.

is an unprecedented purity of
sound. The reason EMI's Abbey
Road studios, along with best in
the recording industry, are now
upgrading to the Nautilus"801.
Listen and you'll see - at your
nearest authorised Nautilus" 800
Series dealer. For more info
contact B&W: 01903 750 750
or visit our website
http://www.bwspeakers.com

B&W
LISTEN

AND

YOU'LL

SEE
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music
Valve and solid
1
,
(\
state technology
applied in a
manner others can
last tof
o
achieve.
7he
the big
only
names
seek
to
remain dedicated
to pure valve
circuits.

ALIDIOPREAKS
Distributors offine Audio & Home Theatre Equipment

15, Link Way, Ham, Richmond, Surrey TW10 701.
Tel: 0181 948 4153 Fax: 0181 948 4250.
email info@audiofreaks.co.uk www.audiofreaks.co.uk

conradj ohnson
and other fine

AUDIOPREAKS

SEVENOAKS HI-FI 2Reindeer Colin The Shambles,
Worcester WRI 2D5' Tel: 01905 612 929 Fax 01905 613 353

products

SEVENOAKS HI-FI 12114 Dogs Head Street, Ipswich,

Suffolk IP4 1
AD Tel: 01473 286 977 Fax: 01473 211 911

AcousTech • Audiostalk • Aral« Acoustics • Benz Micro • Cabasse • Cardas Audio • conrad lobos« • Esopower • Eeressire Technologies • finite &mettle
Golden hibe Audio • Ilarmonix • Kuzma • .1Iagnum ltiwalab • Muse Electronics • Power Wedge • Resolution Audio • Shun Nook Audio • Sonograpbe • Sound Lab
DISTRIBUTED EXCLUSIVELY BY AUDIOPIRMAKS
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MORDAUNT-SHORT
NAME WILL LIVE ON
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EARLY in the New Year, Audio Partnership acquired Mordaunt-Short from TGI, the
latter having previously closed down Mordaunt-Short's loudspeaker manufacturing
operation at Hazleton, Hampshire. Now the famous loudspeaker name is expected to be
revived in synergy with Audio Partnership's major electronics brand, Cambridge Audio.
The main consequence in terms of UK retail Hi Fi Show in September 1998. In addition,
availability is that independent specialist hi- negotiations were under way to secure the services
fi stores will no longer stock Mordaunt-Short, of the core Mordaunt-Short research and
which will be available exclusively to Richer development team responsible for these loudspeaker
Sounds shops. Audio Partnership has bought lines. The Epos brand, acquired with M-Sby Audio
the entire stock of completed speakers, along Partnership, may be set for an independent future,
with jigs to enable the ongoing manufacture but details were unconfirmed as we went to press.
of the new 200 and 800 Series shown at The Audio Partnership, 0171 940 2200.

PARTS READY FOR 1... LTD DIGITAL SPEAKER
THREE years after its formation, 1... Limited
remains convinced that its design for adigital
loudspeaker will highlight the inherent
weaknesses of the traditional analogue replay
chain. According to Dr Tony Hooley, who is
the Managing and Technical Director of 1...
Ltd, 'conventional loudspeakers are by far the
weakest link in the chain between recording
live sound and reproduction. Analogue
loudspeakers are inefficient, expensive, fragile
and require costly, hot, heavy and bulky
amplification systems'. Now said to be in its
third phase of development, the 1... Ltd Digital
Loudspeaker ( DLS) project is embarked upon
the design and building of aMk 3Engineering
Demonstrator prototype digital loudspeaker.
Many patent applications, in addition to the
15 previously submitted, have been filed. In
late 1998, 1... Ltd announced that the world's
first electronic spring forms the basis of its DLS.
Using a helical PZT ceramic bonder which
contracts and expands on application of a

voltage, the electronic spring has been fabricated
and is currently undergoing testing. The new
transducer comprises three parts: a patented,
outer, helical bender; an inner, low density
cylindrical piston; and a gas- filled bearing
designed to achieve essentially zero friction.
Altogether 1000 transducers will be required
for the 1... Ltd DLS, which is claimed to be the
world's first truly digital loudspeaker. A
description of the operating principle was given
in HFN/RR, '
News', Oct ' 98. For further details
call 1... Limited on 01223 573104.

SURROUNDED BY JAMO

FIVE Omega loudspeakers form the new
Jamo Appollo surround-sound package,
which is sold complete with multi-purpose
brackets for wall mounting/centre
positioning. Designed to suit ' equal power'
5.1 channel amplifiers with Dolby Digital
capability, the Appollo speaker system
includes a 100W active subwoofer, this featuring a 250mm ( 10in) diameter
polypropylene driver with 38mm voice- coil and vented pole piece. Total
package price is £400. For more details contact Jamo UK Ltd, 01327 301300.
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GUITAR MAKER
BUILDS SPEAKERS
THREE new, massively-constructed Ventas
loudspeakers feature an inner core of braced
18mm thick MDF encased in lOmm-thick
solid bookmatched hardwood, to create
cabinets said to be 'void of cabinet
resonances and colorations'. The work of
renowned acoustic guitar craftsman, John
Hullah, these models each rely on adifferent
bass- loading principle. Infinite- baffle ( sealed
box) loading is used for the Ventas 7
(illustrated), astand-mount two-way model
322x255x209mm ( hwd), using a 130mm
(5in) DPC bass/mid
and a25mm ( 1in)
textile dome drivers.
Slightly larger is the
bass- reflex cabinet of
the Ventas 20, which
features a6.5in
carbon-fibre bass/mid
and 25mm soft dome
tweeter. The transm•ssionline, floorstanding Ventas 40
is highest . nsensitivity,
quoted at 89.5dB/I W/lm.
Prices range from £ 1000 for
Ventas 7to £ 1900 for
Ventas 40, with dedicated
stands and plinths extra. For
more information,
contact Ventas
Horn Systems,
01263 741417.

EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS EVENTS
12-13 FEBRUARY High- End Show, Hotel
Don Giovanni, Prague, Czech Republic.
Contact (402) 22051 6383
19-21 FEBRUARY Sound & Vision Bristol
(10.00am-5.00pm) at The Marriott Hotel,
Lower Castle Street, Bristol. Organised by
Audio Excellence and Audio T. Entry £5.00
(accompanied children free, students £3.00).
Contact 0117 929 4281.
28-30 MARCH Electrical Retailing Show
99, Halls 11 & 12, Birmingham NEC. Trade
only. www.dmg.co.uk/ers99.
24-25 APRIL Northern Ireland Hi Fi Show,
Upper Newtownards, Belfast. For further
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information contact David, 01868 753606.
11-13 MAY Hi Fi '99, The Home Theatre
and Specialty Audio Show. Palmer House,
Hilton, Chicago, sponsored by Stereophile
(trade days sponsored by The Academy
Advancing High Performance Audio and
Video). Contact + 1 ( 505) 9926604
11-16 MAY Hi Fi 99, Stereophile show,
The Palmer House Hilton, Chicago, Illinois.
Tel: 001 505 982 2366
13-16 MAY High- End 99, Hotel
Kempinski, Frankfurt, Germany. Contact the
High End Society, +49 202 702022.
19-22 MAY CEDIA Expo, Novotel, West

London. Trade only. Contact 01462 627377.
23-26 SEPTEMBER The Hi Fi Show ' 99,
Novotel, West London, sponsored by
HFN/RR. Contact Janet Belton, Link House
Exhibitions, 0181 774 0847
14-18 OCTOBER IBIS '99 ( International
Audio, Video, Broadcasting, Motion Picture
and Telecommunications Show), Milan Fair.
(electronic communications professionals
only). Contact +39 (02) 4815541
6-9 JUNE 2000 BroadcastAsia2000,
incorporating Professional Audio Technology
2000 and CableSat2000. Suntec Centre,
Singapore. Contact 0171 862 2083.
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from a company hest known for high performance, hi- fidelity.
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TAG McLaren aie soon to become famous, not only for our success on the race track, but for the sound in your living room.
TAG Mc- IA-Hen Audio, the result of a merger with .Audiolab, one of Britain's most respected audio companies, has been
cleated with one simple aim in mind: to produce the best audio and audio visual equipment money can buy. The first
buit of this collabolation is the 4E'M series. A range of components which represents
unpaialleled levels of technology and engineering, recreating with absolute fidelity
the artist's performance in your own home. We expect them to go as fast as
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products featured: cd player CD2OR, integrated amplifier 60i

me;
email: helpdesketagmclarenaudio.com

freephone: 0800 7838007
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VALVES MEET SOLID STATE
AUDIBLE
ILLUSIONS
of ____AMIIMINIIMMIL
America has appointed Sounds
Transparent Ltd as sole UK
distributor for its range of valve
and solid-state amps. Best-known
the Modulus 3A pre-amplifier were transient
model is the Modulus 3A valve pre-amplifier,
integrity, high inherent linearity, and ahigh
successor to the original Modulus Three. It is
ovezload margin. Using active RIAA
available with either moving-coil or movingmagnet phono stage, priced £2995 and £2495
equalisation with optimised minimal
feedback, and featuring Audible Illusions'
respectively. A remote-controlled line stage
own Swiss-made, 24-position, stepped
valve pre-amplifier, the Modulus L2, sells
attenuator volume control, the pre-amplifier
for £ 1995, and the M-150 monobloc power
operates in class A Triode Mode. Cascade
amplifier retails for £ 5995 per stereo pair.
Audible Illusions deems the goal of a zero
configuration was rejected, and simplicity of
design considered of utmost importance. For
coloration, zero sound-degrading pre-amp
more information call Sounds Transparent
the greatest single challenge facing the audio
Ud, 01304 380859.
engineer. Key criteria identified in developing
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You need at least 2
Deflex panels for a pair
of small bookshelf
speakers. 4 panels for
a pair of Tannoy 6's.
and at least 6 panels
for larger cabinets

--

ayou have gained
esa to the inside of
cabinet, remove
and/or wool
ping from the inside
'speaker (
if fitted)
Place the flexible
panel thru the s
out and stick to
the cabinet using
recommended ad

Now sit back and listen
to the extra detail in
sound. and far less
distortion when played
loud

BIG BASS FROM BIGGA-TRON
SPECIFIED for higher sensitivity and deeper bass than its
smaller sibling, the NuNeutron, AVI's new Bigga-Tron is a
compact 'low diffraction' loudspeaker intended to generate
minimal listening fatigue. Bigger-Tron's 170mm (6.5in) soft
curvilinear paper cone woofer, 28mm hand-made soft dome
tweeter and 13-element, second order, passive crossover
network are fitted into a 15 litre sealed box enclosure. By
marrying these components AVI aims to have created a
loudspeaker capable of ahigh degree of bass/midrange clarity
and exceptional stereo imaging. Available in black ash or
cherry, it retails at £599/pair. Call AVI, 01453 752777.

TEAC TAKES TO MINIDISC GOOD TIMING BY
TEAC's Reference 300
GOLDMUND
and Reference 500
Series mini component
hi-fi systems may both
now be bought with
matching MiniDisc
recorders. Both of the
MiniDisc units are also available separately. Most
obvious differences between the MD- H300 and MDH500i is that the latter has a lOmm thick front panel
and gold-plated RCA jacks. CD Sync and multi- jog
dial edit functions are among a string of high tech
features designed to help ease of use. Prices are
£300 for the MD- H300 and £ 350 for the MD-H500i.
Details from TEAC on 01923 819630

GOLDMUND's new, remote-controlled
Mimesis 27 pre-amplifier shares the
claimed 10MHz bandwidth of its Mimesis
22 big
brother.
The idea
of this
unusually
extended bandwidth is to ensure a superaccurate time response. Five line inputs,
two tape loops and two outputs for biamping also help contribute to the aura
of exclusivity. Call Digital Audio Trading
SA, Switzerland, +41 22 82 30 565.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
AANVIL AUDIO, which represents ART, Audio
Physic, Meracus and Yamamura Churchill, can
be reached via its new comprehensive website,
at www.aanvilaudio.u-net.corn.
AUDIO NOTE SALON, Glasgow, remains
Scotland's sole supplier of Mark Levinson hi-fi
(see ' Comment', page 3).
AUDIO T, the southern England hi-fi retail
chain, has opened two new stores. These are at
15 Upper High Street, Epson KT17 4QY
(01372 748888), and 30-32 Castle Street,
High Wycombe HP13 6RG (01494 558585).
CAMPAIGN Audio Design has entered
cyberspace at the following web address:
http://business.virgin.net/cad.cables/
CELESTION has added a centre- channel
speaker to its 'C-Series' range. The bi-wirable
C4c (£300), features a dramatically-curved top
surface, with a titanium dome tweeter flanked

by a pair of 130mm-diameter bass drivers
Call Celestion on 01622 687442.
DVDnet and DVDPIus are two new services
both offering DVD video for sale titles via the
Internet. They can be found respectively at:
www.dvdnet.co.uk and www.dvdplus.com
GRYPHON Audio Designs of Denmark,
contacting HFN/RR in Jan ' 99, has asked us to
point out that there is currently no officiallyappointed UK distributor for Gryphon products.
Contact Gryphon on +45 86 89 12 00.
INTENZ 500, claimed to be 'the world's first
reliable lkW integrated amplifier' is available
from RTR Trading BV in The Netherlands. For
Further information call + 31 36 52 23 000.
JVC of Japan has announced FY ' 98 First Half
domestic sales of V118,418 million, 5% down
on the previous year. Export sales for the same
period were 12% up at Y181,649 million.

tthe expert,. have to say
EFLEX ACOUSTIC PANE
marked improvement was obvious
the first few bars of REM's
Automatic for the people album..."
scord Rev. ,
"...Deflex panels seemed to give greater
tightness and control, improved internal
clarity, and pitch definition - all without
deadening the sound in any way..."
..But one things for sure - the Deflex pane
are no gimmick. They work..."
...the result was sharper imaging. wider
dynamics and a more natural sound..."
CHOICE VERDICT

Sound Quality
il.•••
Value for money amilmj
NOTEI ALL OUR PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
THE PRICE YOU SEE IS THE PRICE YOU PAY
Standard Panel £ 5.00 ( 28cm x21cm)
Medium Panel £4.00 ( 28cm x 18cm)
Small Panel £ 3.00 ( 24cm e 13cm)
Sub- woofer Panel £ 10.00 ( 34cm diameter)
Adhesive £4.00
Delivery £ 2.50
Dynamics make a range of
the connoisseur and DIY e
ts include ISOLATION FEET,
=T. SEALING STRIP. GASKE

or a REE information p
details of other products
ECTRA DYNAMIC

Tel. ( 01745) 3600
Fax ( 01745) 3600
SPECIAL OFFERS - POSTAGE FREE
PACKAGE 98/1
2 x Standard Panels ( 8cm x 18cm)
2x Magnapad 3 ( 7 mm dia)
1xAdhesive
ALL FOR £ 14.00
PACKAGE 98/2
1x Pack 4 Foculpod Isolation Feet
1x Deflex Turntable Platter Mat
ALL FOR £ 25.00
S - VISA - MASTER CAR
10 mm x 3 mm sectio
3metres long
£5.00 each
Sealing Strip
used to make large gaskets)

POLiPODS
,
dia
thick

Pack of 8
Only £14.98

Original FOCULPODS - PACK 4
£14.95 - POSTAGE FREE
RA DYNAMICS LTD UNIT Al, FFORDD
T. ESTATE, RHYL DENBIGHSHIRE, LL
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As close as you'll get to the original sound
For more than 60 years the Quad philosophy has been to create the closest approach to the original sound. Our engineering integrity; care in manufacture and
inspired design work has ensured that the new 99 Series hi-fi system and electrostatic loudspeakers bring that philosophy to anew level of reality in your home.

QUAD
Sovereign Court, Ermine Business Park,
Huntingdon, Cambs, PE18 6WA. England
Tel: + 44 (0)1480 433777 / 447700 Fax: + 44 (C)1480 431767
Member of the International Audio Group
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Think of the amplifier, the

ALLISON SCORES ON STYLE

cables and the loudspeakers

ALLISON UK has aimed to fuse Italian
visual flair with purity of acoustic
design for abrace of new compact
loudspeakers. The two-way
Allison RAIO and Allison RA15
bookshelffstand-mounted models,
both designed by US company
founder Roy Allison, combine
25mm co-polymer tweeter with a
paper coned woofer, a 130mm
undoped driver for the smaller RAS, and
a 165mm doped driver for the RA10.
These two loudspeakers have verticalwrap baffle construction for high cabinet
rigidity, light wood vinyl side panels
contrasting with black vinyl elsewhere.

change a capacitor in the

BRISTOL DEBUT
FOR TAG McLAREN

TAG McLaren Audio is one of more
than 70 brands lined up to exhibit
at Sound & Vision Bristol, Marriott
Hotel, Bristol, 19-21 February. TAG
McLaren unveils its F3 AvantGarde
audio-visual products alongside the
F3 hi-fi series ( launched at The Hi Fi
Show last year), with demonstrations
taking place in apurpose-built 75m
sq suite and featuring the same
high-end loudspeakers used by Dr
Udo Zucker, TMA's Chief Executive.
Other Bristol exhibitors will show the
latest in DVD, Digital Radio, DTS,
Flat Speaker technology and quality
hi-fi. Meridian will feature the new
800 Series DVD player and new
digital sub-woofers, while Cyrus has
astylish new pre-/power amp, the
aCA7/aPA7. ELAC will show its
JET310 sub- miniature monitor and
two new speakers. There will also
be DVD and Plasma televisions from
Pioneer, Rotel CD players, TEAC's
A- F2000 integrated amp and
Denon's AVD-1000 external 24- bit
DIS decoder partnering the DVD5000 player. KEF is due to show its
new RDM3 floorstander and anew,
top-secret, surprise loudspeaker.

ONE

circuit.

You wouldn't

amp on a whim, would you?

SjsLem
• • •

Priced at £ 150 and £220/pair respectively,
the RAS and RA10 are scheduled to be
joined by afamily of floorstanding
models, an electronic subwoofer and a
centre channel loudspeaker later this
year. Allison UK, 01484 603333.

7-

JVC'S UNIQUE MINIDISC
JVC says that its
latest MiniDisc
recorder is unique
in enabling track
and disc titling
during recording or playback. Compatible with 32kHz,
44.1kHz and 48kHz sample rates, the JVC XM-228 will
record digitally from CD, DAB, DBS and MiniDisc
sources. It has 1- bit A/D and D/A converters, its
enhanced Compu Link control allows remote control
operation from asuitable JVC system remote handset,
and it has amultitude of editing capabilities. More
information from JVC ( UK) Ltd, 0181 4503282.

These three major components work
as acomplete system.

EACH ONE
OTHER

affects the performance of the

TWO.

Change the speakers and the

amp will change its sound because it
"sees" a different load — in effect just

1

'DOLBY HEADPHONE' ON
THE CARDS DOWN UNDER
'DOLBY HEADPHONE' is to be co-developed by
Dolby Labs and Lake DSP of Sydney, Australia. It
is intended to create an out-of-the-head sound for
headphone listeners. The idea is that players fitted
with the appropriate DSP chip will allow headphone
listeners to hear sounds in front and from all around,
thereby appreciating, for example, the 5.1 channel
surround sound tracks of DVD titles, forthcoming
DVD-A releases, digital television, or played from
VCRs, computers, or games consoles. For more
information visit the Lake DSP website at
wunelakedsp.com or contact Dolby Laboratories Inc,
UK head office, 01793 842100.

BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING BRIEFING
NAD has abeefier £270 brother,
the C340, for its award-winning
C320 integrated amplifier, the
new model rated at 50W per
channel. Call 01296 482017.
PACIFIC MICROSONICS claims
that by November 1998 the
number of HDCD encoded CD
titles had topped 2000, and now
expects this figure to double by the end of
1999. For details see www.hdcd.com.
PANASONIC's DVD-A350 and DVD-A150
DVD players are selling at lower prices,
£550 and £400 respectively, from January
1999. Call Panasonic on 0990 357357
PRIMARE and its UK distributor CSE have
negotiated a new deal for the brand, enabling
new, lower prices as follows: Primare A20 Mk11

as

integrated amplifier, £600; D20 CD
player, £700; A30.1 integrated
amplifier, £ 1500; and D30.2 CD
player, £ 1500. Call 01423 359054.
STANDESIGN regrets that the
telephone number suppkied for the
'News' item published in the January
issue was incorrect. Standesign may
be contacted on 01329 828202
TDK has anew MiniDisc for 'professional' and
serious consumer use. The MD-RXG PRO uses a
shell based on the alloy MA-XG cassette tape,
and is expected to sell at around £6.99 eoc h.
Call TDK on 01737 773773
WHARFEDALE has added the Active Diamond
(pictured above), a £ 180/pair self-powered
loudspeaker featuring aradical new type of
cabinet. Call 01480 431737.

like changing a capacitor in the amp.
Selecting good combinations goes a
long way beyond matching speaker

SENSITIVITY

to amplifier

POWER,

some people don't even do that!

and
Why

else is there so much gear secondhand?
We do understand budgets and know
that often you cannot buy everything at
once.
you

But we believe it's crucial that

LISTEN

to a combination before

buying one of the items.

Of course,

that's exactly where we can help...
Customers say we make some of the best
sounds they have ever heard. Our advice
takes account of your best components and
guides you where change is needed, in stages
you can afford. You AVOID EXPENSIVE
MISTAKES, enjoy music along the way and
save money in the long run.

J
UST LISTEN AND YOU'LL KNOW
CD: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, AUDIO SYNTHESIS,

BALANCED AUDIO TECHNOLOGY. dCS ELGAR, MERACUS,

VINYL: BASIS. CROWN

ORELLE, PASS, W ADIA, XTC.
J
EWEL,

DNM, GRAHAM,

LEHMANN, MICHELL, STRATOSPHERE.

SUMIKO BLUE POINT SPECIAL, TRANSFIGURATION.

AMPLIFIERS: ACCUPHASE, ADVANTAGE, BALANCED
AUDIO TECHNOLOGY, CAT, DNM, LUMLEY, NAGRA, PASS,
SIEMEL, SIRIUS, SONNETEER, XTC .LOUDSPEAKERS:
AUDIO PHYSIC, BKS,ETHOS, HALES, HARBETH, LUMLEY,
MAGNEPLANAR, MIRAGE.

NEAT, TOTEM.

TUNERS :ACCUPHASE, FANFARE, MAGNUM DYNALAB.

CABLES: ARGENTO. CHORD CO.. DNM, NORDOST,

SONIC LINK, TICE, YAMAMURA CHURCHILL ETC

The
Right
Note
t/u•

41P
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0800 328 1425
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InnerSound Eros is a bi-amplified Hybrid Electrostatic loudspeaker system including 400 watt base amplification and
active crossovers.

"This is the first speaker system to succeed at sonically marrying adynamic woofer with an electrostatic for mid and upper frequencies, and it is the first
electrostatic system of any kind ( either full-range or hybrid) to furnish truly excellent quality bass." — Peter Moncrieff, International Audio Review
"The first reflected highs you hear arrive about aweek later than the direct sound. The result is that the Eros sounds so clear you almost can't believe it."
—Dr Robert Greene, Fi Magazine July 98
"...ttis is awarm, most romantic sounding speaker ... warmer and more romantic than you'd expect an electrostatic design to be, and with considerable
dynamic 'snap' and gradation. All of which would be as nothing if things didn't sound so alive."
"Truly stunning." — Chris Beeching, Audio Quarterly

—

Harry Pearson, The Absolute Sound, May/June 98, Issue 112

Inne-Sound Inc.. 1875 Mitchell Road, Suite E. Mat:,Leon, GA 30126 USA. Tel: ( 404)696 19,08. Fax: ( 404)691 1411
innerscund ( UK), International House, Horsecroft Read, Harlow, Essex CMIc 5SX. Tel: 44 1279 442700. Fax 44 1279 442701

INNEM5UND
www. I rierSound.Net

COMPETITION

WIN!

TDL loudspeakers worth more than £2500
"The best in their class..."
MANY enthusiasts still believe that only atransmission- line
cabinet design can give deep, satisfying bass performance.
And respected British speaker manufacturer TDL Electronics
has stayed true to the tradition, with its big transmission- line
Reference Standard- m heading acomprehensive range.
TDL's now well-established ' reflex transmission line' cabinet
principle provides much of the benefit of afull transmission line but
in asimpler, more compact cabinet. This month we're delighted to
be able to offer anumber of TDL speakers as prizes — including
some brand new models which have yet to make their public debut.

powerful bass, but in acost-effective package! Standing 905mm
high and available in black ash, rosewood or cherry, the Nucleus 4
normally retails at £299.95/pair.

SIX RUNNER-UP PRIZES: TDL NUCLEUS 1
Finally, six runners-up will each receive apair of TDL's ' baby'
Nucleus 1. Based on the original TDL Near Field Monitor, but in
infinite-baffle form, the Nucleus 1is designed to match the CCS
centre-channel and SBR subwoofer in an integrated home
theatre package. Just 260mm high, the Nucleus 1
retails at £74.95/pair.

FIRST PRIZE: TDL CF300 CHEVIOT
This handsome, powerful floorstanding loudspeaker is the top
model in TDL's ' carbon fibre' series. Carbon-fibre cones are lighter
and stronger than those of almost any other material, giving low
distortion and high sensitivity and so avoiding the need for
powerful amplification.The Cheviot uses two 170mm castchassis, carbon-fibre bass units driving the transmission-line,
while, as with other models in the range, treble frequencies are
handled by asophisticated 25mm metal-dome tweeter.
Sensitivity is 90dB/W/lm. Cabinets are constructed of dense
fibre-board with lavishly-laid real wood veneers, the polished
front baffles profiled to maintain the speaker's aesthetic appeal
when grilles are removed for serious listening. Standing
920mm tall, the Cheviot normally retails at £849.951
pair. Our winner will also receive a2.5m pair of
TDL's Ultraflex 511 speaker cables, worth £ 50.

SECOND PRIZE: TDL G30RTL
Our lucky Second Prize winner will receive the larger
of the two exciting new reflex transmission line
models from TDL. Again using twin bass units — this
time with glass fibre cones — the floorstanding G30 measures
875mm high and offers an enhanced bass performance which makes
it ideal for larger rooms. Tweeter is asoft-dome Ferro-fluid cooled
type, and the speaker is available in black ash, rosewood or cherry.
Retail price is £499.95/pair.

THE QUESTIONS

THIRD PRIZE: TDL G20RTL
Standing 720mm high, the G20 has
much in common with its bigger
brother, but this time using asingle
glass-fibre cone bass unit. Retail price
is expected to be £379.95/pair.

1. Which material is used for the bass drive unit cones in TDL's Cheviot loudspeaker?
a) glass fibre
b) carbon fibre
c) titanium
d) aluminium

FOURTH PRIZE: TDL NUCLEUS 4

3. Which model of subwoofer can be used with Nucleus 1 ' satellite' speakers to complete ahome
theatre system?
a) TDL Nucleus 4
b) TDL CCS
c) TDL G20
d) TDL SBR

Also abrand new model, TDL's
Nucleus 4is atwin-bass version of the
popular Nucleus 3 — again offering

2. What is the sensitivity of the Cheviot, rated at 1m by the manufacturer?
a) 85dB/W
b) 87dB/W
c) 90dB/W
d) 88dB/W

HOW TO ENTER: Don't miss your chance to win one of these mouthwatering prizes. Complete the entry form and send to TDL Competition,
Hi Fi News & Record Review Editorial, PO Box 531, Croydon CR9 2ZA, to arrive not later than Friday, 12 March, 1999.
RULES: 1) This competition is open to UK readers only.
Photocopies of the entry form are acceptable, but only one entry
per reader is allowed ( multiple entrants will be disqualified). No
other correspondence should be enclosed with the entry form.
2) There will be no cash or other alternatives to the prizes
offered. Winner(s) will be the fins correct entries opened.
3) Employees of Link House Magazir.es. TDL or their agents,
will not be eligible to enter. 4) Entries must be received by first
post on Friday, 19 February 1999. The Editor's decision will be
final and binding. No correspondence will be entered into
regarding the competition. 5) Prizewinners will be notified by
post; the results will be published in HEN/RR, May 1999, 6)
Entry forms received become the property of Link House
Magazines Ltd.
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Address

THE ANSWERS
2
If you would prefer NOT 10 receive further
direct mail, please tick this box j

1

Name

TDL Competition

3

E

Postcode
Daytime tel no:

rikAyDIO CON
NOT AN ORDINARY HI-FI SHOP.
Leading specialists in valve
amplification. Our selected
components are designed to
produce atrue image, with
layering and depth. The tonal
presentation is always natural
and unforced, with aliquidity
that can be listened to at length
without fatigue. We have been
told many times "' did not
expect it to sound that good."
Book ademonstration
and hear for yourself.

SM.

Amplification
Art Audio • Audio Analogue
conrad-johnson • Golden Tube
Graaf • Heart • Holfi
Hynes Acoustic • Muse • Unison Research
Accessories
Barnatt & Oswald bespoke furniture
Cardas cables & power cords
Esopower mains stabilisers
finite elemente pagode equipment
stands • Harmonix • Nordost cables
V- Damp isolating system
Dlgttal Replay
Audio Analogue Paganini
conrad-johnson
DPA • Holfi • Marantz
Resolution Audio • Wadia
Loudspeakers
Analysis Ribbons • Audio Spectrum
Audiostatic DCI & DCI Plus • Avalon
Acoustics • Beauhorn Virtuoso • Cabasse
Diapason • Opera • Zingali Omniray
Vinyl Replay
Nottingham Analogue
turntables & The Foot 12" arm
Benz- Micro cartridges
Kuzma • Lyra • Tracer cartridges
Trigon Vanguard phono amplifier
you

ave cot experienced the

difference agood, well designed, power

4

cord can ma <eto your equiprrent then
you may well be as surprised as we
were. Audition those from the Cardas
and Harmon .x range for ar improvement

Entry to ahigher level of audio excel en eneed not
be as expensiv
t n
Audio Analogu
Audio Analogu
Opera Duetto I

1.

CD player f7so

e
te

a

[Meier

£6
75
30
5

2. Barnatt & Oswald turntabl e

£395
ToTAI,

Audio.Analogue Paganini

£480- Two shelf equipment

£17805oo

stand £

Golden Tube SI 5o MK Il

Eno°
£595

TOTAL £2445
Free interconnect and power cord from the remarkable new

Prices from £80 to £ 290
At last amaims conditioner that really
works and does not compress..The
industrial grade Esopower distribution
block filters and cleans, but leaves the

3. Wadia 830 CD player £ 3000

music alone» give you better tonal

4- Zingali Omniray Overture

balance and imaging. Try it ana judge
for yourself. frjoo for 6outlets.

Audio Analogue Paganini CD player£ 750
Opera Seconda loudspeakers

way above competitive products.

£140 0
MAIN PICTUR E:Audiostatic DCI
Plus full range electrostatic

Cardas Crosslink range with the above systems for olimited period.
------11111imp=amllifflumenzoFteeral

loudspeaker £3750

Ex-demonstration equipment available
during December and January at
attractive discounts. List available
on request.

orne trial schemes available. All systems installed by us. Mail order carriage free.
Efficient tax-free export.Ex-demonstration and used equipment always a

bIe, please call

for further details. Demonstrations by appointment only, Mondays te Saftiriays 10:00 to 18:30
Camden Town, London NINI. FAX: 0171 383 5028 EMAIL: loi65o,2424@compuserve£Orn

TEL: 0171 380 0866

technology

The tharny
issue of
burning
CD- R discs
returns
with Philips'
new doublespeed
twin-ceck
CD recorder

*In the run up to
Christmas, the
CDR 765 was the
subject of aradio
advertising
campaign. When
asked for comment,
Philips only
supplied the
statement ahad
issued in late
October, following
the IFPI's criticism
of Philips at its
meeting in London:
'Philips is satisfied
that the equipment
does not contravene
any laws relating
to the infringement
of copyright, and
Philips has not
authorised, and
does not authorise,
consumers to
infringe copyright'.
Ed.

Another reason for using a PC
follows from the so-called Athens
Agreement, reached ten years ago
when the software and hardware
industries were still arguing over
DAT. This requires that all
consumer digital audio recorders use
the Serial Copy Management System
to prevent cloning. The recorder will
not make a digital recording of
anything that is already a digital
copy. But PC- ROM recorders do
not have SCMS.
First versions of Easy CD Creator
were very flakey, and even now the
system is far from ideal. Modern
PCs used high speed CD-ROM
drives which are very erratic when
reader wonders why CD
used to read audio. By far the easiest
recordings he has made with
way to make CD audio recordings
PC blanks on a consumer
is to use a consumer CD- R deck,
deck won't play back. Let's recap
particularly the Philips CDR 870
the facts.
and CDR 880 models.
There are two types of CD blanks,
SCMS is one penalty: Bit 14 is
one for recording consumer audio
the other. It forces the use of
and one for professional audio or
computer data. Both are pre - artifically expensive consumer blanks.
And this is where the first generation
stamped with a groove that guides
Philips recorders left aloophole.
the laser during recording and
When the blank is loaded into the
provides timing information. This
tray, the recorder initialises by
groove contains digital code and the
checking the pre-groove for Bit 14
Orange Book standard, which
status. If the blank is for consumer
governs write-once disc recording,
use, the recorder carries out ashort
defining the codes available. Bit 14
record check to adjust the laser
is used to distinguish between
power to suit the type of dye used
consumer and computer blanks.
to coat the blank. This is necessary
The original idea was to let the
because different manufacturers use
record industry collect atax on audio
different dyes, and there is also a
recordings, without provoking outrage
difference between the composition
from PC owners who use blank CDs
needed for discs that record at 1x,
to backup their own computer data.
2x and 4x speeds.
But the record industry is now having
Owners of Philips recorders soon
second thoughts on taxing blank
discovered that it was possible to fool
media, because it legitimises all home
the Bit 14 check by manually
entertainment copying. The collection
opening the disc tray after the
system is also tniworkable, unfair and
recorder had finished its initialisation,
open to abuse, such as crossborder
replacing the consumer disc with a
trading between countries with
computer blank, and then manually
different blank tax policies.
closing the tray. This works like a
The UK has no tax on blank tape
dream, but only if the dye chemistry
or discs. But the price of consumer
of the computer blank matches the
blanks is still several times that of
consumer
blank
used
for
computer blanks, even though the
initialisation. If there is mismatch,
production process is identical,
the laser output power setting will
except that different stampers are
be wrong and the laser no longer
needed to press the different groove
burns clean pits in the surface.
codes.
The risk of mismatch is now
The disc manufacturers excuse the
much greater than when the
price difference in various ways, eg,
initialisation trick was first discovered
the lower quantities of consumer
because the range of disc blanks is
blank manufactured.
But the
widening every week.
quantities would be larger if the price
If the recording is made with an
were the same. The real reason for
incorrect laser power setting, the disc
the price differential is that the disc
manufacturers have seen the price
of computer blanks fall to a dollar
or less, and they will milk the audio
market for as long as they can get
away with charging artificiallyhigher
prices. This is one reason why PC
owners use a CD-ROM recorder
with control software, like Adaptec's
Easy CD Creator, to make music

A

may play on some players but not
others, depending on their laser
optics and error correction. If the
Table of Contents is unreadable, the
player will not even recognise the
disc as an audio CD. If the TOC
reads but the main data is badly
written, the disc may stutter with
uncorrectable errors.
Iasked TDK's Reserch Lab in
Luxembourg to analyse a faulty
recording made by fooling a CDR
870 recorder with mismatched
blanks. Ihad initialised with aPhilips
consumer CD-R and then recorded
onto aTDK computer blank. The
disc played but stuttered on several
low- and midprice CD players.
TDK's Nikon microscope revealed
that the lead-in and lead-out areas
were recorded at higher laser power
than the data area. Block Error Rate
(Bier) and Pit Jitter were very high,
and outside the specification for
reliable playback.
As a rule of thumb, look for
consumer and computer blanks of
the same dye chemistry and colour
(eg, Mitsubishi/Verbatim, or Philips
and TDK, or Kodak/Trax) and use
computer blanks which are rated for
lx recording. Itried using aTDK
consumer blank to initialise before
recording onto aTDK data blank.
Results were perfect. The message is
clear: use blanks of the same brand.
All this may be academic anyway,
because the most recent model
recorders do not allow disc swapping
after initialisation. There are also
signs that the price of consumer
blanks is starting to fall, perhaps
eventually to parity with computer
blanks.
First reports of the new Philips
CDR 765 dualwell, doublespeed
CD recorder reveal something new
of special interest. The deck
automatically makes an analogue
dub if SCMS prevents adigital dub.
So users can carefully build a
compilation of favourite CD or LP
tracks onto an eraseable CD-RW
and then make an analogue dub
onto CDR. Because there is ahard
wire connection between the two
wells, quality loss is minimal. This
has shocked the record companies
rigid.
At the beginning of December
Philips was still taking legal advice
on how to advertise and sell the
CDR 765*.
Barry Fox

recordings.
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the Chord SPM 12,00B
(Gramophone Magazine Feb 1994)

Only Chord could better
the SPM 1200B.
The SPM 1200C.
Chord's 3rd Generation
Power Amplifier.
The Best. Perfected.

oCHORD

Audition the Chord SPM 1200C at:
London & South East

Midlands

Musical Images
Covent Garden
Tel : 0171 497 1346

Leicester Hi Fi Company
Leicester
Tel : 0116 262 6097

Musical Images
Hounslow
Tel : 0181 569 5802

Castle Sound and Vision
Nottingham
Tel : 0115 958 4404

Musical Images
Beckenham
Tel : 0181 663 3777

Music Matters
Birmingham
Tel : 0121 429 2811

Progressive Audio
Rainham
Tel : 01634 389004

North

Phase 3 Hi Fi
Worthing
01903 245577
Chord Electronics Ltd. The Pumphouse, Forleigh Bridge
East Farleigh, Kent ME16 9NB, United Kingdom.
Tel: 01622 721444. Fax: 01622 721555.
email: sales@chord.softnet.co.uk

11)

West
Grandix Sound & Vision
New Malden
Tel : 0181 336 0012
Northwood Audio
Aylesbury
01296 428790

Doug Brady HI- Fl
Warrington
Tel : 01925 828009
Audio Reflections
Wakefield
Tel : 01132 528850
Northern Ireland
Moores Hi Fi
County Down
Tel : 01247 812 417

brief encounters

Burn baby, burn
PRIZE for last year's most subversive piece of
audio equipment goes to this CD recorder, a
twin deck CD-R/CD-RW machine from Philips
that allows albums to be duplicated with
consummate ease, without even aphono lead
being connected.
The CDR 765 is the latest nail in the coffin of
the cassette deck, and to some extent the
MiniDisc deck. By putting aplay-only and a
recording disc mechanism into one unit, the
transfer of music from one disc to aCD blank
has become not only much easier and quicker
to accomplish, but has also given the user two
most useful features. One is the option to use
the 765 as an elementary multi-disc player well, two-disc anyway, by playing two loaded
discs consecutively, thereby potentially
increasing uninterrupted playing time to over
two hours. But secondly, and more importantly,
is the first chance to burn discs at high speed.
Yes, the 765 is adouble-speed dubbing deck.
Philips, it seems, has been uncertain how
best to market such an incredible tool without
upsetting important people in the record
industry [ see 'Technology' page 19]. Whatever
the politics, the launch of the 765, at only
£350, was decidely low key, and at time of

press there's still been no overt marketing push.
But then, Rome wasn't burnt in aday...
The left hand drawer takes CD blanks for
recording, and can also be enlisted for
playback duties by engaging the 'Dual' switch
from the front panel. With an album in the
right hand drawer and ablank in the left it
only takes apress of the 'Dubb' button to cycle
between normal and high speed copying and
then pressing ' Play' to record an entire album.
Individual tracks can of course be programmed
for automated selections. After this, you press
'Finalize' then 'Record' to indelibly cap the
new disc with afinal Table Of Contents.
Recordings made within the machine, digital
disc to disc, are practically indistinguishable
from the original. I
tried differentiating some
recordings made on-board from the original,
trying versions made in real time and some at
high-speed. Normal speed, the result had a
barely perceptible loss of 'air' and life, but this
could only be discernible after scrupulous
cross-referencing, and with afollowing wind.
Likewise, the high-speed dubbed version may
have asimilar quantum drop in quality again,
although I'm not ready to try and explain why
digital data, when transferred from one

storage medium to another, can sound
different on playback.
Recordings can also be made from
analogue material, such as LP records or FM
radio. Here, the on- board ADC does afine
job of conversion, as recordings direct from
an LP12-plus-Linto proved, being close to the
equal of the same copies made on aMarantz
DR 700. Best of all, as athumbs- up to Messrs
SCMS, 'copies of copies' can be made: if a
previously dubbed disc is placed in drawer
right, and ablank in left, then the machine
automatically defaults to an internal analogue
connection when asked to record between the
two. As it is ahard-wired link, quality drop is
minimal, as Idiscovered when making a
second-generation copy. The result is alittle
softer and lacks some dimensionality against
the original, but nowhere as bad as you
might expect for data that has been bounced
from deck to deck, in and out of DACs and
ADCs. Finally, the 765 also takes re-writables
in its stride. All we need now is to find ahack
to let it record onto the cheaper data discs.
Watch this space, in case we find away!
Andrew Harrison
• Philips, 0181 689 4444

May the stylus Force be with you
DOUBTS started to creep into my
mind about the accuracy of stylus
pressure gauges when Inoticed the
reading given by aShure SFG-2
balance differed from the calibration
on the Ittok itself. A second was tried
and was found, despite being very
close to the first Shure, to disagree
with both. Another, this time from
Ortofon, helped little in deciding
which, if any of them, was ' right'.
At this point, Istarted to wonder if an
electronic gauge would settle the argument.
The least expensive available turned out to be the Digital Stylus Force Gauge
(DFG420), made by The Cartridge Man.
This specialised scale is priced at £ 199, a
figure which may instantly turn off many
people. If you're still interested in
what it can do, read on.
The balance is based on astraingauge measuring device, which
senses flexing on anon-magnetic
cantilever that supports the stylus
tip. It reads from 0.2g-4.0g with
astated accuracy of 0.02g. After
rounding up all my balances I
concluded that, with this electronic
balance within tolerance, the Linn
arm was more nearly accurate, ready
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perhaps 0.05g and up to 0.1g underweight
at some settings. The Shures were also
quite consistent, at about 0.2g ' under' at
the higher (X2) weights and 0.1g reading
up to 1.5g weights. The cheap ' n' cheerful
Ortofon compared well, reading at alittle
under 0.1g ' under' at most weights.
Ot course, it is not strictly necessary to
measure tracking force this accurately. As
most sages will tell you, ' use your ears' to
set weight, from within the cartridge
manufacturer's recommended settings: too
high and frequency extremes can seem
over-emphasised and the soundstage may
be ' flattened'; too low and the sound can
lack gravitas, while tracking ability on
challenging passages is reduced.
To get within a
manufacturer's range of
settings requires some
form of calibration —
but any of the above
balances will do that.
So why spend almost
£200 on atool you
may use once per
stylus replacement?
There are many
inveterate tweakers in
hi-fi ( takes one to know

one) that like to try different settings,
perhaps even varying tracking force
minutely for different recordings. What
this electronic balance offers is the element
of repeatability, such that fine-tuning can
be cross-referenced to accurate readings,
and ' sweet spot' settings can be noted
down. While this may be possible with
some mechanical balances carefully used,
the Digital Stylus Force Gauge makes it
far, far easier — and still more precise.
The last stylus balance seen in this
magazine was the £ 20 Shure. At ten times
the price, this Cartridge Man balance also
offers an order of magnitude greater
precision, and the confidence that the
three-significant figure display corresponds
to actual tracking force (QC calibration is
made with lab-grade weights, and the unit
is temperature-compensated). It is
supplied with a40-page(!) manual, and
power adaptor for recharging the on-board
Ni-Cd batteries. Upon switch-on the gauge
undergoes self-calibration, and battery
level can be displayed by holding the on/off
button for three seconds. It's simple to use,
simple to look at, and it does the job
accurately.
Andrew Harrison
• The Cartridge Man, 0181 688 6565
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The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the
CAD-805C, the latest version of this breathtaking
50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the KR Enterprise
300B XLS. MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO
EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus,
with the CAD 572 SE monoblocks, which provide
an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805, sonically
its equal in many respects. The 805 monoblocks are
now priced at akiller £5,500 + VAT.

TOS

EARMAX

TRUE DIMENSIONAL SOUND
ORIGINAL SOUND RESTORED £
349 inc.

805 Monoblock

Exclusive UK Distributor

The Audiophile Club

PO Box 6477
London .N13 4AY
Tel: 0181 882 2822 Fax 0181 372 3772
e-mail: saleseaudiophileclub.co.uk
www.audiophileclub.co.uk
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brief encounters
Mission 772 loudspeakers
WE'VE already looked at two of the
senior models in the Mission 770
range, the 774 and 773. This model is
the second smallest in the range, or if
you prefer the larger of the
two standmount models.
The 772 has all the selling
points of the other models
in the range. These include
'leaf spring' decoupling around
the tweeter, and afixed pole
piece extension on the bass
unit which offers advantages in
areas like phase response and
integration, and resonance and

The 772 has been in service with me
for about aweek, and is shaping up
nicely. There is the same smooth,
seductive warmth familiar from others in
the range: it's alittle too

need ahigher crossover frequency, and
basic performance is good enough to

anything even more stable and

make the extra expense worthwhile. I
transformed the 772 from an attractive,

well formed than with the
larger models in the range, or it

polished and detailed speaker into one
capable of moving mountains, in this case

was when used on solid stands.
Mission makes amatching
stand, the Stance (£ 99), which
is said to be better than their

with an available B&W ASW200.
System matching may cause afew

box is real wood veneered
(graphite black, rosewood and
cherry, from sustainable
sources), and the front is
deeply curved, with asuperbly

Iused the Atacama R724. At
£150, this is acostly choice for
aspeaker like the 772, but in

integrated ' low diffraction'

effective visual match too.
One point that does not
come out of the literature is

practice it is well worth the
expense, and it's astrikingly

grille. But this speaker looks
great dressed or undressed.

subwoofer crossover setting that works
properly, where smaller speakers would

definitely one of the more
desirable fakes. Imagery is if

they didn't have any in stock
when the 772s came to play, so

fabulous suit of clothes. The

use with asubwoofer. The bass goes
down just deep enough to allow a

glamorous to be real, but is

older, lacklustre design, but

mass control in the main cone.
Then there is the Mission's

that the 772 is arather fine candidate for

headaches. At 85dB/w, sensitivity is
distinctly low, which implies the need for
afairly powerful amp, starting at 50 watts
or so in asmaller room and more in a
bigger one. Even so it won't generate
window-shattering volume levels, and if
your thing happens to include playing
Massive Attack the way it was supposed
to be heard, look elsewhere. For
sophisticated listening at moderate
volume levels, however, this £ 230 speaker
is an excellent buy.
Alvin Gold
• Mission Group, 01480 451777

Low Rider Jubilee
ORTOFON has used its 80th anniversary as

agood excuse to introduce anew pick-up
cartridge, and one that differs from classic
Ortofon models in the method of
construction. Where its previous high-end
moving- coils had their bodies milled from
solid block, whether aluminum, synthetic
sapphire or titanium, the new MC Jubilee
uses ametal injection moulded process.
Here, fine metal particles, in this case
variously stainless steel and aluminum, are
mixed with apolymer and injected into a
mould. The body is then subject to heat and
asintering process, to create asolid unit
not requiring any further screwing or
glueing.
Inside, anew magnetic circuit is used to
concentrate magnetic flux with the armature
and damping system nestled inside the
neodymium magnet. Effective mass is reduced
with avery thin boron cantilever, this
terminated with anude Shibata diamond, and
the all-important coils are wound with sixnines' purity silver.
Externally, the MC Jubilee also differs
markedly from previous Ortofon cartridges: a
tall and narrow block that tapers up to a
round cylinder at top, the Jubilee is rakishly
slanted forward from top to its bottom. The
central red portion bears the Ortofon legend
along its length. Rear termination pins are
recessed inside the body, allowing for easier
mounting in headshells that demand extreme
rearward cartridge fixing. The cantilever itself
protrudes very little below the body, giving
absolute minimal clearance between the
cartridge and the record surface. This proved
aproblem.
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Mounted in an LP12 with Wok
LVII, the Jubilee was
compared to my usual
music-maker, the Ortofon
Rohmann, which at
£1000 is £200 cheaper
than the new Jubilee.
Despite their relative
proximity in price (and
consecutive placing in the
Ortofon heirarchy), the
two cartridges sound
remarkably different.
Where the Rohmann has
aclear, bright tone that
digs detail from the groove and
errs on the side of speed and incision, the
Jubilee favours an altogether wormer and
less intrusive sound. Bob Marley's 'Chant
Down Babylon' on the Rohmonn was crisp
and taut with the various instruments and
singers held tightly in space; the Jubilee had
afuller bass and abetter feel for areggae
pulse, suggesting ahint of bloom in
comparison, which nevertheless added to the
cartridge's sweet musicality.
A piano work, Chopin's Grande Valse
Brillante No 1in Eflat major [
DG 2850
002], clear and precise from Rohmann,
elicited an extra bell- like chiming quality
From Stefan Askenase's playing: totally
enthralling. Even the newly- added
distraction of breathing and pedal noise
failed to detract from the sensitive
playing. The cartridge had been set up as
recommended, tracking at exactly 2.5g,
and with the body top- plate parallel to
record. Experimentation with phono

stages showed a
preference for the Linn
Unto over the usual
reference Kinshaw. The
latter, previously set
with 25ohm input
impedance, sapped all
the life and presence
from the Jubilee.
Resetting to 100 ohm
was the answer for the
best match, but Istill
found the lighter and
leaner Linto
complemented the
Jubilee sound best.
Drawbacks centred on the
ridiculously low ride height. With
barely acigarette paper's thickness between
body and vinyl, you will find playing warped
records tricky. No, strike that — near
impossible. My record collection, like most
people's, has afew 'deviancies' that Istill
need to listen to. An MC Jubilee in pole
position makes this far scarier than it need be.
The plus side to this geometry is the extra
safety conferred on the fragile gemstone and
cantilever, shrouded by body sides and a
limited level of travel upon dropping tonearm,
before the body takes the strain — fortunately, I
don't speak from experience, just commonsense!
In all, another Ortofon dynamo (output 36%
over Rohmann's 250pV, to 340pV) that gains
in subtlety and richness. If you have the cash
and aflat record collection, definitely worth
looking out for.
Andrew Harrison
• Henley Designs, 01491 834700
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(Zingali anniray Wood Horn)

OVERTURE . 1
System Type
Frequency Response
Nominal Impedance
Sensitivity
Cmssover Frequency
Power RMS
Reccomended Power Amplifier
Input System
Components: Woofer
Compress on driver
Wooden horn
Dimensions (HxW xD)
Net Weight
Stand Dimensions (HxW xD)

OVERTURE . 3

Sass reflex
50 Hz-20 KHz
80hm
91dB lmt/lwatt
1.8KHz - 6/12 dB oct.
1C0 Watts
5-100 watts
Biwiring
165mm - coil 39 ram
25mm - coil 44 run
Omniray GZ5 40x22 x34 cm
12 Kg each
50x 22 x34 cm

9/stem Type
Frequency Response
tseminal Impedance
Sensitivity
Crossover Frecuency
Power RMS
?eccomended Power Amplifier
Input System
Components: Woofer
Compression driver
Wooden horn
Finish
Dimensions CH xW xD)
Net Weight
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n 30 years as an audio casualty, I
must have played with over 4000
different components. Some have
been forgettable, some memorable
and some so nigh- on-perfect that
I've toyed with unspeakable, nay,
inenarrable plots for acquiring them.
So delicious is the product about to
be discussed that your scribe even
considered — if only for a mad,
flashing moment — the truly
unthinkable: selling his treasured
watch collection to pay for apair.
If that doesn't tell you what to
expect for the next 2000 words, then
you must be the sort who didn't twig
when some lout at the local Odeon
revealed that Kevin Spacey... no, I
can't complete the analogy. But you
should know that, before it even
arrived, word had reached this
magazine that the Amati homage had
won the most envied award in all of
audio: Japan's Component of the
Year in the loudspeaker category.
Which puts hi-fi journalists outside
of Japan in the same intimidating
position as, say, a critic who has to
review a film which has already
received an Oscar. But even with a
major award to its credit, the second
commemorative loudspeaker from
Sonus Faber has anear-impossible to
task to accomplish: it has to better
Guarneri.
Back in June, 1993 (has it really
been over five years?) the Italian
speaker geniuses unveiled Guarneri
Homage, launching aprogramme of
three tribute models dedicated to the
Cremonese Grand Masters of the art
of violin making: Giuseppe Guarneri,
Andrea
Amati
and
Antonio
Stradivari. Blessed by the audio gods
with the privilege of reviewing the
Guarneri, Iwrote in conclusion that,
'I risk much by saying this, but I
believe Guarneri Homage to be — as
far as my own preferences are
concerned — the best small monitor
I've ever heard in my own system.
And the only other qualifier to that
statement is that Iadmit yet again to
being immune to the charms of
cavernous bass'.
This is what Amati had to better.
Five years on, those words still hold
true, but with one slight alteration:
nowadays, Ikinda/sorta get a wee
buzz, perhaps a teensy, hackleraising frisson from the occasional bit
of bass thuggery. So now imagine the
following: that Sonus Faber took the
Guarneri as a starting point and
improved every single one of its sonic
characteristics, that the company
thought not about size nor cost
constraints, and that it decided to
eliminate the one repeatable
criticism
of
the
Guarneri: that its
bass extension left
much to be desired
II141 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

by those who worship the bottom
octaves.
To the above recipe, add divine
looks which are unmistakably
Guarnerian, drivability which will
allow even ahumble 50-watter to do
justice to the speaker, and a price
which is still so far below the highend norm as to force the mouth,

Nowadays, I
kinda/sorta get
awee burl,
pertaps a
teensy, hackleraising frisson
from the
occasional bit of
bass thuggery

Five years on from the
superlative- exhausting Guarneri,
Sonus Faber launches the Amati
Homage. Predictably, perhaps,
it's love at first sight...
by

KEN

KESSLER

against one's better judgement, to
form the word ' bargain' — as if
suffering from an audiophilic case of
Tourette's Syndrome. In other
words, we are looking at amilestone
product with the (future) historical
importance of the Rogers LS3/5A,
the Dynaco Stereo 70, the original
Quad ESL and the first Koetsu m-c
cartridge, so boundless enthusiasm is
unavoidable.
Like Guarneri, Amati's cabinet
design was conceived to exhibit
absolute structural rigidity, full
command of resonance control and
room-filling sound dispersion. Like
its little sister, the cross-section is
that of the lute shape first developed
by Sonus Faber in 1990 and
eventually copied by Celestion and
others, so employed because the
absence of aflat rear wall and curved
sides render the cabinet extremely
rigid and immune to vibration.
Sonus Faber also posits that the
shape ' encourages
a more
homogeneous response from the
loudspeaker than is possible with
usual parallel-sided shapes'.
In practice, according to the
designer, its back wave is easily
transmitted to the reflex channel, to
reduce inner reverberation. Taking it
astage further, the three-way, vented
Amati features three copper/lead
tuning ports, providing flexibility
reminiscent of the two easilychangeable port cylinders supplied
with Wilson WATTs. Using only the
lower of the three orifices, just above
the hefty WBT multi-way binding
posts, the listener can insert special
foam-covered plugs and detect with
ease the changes they impart... even
while standing to the side of the
speaker.
As with Guarneri, the Amati's
cabinet is the sort of wooden
construct which will, in 200 years,
confuse the hell out of the Antiques
Roadshow crew, who will wonder
how such craftsmanship manifested
itself in ahi-fi product of late 20th
century origins. It's fashioned from
21 sheets of wood of various
consistency, joined together by a
polymeric glue ' with a high
coefficient of viscosity in order to
dampen vibration'. Sonus Faber
employs this complex technique not
just because of its resemblance to the
craft of the luthier, but because such
construction improves dynamic
contrasts.
Measuring 1170x 265x580mm
(hwd) and weighing aback-breaking
70kg apiece, the Amati is large by
any standards south of a SLAMM
but still too elegant to seem
obtrusive. It looks
precisely
like
a
Guarneri which grew
downwards to reach
25

the floor sans separate stands, while
all other dimensions increased
proportionately. Amati's presence is
felt immediately, and we are talking
about a speaker that will never
masquerade as amini-monitor in any
room smaller than 8x12m. Even so,
in my circa 4x7m lounge, they
seemed just large enough to elicit
comment but not large enough to
suggest afuture riddled with alimony
payments. They're the closest any
audio component has come to
deserving the use of the adjective
'voluptuous'. If Sonus Faber was
honouring the stars of stage and
screen rather than violin-making, this
would have to be called the Claudia
Cardinale.

GORGEOUS
Unquestionably, Amati is so utterly
gorgeous that even philistines who
like Formica table tops will be
moved to sighing. The ' artisan-grade
finish' is hand- applied by skilled
craftsmen, by now well-trained and
experienced after five years of
Guarneri-making. The distinctive,
in- a- class- of- its- own lacquering
consists of seven coats of red and
black, in remembrance of the
instruments made by Andrea Amati.
The gloss, colour and finish on the
cabinetry will be recognised, even by
those with no appreciation of nor
interest in woodworking, as
something rare and precious. And
details like the metal frames which
create the spiked plinths, the grilles
fashioned as per Guarneri from
elastic ' violin strings' — even the
paper used for the owner's manual
and the wine- coloured socks in
which the Amatis are packed tell you
that this is no ordinary speaker.
And an extraordinary speaker
demands extraordinary transducers.
Handling the upper frequencies is a
28mm soft-dome, multiple coating,
high resolution, ferro-fluidless
tweeter. The absence of ferrofluid, a
reaction against the status quo, is a
result of the designer believing that
the moving coil can better reproduce
the softest musical transients without
ferrofluid interfering. Midrange
frequencies are covered by a 180mm
paper/carbonium titanium cone, also
multiple-coated and designed for
excellent linearity. And to give Amati
the extension which makes this more
of acello than aviolin, there are two
woofers, a brace of 210mm extrarigid,
multiple- coated paper/
carbonium dome.
This material, as employed for the
mid and woofer cones, is said to
avoid break-up phenomena; each
bass driver is individually equalised
with damping substances. All of the
Amati's drivers benefit from asystem
which controls the impedance
26

according to frequency variations,
and all are manufactured according
to what Sonus Faber calls ' the free
compression driver concept, able to
reproduce the slightest musical detail
at high speed, with absolute control
and great power'.
Unusual for a post- 1980s design,
Amati is not bi-wirable, the company
in agreement with Wilson and afew
others who feel that a properly
designed crossover obviates the need
for whatever gains are attributed to
splitting the signal and inserting
extra lengths of speaker cable.
Amati's crossover is optimised to
absorb the minimum energy, unlike
the hungry Extrema network, to
provide ' the best possible impulse
response, as well as maximum
transparency'. Minimum-tolerance
components selected by ear are used
throughout, with high-conductivity
copper and silver cables used for all
wiring. The network is insulated
against vibration with aproprietary
`resin encapsulation system'.
Crossover points are bass-to-mid
at 200Hz and mid- to- treble at

It looks
precisely like a
Guarneri which
grew
downwards to
reach the Nor
sans separate
stands, while
all other
dimensions
increased
proportionately.
Amati's
presence
is felt
immediately,
and we are
talking about
aspeaker
that will never
masquerade
as amini monitor in
any room
smaller than
8x12m

Single-wired: like
Wilson, Sonus Faber
eschews bi-wirability
and offers only one
pair of terminals

2.5Khz, while sensitivity is stated as
auser-friendly 92dB/1W/lm, with a
nominal impedance of 4 ohms. The
company recommends a minimum
amplifier power of 30 W/ch (and a
300W
maximum),
which
conveniently allowed the use of its
own Musica integrated amplifier at
TOP Audio in Milan. At the risk of
seriously pissing off both Sonus
Faber and the UK importer, it's
worth pointing out, too, that the
Amati simply adored single-ended
triode amplifiers of Italian origin,
made not amillion miles away from
the Sonus Faber factory.
Other numbers you probably want
to read are the frequency response,
stated as 24Hz-30kHz, with the
tuning port included, and —
unavoidably — the price. But it's
only right that you proceed no

SUPPLIER
Absolute Sounds,
58 Durham
Road,
London
SW20 ODE.
Tel 0181-971
3909

further without knowing that the cost
of entry into this sub- division of
paradise is a princely £ 11,450 per
pair. While the tariff is ameliorated
by the speaker's ability to perform
with less costly amplifiers than would
be the norm — £20k's worth of Krell
or ARC or Levinson would merely
ice the torta — this is still a serious
investment. However much Ifeel the
urge to point out that Amati is
underpriced,
especially
when
compared to other speakers in the
high-end arena with price tags better
suited to a small bungalow, Imust
respect the insidious, small-minded
meanness of most audiophiles. So
the Amati costs big bucks. There.
I've said it. Now, can we proceed to
the orgasm?
Connected variously to Sutherland
2000 monoblocks ( solid-state),
Unison Research Smart 845
monoblocks ( single-ended triode),
two of the six (50W) channels on the
old Marantz AV- 95M (solid-state)
and GRAAF's 5050 ( push-pull
valve), with either ART or Kimber
Select speaker wire, the Amati was
fed
signals
from the
Krell
KAV300cd, Theta's DATA III,
Musical Fidelity's totally luscious,
embarrassingly under-priced X-RAY
and the Basis 1400/Basis 300/Grado
Reference analogue front-end. These
drove pre-amplifiers which included
the Lexicon DC1, the Krell KRC-3
and the Unison Research Mystery
One, connected with Kimber Select.
It may strike some that Igo out of
my way to be recalcitrant, that Iam
consciously and actively looking for
ways to irritate. Believe me: it comes
naturally. But I swear on my
`Butcher Sleeve' that it was wholly by
accident that Idiscovered what will
truly horrify designer Franco Serblin.
For five years, Guarneri fans have
apologised for that speaker's too
refined, too subtle, too genteel, too
civilised mien. Again and again, I've
heard people say, 'Awesome speaker,
but only for string quartets', or some
such rot. It has been tarred with the
clàssical brush, in the same
erroneous manner with which it was
applied to the BBC LS3.5A and both
generations of Quad ESL. As Isaid
with the Guarneri, appreciation of it
requires re-educating the listener.
One is right to expect the same of
Amati, which — added bass aside —
does sound so much like Guarneri in
all key areas that it unwittingly
provides aunique source of comfort
for Guarneri owners: they needn't
bother upgrading to Amatis if they're
(1) happy with the Guameri's bass or
(2) restricted to rooms smaller than,
say, 4x6m. But please keep in mind
that Sig. Serblin is so utterly and
unselfconsciously refined in a
particularly Italian/patrician way that
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he's probably unaware that any
music was written after 1920, or that
any instruments were ever electrified.
If you once short-listed the Guarneri
and then resisted because you
succumbed to rumours of its
inescapable ultra politesse, or felt
that it couldn't fill your room, or you
merely wanted more bass without
resorting to asubwoofer, then crack
out the Asti Spumante.
Predictably, Istarted with the
usual diet of Italian crooners,
marvelling at how this much larger
speaker retained every single one of
the qualities which made the
Guarneri one of my all-time faves. Its
mid-band is so lifelike and its trebles
so sweet that you might be led to
thinking that the Rat Pack still lives
and swings from Las Vegas saloon to
Hollywood haunt. I'm pretty certain
that no purple- label Capitol
recordings from the Eisenhower era
are to be found in Sonus Faber's
listening room, but the Amati
suggests otherwise.
Blessed with the sort of refinement
one might attribute only to small
electrostatics, the Amati possesses
the near- magical ability to endow
small, delicate notes with roomfilling presence. It's acurious effect,
juggling the reproduction of actual
scale (
le, lifelike and correctly ' lifesized' images) within a seemingly
limitless soundstage, but it's there for
all to hear: set up with just the right
amount of toe- in, and with the
listener selfishly occupying the sweet
spot, the Amati creates a walldisdaining picture I'd previously only
heard from large panels of the
Apogee persuasion. Naturally, with
live recordings, you hear the
dimensions of the hall and nothing
more. Or less.
But back to my shocking
discovery. For whatever reason, my
hand fell on a stack of ' party' CDs
assembled to help one see out the
current millennium in mindnumbing, drunken, nostalgic bliss.
Unsurprisingly, given the nature and
tastes of the typical sodden, partying
Brit, the music consisted of rowdy
gems from T Rex, Slade, most of the
Seventies' chart-topping disco kings
and queens, reggae pounders and
thumpers, Mud, the Sweet and
enough 1960s hits to inspire visions
of those mutton- dressed-as- lamb
fiftysomethings who, on 31/12/99,
will wail 'Auld Lang Syne' in pubs
which could pass for the Queen Vic
— you get the drill.
Now this stuff is right up my alley,
me being somewhat crass and
uncultured (though tee-total), so I
cranked that mutha up to 11 and —
lo and behold — the Amatis
delivered the richest, deepest, most
concrete and palpable bass I've ever
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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heard from a non-sub-woofered
system. And, unlike 99% of the subwoofers we suffer/tolerate, the bass
was conclusively not of the one-note
variety. But the headroom! No
kidding: Ipushed the system to
playback levels louder than any I've
inflicted on my cats and neighbours
in nearly adecade. Not acrack, not a
thwack, not agrumble — no trace of
clipping sullied Eddy Grant's lowestoctave growling or Gary Glitter's
motorcycles.
And yet the Amati's probity was
never, Irepeat never jeopardised, not
for a moment. Those of a devious,
cynical bent might elect to recall
those uncomfortable recordings in
which famous opera singers butcher
Broadway musicals or Sinatra tried
to cover the Beatles, or perhaps
suggest an analogy along the lines of
using a vintage, acoustic Martin to
play heavy metal, but it wasn't like
that at all. The Amati rose —
proudly, aristocratically, its head
held high — to the occasion.
And rocked like a
sonovabitch. Slam,
energy, power, range,
forza — Amati is to
Guarneri what Ferrari
is to Alfa Romeo,
Beluga to Ossetra. It is
the next step for those
who adored Guarneri,
and who are unwilling
to change heart for
brain by moving, say,
to rivals from Wilson.
And that's it right on
the button: Amatis are
romantic,
warm,
passionate, whereas
Wilsons are cerebral,
analytical, rational.
And both do things
the other cannot: an
Amati, for example,
doesn't have the
sheer,
unlimited
capabilities which
would allow it to
replicate the absolute
grandeur of £70,000plus
worth
of
SLAMM. But neither
can the SLAMM
nuzzle the back or
your neck and then
caress your soul.
While both Sonus
Faber and Wilson
Audio give more than
lip service to their
alter- egos, as all
speakers aspiring to
high end supremacy
must do, there's no
mistaking that their
respective personalities
remain
dominant.
Hence, the Amati is

If Sonus
Faber was
honouring the
stars of stage
and screen
rather than
violin- making,
this would
have to be
called the
Claudia
Cardinale

assuredly aproduct of the culture of
Casanova, Nuvolari, Pavarotti and
— despite a lapse which led him to
emigrate to that hell- hole called
France — Bugatti.
May Ileave you with this thought?
As of 1999, as far as I'm concerned,
the Sonus Faber Amati is the finest
dynamic loudspeaker in the world. In
2003 or 2004, given the rate at•
which Amati appeared postGuarneri, Franco Serblin will
probably unleash the Stradivari.
Again, using what has gone before, it
will probably sell for the equivalent
of £ 18,000 in the Euros of the day.
It will probably be so gorgeous that
we can't even consider, with our
underdeveloped, non- Italian taste
buds, what final form it might take.
It will probably earn the title of the
First Great Speaker of the Third
Millennium. And if Stradivari does
to Amati what Amati did to
Guarneri, Iprobably will be selling
my watch collection.
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hile the DVD ( Digital
Versatile Disc) expands
the coverage of the video
and audio sectors, we also have
available a ` super audio' medium as
standard on DVD, je, the 24- bit,
96kHz
sampling- rate
stereo
soundtrack. Recent announcements
concerning two more kinds of
incompatible super disc with multichannel capacity have served to take
attention away from what is available
now.
DVD players will handle the
format already, often down-sampling
to a 48kHz rate and with
approximately 20- bit or poorer
resolution. Conversely, as has been
reported in these pages [
see Paul
Miller's DVD player group test, Oct
'98], the sound quality from the
audio sections of middle- priced
DVD players is not really hi-fi as we
know it. While the industry awaits
DVD-Audio implementation on
other issues such as MLP (Meridian
Lossless Packing), 24- bit 96kHz
stereo is available now. At present,
the Classic and Chesky labels
support the format with some
promising titles, but much more
support needs to be generated by
additional software releases. If not,
the format will languish, remaining
available in avery limited way, at
premium prices.
And to confuse the issue, DVDVideo also has amulti-channel audio
capability in no fewer than three
non- compatible
formats:
the
European MPEG-2 ( DVD audio
subset), Dolby Digital, and DTS.

Although these are data- reduced
home movie surround sound
systems, they cannot be dismissed
from the pure audio arena. Despite
the data reduction, it has to be said
that five channels of audio taken
together do represent more
information about a recorded audio
event, and also have strong
entertainment value. This is
particularly true of the long-delayed
DTS option.
Thousands of discs are claimed to
be potentially becoming available,
and, thanks to its sophisticated
variable data-rate coding, DTS has
the lowest data reduction and hence
the highest ` fidelity' of these
`condensed' multi-channel formats.
But the 24-bit 96kHz DVD stereo is
the subject of these equipment
reviews, and is adifferent matter.

REPLAY OPTIONS
There are two routes to high-fidelity
replay in the ' 24/96' format. One
consists of adding an accessory D/A
decoder to the digital output of
DVD player or transport. These may
use an optical or wired connection in
the familiar S/PDIF form, even
though the 24/96 option is not
strictly part of the interface
specification. Questions of impaired
jitter arise from using this serial or
'two wire' interface at its effective
limit; and this use of the S/PDIF
interface for 24/96 has recently been
'outlawed' by the DVD standards
authority, so this route may be
closed off in future. Meanwhile, CD
decoders which are also 96kHz-

DVD-Video-based '24196' high- resolution audio

Clarifying the
standard, in
theory 24bit/96kHz will
provide the
user with up to
144dB of
dynamic range
with a DC to
48kHz
bandwidth,
well beyond
the normally
accepted
range of
hearing

capable may be purchased for as
little as £ 300. (The Musical Fidelity,
Alchemist and MSB Link DAC were
reviewed last month by AH.)
On the other hand, there is the
audiophile route, which consists of
using a custom-built audio grade
DVD transport along with atop-line
decoder. At the time of writing there
are at least three protagonists in the
arena: Mark Levinson, Resolution
Audio, and Muse. Several others
claim that they will join soon. Kevin
Halverson from Muse has been an
enthusiastic supporter, devoting
much time to defining a new high
performance digital interface [
see
box]
and also helping with
programme mastering.
Using the standard capacity DVD,
up to two hours of stereo 24/96 is
available, enough for almost any
complete recorded work. With the
higher capacity form ( 16,218 Mbyte)
up to eight hours may be recorded.
Clarifying the standard, in theory
24-bit/96kHz will provide the user
with up to 144dB of dynamic range
with aDC to 48kHz bandwidth, well
beyond the normally accepted range
of hearing. By comparison, the
eminently
satisfactory
16bit/44.1kHz CD standard provides
us with DC to 21kHz bandwidth at
about 96dB dynamic range.
Numerous trials have shown that
higher- definition formats may
improve fidelity in home replay
conditions, although, interestingly,
this itself was a matter for some
debate in earlier years.
Supporters describe a purer,
sweeter ' more analogue' sound, with
greater resolution, depth and amore
natural timbre for the higher
eek. resolution recordings.

is here now, but to exploit it fully you
need an 'Advanced Audio Disc' player system.
This exclusive review covers those from
Muse Electronics and Resolution Audio
by MARTIN COLLOMS
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AUDITIONING 24/96
At this stage of the format's
development, listening to these units
proved to be really arduous. Quite
simply, there's virtually nothing to
play on them. Ispent hours trying to
get to grips with the available
material and came away severely
dissatisfied, not with the format per
se but with what was on offer.
To take an example. Ican't see
the point in paying apremium price
for what was in my view always
second-rate material, such as the
1967
Turnabout
issue
of
Rachmaninov's Symphonic Dances.
Despite 24/96 remastering from the
tapes, there's little about the
resulting sound quality to excite the
imagination or teach about the new
format. The remaining sample
tracks are of variable production
quality and balance, of little musical
interest — hesitant, uncommitted
middle-of-the-road performances.
The comparison with highdefinition master material from the
vaults of recording engineer Tony
Faulkner could not have been more
extreme.
While the context is not wholly
comparable, I've formally reported
on 24/96 in connection with the
dCS Elgar D/A converter [
HFNIRR
Feb ' 98]. For that review, the source
was aNagra digital master recorder,
rather than DVD, which may in
practice not sound quite as good as
the Nagra master material. Certainly
CD pressings aren't quite to the
standard of the original master tape
format.
At its best, 24/96 can offer a
substantial upgrade over CD
('16/44.1'), typically 30% of sound
quality, particularly if the replay unit
design does not impose asignificant
limitation. If it does, however, the
new format may offer little benefit,
as has been indicated by the audio
section test results for low-cost
DVD players. In the main, 24/96
did sound better for the following
review units, despite my frustration
with the source material!

MUSE MODEL EIGHT DVD
TRANSPORT AND TWO NINETY
SIX DECODER
For its 24,96 pairing, Muse has on
offer its Model 8 DVD AAD
transport (£3500) coupled with the
2-96 CD/AAD decoder (£ 3000).
Presented as two full-width units
with black anodised fascia and
textured black enamel casework,
both are high quality products, using
the new digital interface to optimise
data and clock transmission between
them. Infra-red control is provided
for the transport and may be
available for the decoder. The
handset carries the full complement
HI-FI NEWS 2. RECORD REVIEW
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of control facilities and only a few
basic controls are present on the
player fascia itself.
Regional coding is applied to this
player in respect of DVD movie
material. When playing DVDs, the
MPRA codes applied may be
selected using the ' Rating' facility in
the set-up menu. DVDs may come
in several forms, and the production
details need checking. For example,
if a disc has a Dolby Digital
soundtrack, that multi- channel
coded signal will output on the
S/PDIF terminal, and yet must not
go to aCD-compatible decoder. An
AC- 3 Dolby Digital converter or
input must be used to recover the
5.1 channel material. AAD 24/96
programme, if present, is output via
the 13W3 link for decoding to high
quality stereo. Compatibility with
Compact Disc audio is automatic.
The decoder offers balanced and
SE audio outputs of comparably
good quality.

TECHNOLOGY
One could argue that the technical
story begins with the power supply
section, aseparate component hoard
with two mains transformers
providing a total of four separate
secondary sources. There is no

Above, from top as
bottom: Muse Model
Eight DVD
Transport, Muse
Model Two Ninety
Six Decoder and
Resolution Audio
V960 Video
Transport.
Below, opposite page:
Resolution Audio
D92 DIA Converter

SUPPLIER
Muse Electro;;;
Jo

15 Link War
liam,
Suy
TWIO 7Q1'
Tel: 0181 948
4153

power switch for the decoder; this
relatively low-powered unit is always
warmed-up and ready to go when
connected via its specially shielded
power cable.
Multiple regulation is present on
each board. For example, the DAC
section, one of a total of four
functional boards, has eight
regulators.
Twenty- four- bit
conversion to audio is by a total of
four Burr Brawn PCM17094U-Ks,
two per channel for a balanced,
differential current output. As in
previous Muse decoders, current-tovoltage conversion is passive, zero
feedback, using a single resistor. A
fourth-order passive filter follows,
resulting in aclean audio output, the
filter characteristic complementary
to the preceding digital filter. The
low level, conditioned signals are
amplified by four selected Burr
Brown INA 103 chips.
Digital input may be via the
13W3, a 75 ohm BNC and a 110
ohm AES EBU connection. After
selection the valid digital signal is
acquired by a DX200 receiver
module and then on to a DX300
DSP, 24-bit/961tHz capable. Where
available, master clock signals from
the transport are automatically
routed to the decoder to reduce
29

Opal designs ltd
high- end audio

home theatre

multi- room audio

consultants

marhrl>rc,
evinson
MADRIGAL

AUDIO

LABORATORIES

DIGITAL
No.39
integrated cd processor
£4,995.00
No.37
cd transport
£3,995.00
No.360
digital processor
£3,995.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.360s Special Edition digital processor £6,495.00
HDCD, 96 kHz 24bit capable
No.31.5 Reference cd transport £9,395.00
No.30.6 Reference digital processor
Arriving...
AMPLIFICATION
No.380
pre- amplifier
£3,995.00
No.380s Special Edition pre- amplifier £6,495.00
No.32
Reference pre- amplifier
Arriving...
No.334
dual mono 125w power amplifier £ 5,495.00
No.335
dual mono 250w power amplifier £7,495.00
No.336

dual mono 350w power amplifier £8,995.00

PROC E E D'
Proceed AVP audio video processor £ 4,700.00
Dolby DIGITAL AC- 3, Pro- logic, DTS
Proceed AMPS five channel amplifier
Proceed HPA3 three channel amplifier
Proceed HPA2 two channel amplifier

1

£4,995.00
£4,495.00
£2,995.00

REVEL

•

Revel Salon Reference floor standing loudspeaker
Revel Gem Reference monitor loudspeaker
I

Opal designs Ltd
Rockware Business Centre
5 Rockware Avenue Greenford
Middlesex
UB6 OAA

telephone 0181 930 7972
www.opalco.uk

fax 0181 930 7976

e-mail. jas@opal.co.uk
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ADVANCED AUDIO DISC
jitter to a minimum. Input
and DSP modules are plug-in
and designed for future
upgrade.
The transport is in effect a
massive rebuild of aPanasonic
mechanism with custom
interfaces and beefed up
power sections. Muse does
not fit SCART outputs, on
grounds of potential noise
contamination, but there are
both S-video and RGB video
outputs.

SOUND QUALITY

13W3: A NEW AUDIO INTERFACE
The two review systems evaluated this month use the new digital eudio
interface which has been agreed among several US manufacturers. The
new interface is based on the Philips devised ' ISquared S' connection,
largely paralleling the method seen in digital signal processors and
digital decoders. For 24/96 it is called ' 13W3'. A multiple 'D.connector
is used together with an industry standard cable. 13W3 has tripled 75
ohm coaxial cables plus five isolated twisted parr lines. The interface must
also account for the copy protection defined for all cludio formats of
greater than 16- bit coding and higher than 48k1-1z sampling. The
copycode encryption of the high- definition audio is properly handled by
the interface, while separated clock and audio data lines provide
maximum control of interface jitter. Master/slave dock arrangements are
allowed together with multi- channel capability
From atechnical viewpoint this all makes good sense, and will
maximise data integrity and thus sound quality. Not only is SPD1F
officially disallowed for higher definition audio, but its usual optical
implementation is fraught with difficulty in terms of effective jitter control.

With CD the treble showed a
soft, almost blurred character,
while the lower treble avoided
confrontation on dynamic
contrasts leaving the vocal lines
dulled and lacking in precision.
As CD goes it didn't sound very
high in resolution or low-level detail,
and was handsomely beaten, for
example, by the DAX Decade or
(unmistakably) the far more costly
Krell KPS25s.
Mid- treble was very pleasant,
nicely placed in the image. The bass
wasn't particularly impactful but it
did go deep, remaining neutral and
providing a worthwhile foundation
for the rest of the frequency range.
The Muse combination showed
muted dynamics and aloss of pace.
It wasn't particularly involving,
suiting classical rather more than
upbeat pop or blues tracks. Viewed
on the CD replay aspect only, a
balance has to be struck between its
laid-back softness and its general
harmonic purity. A difficult call: on
my usual subjective scaling, Isettled
on ascore of 20, but afan of the CD
medium exclusively might argue
with this.
Ialso tried the available S/PDIF
serial interface for CD on the Muse
in comparison with the higher
performance PS interface. The
merits of this new proposal were
clearly evident when compared with
the older 75 ohm BNC-terminated
'two wire' standard, even when
using top-quality digital link cable.
The AAD group's decision to
recommend PS is clearly justified
even for CD connection: in terms of
greater clarity, purer treble and
better low-level resolution, akin to
the still greater improvement
possible with 24/96. Moving on to
the limited selection of 24/96
material, the Muse combination
showed a marvellous sense of ease
and grace. The replay was
essentially grainless, with a timbre
and tonality strongly reminiscent of
the best original analogue sources.
The sense of air and space was
almost palpable, in this respect
matching the finest and most costly
HI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CD replay available. The treble was
revelatory, delicate, sparkling, highly
resolved
and
very
natural.
Soundstages were wider and deeper,
showing superior focus over CD.
Lest Iget carried away, there
remains the difficulty in establishing
exact com.parability in these
judgements, for example in the
match of CD and 24/96 encoding
and decoding paths, and their
intrinsic quality.
Bass sounded full, generous rich
and sonorous. However, no
significant gains in rhythm or
dynamics were identified with the
high-resolution format. That sweet,
easy Muse character remained allied
to the noted lift in performance
heard on the 24/96. A provisional
score of 35 marks was given for the
24/96 performance.
Towards the
end
of the
evaluations the decoder developed a
minor fault: premature de-emphasis
on the PS connection; but this very
likely did not prejudice listening or
other tests. Regardless, the case was
made for the superiority of PS
interface
for
digital
audio
connection.
As to the technology, the
auditioning indicated that 24/46
audio will sound better than
standard CD, but the actual result
will inevitably depend on the
design and performance of the
transport
and
decoder used.
The tests results
themselves
are
inconclusive
if
higher
numeric
resolution is to be clearly
demonstrated.
On CD the Muse TwoNinety Six was
pleasantly
unimpressive, hauled into the
audiophile area by the higher
intrinsic quality of the 24/96 format.
Those desperate for new technology
may jump in but for the moment I
must reserve judgement.

RESOLUTION AUDIO
VT960 VIDEO
TRANSPORT AND D92
DIGITAL PROCESSOR

Resolution
Audio is
a
specialist
Californian
company which has taken
24/96 seriously, making a
major contribution to the
hardware
components
necessary for its implementation. First seen in the UK at
The
Hi -Fi
Show
last
September,
the
review
package comprised a VT960
(£3500) described as aVideo
Transport, and a half-width
decoder, the D92 (£ 1500).
Given that there is no audio
output inherent on the
transport save for the coded multichannel,
data- reduced
video
soundtrack,
for
which
a
decoder/amplifier is required, the
price seems high when compared
with a cheap DVD player at
£400-£600. The audiophile will
certainly expect something special,
and at first sight this is promised by
the custom 13W3 interface installed
to provide maximum quality in the
transfer of 24/96 stereo digital audio
data from transport to decoder.
The player has two SCART video
outputs, composite video on agoldplated
phono
connector,
SPDIF/multi channel/CD via a
BNC 75 ohm, and finally the 13W3
multiway AAD link. Both units are
steel cased. The D92 processor is
capable of CD and 24/96 decoding
and is provided with a 13W3 input
only with unbalanced audio outputs.

Mow: inside aDVD
transport. TheMuse
and Resolution units
are practically the
same in design and
construction

TECHNOLOGY: DECODER
Following heavy input filtering, the
mains power feeds three power
transformers delivering separate
regulated voltage to display/control,
analogue and digital sections. The
now familiar Digital Axiom input
module accepts the data, 13W3
only, and hence other S/PDIF
sources may not be used.
Following acquisition,
the locked data clock
and audio signals go
to the second
digital
Axiom
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Our superb service is the same,regardless of price.

NOW DEMONSTRATING
KRELL KPS25 CD PLAYER - THE NEW REFERENCE - we become more and more
impressed as each day goes past; it is just outrageously good!
SONUS FABER AMATI HOMAGE - asensational world-beating product from our favourite
Italian company - afull-scale floor- standing GUARNERI that we've prayed for for ages
B&W NAUTILUS 800 SERIES - WE ARE VERY PROUD TO BE A PREMIER
RETAILER OF THIS MOULD-BREAKING RANGE FROM £ 1400 TO £8500
NAIM AUDIO CDS MK 2 - asensationally good CD PLAYER for the money - audition an
absolute must!
KRELL 250 CD PLAYER & 150 POWER AMPLIFIER - JUST OUT 8t ' HOT'
VIDIKRON HELIOS PROJECTOR - PINAFARINNA LOOKS & PICTURE
WILSON AUDIO SYSTEM 5 - still our reference speaker; ours sound even better now!!
SONUS FABER SIGNUM - areplacement for the wonderful MINIMA AMATOR at £ 1249
AUDIO ANALOGUE PAGANINI CD PLAYER - staggering build quality and unrivalled sound;
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THETA DAVID DVD PLAYER - superb results
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MUSICAL FIDELITY 1001 AMPLIFIER - areally excellent new amplifier - try it!
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An astonishing range of speakers,
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No problems were
found with the

filtering, followed by Burr Brown
OPA 13P op- amps for gain and

Muse transport.
Gap error

encode level, the
distortion was fine
[Fig la] this

output drive. The output is DC

correction was fine

graph also

coupled, trimmed for the low offset;
de-emphasis and muting are by non-

at 2.5mm while
mechanical noise

showing the
excellent degree of

Fig la Muse EghtITwo Ninety Six:

invasive relays.

levels were low.

spurious

distortion spectrum and spuriae, IkHz tone at

Track access was

suppression up to

-70dB

may be set in future, accessed via the

complicated by

remote and the frontal panel
controls; at present this facility is

decoder switching

100kHz, generally
better than

and the

-110d13. EMC

inoperative but may become so with
future iterations of the DSP module.

identification of
DVD or CD

related signals
were also kept to a

The internals of the VT960 video

formats. A fault

satisfactorily low

developed during
testing whereby

level. Linearity

SCART video connectors on the

de-emphasis

held up well to
-115dB, pointing

Resolution Audio design. Both are
based
on
Panasonic
DVD
technology: namely, the transport
and control boards.

remained
permanently 'on'
via the I3W3
connection but

to abetter than
20-bit performance
with optimum
drive. Output

SOUND QUALfTY

worked fine via
the SPDIF.
The review

impedance was
moderate at under
200 ohms, with

at the unique and distinctive flavour
of the sound. It was radically

spectrum analysis, IkHz, on AAD (24-bit,
96kHz sampling)

sample did show a

negligee DC
offset.
At full level, a

combination, and indeed from other

error of around

high-resolution

CD players when also reproducing

0.8dB, in favour

spectrum analysis

that format. I was driven to
conclude that Resolution Audio has
chosen to depart from normality,
and the sound is likely be something
of an acquired taste. In fact, it took

of the right
channel, constant
for balanced and

for I6-bit code
revealed in-band
harmonic spuriae

some adjustment for a reasonable
acclimatisation and to allow for

unbalanced
outputs. Frequency
response was quite
wide and flat,

at -90dB and
below. With 24-bit
drive signals on
FS [Fig lb], there

delving deeper into the subjective
quality analysis.

numerically
0.25dB up at

was not much
difference to show

Fig hi Muse Eight/Two Ninety Six: high-

20Hz, and

for the greater

level, on AAD (24-bit, 96kHz sampling)

0.25dB down by

encode resolution.

from

Beginning

the

with

Muse

the

CD

performance, Iwasn't particularly
impressed. What Iheard didn't meet
the

truly

high

standards

now

20kHz, providing

A high-

Fig lc Muse Eight/Two Ninety Six highresolution plot, replay spectrum at I
kHz full
level, on CD (16-bit, 44.1kHz sampling)

resolution plot, replay spectrum at ' kHz full

emphasis or for the

reading `peaked'

precision analysis

two signal formats.

at - 107dB.

established by high quality CD

that emphasis was
not falsely
engaged, at which

over 135dB of
dynamic range

CCIR (1kHz)
ARM gave

Response error in

replay, eg, the scores on my scaling
of 27-33 achieved by models such as

point the output

showed that the

-98dB, good

me, increasing to

the Naim CD2 and Exposure CDP.
While digital replay is often pretty

fell to - 10dB of

Muse decoder had

error by 20kHz.

araised, correlated

enough for most
purposes. 'A'

-1dB by 16kHz,
perhaps lending a

neutral, the Resolution decoder

Interchannel
phase difference
was negligible,
with channel

noise floor at
-116dB, a 'skirt'
present around the
central driving

weighted the noise

mild 'dullness'.

separation
typically exceeding

frequency.
Spurious signals

sounding material

105dB over the
whole bandwidth.

were present at low
frequencies, not all

was almost over the

displayed noticeable coloration in
the lower treble, a kind of overexcited brittleness verging on
nasality. Over-rich and distant voices
actually benefited,
but thinner, harder-

Full-level

of this hum-

top. Vocals showed

distortion was fine,

frequency-related.

aised sibilance while

for both single

The two sidebands

tones and high

next to the

frequency
intermodulation,

fundamental were
at - 110dB, not

which latter result

particularly good
in terms of spectral
purity [Figs lc,

the

upper

treble

suggested that more
grain was audible from
lower quality sources.
Image depth was quite
good with a fairly good
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Fig lb. Muse Eight/Two Ninety Six:

just-audible
channel balance

different

converter

intermodulation.
At - 70dB

transport resemble the Muse
equivalent, apart from a presence of

My first reaction was one of surprise

Two Ninety Six

LAB REPORT

bit ' co- linear' Burr Brown DIA
converters (the trusty PCM63P ` X'
grade), with high-order passive alias

Alternative digital filter schemes

below: Muse Model

MUSE EIGHT/TWO NINETY SIX

module, the DX300, DSP and
digital filter; its output is fed to 20-

was excellent at
-106dB. At

impression of air and space —
almost a heightened effect.
Focus rated as good, dynamics

-10dB
modulation, a
very good -94dB

good to good-plus. The bass was
one of its stronger points, sounding

was obtained for
high frequency

RAMON

Id.]
Signal-to-noise
ratios didn't
change with or
without de-

Test results

de-emphasis was

Muse Eight/Two Ninety Six

20Hz
IkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (dB)+0.847 +0.85
+0.83
-107
Stereo separation (dB) -111 - 110
Channel phase
difference ( degrees) -0.01 -0.08
-0.37
Distortion ( dB)
THD at OdB
-89
-88 -92
THD at -10dB
-80
THD at -70dB
-38
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB, L/R
-106
Intermod 19/20kHz, -10dB, L/R
-94
Frequency response
Left (dB)
+0.25
-0.25
11.8
Right ( dI3J +0.24
-0.26
10.8
Signal-to-noise ( dB)
20Hz-20kHz. unwtd
-104
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
-98
De-emphasis
Ikftz
5kHz
16kfiz
Error in dB)
-0.5,
-0.1 -1.4
Output level OdB, L/R
1.82/2.02V
Output impedance
180 ohms
Spuriae to 100kHz ( dB)
-110
Error at -90dB L R
-0.5/-0.9
Track access (to track 15)
N/A
Error correction capability
2.5mm gap
Dimensions ()old riirr
430x90x340
Typical price nc \, AT
£6,500

The most comprehensive range

Why buy something that looks

of loudspeakers available.

(and sounds) like aDalek
when superb hi-fi systems can be

State-of-the-art technologies include

yours for less than £600 including
FREE Mission 732 speakers
at Ki West One

Electrostatic, Planar, Active, Digital,

I

Miniature Bookshelf Monitors,
and several budget models
which offer outstanding
value for money.

Coll in to see nod hear our outstanding
Many current loudspeaker designs

collection of the worlds most powerful

ore produced with exquisitely crafted

and highly specified solid-state and
volve hi-fi and AV equipment

cabinets in achoice of superb veneers,
and styled to integrate discreetly
into any domestic environment.

Products on demonstration include long

For ahi-fi system that will

established marques as well os the very

treat you and your visitors to
"performance quality" sound,

latest technological advances including

we can also offer full survey

the best value in DVD players
(sound and pictures on CD)

and expert installation services.

There's more to Ig West One
YOU'LL '. LSO FIND US IN NORTHAMP1JN AND neTERBOROUGH

than an expensive address

Before we acquired the prominent

marques, firmer!) , the preserve of the infi

London based hi-fi specialists fj West One,

cognoscenti are now not only available in all

drive an Aston Martin or Ferrari (in our

three branches - we've also made them

dreams!) but actually owning ahi-fi system of

affordable!

comparable status can be areality - when you

there had to be alimit to the range of
products we could stock in either of our
Peterborough or Northampton stores.

choose from thefabulous range at ig West One,
Precision engineered, hand-crafted and
technologically advanced hi-fi systems are now

As hi-fi enthusiasts ourselves, we always

one ofthe most desirable borne installations - an

understood uhr those especially discerning

investment that repays with ears of likening

music lovers and hi-fi enthusiasts would travel

pleasure. providing both thrilling performance

to London to experience the worldS finest sound

quality' music as well as a refined and

systems. Indeed. we knew that some of our own

sophisticated accompaniment to other leisure

customers had graduated to iq West One - so

activities.

AWORTHWHILE INVITATION
We welcome customers, old and new, to come
and see our newly appointed stores.
And we'll make it worth your while. For a
short period we're making some unbeatable
offers on our most popular hi-fi equipment and

welcome back!
WHEN HI FI IS N01 HI FI

systems! Add to

A system of this quality also makes a

new range of hi-fi equipment that will exceed

statement about you - that you're aware of the

your wildest expectations. Beautiful sound

vast difference between state-of the-art

systems capable of recreating your favourite

mere branded audio systems which simply don't

music with

aspire

uncanny

realism.

Exclusive

ki WestOne

that generous trade-in

allowances. deferredpayment or extended credit

Now theres' no need to travel to London
anymore. In all of our stores we've afabulous

IN

an important distinction. We all

And that

to

the same performance

kj
IN

terms and your new system couldn't come any
easier.

and
levels.

WestOne
LONDON

But don't deluy, these offers will have to be
strictly limited.

kj
IN
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FAX: (01733) 358141
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FAX: 0171 487 3452

32 GOLD STREET NORTHAMPTON NN1 IRS
TEL: (01604) 637871
FAX: (01604) 601430
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ADVANCED AUDIO DISC
THE
SYSTEM
For the most
part Iused
Wilson WITT II
speakers linked
by Transparent
XL cable, with
Krell 650M and
Cary 300SE LX 20 power
amplifiers. Pre amplification
was undertaken
by aConrad Johnson ART
and Krell KPS25s, while CD
sources
included Krell
and aNaim
CDS II.
Transports
included the
Muse, the
Resolution
Audio, the
Meridian 200T
and the
transport
section of the
Krell 25s.
Comparison
decoders
include the
Audio Synthesis
DAX Decade.
Supplementary
components
included Si!tech
cables and a
pair of Quad
ESL 63
speakers.

Software for these
tests was provided
by Vivante, tel:
0181 977 6600

Resolution Audio's
D92 converter

HI-F1 NEWS &RECORD REVIEW

positive, imbued with sufficient
impact and solidity to give some
measure of drive to the reproduced
music. My score was 13. Rhythm
rated a little above average.
Ultimately the result bordered on
restless, and Iwas thankful for the
relatively smooth and unfatiguing
partnering system. It might suit alltube amplification.
Switching up to 24/96 replay there
was an unmistakable gain, though
the advanced medium was clearly
filtered through the inherent sound
of Resolution's decoding topology.
The ' treble sound' was still evident,
a high pitched nasal ' twang' which
looks worse set in print than it
actually sounds in life. With 24/96
material there was an odd sensation
that the vocals had been moved
nearer to aboxy, yet lively acoustic,
an unexpected result. Despite this
'altered' quality, the 24/96 replay
saw improvements in upper treble
purity,
a better
sense
of
`atmosphere', quieter silences plus
more natural timbres. In fact, the
Muse and Resolution offerings could
not have sounded more different.
A provisional score of 26 points
was given for the Resolution in this
mode. Certainly the 24/96 sound
was more like analogue, with
significantly
reduced
digital
artefacts, but this does not absolve a
player of the need to meet a
sufficiently high standard in general
to justify all the trouble and expense.

TEST CONCLUSION
For the present Iam unconvinced.
The Resolution combination was
frankly disappointing on CD despite
the advantage of the I'S interface;
24/96 material helped to even the
score, though even here Iam not
that confident in the comparability
of these sound quality tests as a
testament to this new format. In my
view, better straight CD players are
available in this price sector.
In the lab the units were fault-free
and gave asatisfactory performance.
One could have hoped for more
evidence of the higher 24/96
resolution in the measurements,
while
the
marginal
spuriae
suppression above 30kHz is open to
question. There is also evidence of
hum contamination at low levels.
Here, the Muse has clearly done
better than the Resolution
Audio, which you could
argue is in line with the
price
differential. I
reserve
judgement — if
you are really
keen you must check
out the whole concept
for yourself.
14MARCH 1999

RESOLUTION VT960/D92
LAB REPORT
While the
Resolution Audio
does not chase the
24-bit resolution
floor as directly as
does the Muse, it
had well calibrated
channel balance,
better than
0.02dB
throughout the
range. Channel
separation was
fine, peaking at
110dB mid-band
and falling to a
more than
satisfactory 75dB
by 20kHz.
Channel phase
difference was
negligible.
Full level
distortion was fine
at -91dB or
0.002% including
noise, discrete
measurement
indicating - 100dB
for significant
harmonics. This
test was for a
24-bit input on the
PS interface but
when checked for
16-bit CD this
spectrogram result
changed very little,
so the format
advantage is not
clearly expressed.
Again, in other
tests 24-bit data
was not
particularly
convincing in
terms of
measurable gain
over 16-bit. Highresolution sideband
spectra (including
jitter components)
are presented in
Figs 2c and 2d, for
16-bit CD and
24-bit DVD
respectively. Whik
there are subtle
differences, both
are overlaid by a
significant trail of
power frequency
harmonics, even at
50Hz. The central
line is fundamental
at OdB, the
associated 'skin'
settling at better
than - 122dB
suggesting low

noise related jitter

in this area.
Noise levels
weren't very low,
for example,
-89dB unweighted
(-94dB `A'
weighted excluding
hum) and -86dB
CCIR ARM
¡kHz weighted.
On noise alone the
figures suggested a
15-bit dynamic
range though the
linearity was
rather better than
this in practice
around 16-bit.
Source impedance
was quite low at
75 ohms, and DC
offset was fine.
Spurious signals
were not too
impressive, for
example in Fig 2a
the - 70dB dithered
distortion spectrum
showed aspurious
signal at - 77d13,
58kHz, with
another at -90dB,
44kHz and
probably chickrelated.
By -90dB level
errors had reached
around 3.5dB
negative, while
noise dominated
the linearity trace,
below - 90dB.
Full level high
frequency
intermodulation
measured well at
-94dB and was
still pretty good at
-89dB for the
-10dB modulation
level.
Frequency
response was
really wide and
fiat, measuring
-0.005dB at
20Hz and only
-0.16dB down at
20kHz. Deemphasis was also
accurate.
Output level
was lower than
usual, 4.37dB
quieter, or 1.2V
as measured. This
must be taken
into account for
A1B listening
comparisons.

Fig 2a. Resolution V7960/D92: distortion
spectrum and spuriae, IkHz tone at - 70dB

Fig 2b. Resolution VP960ID92: spectrum
analysis, ' kHz, on AAD (24-bit, 96kHz
sampling)

Fig lt:. Resolution VT960ID92: highresolution plot, replay spectrum at ' kHz full
level, on CD (I6-bit, 44.'kHz sampling)

Fig 2d. Resolution VT960ID92: highresolution plot, replay spectrum at ! kHz full
level, on AAD (24-bit, 96kHz sampling)

De-emphasis
had little
measurable effect
on the signal to
noise ratios and
neither. As for the
transport it showed
very good error
Test results

correction (for CD
as tested). Low
levels of
mechanical noise
were found and
there was good
resistance to noise
and vibration.
Resolution VT960/D92

20Hz
lkHz
20kHz
Channel balance (
dB)+0.02 +0.01 -0.001
Stereo separation ( dB)100
110
75.3
Channel phase
difference ( degrees) 0.01
0.02
0.3
Distortion ( dB):
THD at OdB
-89 -91 -89
THD at 10dB
-81.5
THD at 70dB
-38
Intermod 19/20kHz, OdB, L/R
-94
Intermod 19/20kHz.
L/R
-89
Frequency response
Left (
dB)
-0.005 -0.154
Right ( dB)
0.005 -0.164
signal-to-noise (
dB)
20Hz-20kHz, unwtd
-89
CCIR/ARM, lkHz ref
-86
De-emphasis
Wiz
Skit
1.6kitz
Error in dB)
0
-0.001
0
Output level OdB
1.2V (-4.37dB)
Output Impedance
75 ohms
Spuds° to 100kP.z (
dB)
-77
Error at -90d8 LIP
3.2/-4.1
Track access (to track 15)
N/A
Error correction capability
2.7mm gap
Dimensions (whd, mm)
430x90x340
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£5,000
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CD PLAYERS/AMPLIFIERS

T

he route to quality sound is
often travelled using separate
units dedicated to the specific
tasks of retrieving and nurturing
music signal from source to
speakers. Separate disc transports
and converters, pre-amplifiers and
power amplifiers, separate phono
stages and even separate power
supplies for all the above.., they can
all be employed, in an ever
mounting pile of boxes. Or there is
the contrary option — an integrated
CD player and an integrated amp,
requiring only apair of speakers and
cables to make a system. This
approach
might
usually be
associated with with the budget
sector, yet there are some stunning
'single-box' electronics available —
still at prices below those of the
poly-boxed outfits.
From two established British
manufacturers, we have here exactly
that. To see how the pairings work
and sound in practice, Itook some
time to get to know the Exposure
CD player and XXV amplifier, and
the NVA CD50 player and AP70
amplifier.
As far as looks and facilities go,
these manufacturers' products have
much in common. Take the
Exposure pairing: black rectangular
boxes measuring 440x90x305mm
(whd), minimalist controls on
amplifier comprising listen/record
rotary selectors, and volume
control. NVA's black rectangular
boxes, 435x85x305mm, are even
sparser: ultra-minimalist controls on
CD player (there are none, saving
drawer open — ' play' controls are
kept on remote handset only), while
the amplifier is limited to rotary
source and volume controls.
Both amplifiers are line- level
only, requiring separate phono

stages for a turntable. Exposure's
prices are £ 1049.95 for the CD
player and £ 999.95 for the XXV
amplifier, while the NVA models
cost £ 610 and £ 960 respectively.
So, ignoring the price premium
asked by Exposure ( whose amp
does feature full remote control), is
there really nothing much to choose
between them? Far from it. Each
combination, in action, displays its
respective company's philosophy of
sound, and these are quite, quite
different.

EXPOSURE CD PLAYER/XXV

Separate disc
transports and
converters,
pre- amplifiers
and power
amplifiers,
separate phono
stages... an
ever mounting
pile of boxes.
Or there is
the contrary
option — an
integrated CD
player and an
integrated amp

control territory, awelcome move, I
will contend, as it allows a quality
amplifier to be used for everyday
TV/Video sound, without going to
all the fuss of multi- channel
madness. A remote handset (using
surprise, surprise, Philips RC5
infra-red codes) will switch between
sources with a motorised rotary
selector, and also control volume
from a similarly motorised Alps
potentiometer. Unfortunately, a
Mitsubishi VCR remote was also
found to switch inputs, though
somewhat more unexpectedly.
What the photographs don't show
off are the three knobs' built-in
LED pointers, a bright red marker
which flickers as that knob is being
operated by remote. A useful touch
7 - for remote-distant navigation,
'NV
and one that only needs a ' dim
.Z_
m
down' option to really impress
your friends. The six inputs
are accommodated by pairs of
)
--1-\
RCA sockets, and interestingly

The Exposure CD Player has been
reviewed in these pages before [Dec
'97], when it was well received by
PM and his blind panel. More used
to designing solid-state amplification, Exposure used some of its
proprietary technology to define the
sound of this player. Based on a
Philips mechanism and control
electronics, Exposure's CD Player
(aka CDP) uses aPhilips converter,
and thereafter Exposure's own
current- to- voltage conversion,
filtration and output stage, helping
to create the CDP's characteristic
signature. The player was previously
described under test as ' easy,
unforced and uncoloured'.
The XXV amplifier represents
Exposure's first foray into remote

Ç
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For those who want fewer boxes,
not more: compact disc players and
integrated amplifiers from two
quintessentially British companies
by ANDREW HARRISON

'fflI1111111n

the CD and ' Phono' inputs
sport larger, higher quality sockets
— presumably to milk the best from
the primary sources.
Inside the XXV amplifier is a
single large toroidal transformer,
and one singularly large circuit
board. It stretches the full width of
the case and most of its depth,
displaying components and wiring
that is laid out with militairy
precision. The wiring discipline
here brought to mind Naim
equipment, and this proved a
prophetic observation since the
sound proved not so very far from
removed from Naim Audio's own.

LIVING WITH EXPOSURE
Exposure's CDP Iwas already
familiar with from previous
comparative studies of ' worthy'

111

get integrated
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players. Having an idea of its sound,
Iwas curious to see if it could excel
THE REVIEW sample Exposure XXV, like the NVA AP70,
when matched to an Exposure amp.
had only one pair of 4mm sockets per channel, making biSo? Too forward and pushy for
wiring awkward, and both integrated amplifiers also
some tastes with little regard for
lacked any pre- amp ouput, which is apity considering the
making the best of available bass... a
very real rewards bi-amping can bring. This omission in
little too exposed in the high treble
itself restricts any upgrade path from the amplifier,
and all too ready to show up spiny
although NVA offers agenerous trade-in policy, allowing
recordings... a fast and lean player
one to upgrade by paying just the price difference when
that gives good insight into what's
exchanging for ahigher model. Both CD players bear
on the disc, but can prove wearing
digital outputs for recording or adding abetter DAC; the
in the wrong setting. These are
CDP featuring the technically superior BNC socket against
some of my impressions of the CDP
the CD5O's more common RCA phono.
with XXV — it's not that Iconsider
it a bad CD player, it's just that
there are machines available that
NVA's
NVA CD50/AP70
sound less like a ' CD player'. And
casework is all
ones that won't click their relays at
The company formerly known as
about avoiding
Nene Valley Audio has definite
you with the start of every single
track. But since Iremembered a ideas about how to put together a ferrous
materials,
better sound from this player, I product, and how it should sound.
which could
The amplifiers are typically of purist
focused attention away from the
carry
design,
overlooking
output
CDP and on to the XXV amp,
deleterious
protection circuitry and out-of-band
using aknown quantity of Audiolab
eddy currents
filtering
in
the
quest
for
8000CDM/MSB Link DAC and
all about the
uncontaminated performance. This
Linn LP12 as a reference sources,
sensitive
makes for an amp that is by no
with Jamo Concert 11 speakers at
innards
means unconditionally stable into
the other end.
all loads, something the designer
Compared to the NVA AP70, the
makes no secret of. Speaker cable
XXV sounds alittle constricted and
choice is crucial; too capacitative
certainly
bandwidth- limited.
and the amp may go into selfPlaying ' Serpent Dream' from
Tubular Bells III, the low bass effect
oscillation at worst, or if you're
luckier just sound below par. And
that starts the piece was almost
that also means bi-wiring is out of
absent with the XXV. Then, as the
flamenco-inspired guitar lets rip, I the question.
NVA's casework is all about
found that excitement had been
SUPPLIER
added at the expense of an overlyavoiding ferrous materials, which
troui,
could carry deleterious eddy
crisp upper mid and treble.
The 11 . u.
k.,,
Given uptempo mixes like
currents all about the sensitive
59 North Sifeel,
innards. Hence the CD50 and
'Release The Pressure' from
Portslade,
AP70 here are both made up from
Leftfield's eponymous, though, this
East Sussex
BN41 11)H
aluminium top and bottom plates,
amp rocks. It seems well-tuned to
Tel: 0127.?
wooden side cheeks and black
the task of bopping to a succession
42387 7
plexiglass front and rear panels. The
of sequenced beats, and with the
latter played from vinyl, will supply
the speakers with an incredibly wide
soundstage. If it only conferred
more
realism
on
acoustic
instruments, Iwould be won over.
Very tight and controlled, the
XXV will win many fans for its
fleet-footedness,
pace
and
excitement. It is supremely well
made, maintains a useful balance
between versatility and minimalism,
and with 60 watts/channel has
enough headroom to give good
dynamic range into sensiblyefficient loudspeakers.

AP70 amplifier [subject of its own
review, by PJC, in August ' 98], is a
60 watt/channel line-only integrated
offering six inputs, which are hardwired from selector to volume pot,
configured as apassive pre-amplifier
stage. The cermet pot, included on
grounds of claimed superiority over
plastic or carbon track types, uses
additional metal film resistors to
overcome its linear law characteristics. The result may sound
great but the down side is very poor
control of volume at low settings —
highly inconvenient with the higher
output of CD players, especially for
late night listening. At these lowest
settings the right channel was found
to disappear all too soon.
Inside the amplifier, we see a
mirrored dual- mono topology,
featuring two toroids, power supply
components glued to the base plate,
and the use of uninsulated solid
copper wiring. This practice is
echoed in the CD50 disc player,
based again around a Philips
mechanism and control electronics,
but with a customised converter
stage powered from an NVAdesigned power supply. This supply
again
comprises
toroidal
transformer and solid bus- bar
power rails, with smoothing caps,
rectifiers and regulators, all glued to
the baseboard. The converter
board, derived from the tried and
tested QED Digit, sits at the back of
the player with links to two RCA
audio outs positioned next to an
RCA S/PDIF on the rear.

LIVING WITH NVA
The CD50 was compared to other
players around the same price and

Exposure XXV
amplifier
(above) and
Exposure CD
Player (left)
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found to offer arelaxed and civilised
sound. It captures both the
pulse and emotion of the
music, erring on the side of
euphony
rather
than
accuracy when challenged
with more difficult material.
It lacks the ability to give the
kind of very low-level
resolution that the best of
today's players can show, but this is
not so very bad when the attention
is focused towards what the player is
resolving. The bandwidth seems
large, with information starting very
low, through a creamy
midrange, up to a sweet
treble. While Ipersonally
prefer a little more insight
into the sound, enjoying
those minute cues heard in
the ambience of arecording,
Istill found this to be an
excellent
CD
player.
Compared to the assertive
Exposure sound — forward, explicit
and well-damped — the NVAs had
me leaning forward from the sofa to
listen into the inviting flow of
sound. The Exposure units, with
their greater perceived loudness,
had me more inclined to sit back.
The NVA amplifier, taken in
isolation, is a noteworthy design.
Although already reviewed, Iwould
like to add that despite its
idiosyncracies and fussiness, it
deserves consideration if you are
ready for a musical, dynamic amp
that displays many of the virtues of
asimple valve design. Driving Jamo
Concert Ils through DNM Reson
(a good low capacitance cable) it
had that engaging ability to hold
attention to the music. With NVA
CD and amp together, Iwas dimly
reminded of avinyl front-end with
valve amplification. Strange but true
— there was real width and depth to
the soundstage, organic, tuneful
bass, and hardly a hint of that fine
grain or hardness almost synonymous with solid-state components.
Back in the real world, though, a
few pointers to bear in mind with
NVA purism: make sure the speaker
cable is low capacitance; keep the
amp away from anything that may
radiate electromagnetic fields;
whatever you do, don't allow the
outputs to become shorted; be
patient with the volume knob at low
volumes; and don't lose that remote
control, or you'll never hear an
NVA CD player again!* With
regard to the second point here,

*Although,

by utilising popular Philips control

electronics, NVA CD players (and the CDP)
will operate from an RCS CD handset, such as
used by Linn, Arcam, AudiolabITAG Mclaren
and Creek.
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NVA CD50 CD player (above)
and NVA AP70 amplifier (below)

rw
there was residual, audible, hum at
all volumes above mute — the main
criticism of this sample, after the
awkward volume control.
What the NVA two did lack
against their Exposure counterparts
was tight control of rhythm,
especially at volume. The Leftfield
piece, while sounding bigger and
more natural, lost asmall degree of
control on bass speed, as if the
NVA was somehow underdamped;
a looser
cannon
that
did
nonetheless
display
more
subterranean authority and clout.
The ` slowness' proved to be the
case with some speakers tried,
Harbeth LS3/5As and Chario
Millenium 2s sounding similarly
tardy, suggesting the NVA amp's
sensitivity to speaker pairing.

A CD player
aid ampli1ier,
41E n
combined from
the same
manufacturer,
have the
capability,
synergistically,
to create a
strong brand
sigiature

CONCLUSION

rec 01763'
272707

A CD player and amplifier, when
combined
from
the
same
manufacturer, have the capability,
synergistically, to create a strong
brand signature. When thoughtfully
combined with good speakers, this
can make shopping for a
system easier, as the
designers should
have ensured
that their
own
two
components
at least work
successful)),
with each other.
In the case of the
Exposure and NVA systems
reviewed here, Ifelt that the NVAs
had better synergy together, a
concerted
increase
in
the
performance of the two individual
units when put together. In their
favour, they were less tiring to listen

su PPLIER
H, Waters; tiE
inattstrial
Aspenden Roc.d.
.1untingford,

through, and had a greater
transparency and lack of 'electric'
coloration on acoustic music.
Against them are the low hum and
volume uncontrol on the amp, and
entire absence of controls on the
CD player — plus the general ` kid
gloves' approach required to care
for the units.
The
Exposure
system
is
altogether more bomb- proof. By
using traditional metal construction
throughout there is ahigher level of
confidence in handling. Remote
control, depending on your
preferences, may be more than just
a luxury, in which case the XXV
will win with its facilities.
Additionally Ifound the Exposure
XXV to be less fussy about cables
and speakers. Ultimately, either
brand will find fans, dependent on
subjective taste — or on whose
philosophy you subscribe to.

Interior view of the
Exposure XXV amplifier
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offer you. For alimited time only, all
ex- demo products from over 100 top

REST DEDICATED HOME THEATRE

manufacturers will be on sale at our
Covent Garden Branch.
Musical Images' Covent Garden has many
of the world's finest audiophile products
on permanent display and has also had
the honour of becoming the world's first
Sony ES Centre of Excellence.
TOTTENHAM
COURT ROAD

Open 7 days aweek, with twelve
o

demonstration suites in four branches

At,

covering the M25, Musical Images gives

t7,

you the complete picture. Our Covent
Garden store can be found at

MUSICAL
IMAGES
COVENT
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18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden, London WC2H 911B

0171 497 1346
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Open Sundays
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M People's
Fresco
bounced along
with great
enthusiasm:
a big, breathy
performance
with vocals
that bristled
with emotive
realism

saw off the available £ 1000
competition with a performance
that was typically very open,
transparent and irrepressibly goodhumoured.
M People's Fresco CD [ BMG
74321 542902] bounced along
with great enthusiasm: a big,
breathy performance with vocals
that bristled with emotive realism.
The key to the E624 is its slightly
big- sounding
bass
register.
Although never aggressive, overblown or soft in the fashion —
dare Isay it — of earlier MF CD
players, in this instance it provided
a grand foundation for the music
to play out its magic.
Eric Clapton's inclusion in
MTV's Unplugged NYC 1997
album [ Change the World, Epic
SOUND QUALM'
489069-2] sounded suitably ' live'
MF's latest player was auditioned
although there was an occasional
under the same blind and precisely
sense of it sounding too busy. In
level- matched conditions as
the event, our listeners suspected
described in previous group
this was all part of the mixingreviews, though on this occasion
down process, especially as the
the E624 found itself in the
player's resolution was not called
company of some far more costly
into question with any other
machines destined for other review
material.
projects. In the event, far from
Handel's
Baroque
Duet
disgracing itself, the E624 quickly
[Kathleen Battle and Wynton
Marsalis, Sony SK46672] was a
particular favourite with the panel,
The X-Ray, re-housed in a black box?
as the counterpoint of vocal and
brass was beautifully represented
Musical Fidelity's silver lozenge undergoes
and
sustained
within
an
exceedingly broad and deep
acoustic. The skill of the trumpet
X- to-E conversion to create the E624 CD player
player was easy to hear
\-\ N r• and appreciate, its jolly
-•..,‘(;\ gait
perfectly
by PAUL MILLER
complemented by
14-1

ith the success of
Musical
Fidelity's
uniquely- styled
Xseries components, it's easy to
forget that it has aparallel range of
separates housed in classical
rectangular boxes. This is the ' Eseries',
a combination
of
amplifiers, CD players and a
tuner, that with glossy, pianoblack livery, offers an aesthetic
contrast to their hi-tech cousins.
Naturally, under the skin there is
more than a passing similarity
between certain of the E- and Xseries components. The E624 CD
player, for example, with its 24-bit
Burr-Brown converter, is evidently
based upon the technology
launched in the X-Ray player [see
HFNIRR, Oct ' 98, p66].
All the standard track skip,
repeat and program play options
are available from both the trout
panel and matching remote
control, while around the back the
fixed (2.25V) analogue outputs are
joined by coaxial and optical
digital sockets. Once again, MF
has opted for a Sony transport
mechanism which combines fast
track access ( typically under 2
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seconds)
with
good
error
correction. The DAC — BurrBrown's PCM1716 — will accept
data wordlengths up to 24-bit and
sample rates up to 96kHz, which
is more than sufficient to
accommodate
CD's
16- bit/
44.1kHz specification.
In common with the X-Ray, MF
has included a fairly complex fivepole analogue filter designed to
curtail ultrasonic and RF noise as
effectively as possible while
introducing aminimal group delay
at the top of the audioband.
Philips' NE5532 dual-channel opamps
might
not
be
the
audiophile's flavour of the month,
but are employed very successfully
for the purpose.
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Meridian Audio Ltd
Stonehill, Stukeley Meadows
Huntingdon,
Cambridgeshire PE18 6ED
Tel 01480 52144
Fax 01480 459934

CD PLAYERS
By adapting
the key
technology
behind its
radical X- Ray
CD player,
Musical
Fidelity is
offering
aplayer
that might
look more
conventional
but, equally, is
rather more
affordable.
And yet the
traditional ' E.
series' styling
conceals a
player that,
evidently,
relishes
the finesse
and subtle
detail of
all musical
styles

MUSICAL FIDELITY E624

the light touch of the vocals which,
in turn, helped build a great sense
of anticipation. With the E624 in
commanding form, we were

Looking back to

willingly drawn into listening far

p69 of the Sept

longer and further into the disc

'98 issue of
HFNIRR, it

than time strictly permitted.

LAB REPORT

our listening schedule, but, from

doesn't take a
genius to see the

the perspective of the player's
music quality, this was no bad

similarity between
these results and

sign!

those published
for the '24-bit'

So the E624 may have put back

CONCLUSION
By adapting the key technology
behind its radical X- Ray CD

X-Ray.
Of course, just
because aDAC
will accept a24-

Fig I. Musical Fidelity E624: total jitter spectrum

bit wordlength
should not imply a

at 20kHz. Low

full 24-bit
resolution and

HF distortion is
partly achieved

styling conceals a player that,

144dB SIN ratio.

thanks to the

evidently, relishes the finesse and
subtle detail of all musical styles.

In this case, both

suppression
provided by MF's
5-pole analogue

player, Musical Fidelity is offering
a player that might look more
conventional but, on the other
hand, is rather more affordable.
And yet the traditional ' E-series'

not dissimilar to the Exposure CD
player [
HFNIRR Dec ' 97],

the E624 and XRay maintain a
100dB dynamic
range with errors

seemingly able to ' read the mood
of the music' and change its

ofjust +0.1dBI
-0.4dB from

disposition accordingly. Like the
very best CD players, and
regardless of internal technology,

20Hz-20kHz and
aSIN ratio of
106.8dB - more

the E624 goes with the musical

than adequate, by

flow rather than brace its
personality against the music at

any stretch of the

Its balance and temperament are

hand. It's a free spirit and largely
unencumbered by a thoroughly
realistic £ 500 price tag!

imagination, to
represent
accurately a 16-bit
datastream.
Very low

SUPPLIER
Musical Fidelity Limited, ,
15-16 Olympic Trading Estate,
Fulton Road,
Wembley,
Middlesex,
HA9 OTF.
Tel: 0181 900 2866

distortion is also a
feature of the

_filter which, more
generally,
provides 4
uniform
attenuation of the
PCM1716's
ultrasonic
requantisation
noise (1). This,
and the low
45ohm output
impedance, bode
well for the
player's
compatibility with

resulting from a 0-22kHz sweep at -30dB.
Lower plot is a plan view' of the same data

different
amplifiers.

data-induced

All in all, the

levels are no

Returning to the

patterns (3) allied

E624 is devoid of

greater than

3D plots, we can

to apin-sharp

obvious or serious

0.0001% at

see the audioband

central peak (4)

OdBFs and
0.003% at

is mercifully free
of any digital

— hence the

compromise and
represents

-30dBFs, rising

artifice as well as

to an
uncommonly low
0.003% and
0.008%,

conventional,
harmonic
distortions.
This
'transparent'
picture is reflected
'
in the player's
equally
uncluttered sound
and in the levels
of digital jitter,
now reduced to a
state-of-the-art
139 picoseconds
by paying close
attention to PCB
layout, grounding
and supply
regulation. A
formal jitter
analysis was
undertaken as a
matter of course,
and here we see
`substrate-level'
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Fig 2. Musical Fidelity E624: spurious output

E624. Midband

respectively,
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sharp and stable
imaging (note the
highly magnified

something of a

vertical scaling).

point.

Test results

W

technical beacon
at the ,C500 price

Musical Fidelity E624

20Hz
1AFiz
Channel balance (dB)+ 0.0 +0.1
Stereo separation dB)127
1.15
Distortion vs Level ( dB):
THD at OdB
-101 -101
THD at 30dB
-95 -90
THD at 60dB
-60 -65
THD at -80dB
28
35
Dithered, -90dB -18 -24
Dithered, -100
-20
Dithered, - 110dB
12

eel
p
o

I-to-noise ( A-weighted) (dB)
mphasis, OLSB
j emphasis, OLSB
w/o emphasis, 1LSB
De-emphasis Accuracy
5kHz
Ikflz
+0.1
Error in dB)
+0.0,
Peak Output Level, L

20kHz
-0.1
71
-91
-82
-50
-25
-15

-106.8
-106.8
-106.8

16kHz
0.1
2.246V
2.259V
+1.0dB
Relative Output Level
-100
CCIR IMD, OdB
79dB
Suppression of stop-band images,
+8.6dB
lkHz Noise Modulation
139psec
Total Correlated Jitter
+3ppm
Crystal Clock Accuracy
45ohms
Output Impedance
co-axial & digital
Digital Output(s)
2 secs
Track access Ito track 55)
£500
Typical price inc VAT)
,asentiO
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LOUDSPEAKERS

T

wo wooden box loudspeakers
mix it with two loudspeakers
based
on
aluminium
extrusions in this test. The use of
aluminium can be defended on
various grounds. It is an excellent
material from which to make apipe,
which offers a well defined and
therefore easily addressed resonant
behaviour, and this is the shape that
has been chosen as the basis of the
ArciTec Athena, a dramatic
floorstander with looks to kill and a
finish to suit. The natural partner in
this test group is the Celestion C2,
which is part of a new range of
aluminium speakers; but here the
material is used in arather different

Wood is not the only
material for speaker cabinets.
In this four-way group test, we test
the mettle of aluminium and
particle board - from Celestion,
ArciTec, Linn andJMLab
by ALVIN GOLD

way, and although radical by
wooden speaker standards, it is a
much more conservative product
than the Athena.
The two wood box speakers are
just as interesting in their own ways.
The JM Labs is one of the extensive
range of speakers from this French
company, which is just beginning to
find its feet in this country in its
own right, though many will be
familiar with Focal drive units —
Focal is the house brand. Last but
not least, Linn Products of Glasgow
have contributed their latest
magnum opus, the Keosa, a
floorstander which is designed for
sale on its own, or as part of the

From left:
ArciTec
Athena, ,JM
Labs Cobalt
815, Linn
Keosa and
Celestion C2

two

two

.di111111.1l11
111i
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LOL:DSPEAKERS
Classik CD/tuner system. The Linn
is significantly smaller and cheaper
than the JM Labs, but in internal
volume is probably not far from the
Celestion, which in turn is the
smaller and cheaper of the two
aluminium speakers. The ArciTec
is the most expensive of the four,
costing roughly twice as much as its
nearest competitor, the JM Labs.
Take a look at the photos and you
might decide that it's worth it for
the visuals alone.

ARCITEC ATHENA
ArciTec was a complete newcomer
to me, and indeed was only
founded in June 1997 in an obscure
town called Struer on the Danish
peninsula. Perhaps not so obscure:
it so happens Ihave been there
several times to visit a little outfit
you may have heard of by the name
of Bang & Olufsen, which also calls
Struer home, and coincidentally or
otherwise on my last visit Isaw piles
of brightly finished aluminium
tubes which were to be assembled
into B&O loudspeakers, tubes
which could have been the ones
that are used for the Athena. Or
not.
Whatever the genesis of the raw
materials — and Athena is adamant
that there is no Bang & Olufsen
connection — the final product is
very different. Aesthetics are an
important part of the package
of course, but in the end only
part of the package. The
declared intention is also to
adhere to high-end criteria.
This is apassive loudspeaker,
consisting of two 130mm
bass/midrange drivers and a
28mm fabric dome tweeter in
a perfectly round column
with a forward facing
projection which houses the
baffle and afront facing reflex
port. The base takes the form
of a plain, thick aluminium
disc, and the bi-wire speaker
connections are accessed
from below, which is all very
irritating for hi-fi reviewers,
but which is the most rational
solution for the domestic
user, not just on the grounds
of neatness, but also for
safety: trip on an ArciTec
cable and there is no net
turning moment and the
speaker will stay upright. In
fact stability is an issue that
has
been
thoroughly
addressed here. The wide base
has been fitted with five spikes
rather than the usual four to
maximise the footprint.
For those with polished
floors, there are cups with
recesses for the spikes, and
INA NEWS aRECORD MEW
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the spikes themselves are miniature
works of art in their own right.
The standard of finish of the
whole speaker is absolutely superb.
The aluminium has a bright, fully
polished appearance, and there are
no visible fixing screws or other
fixing hardware. Although the test
pair was finished in polished
aluminium with asurface treatment
which is probably a transparent
lacquer, a number of alternative
paint finishes are available at a
slightly lower cost: midnight blue,
exotic green, mahogany, ruby red,
textured charcoal grey and textured
bronze.
The tall, slender aluminium tube
fulfils an obvious aesthetic function,
but this is not the extent of its
talents. Wall thickness of the tube
extrusion is just 5mm, which
maximises internal volume in
relation to external dimensions, and
the shape counters most of the
resonances
associated
with
rectangular boxes with parallel
walls. The propensity of metal to
'sing along' has been tackled by
appropriate internal damping. The
crossover, for which no detailed
specification was available, is
equipped with air-cored inductors,
metal film resistors and is fully
encapsulated.
Sensitivity is low at 83dB/watt/m,
which is only partially offset
by
the
4ohm
impedance, which will
tend to pull a little
more power from most
amplifiers, and by the
ability to handle the
output of a 250 watt
amplifier, though this is
probably optimistic
with most music. The
speaker is reasonably
adept at handling high
power levels, but the
twin effects of wind
noise from the port and
compression as the
drive
units,
and
perhaps the crossover,
run out of puff set
rather lower limits. The
long-term power handling
figure
of 150 watts
probably states the case
more
accurately.
Dimensions are 1020x
50x2001run (hwd), the last
including the overhang for
the baffle.

CELEST1ON C2
Celestion also obviously
intended that the new
C series, of which
the C2 is the middle
model,
and
the
smallest floorstander,

Above: Cdestion C2
Left: Arcirec Athena

Celestion
is happy to
admit that the
aluminium
extrusiors
ring like abell
on the rown,
bu: that when
assemaled
with the
wood balle
effectively
become
structurally
non-resonant

SUPPIL IER
Cdestion
Terrill
Madera'
Kent
MEIS 6QP
Te'l: 01622
687442
AreiTee
Efamgaacls-Jej,2
7600 Struer
Denmark
Tel: +45 7C 23
35 35

make an aesthetic statement, and
it does. In this case, however, the
design is said to have been led by
function rather than form, and
the use of aluminium allows
Celestion to build what they
describe as atear-drop enclosure
in an economic way. Celestion
has
a long
tradition
of
unconventional
cabinet
materials, stretching back to
Aerolam honeycomb aluminiumskinned aircraft flooring of the
1970s, though the Kingston
provides
a more
recent
antecedent for the enclosure
shape. These are dressed in a
dull grey finish that will not
necessarily be immediately be
recognised as aluminium. In fact
it is an aluminium extrusion but
with a complex shape similar to
the bow of aship in cross section
when viewed from the front, and
with aflat front section which is
made from a sheet of 25mm
MDF. Celestion is happy to
admit that the aluminium
extrusions ring like abell on their
own, but that when assembled
with the wood baffle effectively
become structurally nonresonant. This appears to be
true of the main carcass and
the top, both of which are
made of aluminium. The
bottom section of the wood baffle
and the plastic moulded base are,
however, a different proposition
and feel rather rattly. The baffle is
covered by a simple perforated
plastic sheet whose springiness
keeps it in place, but which is easily
detachable.
The Celestion C2 measures 840x
227x305mm (hwd). In common
with the ArciTec, the thin wall
structure means that the internal
volume is significantly greater than
for anominally similar size wooden
box, and it also means that the
speaker is remarkably lightweight at
8.1kg — the much taller ArciTec
tips the scales at 12.2kg, and the JM
Labs at 20.6kg without their
accessory plinth stands. Biwiring
and bi-amping are possible, using
two sets of gold-plated terminals
which are fitted on arather exposed
position on the base of the base
moulding. This is another two-way
system using a pair of 130mm
doped pulp drivers with inverted
centre caps, one a bass unit, the
other carrying the midband until
the 25mm titanium/neodymium
ferrofluid-cooled dome tweeter
takes over at around 3kHz. The
system is magnetically shielded, and
front ported.
Where the Celestion approach
comes into its own is in the
practicalities. The ArciTec, for
47
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LOUDSPEAKERS
example, has an 83dB sensitivity,
where the Celestion is at least 7dB
more
sensitive
at
90-91dB
(depending on which piece of paper
you read), which means that much
cheaper amplifiers become viable
without loss of acoustic power
output, especially when account is
taken of the power rating of 150
watts: generous in relation to the
basic sensitivity figure. Impedance
is given as 4ohms, and the C2 is
said to be an easy load, with a
minimum impedance not far below
the nominal value. The other
practical feature is the cost, which is
remarkably keen at £ 699. In part
this is accounted for by Celestion's
ability to manufacture in quantity,
and by the simpler standards of
finish when compared to the
ArciTec. The plastic base doesn't
bear comparison with the svelte
Danish offering, and there has been
no attempt to hide fixing screws,
three of which are visible on the top
plate. Much of the credit for the
attractive pricing however must lie
in the fact that the Celestion C
series was one of the first in the
industry to be entirely 'built' in 3D
CAD software before a single
loudspeaker was made, and it was
CAD software for example that
produced the files from which the
moulded base was created.

a standard which would not be
out of place on aspeaker twice
the price. It is extremely solid,
extremely
heavy
and
immaculately finished, with real
wood veneered top and
sidecheeks, and ablack painted
baffle.
The technologies
deployed in the Cobalt range
are said to be hand-me-downs
from the Utopia range, but
there are few specifics on this
in the company literature other
than the fact that the tweeter is
common to both.
The 815 is yet another twoway design, which employs a
brace of 180mm cone drivers
with what are described as
polyglass cones and large
40mm voice coils and fixed
pole-piece extensions. One of
the drivers is restricted to the
bass region. The tweeter,
which takes over at 3kHz, is an
inverted dome made from
titanium and coated with a
thin layer of titanium dioxide
for control purposes. The
enclosure is a front vented
MDF box, well braced and
damped, and measuring 975x
220x312mm ( hwd).
Sensitivity is 91dB/w for a
nominal 8ohms system, and power
handling 150 watts.

1N1 LABS COBALT 815

LINN KEOSA

The
first
of
our
traditionally constructed
speakers, or at least the
senior model on price and
size grounds, is the JM
Labs Cobalt 815. One
point about JM Labs that
sets it apart from about
99.7% of all known
loudspeaker producers is
that the company makes
everything in house,
including enclosure and
drivers, which are also
sold on an OEM basis
under the Focal brand
name. Cobalt is a range
name which includes
seven stereo and home
cinema speakers, and
which is roughly halfway
up the JM labs hierarchy,
which numbers no fewer
than five full product
ranges, most famously, of
course, the Utopia range
which extends all the way
to £ 18k — for a pair,
thankfully. The Cobalt
range is
modest by
comparison, but not in
absolute terms. The 815,
which is second from top
of four floorstanders,
costs £900, yet is built to

Unwrapping the Linn I
received my first shock:
'Made in Taiwan' it
says in big, bold letters.
Of course
there's
nothing unusual about
speakers being made in
this part of the world,
and it is also true that
virtually all major
speaker producers have
their
mainstream
budget
models
produced offshore, the
trend
accelerating
when
the
pound
sterling went through
the roof. What did
come as asurprise was
to find Linn Products,
that most insular of
Scottish companies.
following
this
particular bandwagon.
In retrospect of course
they can hardly be
immune from the
pressures faced by
everyone else, and
Linn is at pains to
point out that the
subcontractor was
chosen for the quality
of its output, and
that the product is
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Above: Linn Keosa
Left: JM Labs
Cobalt 815

Pressing
ene's ear
to a speaker
when it is
playing is
not exactly
a scientific
endeavour, but
Idid discover
that quite a
lot of energy
does make
it through to
the outside
world

made entirely from Linn
drawings, and QC'd locally by
Linn
personnel.
The
mounting screws for the main
drivers are concealed behind
moulded trim rings, and those
for the tweeter are discreet and
recessed behind the baffle
plane. The whole effect is
business-like but restrained.
The Keosa is a compact
floor stander, and asealed box
speaker, which means there is
less of a ' corner' in the LF
response than usual, so the
Keosa is consequently happy
near walls as well as in the
open air. It is also magnetically
shielded, so if the only space
you have is close to the TV
there should be no problems.
The Keosa is not an expensive
product, and it is finished in
that
late
20th
century
abomination, the fruit of the
vinyl black ash tree, but as Vgroove vinyl boxes go the
Keosa feels notably solid and is
very well finished, the edges
and cortiers being particularly
well handled.
This is a two-way system,
making it four out of four, fitted
with a 130mmm bass driver, a
130mm bass midrange unit and the
same ceramic dome unit used
throughout the Linn speaker range.
The crossover point is at 2.8kHz.
The two larger units are fitted with
glass-fibre woven cone, a material
whose asymmetry addresses cone
resonance problems by preventing
travelling waves that start out
together from reaching the edge of
the cone simultaneously. Sensitivity
of this 4ohm system is not stated,
but is estimated around 88dB/w,
and power handling is said to be 80
watts,
which
is
probably
conservative. The speaker terminals
are fitted low down, and have metal
links which can be removed to
facilitate
biwiring
or
biamplification. Dimensions are
825x200x275mm (hwd).

SOUND QUALITY

SUPPLIER
:inn Products,
Floors Road,
Wateifoot,
Glasgow,
l376 OEP
•
re!: 0141-W 7
7777
IMLab
elo Sound Image.
52 Milton Rome
:.ondon
.W14 8112
0181-255
4868

Iwas curious to know what kind of
sound was making it through the
walls of the two aluminium
speakers, since this is clearly
relevant to the suitability of
aluminium as an enclosure
structural material, but the question
is not addressed by either
manufacturer. Pressing one's ear to
a speaker when it is playing is not
exactly ascientific endeavour, but I
did discover that quite a lot of
energy does make it through to the
outside world, and that asurprising
amount is at comparatively low
frequencies, especially in the case of
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LOUDSPEAKERS
the Celestion. Certainly the two
wood-cased enclosures sound more
inert when playing, and indeed
neither of the metal speakers has
the overall capabilities of the better
of the two wood speakers (wait for
it...). Nevertheless they both have
certain properties which neither of
the wooden boxes was able to
emulate: in particular a sense of
openness and clarity, especially
through the midband, that is more

respects the ArciTec is the more
impressive product, and the one
that makes the fullest use of the
special properties of aluminium,
acoustically as well as visually. By
any standards this is a dramatic
loudspeaker, but it is an expensive
one for the performance on offer.
The Celestion manages most of
what sets the ArciTec apart, but at
a much lower price, with a more
neutral balance and a more solid,
believable bass. It's simply the more
characteristic of headphones, and
developed product of the two, and
good headphones at that, than
although it misses some of the
loudspeakers. The presumption is
subtle nuances of expression and
that although aluminium is by no
detail that set the ArciTec apart,
means acoustically opaque, it may
there were times when the latter
well be a ' faster' material than
sounded uneven and splashy. It is
wood, with less overhang and less
very nearly a great speaker for
smearing of subtle information. If
maybe 10% of the time, but the
so it is good news, and Ifor one am
Celestion spends more of its time
more than ready to hear what can
being a good speaker, and it can
be
done
with
a minimum
pull off this trick with real world
compromise speaker based on the
ancillaries too. But if you happen to
same ideas.
live in a stripped pine and chrome
Neither the Celestion nor the
Docklands pied-à-terre, don't let
ArciTec is quite that, but both are
these remarks get in the way. If you
highly creditable in their own ways.
The ArciTec has a quite different
want Bang & Olufsen without the
compromise, look no further.
balance from the Celestion. It is the
Linn Products has a world class
leaner and more agile-sounding of
reputation
for
producing
the two, with a remarkably clean,
loudspeakers which start out being
transparent midband, especially the
difficult to live with, but which with
lower midband
a fair wind and the right kind of
where the
listening skills tend to come right
Celestion
at the end of the day. For
begins to
sound
a anyone who denies this, I
have just one word: Sara (I
little heavywrite this as an ex- owner).
handed. In
many
And Kan. And Isobarik. And

I
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From left: ArciTec Athena, jA4 Labs Cobalt
815, Linn Keosa and Celestion C2
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ArciTec
E
Athena
£1750
aluminium ( as
¡tested), £ 1595
in colours
Celestion
C2 - £699
JM Labs
Cobalt 815 £900
Linn Keosa £499

Index. It is possible that given long
enough for the speaker to run in,
and for my ears to acclimatise
themselves, that we may have been
able to come to some kind of
mutual accommodation. Maybe.
But then maybe not. To my ears
the
Keosa
always
sounded
irredeemably cluttered in texture
and
coloured
tonally.
A
megaphone, or at least a cupped
hand quality was always part of the
deal. I've just been listening to a
fabulous recording of Bartok's
Concerto for Orchestra (Iván
Fisher/Budapest Festival Orchestra
on Philips — see page 82!), but
you'd never know how good it is.
The strings sounded like iron
filings, and all sense of the
relationship between one section of
the orchestra and its neighbours
was lost. I am left wondering
whether anyone has done anything
so basic as listen to off-air speech
through this speaker. Transparency
is not aword that the Linn brings to
the table. Let's move on....
In most respects, the JM Labs
Cobalt 815 offers the best all-round
performance of the four. Its bass is
clearly the deepest, fullest and most
potent, and if it doesn't have quite
the
propulsive
quality
and
tunefulness of the very best, it's still
pretty damn good. Any limitations
here are probably attributable to the
Cobalt's midband performance,
which can be atad slow and heavy
handed. This can be minimised by
setting them up well away from
walls and corners, and although I
wasn't able to try this, short stands
might be worth trying. The treble
though is superb. The balance
between presence, detail and tonal
accuracy could not have been better
judged, and the way this tweeter
goes about its business is an object
lesson for others to heed.
The Cobalt 815 doesn't have
quite the midband transparency of
the two aluminium box speakers,
but its overall performance is so
complete
and
even-handed,
notwithstanding some reservations
about the bass and midband, that in
a side- by- side showdown it is
clearly
the
more
musically
successful tool.
It has the happy knack of
extracting a lot of detail from the
source and presenting it in a
coherent, articulate way, with a
strong sense of image presence, if
not quite the holographic image
placement of the Celestion, and the
precise if slightly disordered stereo
presentation of the ArciTec ( a
crossover phase problem, maybe?).
At £900 athrow, the Cobalt 815 is
a remarkably grown-up loudspeaker.
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VALVES DIRECT FROM

11:7111111JS
Avoiding output transformers, the Vadis S15
is aDirect Output valve power amplifier
by

I

t's not often one finds aproduct
that's truly innovative, but Roger
Davis's Vadis S15 power amplifier
surely falls into this category.
Superficially, it seems like any other

DAVID

BERRIMAN

technical limitations. The secret of
The secret of
Output Transformerless operation
Output
(OTL) is to use output valves of Transformerless
inherently low impedance and
operation (
on)
parallel them up if necessary. Some
is to use output
valve amplifier — glass cylinders and
companies (such as GRAAF) go for
valves of
large laminated steel transformer-like
esoteric Russian military valves, but
inherently low
things thrusting skywards — but
Roger Davis has plumped for
impedance and
that's agrave deception. The larger of
something rather less sexy — PL509
parallel them up
the 'transformers' does indeed handle
or (as in the review sample) PL519
if necessaty.
the mains, but the other is no
television lineoutput valves. [Tim de
Some
transformer at all, but a choke for
Paravicini pioneered the use of these
companies
more efficient smoothing of the high- tubes for audio with his EAR 859
(such as
voltage DC power supply.
amplifier — see HFNIRR, Nov '94 —
GRAAF) go for
The two large white cylinders in
Ed]. Roger's output circuit — which
esoteric
between are a pair of 4700µF
he says is novel enough to be the
Russian militaty
smoothing capacitors, which (with
subject of a patent application —
valves, but
the choke) should clobber any ripple
gives alow enough output impedance
Roger Davis has
more efficiently than capacitive - to drive the loudspeakers directly.
plumped for
filtering alone. Spare a thought for
This he claims is lower, at 5 ohms
something
the fact that, in the past,
before ( open loop) feedback, than
rather less sexy
inductive/choke filtering was done
earlier designs such as those by
away with largely on grounds of cost
Futterman and Philips. Driving the
and bulk, and so has gone out of
output valves are two ECC85s. Half
fashion. For transistor amplifiers, it's
of the first valve provides most of the
not so practical, due to the choke's
voltage gain, while the second half of
DC resistance spoiling regulation at
the same valve, with the first half of
the amplifier's higher power-supply
the second ECC85, forms part of a
currents. This is not anywhere so
DC servo loop, DCcoupled (via the
crucial in valve amps.
cathode of the second half of the
ECC85) to the output valve grids.
TRANSFORMERLESS
The output valves are paralleled in
The output valves are coupled to the
asort of ' totem-pole' circuit with the
loudspeakers directly, with only DC
WIRE ELIMINATION
isolation by two large 10,000µF
Aerovox capacitors ( one for each
For the vast majority of output valves, atransformer is
loudspeaker), outside the feedback
essential to ' gear down' their high-ish impedance to the
loop. But why eliminate the
much lower values required to drive the speaker's voice
transformer? The answers are to be
coils. Any troublesome distortion and limitations in
found in the transformer itself and
bandwidth are zapped by negative feedback around
the design compromises it introduces.
the whole amplifier.
Even the best introduce phase shifts
The transformer's phase- shift precludes the use of
at the frequency extremes, in addition
high levels of feedback, which would make the
to curtailing bandwidth. The
amplifier unstable, and that is why valve amps
laminated iron core inevitably
generally tend to have much less feedback than
introduces distortion, depending on
transistor amplifiers ( though there are exceptions). Of
its quality.
course, there are many very good valve amplifiers
Intuitively, all those metres of wire
using output transformers, but the lure of elimination
on an iron core don't seem to be such
has an irresistible appeal.
agood idea, and they do add to the

circuit topography. Incidentally, the
Vadis is a Class A design, and is
claimed to stay in Class A virtually all
the way up to within asmidgeon of
full power.
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output capacitors ( and hence
loudspeakers) coupled to the two
'bottom' valves' anodes. Multi-turn
pots
allow
fine
screwdriver
adjustment of bias voltage and
current and the result is shown by
two edge-reading centre zero meters
on the front panel adjacent to the
pots. Though the transformer has
been made redundant, there is still
one item between the valves and
loudspeaker — the output capacitor.
Capacitors do introduce low levels
of distortion and hysteresis, lowfrequency roll off with associated
phase shift, plus reactance which
reduces damping factor at low
frequencies (there's no such thing as
afree lunch, they say).
The S15 amplifier is built like the
proverbial tank and weighs in at a
hefty 21kg ( 461b). Underneath
everything is neatly hard- wired
between the valve bases and tag
strips, while on top the valves are
exposed, which wouldn't satisfy EC
regulations regarding heat. With
those insulated anode caps carrying
potentially (if you'll excuse the pun)
lethal voltages if one should become
detached, ametal cage is essential for
normal domestic use. Needless to
say, Roger is working on this and a
fixed metal cover will be become
available. The output terminals are of
the standard four-way post and will
readily accept 4mm plugs.
The only other oddities are the
heat sinks to the rear, to either side of
the output sockets. Though looking
more at home on a transistor
amplifier, these are for dissipating
heat from four hefty internal load
resistors in the output stage. It may
seem wasteful, but it's all part of the
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AMPLIFIERS
On firing up the Vadis , Ifelt alittle
nervous initially: the meter's pointers
slam hard off- scale, and as they
approach their centre positions the
woofer cones wander slowly, just very
slightly, as output capacitors charge
— and then stop. At the same time,
the pointers also settle. That's it.
Drama, what drama?

SOUND QUALITY
From the very first moment it is
obvious that this amplifier is abit
special. One imagines that a
transistor- like powerful, tight, bass
might be the outcome of such a
circuit, coupled with asweet muted
treble and translucent midband.
Forget the preconceptions. The
midband is indeed wonderfully
translucent, lush, and with oodles of
depth and detail. Stereo imaging is
outstanding as if the window has
been well and truly opened. Treble is
something else, seeming to go on up
and up, so extended and clear yet
clean. There is no artificial smoothing
here, none of your fluffy valve
nostalgia, but it is smooth none the
less. The bass doesn't quite have the
slam and wallop of agood transistor
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amp, but it's precise, well rounded
and goes deep, very deep, and is
surprisingly powerful. It's no low-end
blockbuster, but presents bass in a
most natural way.
The soundstage has almost magical
see-though imagery as if opened up
totally. Of course the power limit
must not be exceeded: if it is, the
sound coarsens, though it does seems
to go louder than a 15 watt per
channel amp has any right to, as
playing The Who's 'We Won't Get
Fooled Again' [Who's Next] at
indecent levels proved.
This gorgeous amplifier favours no
one style of music — Ienjoyed all
sorts. Paul Desmond's relaxing jazz
track ` Take 10' for instance [
Night
Moods in jazz, Crimson CRIM
IDC36] reproduced Paul's sensuous
sax with a deliciously rich texture,
while Ron Garden's woody bass and
Ralph Macdonald's cymbal work
were both clearly revealed. Also from
the same disc, Miles Davis' My
Funny
Valentine'
sounded
unbelievably fresh and immediate, so
alive it could have been made
yesterday — barely credible from this
1957 recording.
In case you think the Vadis was
given an easy time, how about the
Eurythmics' 1980s electro classic
Tye Got an Angel'? This can sound
fierce and artificial on apoor system,
but the Vadis just played it like it is

(or how it seemed it should be). Not
only was the treble clean and without
harshness, the imagery ( in all its
studio artificiality) was excellent. So
many little production touches were
clearly audible without being overtly
highlighted. ' Jennifer', with its
washing waves, eerie vocals and deep
throbbing synth was highly listenable.
Take, by contrast, a thoroughly
modern recording, Luther Vandross
and Mariah Carey singing ' Endless
Love' [ Epic 4766562]; with some
amplifiers, having much less
measurable distortion than the Vadis,
their voices can sound harsh, grainy
and thin. On this track, they were
pure and clear and the underpinning
bass synth surprisingly deep, solid
and easy to follow ( also some
background hiss on the CD is clearly
audible at the intro, something many
amplifiers will mask).
Imused on the Vadis' bass quality.
It hasn't the transistorised tightness
and punch, but that quality can
sound artificial anyway. What the
Vadis produces is well formed and
rounded yet also rhythmic and
tuneful, so it's easy to follow every
note and hear bass textures — and if
that isn't like music Idon't know
what is. I found myself digging
deeper into those old CDs. Lisa
Stansfield singing 'All Woman' [
Lisa

The Sweetest Feeling

CARY SINGLE-ENDED TRIODES
The Cary Philosophy Continues with the
CAD-805C, the latest version of this breathtaking
50W monoblock, the original and still the best, now
featuring the 845 valve coupled to the KR Enterprises
300B XLS. MAGICAL PERFORMANCE WITH NO
EQUAL - COMPLETE WITH GOOSE BUMPS.
Single-ended dreams become reality at £ 1895 plus,
with the CAD 572 SE monoblocks, which provide
an impressive 20W, visually the baby-805, sonically
its equal in many respects. The 805 monoblocks are
now priced at akiller £6,500 + VAT.
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AMPLIFIERS
VADIS 515

Stansfield, BMG2623001 has a
sensuous voice to be sure. Through
the Vadis she was positively toecurling - so communicative. Not

LAB REPORT
The S15 acquitted

were much lower,
at about 30mV.

only that, every instrument was
clearly positioned and formed in

itself well in lab
tests, reaching its

This is probably
amplified valve

space as Iimagined it would have
been in the studio. Transported is
one way of putting it. Likewise, the

rated power into
8ohms for 1%

noise getting
through due to

distortion. Initially,
the left channel

wide LF
bandwidth within

Rolling Stones' Stripped, which can
sound like a disorganised and bleary
hotch-potch (OK, perhaps it is) took
on the sound of a live concert with
real people playing - and having a
good time by the sound of it. Mick's
harmonica wails without ripping
one's ears off and Charlie's
drumming has real weight and
rhythm. Plummy bass? Idon't think
it is. Many transistor amps subdue his
drumming and yet thrust the rest up
your nose with all the subtlety of a

measured only a

above 10kHz to a

the amplifier.
While distortion

low 6W maximum
but the amp was
clipping
asymmetrically. A
quick tweak of one
of the adjustment
pots equalised the
clipping and
brought the left
channel to virtually
identical output

second harmonic
just began to rise
slightly at 3kHz,
and then sharply
highish 0.7% at
11.8kHz. This
value may appear

Fg I. Vadis S15: distomon vs power

to be of concern but
the two-tone ¡MD

ohms to beyond clipping. At the rated output

was generally

(19kHz +20kHz)

higher than
transistorised

at the same peak
level was only

amplifiers (and
higher than the

0.3% and only rose
to 1% at clipping.

0.025% spec) it
rose gradually from

The 9kHz
+10kHz ¡MD at

low powers in true
class A fashion up
until clipping (see
Fig 1). Fig 2

1W was only
0.29%, all
consistent with the
distortion figures at

shows the
spectrogram at

lower frequencies,
so 1am not really
concerned about

chili
pepper.
I'd
rather be
entertained.
I also listened to some Henry
Purcell suites, played by Martin

and distortion as
the right The
meter pointers did
not indicate that

15Wfor 1%

Souter on a 1700 Tisseran
harpsichord [ ISIS CD004]. This

anything was out
of kilter, while the

this. In any case, it

difficult-to-reproduce CD can sound

most symmetrical
behaviour was

distortion, with a
gently decaying
spectrum. Below
clip, distortion was
mostly second

feedback transistor
amps, HF

harmonic with very

distortion (though
lower in value)

quite thin and brittle, but here all the
rich resonant body sounds of the
instrument were brought out, along

achieved with the
pointers slightly off

with the action noises. The Vadis

centre. Clearly

little third, (below

avoids harshness or thinness without
over-emphasising and blurring the

Roger Davis needs

0.05% over most of
the band at II ).
Distortion was

attack of the plucked strings into a
confused clatter, as is often the case.
The Reference Records [ FtR65CD]
Janacek Sinfonietta CD was played
with a deliciously rich full, deep and
spacious sound, horns cutting
through the acoustics like - well, like
horns really. With eyes closed and

to look at the
metering system to
ensure that this

generally consistent
over the range

hidden unbalance
cannot happen in
the field. There is

tested (see Fig 3),
with no rise at all

of course no DC

in second harmonic
(and only asmall

offset, but there
was some random

at amuch lower
frequency.
Hum and noise
were well down,
with 50Hz and
150Hz (mains
third harmonic)
dominating. Even
so these were at a

low-frequency

frequencies (where

very low level

least, one could almost have been

pulsing on the right

an output

there. So many more discs were

channel, not

transformer would

(-79dB) with
background noise

played, from James Taylor's
'Steamroller
Man'
with
its

audible but reading

have increased

up to 200-300mV

atmospheric audience and realistic
Hammond organ, Mary Black singing

in surges. On the
left channel these

distortion rather
more). At higher

vocals. Icould go on ...

CONCLUSION
In case you hadn't gathered already, I
rather liked this amplifier. Its not very
powerful, but given an 89- to 90-plus
dB pair of speakers it is more than
adequate (headbangers excluded).
Within its power envelope, it delivers,
though the metering system should
be revised to ensure that all users do
get the full power available in practice
(see Lab Report). Some may want
'tighter' bass and crisper etched
treble, but if that's you, you probably
haven't read this far. If it's music
you're after, and you can spare the
readies (all £2350 of them for gloss
black finish) then don't pass this
amplifier over. You'll never know
what you have missed.
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Vadis $15

Test results
Rated power 8 ohms

15W; 11.7dBW

4 ohms

n/a W; n/a dBW

Measured power (
dBW) 20Hz
11.7
Catnuous 8ohms lch
9.5
Ccntinuous 4ohms lcti

lkHz 20kHz
11.7
11.7
9.5
9.5

Output Impedance(ohms) 0.21 0.081
Harmonic distortion (%)
Rated power 8 ohms
1.1
0.26
At OdBW ( 1W) 8 ohms
At - 10dGW ( 0.1W) 8 ohms 0.11

0.048

Channel separation (
dB) -79 - 104

Intermodulation distortion (
19+20kHz, dB/%)
0.5W ( peak voltage=1W 80 -50.4 ( 0.3%)
7.5W (
peak voltage=15W 8Ll
39 (
1.1%)
Signal-to-noise (
full gain)
20Hz-20kHz
excl hum
Channel balance

rd lOdBW rel full level
68dB
79dB
81dB
93d8

0.45dB

129mV IHF, OdBW
500mV for programme clip
Frequency response
-0.01dB -0.13
260x450x300mm
Dimensions (
whd)
Weight
21kg
Typical price (
inc VAT)
£2350
Input sensitivity

12

Fig 2. Vadis S15: »Hz THD spectrum at
15W (11.7dBW) showing mainly second,
with higher harmonics decaying. Below clip
the spectrum is largely second with very low
levels of third

Fig 3. Vadts SIS: THD Vs frequency for IW
(OdBW) output into 8 ohms. Second
harmonic distortion

pretty constant

up to

about 10kHz above which it rises (see text).
Third harmonic is largely below -66dB.
(0.05%). Fundamental at +9dB (2.83V)

ese

Crosstalk was
also very low, 79dB at just above
20Hz, - 104dB at
IkHz and -45dB
20kHz (see Fig

Fg 4. Vadis S15: crosstalk L on R at OdBW

4), which is just as

as does Class B.

well because below
1
kHz the crosstalk

(11I7) into 8 ohms. Midband levels of around
-104dB (signal is at + 9dB) are excellent

Output
impedance was

from the output
capacitor alone.
The _figure was also

actually very good
- alot less than

very low at 20kHz

expected -

ohms!). One

Surprising as it

especially at low

possibility is that

may seem this is

frequencies,

quite common,

considering
capacitor coupling,

the DC servo has
created anegative

distortion from the
driven channel.
-45

-40

even lower (- 93dB
reffull power).

was mainly

1.0
0.26
0.1

of 1.5W, THD is 1%

often begins to rise

suspending disbelief for amoment at

'Katie' with crisp steel guitar,
hanging-in-space sax and lush velvety

8

was not audible on
music. With high-

rise in third) at low

frequencies the

into

even in 'good'
amplifiers. The
crosstalk is possibly
aided by the class
A operation, which
does not pulse the
power supply (and
hence introduce
inter channel
coupling this way)

(under 0.05

output impedance,

so low Idouble

thus compensating

checked the figures!
It measured

for the reactance of
the output
capacitor, but Iam
only guessing here.

0.21 ohms at
20Hz (Damping
factor of 38). I
would have
expected at least
0.8 ohm at 20Hz

Further
investigation was
beyond the scope of
this review.
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esigning agood moving-coil
phono stage is one of the
hardest
tasks
for
an
electronics engineer to tackle.
That's not just my opinion: it's the
view of quite a few specialist
designers I've spoken to over the
years. When you're working with
signals in the microvolt region,
slight changes in board layout,
component type, or circuit
topology, which might make little
or no difference at line-level, can
influence
sound
quality
profoundly.
At £ 1200 the AcousTech PH- 1
is pricey but not outrageously
expensive, and it certainly offers
luxury- class build quality and
finish. There are no external
switches or buttons, just a single
pair of inputs and outputs. Internal
pre-set switches select between m-c
and
m- m
sensitivity
and
impedance.
The
PH- 1 is
suprisingly heavy, most of its 201b
weight stemming from the thick
steel casework used. Its simplicity
extends to the lack of mains on/off
switch; it's intended you leave the
PH- 1 switched on all the time.
Power consumption is aminuscule
10W and the unit runs cool.
Subjectively, the PH- 1produces
a full, warm tonal balance that
sounded vibrant and natural. It is
detailed but not clinical, and there
is an outstanding sense of spatial
depth that creates richness without
being over- ripe. Used with
Transfiguration Spirit and Benz
Micro Glider m- c cartridges, the
PH- 1 produced superb sounds
from each. Stereo separation was
wide and crisp, with holographic
soundstaging and tangible depth.
There's nothing ' hi-fi' about the
PH- 1. It has an almost valve-like
sweetness and fluidity, sounding
very open and natural despite wide
bandwidth and excellent dynamics.
The low frequencies were powerful
and focused, but nicely integrated,
giving bass lines an impressive
firmness and stability. The high
treble was silky yet articulate, and
overall the sound impressed with
excellent focus and analysis.
My regular phono stage is
Audiolab's
800OPPA,
and
comparisons were made once the
AcousTech PH- 1 had been in use
for awhile. The Audiolab sounded

ashade more immediate, the PH- 1
smoother. Tonally, the Audiolab
was cooler, perhaps more neutral,
and slightly cleaner at the top-end.
But it can also be slightly clinical
— a bit CD- like. The PH- 1 was
noticeably more spacious and
three-dimensional; more relaxed
and ' easy' in presentation. It also
offered better separation between
instruments and voices — there
was less sense of loud sounds
swamping quiet ones — allowing
one to follow individual strands
more readily.
In spite of its brighter, more
forward balance, the Audiolab
sometimes seemed slightly quieter
with LP surface noise. This
difference didn't seem to be atonal
thing: rather, it was as though the
PH- 1was slightly more sensitive to
clicks and pops. The Audiolab had
been much the same when Ifirst
used it. For weeks (if not months)
when new, it was extremely critical
of surface defects. Then, after
much use, it just seemed to ease
up. Perhaps the PH-1too needs a
very long burn-in time, although I
did use it extensively.
The 800OPPA is also quieter in
terms of self- noise. With both
phono stages, hum should be nonexistent unless there's an earth
loop or a large power transformer
situated nearby, but the Audiolab
had noticeably lower background
hiss. With highish-output m- c
pickups this difference in noise

The PH- 1
was noticeably
more spacious
and threedimensional;
more relaxed
and ' easy'
in terms of
musical
presentation
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A heavyweight phono stage
that promises to bring many
a moving- coil to life
by JAMES

M

HUGHES

should be completely irrelevant.
But it might be noticeable with a
pickup offering 20001 or less.
On certain tracks it was clear the
PH -1 offered superior results in
terms of tempo/timing. It seemed
to reproduce the ebb and flow of
the music better than the
800OPPA. However, this is ahighly
subjective
area,
and
one's
responses can be altered by slight
changes made elsewhere in the
system.
Even so, I felt the PH- 1 was
superior when it came to conveying
subtle rhythmic clues; compared to
the more circumspect 800OPPA, it
seemed to bring out timing detail
the Audiolab sometimes only
hinted at.
Trying to analyse why, Ithink it
boils down to several things. For
starters, the PH-1 seems to give a
clearer rendition of indidividual
note pitches; also, the PH- 1
reproduces the different acoustic
layers of a recording more
convincingly. You get a better
sense of who is playing what
because it's possible to hear more
of what is going on for more of the
time.
The
extra
space
around
instruments and voices allows little
inflections of dynamics and pitch,
or slight anticipations/hesitations in
terms of tempo, to tell more
readily. Put simply, clarity is
greater with the PH- 1.
In this context it's possible that
surface- noise is slightly higher
subjectively because the PH- 1 lets
you hear more deeply into the
soundstage. It focuses the low-level
detail that carries clues about the
size and acoustic of the recording
venue, letting you hear more
exactly what's going on. The
downside, of course, is that faults
and blemishes become more
noticeable. But you can't easily
have your cake and eat it!
In all other respects, there's little
to criticise in the PH -1. It really
brings vinyl to life, making it sound
articulate and detailed yet very
smooth and natural. Beyond this, if
pressed to define what makes it
special, I'd have to say it brings out
the ' magic' in a performance. A
rather unscientific summing up to
be sure, but Ican't think of abetter
way to put it.
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All in all,
control. And it embarrassed me
atever qualms some of us
this is one
might have about DVD
because it reminded me of how long
it's been since Idrooled over a feature- laden
and its (still) painful birth,
product from one of the few
box of tricks,
there are enough tempting machines
but they're
Japanese brands able to make some
out there to make you forget all
truly alluring gear. So maybe I not enough
about regional coding. But Denon,
to account
shouldn't be surprised that the
ever mindful of the political
DVD-5000 is so utterly desirable,
for the heft.
ramifications of being rebellious,
Inside, it's
might seem to have ham-strung what
given its heritage.
copper plated,
It's all in the details because
could be one of the best DVD
CD/DVD players suffer an even
there are
players yet by adhering so precisely
three separate
greater identity crisis than did
to the other rules.
transformers,
turntables; there are only so many
Not only is the awesome new
ways you can dress up abox with a everything
DVD-5000 ` unchippable'*, it won't
slot in the front. The comprehensive
has been
even let you play 96kHz/24-bit discs
fitted and
display is above the tray aperture,
which — technically — break no
sited to avoid
centrally positioned for a nearlyrules beyond winding-up the RIAA.
vibration
symmetrical look. To the left are the
Instead, those delicious titles from
on/off/standby button, the selector
Chesky, Classic, et al, are ' downfor DVD of either the unit's optical
sampled' to 48kHz. Sure, so they still
or coaxial digital inputs, and three
blow away normal CDs, but oh! to
LEDs to indicate power on, HDCD
hear what this player could do with
an full 96kHz signal! But that's
and AL24. I hope the previous
jumping the gun with agroan and a sentence didn't go past you too
quickly or you might have missed the
gripe. Even without zone-changing
and 96kHz capability, the Denon
High-end sound and pictures
sails as close to the cutting edge as
possible... like allowing DTS
capability in aRegion 2 player when
are promised from the `Reference
no discs exist for it. (Ironic or what?)
According to one of the blurbs, it's
Class' DVD-5000 player — in spite
a ' Reference Class DVD Player'; if
so, then it's cheap at £ 1599.99. But
of concessions to Hollywood and
before you sample the performance,
you know you're in the presence of
the music industry?
something very special. If any
conventionally- sized
(434x135x374mm, whd), Pioneer/
by KEN KESSLER
Marantz lookalike has the juice to do
it, this is it. And without you having
to lift it to confirm its
16.5kg weight.
Champagne finish and
sheer mass aside, the
DVD-5000 reminded me
of the cherished Marantz
CD-12/DA-12 because of
its peerless build quality,
slick operation, the action
of every press-button, the
alloy laser sled, the chunky
15mm alloy faceplate, the
feel
of
the
line
out/headphone volume
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fact that this is one of those rare
single-box CD/DVD players which
also serves as D/A converter.
To the right are the basic transport
controls of play, stop, track skip and
open/close, plus a %in headphone
socket and the volume control to set
the levels for the headphones or the
overall output if you use the variable
outputs. All of the minor operations,
the
numerical
keypad,
the
programming facilities, the DVDspecific commands (
eg menu access)
and other features are accessed
through the large, nicely- shaped
remote control, complete with
illuminated buttons.

err CONNECTED

Socket jockeys will adore the
posterior view, an eyeful of gilded
connecting possibilities including
variable and audibly-superior fixed
phonotype outputs, two S-video and
two coaxial video outputs, Toslink
optical and coaxial digital outputs,
Toslink optical and coaxial digital
inputs, socketry for Denonspecific
system remote control operation,
IEC mains input, and a trio of
sockets Iwasn't, alas, able to try:
component video, said to be the best
way to get those pictures to the
screen. All in all, this is one featureladen box of tricks, but they're not
enough to account for the heft.
Inside, it's copper plated, there are
three
separate
transformers,
everything has been fitted and sited
to avoid vibration — there is no
unused
real
estate.
According to what I
suppose is a mission
statement, Denon ' identified three ways to improve
performance'. The first
was to deliver a better
digital datastream from the
transport through an
improved
transport
mechanism
and
its
Advanced Digital Servo.
This features a DSP IC
with a learning algorithm
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to fine-tune the performance, aided
by the aforementioned extensive
anti- vibration features, such as a
four- layer ' Hybrid Insulating Base
Chassis', and the intrinsic high mass.
Secondly, Denon felt it could
deliver a better picture by using a
superior transport and new analogue
video stages ( as well as component
video capability). Part of this attack
included the physical separation of
audio, video and digital control
circuitry, each with a dedicated
power transformer and isolating
screening to avoid cross interference.
Finally, Denon acknowledged
what industry voices as disparate as
Paul Miller and Linn have been
arguing since DVD's launch: that
conventional CDs demand more
than piggy- backing on a DVD's
circuitry if they're to sound as good
as they do on standalone CD players.
To this end, Denon fitted audiophile
components
such
as
Silmic
Audiophile Caps throughout, four
separate 24-bit/96kHz DACs,
HDCD and the new AL24
processing [ see box]. AL24 and
HDCD operation is automatic, but I
was able to hear a special demo of
the ' 5000 with AL24 switched on
and off. What it adds is avery subtle
sense of air and space, and ashade
better retrieval of very fine detail. It
was hard to detect so Ispent an hour
just A/B'ing the same tracks. That it
is on all the time is nothing to worry
about: AL24 works.
As is mandatory with any DVD
player
aspiring
to
high- end
credibility, DTS and Dolby Digital
are available to feed to external
decoders; attached to the Lexicon
DC- 1pre-amp/processor, playback
was completely foolproof, even with
the notorious DTS demo disc with
non-standard DTS encoding. For
the video connections, Istayed with
S-video, while the audio portions
were sampled with both of the fixed
and variable coaxial outputs, the
digital with both coax and Toslink.
All remarks about sound quality refer
to fixed output analogue and coaxial
digital, but Idid miss XLR balanced
output, XLR digital output and
AT&T optical — curious omissions
in amachine at this price.
DVD
operation
was
comprehensive and exceptionally
user-friendly; Ionly referred to the
owner's manual acouple of times, to
deal with obscure, never-used-morethan-once facilities like sub-titling. A
clear ' Graphical User Interface'
allows easy operation and settings are
easily changed via remote and the
on- screen display. Its DVD-ish
features include picture ratio
adjustment, multi-angle, frame/field
still image, repeat marker, playback
memory function and the like.
en NEWS 111 RECORD REVIEW
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BASED on the company's familiar ALPHA processing, the
new nomenclature reflects the omnipresence of 24- bit
technology circa 1999. AL24 is said to improve
resolution, reduce quantisation distortion, improve the
analogue waveform and support 16- to- 24- bit data at
sampling frequencies up to 96kHz. Which kinda makes
the down- sampling to 48kHz all the more upsetting.
When asked why — given that 96kHz/24-bit DVDs
break no rules — Iwas told quite clearly that Denon
bowed to the establishment ( read: RIAA) because it is also
arecord company. And we all know that what record
companies want and what music lovers deserve are not
the same. I've been told on good authority that the record
industry loathes 96kHz/24-bit because the better
performance mans better harvesting for pirates and
bootleggers. Think about it we're being denied better
quality because of piracy potential. ( Uh, did someone say
'Copy- Protection Circuitry' 9)

Curiously, given that there is no
European/PAL spec so far, the
DVD-5000 is THX Ultra certified.
The UK DVD-5000 adheres to the
same standards as its American
cousin,
its
video
section
incorporating a24MIla, 10-bit video
D/A converter, the difference being
that the US version has video
adjustment capability not available
on this Region 2 player. That aside,
they should be identical. According
to the importer, this is. the only THX
DVD player on sale in the UK.
Nothing could pull me away from
this delicious machine, and Ilost
whole evenings feeding it Chesky
96kHz/24-b audio discs, ahost of
DTS audio CDs, Denoes audio
DVDs of works by Scriabin, Chopin,
Beethoven and Mahler, Region 2
discs of Bullitt, Face/Off, Contact and
Outbreak and — surprise, surprise! —
acluster of ostensibly Region 1titles
which didn't feature the lock-out! I'll
be damned if I'm gonna list 'em and
aid and abet the regional coding
police. But Iwill forever hold dear to
my heart these rebellious labels who
ignored the coding and saved me a
bundle... on titles which will
probably never get Region 2 release
anyway. (It was only by accident that
Ieven tried them, having confirmed
that the DVD-5000 was 100%
kosher Region 2 by trying ' proper'
Region 1titles. It simply wouldn't
play Texas Chains= Massacre, Streets
Of Fire or other never-for- the-UK
Region DVDs.)
Completing the surround sound
set-up were three Apogee LCRS, two
Apogee Ribbon Monitors and five
channels of Acurus amplification.
And the first aspect Idealt with was
the CD performance. It was with
great relief that Ilearned that here
was another DVD player an
audiophile could buy without
experiencing the loss of a CD-only
player. The performance was

' ttlsich doesn't
diecount the
possibility of some
devious hacker
finding away to
change its regions,
despite Denon 's
ben efforts!
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identifiably Denonian: crystal-clear,
rock-solid, yet possessing asoupÁon
of warmth. No, it did not sound
quite like a Denon m-c of the 103
era, but the soundstage was massive
and ' 3D' enough to remind you of
the days when Denon made
awesome cartridges and the best
direct-drive turntables on the planet.
Specific to the CD performance
(and something of a salvation vis a
vis the compromises detected in
cheap DVD machines) is a
wonderful coherence and the sort of
transparency that some felt was
thrown out by lesser devices. Vocals
were handled with finesse and
sympathy, transients were fast and
crisp, the bass dry enough to thwack
without thudding, the ambience
retained on live recordings — it was
hard to fault.
But despite all this, the machine's
raison d'etre is DVD playback:
surround sound and/or pictures.
Let's dispense with the latter, even if
you think film is for wussies: the
playback was nothing short of
photographic, with luscious, life-like
colours and ample detail. I've lost
count of the times I've seen Bullitt,
but I'm grateful to the Denon (and
the brilliant remastering) for showing
me even more of the screw- ups
during the legendary chase. ( No
prizes to the first reader who tells me
the number of times the same VW
Beetle appears.) Some DVD artefacts
remain — it still copes badly with
flames, fast-moving water and the
like — but it's good enough to worry
laserdisc campaigners.
But the sound is sumthin' else:
whole truckloads of impact, slam,
sizzle'n'screech. The ricochet of the
bullets in Face:Off provided ample
proof of the confidence the Denon
displays in dealing with changes of
direction, while the opening titles
and the space travel sequence in
Contact demonstrate the unit's ability
to sort out sonic layering and a
surfeit of effects. With audio-only
DVD titles, the DVD-5000 has no
trouble in conveying grandeur, nor
does it tamper with life- like tonal
shadings. Just trying Chesky-sourced
vocals or the DTS Eagles track were
enough to make me want this sucker.
Ihated to see it go, almost as
much as Ihated its lack of 96kHz
playback and regional coding. It's a
dilemma, but let's play Pollyanna: if
you can tolerate the Denon's selfimposed restraint and the limitations
imposed by Hollywood, and you
simply can't wait for DVD to mature
(like, uh, in 2006), and you want to
spend between £ 1000 and £4000,
this is my choice as the player which
fits inbetween the Pioneers and
Theta's DaViD. Indeed, it's nothing
short of magnificent.
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peakers come and speakers go,
and in between Ioften fall
back on to the ATC SCM2OT
for its dependable, no- fuss, yet
exciting and revealing sound quality.
It seemed hardly possible to better
the performance, until the SL
upgrade showed how it could be
done [
see box]. And now ATC has
gone one better with an active
version of the bookshelf SCM20,
dubbed, not surprisingly, the
SCM20 Active.
The more conventional approach
would have been to take the
SCM2OT floorstander and bolt one
of ATC's active power amps into
the base. This would have suited
the domestic market ( and indeed
such amodel has been announced),
but ATC had found an immediate
requirement for a more robust,
professional model. With the
introduction of Dolby Digital,
sound labs weré crying out for a5.1
system
which
retained
low
distortion and neutrality whilst
delivering the slam and thump
favoured by movie soundtracks. By
activating the SCM20, ATC felt
that it was possible to achieve the
requirement and still retain control
of the drive units, avoiding overdriving. Naturally a dedicated subwoofer was also required, and a
suitable matching unit has duly
been produced.
The housing of the SCM20
Active was therefore designed to
take all the knocks and bangs that
studio and portable use might
provide — there is even a carrying
handle unobtrusively moulded into
the top of the case to facilitate
monitoring on the move. The
enclosure is an aluminium casting
that tapers towards the rear and has
adomed top and inverse curve to its
bottom, both to add strength to the
casting and to reduce internal
standing waves. Large finned areas
to the top rear of the enclosure
allow it to act as aheatsink for the
internal amplification built into the
rear panel. At the front, amatching

With the
introduction of
Dolby Digital,
sound labs
were crying
out for a 5.1
system which
retained low
distortion and
neutrality
whilst
delivering the
slam and
thump
favoured by
movie
soundtracks.
By activating
the SCM2OT,
ATC felt that it
was possible
to achieve the
requirement
and still retain
control of the
drive units

curvy profiled MDF baffle
bolts on to the casting,
using ten large, hightensile Allen bolts. Drive
units are similarly bolted
in, with an ATC badge
and power LED beneath.
The power LED has a
dual function — if the
amplifier
is
driven
momentarily to its protection
point, the LED flashes to red.
This is necessary as there is no
audible indication that one is
overdriving the system, just a
clamping of dynamics that is so
subtle that for brief transients it
can
be
ignored.
Nevertheless the LED
shows what is really
happening.
Finished in asubtle shade
of blue- grey, the result is hardly
domestically acceptable but does
look highly ' professional' and so
manages to appear eye-catching

amongst modern furnishings. Matching, bolt- on
stands are available in the
same finish, though their
single pillar support is not
as torsionally rigid as Ihad
hoped. Still, the weight of
the speaker system and its
solid construction do
reduce the overall stand/
speaker resonance to 4Hz so that
it is not excited by musical
content. Price is £3049/pair.
Round the back the amplifier
access panel is at the bottom,
with input via an XLR connector
and an AC supply IEC
socket. Here is the
on-off switch, and a
factory- set,
input
sensitivity trim pot. There
is also aknob for adjusting bass
EQ from normal to + 6dB in five
increments. This should be left to
'Ref' for close to rear boundary
positioning or use with the
subwoofer, but the bass can be
lifted if the speakers are in free
space for awarmer performance.
Housed in awood veneered cubeshaped 115 litre cabinet, the
matching subwoofer sits better in
the home, and note that it will also
match the SCM2OT or the 20T
Active. Once again, the amplifier
sits at the rear, with heatsink fins
just showing at the top. Two XLR
inputs allow a stereo feed, but you
can use just one if you have an
amplifier
with
a dedicated
subwoofer output. Prices for the
subwoofer are £ 3810 (black ash),
£3910 (walnut), £3856 (cherry) or
£4382 (rosewood).
Controls are provided for input
level, bass contour and bass filter
frequency. Contour has Flat and
Lift positions with + and - phase,
Lift increasing the output between
40-60Hz for extra thump if
required. Filter frequency varies
from 50Hz to 90Hz in 10Hz
intervals, and there is also a 2kHz
setting for dedicated, ready-filtered

With an active system based on the SCM 20,

3

ATC offers no- compromise surround sound
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for professional and home use
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subwoofer outputs. Drive comes
from an SL version of a massive
ATC 15m unit powered by aClass G
800W amplifier. This operates in
Class NB for the first 200W at low
distortion, momentarily switching to
high power rails for peak power up to
lkW. Switching components are kept
to -80dB, so the change in operation
is not audible. In the sealed enclosure
the system resonance lies at around
90Hz; bass EQ extends the response
down to a -3dB point of 18Hz.

In 1997, ATC claimed adriver-design breakthrough, having
overcome the problem ( common to all conventional movingcoil units) of eddy- current distortion. The movement of the
driven voice- coil in its narrow gap sets up eddy currents in the
metal pole piece and front plate, which, with alarge ceramic
magnet complete the magnetic circuit; these eddy currents in
turn modulate the magnetic flux around the voice-coil and
cause distortion In the past, the effect has usually seemed
minor compared with other sources of distortion, but in ahighperformance system it becomes very significant. ATC's solution

SOUND QUALITY
It is generally accepted that
surround sound systems should
have a ' different' character from
that of monitor quality hi-fi systems,
presumably to enhance the artificial
sound effects that proliferate in
movie soundtracks. Iwas therefore
interested to see whether the studio
standard ATC sound could manage
to deliver the vibrant and forward
sound that promotes movie viewing.
But first the SCM20 Active was
subjected to the usual hi-fi tests
from CD and tuner. On their own,
without partnering subwoofer and
placed on ATC's stands, the
SCM20As managed to surpass the
performance of the SCM2OT SI in
several
important
areas.
Immediately obvious was the
integration of treble and midrange,
the 25rnm fabric dome and 180mm
bass/mid cone blending to get even
closer to the ideal point source. No
doubt this is the benefit of active
versus passive crossover design, the
phase performance and crossover
slope being managed to much closer
tolerance than passive equalisation
will allow.
One result of this is aremarkably
natural performance on voice, with
sibilance integrated perfectly into
the vocal presentation. Radio voices
sound amazingly real, with the
added
benefit
of a threedimensional stereo soundstage
giving body to the scene. In free
space the bass EQ can be lifted a
judicious amount to add extra
warmth and chestiness to male
voice, though overdo it and the bass
becomes lumpy and too obvious
around the main 40Hz lift region.
This area is really the province of
the matching subwoofer which has
bandwidth that covers the 20Hz to
80Hz region nicely. With the
SCM20As reduced to the role of
'satellites' their bass EQ position
can be returned to ' Ref', giving a
slightly falling LF response with free
space positioning. For feed from a
hi-fi amplifier the filter frequency
can then be adjusted to ` fill-in' and
extend the LF performance — a
setting of 60Hz proved ideal in my
listening room, but you can set it by
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was to introduce its Super linear Magnetic Material ( SLMM) to
the magnet structure. SLMM has the magnetic permeability
needed but electrically, it is an insulator, so extraneous
currents cannot flow. It is made by aspecial heat/pressure
process from iron dust particles, which naturally acquire their
own insulating coating of iron oxide. The ' SL' technology has
now been applied to all ATC's larger loudspeakers. Seen here
are (above) the new 15in SL driver used in the subwoofer and
(below, not in scale) the 6.5in unit used in the SCM20 models.

ear to suit your own acoustics.
Thankfully the addition of the
sub did not spoil the clarity and
accuracy of the SCM20As. Having
been used to the performance of
high- end REL subs, and finding
most other designs lacking, in
comparison, it was a relief to find
that the ATC subwoofer is of
reference class. It dutifully did its
job whenever low bass was present
in the musical signal, but otherwise
left the SCM20As to forge ahead
with their own strengths. As with
the REL subs, all that majestic
power at the bottom end does have
an effect on the size of the
reproduced acoustic, and promotes
the believability of the stereo image.
Slotted into aDenon Dolby AC3
system, with Denon's DVD player
as source, the role of the SCM20A
and the sub became more specialist.

By judicious
adjustment of
rear level it
was possible
to create my
preferred
'sphere' of
sound

SUPPLIER
ATC:
Loudspeaker
Technology,
Gypsy Lane,
Aston Down,
Stroud, Glos
GL6 8HR
Tel: 01285
760561

The sub filter could now be switched
to 2KHz, letting the Denon's
subwoofer output provide the
filtering, and the SCM20As were
driven from the L, C, R and
surround line outputs. If you are
using aprojection screen then by all
means use an SCM20A as a centre
speaker, but the size and weight does
not lend this unit to centre support
where a CRT monitor is used. For
good timbre matching the centre
must be placed on stands at the same
height as the left and right
speakers. As usual Ifound that
formatting the L, R speakers to
handle a phantom centre channel
gave results that far exceeded results
from acentre speaker above or below
a TV, and provided an excellent
stereo image from stereo sources too.
And yes, they can provide the attack
and slam necessary for movie effects.
The big question was how would
the SCM20As suit as surrounds?
On stands they can be impeded by
soft furnishings in adomestic living
room, so Imounted them on higher
shelves on side walls towards the
rear of the room, but still a metre
distant from the corners.
In this position they fired over
seated listeners' heads, not quite
matching the THX-format dipole
surrounds for sound distribution
but still managing not to appear
audibly obvious. By judicious
adjustment of rear level it was
possible to create my preferred
'sphere' of sound where the
surrounds blend with the front
speakers in such a way that effects
sweep from front to rear and vice
versa seamlessly. While the sense of
atmosphere surrounding the
listeners that is available from THX
dipoles on Dolby Surround sources
was not as strong on the ATCs, the
more discrete output of the Dolby
AC3 5.1 source is managed well
thanks to the excellent timbre
matching. And the sub's prodigious
LF output certainly provides all the
drama required.

CONCLUSION
It is becoming pretty obvious that
AV systems fall into two camps —
those that are designed with a
character that emphasises the
whizz-bang of movie soundtracks
and those that are essentially neutral
in character. The SCM20 Active
system falls into this latter category,
and thus may not impress so much
as systems which make your ears
bleed and stomach churn after afew
hours of listening. It is, however, a
system for all purposes, maintaining
a monitor standard performance
whatever the source, and hiding
itself discretely on the audio, if not
the visible, side.
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Golden Dragon
Precision Audio Tubes
Please enquire for any tube not listed. We have an inventory of over 2,500 different types in stock.
Golden Dragon High Quality Pre-amp ¡ fier Tubes
12AT7A/E81CC/ECC81 £ 6.95
12AU7A/E82CC/ECC82 £ 6.95
NEW: NEW: NEW
12AX7A/E83CC/ECC83 £ 6.95
GOLDEN
DRAGON
12BH7A
£ 9.95
6DJ8/E88CC/ECC88 £ 10.95
PX25 £365.00 pr
6SN7GT/ECC33 £ 8.95
Golden Dragon Triodes
2A3 4 Pin
2A3 Octal
211
811A
845
805

Singles
£22.50
£22.50
£28.50
£11.50
£36.50
£36.50

Golden Dragon T300B Range
300B Super
£ 79.00
4.300B
£ 84.00
4.300B LX Super
£ 124.00

Per Matched
Per Matched
Pair
Quad
£50.00 £ 100.00
£50.00 £ 100.00
£60.00 £ 120.00
£25.00 £ 50.00
£75.00 £ 150.00
£75.00 £ 150.00

£160.00
£170.00
£250.00

£320.00
£340.00
£500.00

Golden Dragon
E81CC-01 Gold
E82CC-01 Gold
E83CC-01 Gold
E88CC-01 Gold

Special
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low
Pins low

Quality Pre-amplifier Tubes
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise
Microphony Low Noise NEW
Microphony Low Noise

Golden Dragon Power Tubes
EL34 Super
EL34M
E84 L ( Special Quality EL84)
EL 156 Octal
6L6WGB
KT66
KT66 Super
KT88
KT88 Special ( Gold Plated)
KT90
KT9OLX
350B
6L6GC
6550A
6550A Special ( Gold Plated)
50CA10
807

Matched
Pair
£25.00
£25.00
£12.50
£75.00
£25.00
£25.95
£65.00
£57.95
£67.95
£65.00
£75.00
£29.95
£19.95
£42.95
£64.95
£84.95
£25.00

Matched
Quad
£50.00
£50.00
£25.00
£150.00
£50.00
£52.00
£130.00
£116.00
£136.00
£130.00
£150.00
£60.00
£40.00
£86 00
£130.00
£170.00
£50.00

£10.50
£10.50
£9.50
£14.50
Matched
Octet
£100.00
£100.00
£50.00
£300.00
£100.00
£104.00
£260.00
£232.00
£272.00
£260.00
£300.00
£120.00
£80.00
£172.00
£260.00
£340.00
£100.00

We have avast range of tubes available from manufacturers all over the world including rare and vintage types. An 80.page booklet of valves available is updated monthly
and can be prov.ded at acost cf £2.50 per copy U.K. £4.00/$7.00 rest of world or you may telephone our Sales Desk for a prompt quotation.
Prices exclude VAT and Carriage. Please add carriage charge of £2.50 for UK orders and VAT at 17.5%

P.M. COMPONENTS LTD., Springhead Enterprise
Sales Desk 01474 560521

Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DAll 8HD

Fax 01474 333762
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Gryphon of
Denmark's
new Tabu
range
includes
the less
unaffordable
AT integrated
amplifier

SUPPLIER
Gis ¡'hou
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8680 RV,'
Denmark. .
Tel: 0045
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Gryphon budget range has the same
this from its bigger siblings: the AT
DNA as its dearer predecessors. The
uses only one AC cord instead of two,
literature further reminds us that
meaning that it's true dual mono save
Tabu products are ' Designed and
for a shared, single-piece (but still
built by the same team of awarddual-mono) power supply. But that
winning engineers responsible for the
seems to be it as far as cost-cutting
conceptualisation, exterior design,
goes because the above feature listing
audio circuit design and final voicing
pretty much sums up the Gryphon
of every single Gryphon product since
mind-set: zero negative feedback to
the very beginning', the beginning
eliminate intermodulation distortion,
being 1986.
ultra-wide
bandwidth
for
While I'd love to play with the
unconditional stability, relatively high
rather sexy Tabu CDP1 CD player,
Class A bias for sonic purity, a
it was logical for the company to
massive power supply and very short
introduce me to the Tabu line with
signal path. The high-current output
the AT Integrated Amplifier, which
stages incorporate four very fast
is probably the best-selling item in the
Sanken transistors per channel for
range. And if you saw one without
exceptional speed and dynamic range.
knowing the price tag, you'd swear it
But that's not what you see, not
cost double. Among its very Gryphon- what makes you feel like amember
ydetails are zero negative feedback,
of an exclusive club. The AT's front
military specification double- sided
panel is amix of black surfaces, the
circuit boards, asingle balanced input
controls in abrushed metal section
with gold-plated Neutrik XLR
surrounded by the perspex face plate.
sockets, four single-ended inputs with
A massive ALPS rotary (motorised
gold-plated WBT phono sockets (ft
for remote operation) occupies the
phono module can be added for
centre, above aGryphon logo which
£430), heavy-duty — and Ido mean
lights up in red. Switch on and the
heavy duty — gold-plated speaker
logo flashes while the unit settles
terminals, an ultra-short signal path,
down, and you're treated to asecond
minimal internal wiring, a ' nonlight show as every button clicks on
invasive' protection system and, as a green in sequence, the AT checking
bonus to audiophiles who have one
every single input. Every action, by
foot on terra firma, full remote control
the way, is accompanied by aloud
of volume, source select, muting and
relay click, and the unit automatically
power on/off via a tiny hand-held
mutes when you switch between
commander.
sources. Quite clearly, Gryphon wants
With output of 80W/ch into 8 no nasties to reach the speakers.
ohms ( or a heady 140W/ch into 4
Nor do they. Iused the AT with
ohms and 230W/ch into 2ohms), the
the Krell KAV-300cd in both
AT is hardly a slouch. If anything,
balanced and single-ended modes (I
the primary impression it creates is
preferred the former), driving Aliante
one of sheer, unbridled power. And
Pinifarinas, Tannoy Ris, Rogers
yet this is no clunky, graceless beast:
LS3/5As and other small two-ways,
all of the magic resides in achassis
as well as a too-brief burst on the
that's slirnline in profile, and it seems
Sonus Faber Amatis. Quite clearly,
petite despite a large footprint.
the AT bursts on to the ` entry-level,
Dimensions are 120x480x490mm
high-end integrated amp' scene like
(hwd), which tells you that you'll
Van Damne with his toes to the fore.
neea adeep shelf, and the shipping
The sheer power, allied to the sort of
weight of 22kg warns that said shelf
finesse associated with mediumshould be robust. What all of this
powered valve classics, make this a
combines to do is let the customer
solid-state delight which won't
know that Gryphon is delivering alot
antagonise tube crazies. It sounds big
for the money. High perceived value?
but friendly, ajolly green giant just
This integrated amp repeatedly
like Gryphon's main man, Flemming
informs its owner that he or she has
Rasmussen. Chalk up another amp
graduated to the high end.
which sounds like its spiritual leader.
A more compact heatsink, anovel
It's with no sense of betrayal to my
case design and compact circuitry
Eurosceptic leanings that I state
allowed Gryphon to squeeze this dual
clearly that the Gryphon AT is one
mono device into
the above
product I'd gladly self-import. It's that
good.
Ken Kessler
dimensions, and only one bit
of
down-rating
separates

welling on the loss of
Gryphon's UK distribution is
academic. Why? Because the
one (make that: only) benefit of EU
membership is the ease with which
one can acquire European goods. But,
you're thinking, isn't Gryphon the
Danish purveyor of amplifiers so
costly that they're only of interest to
Asian millionaires? While it's true that
Gryphon
makes
pre/power
combinations selling for five figures,
this month I'm playing with amodel
from the Tabu range. And while I'm
not certain why the firm chose to
name its entry level series after a
cologne, the whole concept sure
smells sweet.
If you can remember earlier
Gryphon products, you'll recall that
there were certain virtues which made
the price tag's sting less biting. And
although aesthetics are wholly
subjective, Ican't recall any observer
who
regarded
the
company's
trademark styling as less than elegant.
Build quality always impressed the
hell out of me, Gryphon's adherence
to isolating totally each channel from
the other made for some interesting
mains plug-to-socket interfacing.
Easy to do, you could argue, when
the price tag is north of ten large. But
what would you think if Itold you
that nearly all of the above is present
in an integrated amplifier which sells
for the equivalent of £ 2400?
Gryphon's blurb suggests that
'Through an ingenious combination
of economies of scale and radical
thinking, Tabu by Gryphon makes
the exceptional quality of Gryphon
Audio Designs accessible to agreater
number of enthusiasts.' Economies of
scale, of course, are relative, and what
ahigh-end manufacturer considers to
be bulk buying would cause gales of
laughter at, say, Sony. But if
hundreds of units rather than tens of
units are enough to make an
affordable Gryphon, who's to
grumble?
What we're experiencing here is
similar to what Madrigal did with
Proceed, Krell with its KAV line,
Aragon with Acurus, and so on: the
Gryphon amplification at less forbidding prices
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LOOKING BACK AT
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taround $ 20,000 each, the
Now there is a Sondek that
Linn Sondek CD12 is
among the most expensive
plays CDs, but has Linn really done an
CD machines in the world. Part
sculpture, part computer, part CD
about face since the heady days of
player, it's a solid block of
aluminium, filled with computer
vinyl? The Linn story so far...
electronics, programmed to behave
like aCD player.
Would Ibuy one? No. But then I
by BARRY FOX
never bought aSondek LP12, being
quite happy with the much cheaper
'Follow that tune!'
says Linn 'sfounder
Acoustic Research deck which
and managing
worked on similar isolationist
director Ivor
principles. And not being a Linn
Tiefenbrun, MBE.
disciple has made it easier to report
Below left: from the
on how the company and founder
heyday of the LPI2,
Ivor Tiefenbrun have enlivened the
this accessory
hi-fi business for the last quarter
indicated Lins 's
century.
view of magazine
Seeing the CD12, and talking with
test reports
the design team in Glasgow, brought
back memories of 1980 or
thereabouts, when Iinterviewed Ivor
Tiefenbrun at the hi-fi show which
used to be held each year in
Harrogate.
Tiefenbrun had founded Linn in
1972/3 and still never held a press
At Harrogate IT was, as usual, only
conference. Sales of the LP12 had
too happy to call a spade a shovel.
grown on dealer recommendation,
Even by then his staff worked on
word of month, advertisements,
what they called the 80:20 rule. The
reviews and Ivor's shameless selftrick was to know whether 80% of
promotion and outspoken views. CD
what he said was deliberately
At that time,
had not yet been launched, but
provocative rubbish, or just 20%,
Ivor's views
several Japanese companies ( for
and which statements fall into which
were so
example, Sony and Hitachi) were
category. But there would always be
heretical that a
already selling adaptors for VCRs
at least afifth of sound sense.
BBC Radio
which recorded digital sound on
At the time, when there was so
music
video cassette tape. Studios were
much excitement about digital
programme
using them, along with early reel-toaudio, Ivor's views were so heretical
refused to
reel recorders from 3M and others.
that aBBC Radio music programme
broadcast the
There were several digital disc
refused to broadcast the tape of what
tape of what he
systems ( from Pioneer, Decca and
he said at Harrogate. The producers
said at
JVC) on offer to the record industry.
didn't feel the world was yet ready
Harrogate.
for Ivor's over-the-top approach.
`My views
'My views on digital techniques
on digital
are a bit unfashionable,' Ivor was
techniques
only too happy to record for all to
are a bit
hear. ' Ihave avery low opinion of
unfashionable,'
them. Ithink that basically there
Ivor was only
are fundamental problems and
too happy to
the systems which are being
record for
proposed today are premature
all to hear.
and a substantial step
'I have avery
backwards. The regrettable
low opinion of
fact is that the kind of
them...'

equipment that is being introduced
into studios today is so pathetically
inadeqate that the results are
unentertaining and more akin to
noise than music.
'I've had a look at digital disc
systems that have been demon
strated for some years now and Ifeel
that they are not of sufficiently high
standard to make it worthwhile for
people to buy them. They have a
very limited dynamic range and very
high distortion levels, and aren't
capable of reproducing fine detail
which is the important thing in
music. And the result is what is often
described as adead sound, but what
Iwould describe as just anoise.'
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'TRY TO SING ALONG...'
'If you try to sing along with adigital
tape or the new digital audio discs,
it's not possible. The pitch
relationships are distorted and
destroyed and the result is in my
opinion something which has no
musical merit whatsoever. Each note
comes in an unexpected place and
it's
very disappointing.
It's
aggravating, irritating, stressproducing and Ithink this is quite a
common experience. I would
personally describe it as being
positively objectionable.
'You know, one of the strange
things Ifind about digital systems is
that all the claimed advantages,
when examined, don't even exist.
The systems have a more limited
dynamic range than conventional
analogue systems, they have higher
levels of distortion, they don't offer
the security of storage as claimed.
Every single aspect or facet of digital
systems, when explored, turns out to
be not at all what it's claimed to be.
'It will unsettle the market and a
lot of people are going to be burned.
They are going to buy systems which
will be rapidly made obsolete.
Unfortunately people no longer feel
equipped to judge anything. They're
more inclined to take the opinion of
a magazine than trust their own
opinion and, in an age where quality
has become synonymous with
reliability rather than any inherent
HIM MVO & RECORD REVIEW
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absolute merit, we get things like the
current digital audio disc, which I
am bitterly opposed to'.
It's useful here to remember that
for years gramophone turntables
were casually written off as the least
important link in the hi fi chain.
Then, in 1972, Ivor Tiefenbrun
starting making them at his father's
precision metal works near Glasgow.
His sales pitch was the thenoutrageous idea that the turntable
was the most important link in the
chain. But with hindsight the
Tiefenbrun logic was obvious.
A pick-up cartridge extracts sound
from the groove of a gramophone
record by sensing vibration of the
stylus as it tracks the passing groove.
It will thus also pick up any spurious
vibration from the turntable
mechanics and act as a microphone
which receives sound from the room.
A lot of the sound will be coming
from the loudspeakers, and this
creates a feedback loop between
speakers and turntable which adds
amplified noise at the resonant
frequencies of the mechanical parts
of the gramophone.
The ostensibly simple solution is
to build aturntable which produces
no spurious vibrations of its own and
is acoustically isolated from the
room. But this means grinding
mirror- smooth bearings for the
moving parts and suspending the
working parts on springs tuned to
damp out mechanical vibrations.
Most hi-fi factories know about
electronics, but not mechanics.
Much earlier, Acoustic Research in
the US had built an isolated
turntable, sacrificed profit to make it
affordable but then failed to get the
message across.
Tiefenbrun's metal works were
just the place to build a turntable,
and Tiefenbrun was just the man to
get the message across. He formed
Linn Products, started atradition of
deliberately misspelled names and
let it be known that anyone who did
not notice an improved sound was
either deaf or did not like music. Ivor
has survived, where other selfpromotionists have failed, because
the LP12 did make records sound
better.
It wasn't until 1985 that Linn held
its first ever press conference. The
Isobarik and Kan speakers had been
a success. The budget Index was a
disaster, torn apart by reviewers. It
was Linn's first failure. Linn had also
launched apre- and power-amplifier,
causing amajor falling out with longterm ally Naim. Linn's engineers
were also developing acassette deck
and experimenting with aCD player.
'It was amajor culture shock', says
Kevin Kelly, who started out as a
Iinn design engineer and now is in
HI-Fl NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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charge of Linn's electronic
marketing. 'We were supposed
to be a turntable
company and
people
just
thought we
should not be
making
amplifiers'.
Linn could now
afford to experiment
because it was producing
6000 LP12s ayear, with a
total workforce of 90. They
were spread over four factory sites,
so Linn commissioned Richard
Rogers, architect of the Pompidou
Centre in Paris and Lloyds building
in London, to design a new factory
in the countryside outside Glasgow.
'We had to fight the planners who
recommended the site to us in the
Above: aclassic
Flat-Earth era
first place' Tiefenbrun complained at
Sondek:
the time. ` It's in adevelopment zone
but they won't even let us put up a Ittok LVII, Troika.
Below: Linn Kan,
sign outside. They complained about
the macho man 't
the appearance of the factory, even
LS3I5A, with Mu
though you can't see it from the
and athirst
road.
for power
'There is room for another
building on the same site. But
bearing in mind the priority given by
the government to essential services
like retail shops, banking and estate
agents, Idoubt we'll raise the money
for something as unimportant as
Linn
manufacturing'.
commissior ed
By 1985 Linn was also investing
Richard
£250,000, 6% of the company's
Rogers,
turnover, on abizarre project with
architect ot the
no direct connection to hi-fi but the
Pornpido J
possibility of application to future
Centre in Paris
digital projects and products. Ivor
and Lloyds
Tiefenbrun had hired five academics
building n
to develop a new computing
London, to
language which would give a design anew
machine artificial intelligence, or the
factory in the
ability to think like ahuman being.
countryside
'It's apunt or gamble' explained
outside
IT. 'You could call it insane but we
Glasgow .'We
are now sure our ideas will work. Of
had to fie the
course we won't be able to do the
planners who
whole thing. We are at the stage of
recomm ended
building amachine to prove viability.
the site to us in
Then we will have to join forces with
the first place'
alarger company. No-one in the
UK seems interested. We will
probably have to go to Japan or
the US for apartner'.
The
new
computer
language, called Linngo, was
supposed to be flexible and
adapt to the job in hand; it
would handle problems which
require initiative rather than
routine number- crunching.
Linn got as far as building
processing boards, using
standard TTL chips, with
wire-wrapped connections.
The next stage was to produce
printed circuits. The Linngo
team talked of a ' recursive

processor, for flagged architecture,
which would readjust to achanging
situation, and perform 0.5 million
function calls per second.' Linngo
would divide up a problem into
separate areas; the computer could
then work on some parts in parallel
and other parts serially; that is, tackle
several problems together but leave
some until others have been solved.
Inever could understand any
more of what the Linngo team were
talking about. Ivor admitted he was
not sure either. The government's
Department of Trade and Industry
certainly didn't get the drift, and
refused to give Linn a grant to
continue the work.
This prompted Linn to seek wider
publicity. Ibegged the Linngo team
to write ashort synopsis in lay terms,
so that I could write a sensible
article. But each time the synposis
got longer, Iunderstood less and the
Linngo team got more impatient.
Linn even employed some PR
people to try and explain Linngo.
They never did. The Linngo project
was later canned, with nothing to
show for the investment.
When Ivisited Linn recently, I
was relieved to hear that Kevin
Kelly's team had never really
understood what the Linngo project
was all about either!
In 1991, 60% of Linn's sales were
in turntables. By 1994, 60% were in
electronics. Linn has also branched
into AV and home cinema, taking on
distribution of the Loewe brand, a
high- end German TV, launched
several times before in the UK, but
never with efficient marketing backup. Linn now makes over 30 hi-fi
products. Whereas Linn once
employed four or five, mainly
mechanical engineers, there are now
15 or 16, most working on the
computer software that drives
modern electronics.
In 1992 Ivor was awarded the
MBE. I found that particularly
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reassuring, because when Ivisited
the factory in 1990, it happened to
coincide with atour organised by the
DTI for managers from large
'establishment' companies.
It was clear that none of them,
including the accompanying Man
from the Ministry, had been
prepared in advance for what they
were about to experience.
'Quality of components is our
main difficulty,' Ivor told the visiting
suits. ' Here in Glasgow there is no
problem because they are frightened
Iwill cut their noses off. But across
the border they feel safer. More and
more supplies are coming from
Japan. We find Japanese suppliers
are more willing to fly to Scotland
and fix aproblem than an English
supplier. While the British government puts money into companies
like Plessey, GEC and British
Aerospace — people who don't need
it — those countries put money into
the companies that do need it'.
Tiefenbrun recounted atale of the
Government Trade minister who'd
visited Japan before visiting Linn.
'He had been to Japan once and
thought he knew everything. I've
been a hundred times and Iknow
how little Iknow. He told me he was
puzzled at the amount of automated
machinery they had, but only used
for part of the time.
'Minister, Isaid, how often do you
use your willy? It's handy to have it
when you need it, though'.
The Linn factory still works on the
original single stage build principle.
There is no production line, just a
series of individual stations, at which
individual staff build whatever
product is needed, and they are
qualified to build. All Linn products
have alabel inside with the name of
the single employee who made it.
The only automation is in testing
with computer controlled probe
logging aseries of readings.
There are only four or five people
left who can still build the LP12, at a
rate of two or three a day, on days
when more stock is needed. Over the
years Linn has sold over 100,000
LP12s. They still sell, at around
£1000 for the basic deck, without
arm or cartridge; afull system costs
anything from £ 1650 to £ 5000.
Linn is now almost entirely selfsufficient. Only speaker cabinets and•
drive units are bought in. Although
Silicon Glen, the valley strip which
runs
between
Glasgow
and
Ediburgh, is packed with high-tech
electronic companies, Linn still
prefers to design its own printed
circuit boards rather than subcontract the work to a production
facility. Linn also blows its own
chips, by programming general
purpose gate arrays and digital signal
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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processors. Production volumes are
too small for dedicated ICs.
Even the metal casing is made inhouse, at the old factory in
Castlemilk, which was originally the
home of the LP12. Paintwork is
done in-house too. This lets Linn
control subtleties, like masking screw
thread holes and contact points
between different parts of the
chassis. If paint gets on these parts,
there is no earth bond between them;
this creates hum loops and the risk of
eddy currents induced by the
transformer. Companies that do not
recognise the need for this can be
easily spotted. Brush your hand
lightly over a brushed aluminium
chassis and feel the uncomfortable
'zing'. Eddy currents can also affect
sound.

Above:
player, announced as
the company
celebrated its 25th
anniversary in 1997.

witty, intelligent and makes her own
pasta. She doesn't have aLinn hi fi.
But her sister does, and she's the one
Imarried.'
Abusive phone calls poured in
claiming the advertisement was
sexist. Ivor pretends to be upset.
'Linn is a most misunderstood
company' he complains. ' Sound
quality comes first at Linn and this
advert invited people to question
their priorities. Despite the fact that
music is the food of love, the advert
was neither about sex nor gender.'
This may be so, but those who
know Ivor well tell how he would
phone round his friends, chortling at
the furore which the advert had

There is another good reason why
Linn wants to produce its oWn
PCBs. 'What is the point of buying
expensive cables, to connect the
components of the hi-fi system if

degrade the sound. Because the
chassis is carved from asingle block
of metal, there is a low resistance
path to earth, reducing the risk of
hum caused by eddy currents and
loops.
There are no controls on the
player, but there is no need to use
the remote control each time. The

Fortunately, maturity has not
mellowed Tiefenbrun. A couple of
years back, Linn received over 100
complaints about the company's
Music for Life advertisements. The
text read: ` She's terrific in bed. She's

SURFACE MOUNT

there is a cobweb of narrow wiring
inside the chassis' says Kevin Kelly.
Modern PCBs use miniature
components surface-mounted on to
the board, without any connecting
wires, and only very short signal
paths between them. The design is
also repeatable. Wiring can vary in
its shape, from unit to unit, which
means
that
induction
and
capacitance is unpredictable.
The CD12 nicely sums up how far
Ivor has travelled from the days
when he wrote off digital audio as
unmusical, and how close the
company remains to its analogue
mechanical roots.
It takes Linn's factory at
Castlemilk seven hours to machine
the CD12 chassis from asolid block
of aluminium. The design philosphy
is that the mass damps vibrations in
the laser optics which would cause
jitter in the data stream, confuse the
digital- to- analogue decoder and

owner uses the remote only
to teach the player what to
do when the disc drawer is
lightly touched. Motion of
the disc drawer is sensed by a
light beam. One touch opens
the drawer, the next closes it, a
third plays the disc and so on.
After programming, the remote
control can be simply put away in a
drawer and forgotten.
The whole system relies on
intelligent software — but not
Linngo, which is now just an
expensive memory.

raised — and all the wonderful free
publicity that the complaints were
winning him.
'Unfortunately
people no
longer feel
equipped to
judge anything.
They're more
inclined to take
the opinion of a
magazine than
trust their own
opinion... '

Right: Ivor holding
forth at ahi-fi
gathering some time
in the late 1970s
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The name in precision reference components:

ORCHID
PRECISION AUDIO
"Best sound at the show!... You
are English? Why haven't we
heard of you?" were the two most
asked questions we heard at Hi Fi
'98. Here's our answer:
You have to distinguish between
the ART of hi-fi and the hi-fi
BUSINESS. The business of hi-fi,
by which we mean the trading
alliances, media alignments and
UK power structures, is what you
encounter on the few days when
you
go
out
to
buy
a new
component. For years afterwards
you then encounter the art ( or
lack thereof) in the components
which you have bought.

Professional audiophile components made
in England, by hand, from £5900-00.
NATURAL FORCE: 600 watts total power
into 4ohms, or 450 watts into 8ohms. 120
watts pure class A. SE triodes take cover.
PLL1: ultra high transparency 6way phase'linear, studio refernce monitor loudspeaker

Orchid components are entirely
about the ART of leading edge,
high- end, hi-fi and all perform
significantly better than what is
routinely imported into England the last thing that the business of
hi-fi wants to see, having spent a
lot of time and money on creating
market acceptance. You can do

much better. For example, Natural
Force, with the lowest distortion
(0.1°/0) figures in England, is a 220
watt per channel valve amp which
we would challenge anyone to
better. It's unique 100% balanced,
100% cathode follower output
stage delivers the full emotion of
your music while maintaining
total control of even the most
difficult loudspeakers.
PLL1, our six way linear phase
studio monitor not only provides
superb transparency and imaging
but also delivers real power and
some of the deepest bass ( 20HZ)
you'll find. Real music demands a
speaker like PLL1.
If your dealer doesn't know of
Orchid perhaps you should ask
him why not? In that instance,
call or fax:

()RCN Pi)

01608 684 694

PRECISION AUDIO +44 1608 684 694
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TEL / FAX : 0151 348 1988
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MAIL ORDER SUPPLIERS OF QUALITY HI-FI ACCESSORIES
The importance of
cables and accessories
is often overlooked when
purchasing ahi-fi system.
It is very easy to be sceptical about cables because of
their apparent high cost or
insubstantial appearance,
but they
can play a major part in
achieving the full potential
from your system.
We offer a popular HOME TRIAL SERVICE which
enables you to evaluate cables in your own system,
therefore ensuring you purchase the right cable.
PLEASE TEL / FAX / E-MAIL FOR OUR LATEST PRODUCT AND PRICE LIST
VAN DEN HUL

•RELAXING DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
•FREE PARKING • FINANCE AVAILABLE
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DNM RESON • SONICLINK • NORDOST • CHORD CO

XLO • AUDIO QUEST • KIMBER • SENNHEISER • STAX • ORTOFON
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•MAIL ORDER WELCOME
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blackbox

Ultrasonics
in music —
who needs
them and
whc can
handle
them?
References:
I. A. Daniels work
— see Black Box,
HFNIRR, Marck
199.8
2. B. Duncan —
see chapters I & 8
of `High
Performance Audio
Power Amplifiers',
Newnes, 199 8,
ISBN 0-75062629-I. Available
from HFNIRR
Accessories Club
and Old Colcmy
Sound Lab (US).
3. Ultrasonic
sounds, made by
grass blades
'squeaking', abonad
in grasslands and
savannah.
Anything evolving
in such areas
(mankind, by
current theories, is
said to have evolved
here), would benefit
from developing an
acuity not so muck
to ultrasonic sound,
but far more
importantly to tin
differcurek, caused
by predators
treading en and
deadening nearby
grasses.
4. 25 yeats ago,
pioneer of the first
audiogracte
transistor voltage
controlled amplifier
(VGA) that allowed
multi-track mixing
to be controlled in
higher ways; also
used to create <ffects
likt compression;
and founder of
dBX, the US
company that made
the first practical
VCel chips.
Recommended
reading: D.
Blackmer, Life
beyond 20kHz,
Sound & Video
contractor (CM,

Sept `98.
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he cumulation of the past
decade's advances in digital
technology — today still
attempting crystallisation in new
'media' formats such as DVD, offer
amongst other apparently solid
benefits, a considerably ' extended'
high frequency response. Broadly
speaking, this means instead of a
sharp
cut-off
of
frequencies
immediately above 20kHz, full levels
will be potentially available (with
particular variants of the new media)
up to nearly 100kHz. This much has
been widely reported — but so soon
before it is widely unleashed, the
ramifications of having such a
capability appear to have been
scarcely noticed nor mentioned. And
before we can do even that, the audio
'community' may have ro re-consider
the special, and sometimes rather
zenlike qualities of the frequency
range involved.

`SFUFF HAPPEIS'
ABOVE 20KHZ
The vt,ord ' ultrasonics' indicates
semnds above the audible', yet the
truth is, as ever, more subtle. As with
the onset of infrasonic sound, it is
better to see the '
edge' of ' audible'
sound, not as where sensitivity stops
dead, but where the nature of
perception of the vibrational energy
rapidly changes. Next, the sensitivity
of humans to al frequencies, let alone
sounds that have frequencies above
16, varies widely. This has been
objectively substantiated by aural
channel measurements ( see
a
previous
Box 1,
showing
wild
different= in ear channels' physical
frequency response). That most
humans have sensitivity to sound
above 16 to 20kHz has been
individually established in different
studies, for example, both by British
recording equipment authorities
(Rupert Neve and Philip Newell),
and
co-notably,
by
Japanese
researchers
who
used
ECG
equipment to demonstrate that music
with its ultrasonic content intact gave
rise to brain patterns that were the
same ones seen exclusively when
MAR« 1911

people were very happy or ecstatic2.
The keynote is that for this to
happen, it was not necessary for the
listener to have conscious awareness
of the music's ultrasonic content. At
this point the Professor stood up and
began reading smoothly yet briskly in
his Michael Charltonesque voice:
`...So this work demolishes those
two glib arguments, that have been
issued before, by the mean hard line
objectivists, or MHLOs, to deny
humankind its fun.
`Today, without lying or ignorance,
they cannot assert that (using ashade
colder, more monotonic voice, this
nuance amplified by the presence of
frequencies up to 190kHz) ultrasonic
response is not needed because
ultrasonic sound can obviously not
be heard'.
'Nor', he continued, ' may they
claim that " Claims of enhanced
musicality due to response extension
into ultrasonics is purely imaginary
nonsense"; nor still that "Any effects
of ultrasonics are solely
subjective".'
The professor's urbane tones
warmly
resumed
their
monologue. 'The ECG machine
is ameasuring device producing
hard-copy evidence. Accordingly,
anyone asking the above questions may
be reasonably met with aZen challenge
...Mu!, to "Unask the question".'
The professor only forgot to
mention that there is even asimple,
plausible evolutionary explanation for
human ultrasonic sensitivity3.
Other than offering pleasure,
cleanly reproduced ultrasonic signals
are best described as adding to
music's air, texture, edges, timbre,
and sense of presence.

IS 'THE SYSTEM' READY ?
The relevance of frequencies above
20kHz has been held back, by an
audio industry feedback loop. In the
beginnings of audio even 6kHz was
hard enough to get. Each kHz above
that has had to be hard won over
years, throughout the record/mass
produce/replay chain — particularly
from transducers — mks, tape heads,
record cutters, cartridges and speakers.
Every dB of dynamic range also had
to be won — again across the
disparate areas of design. Against this,
frequencies above 20kHz couldn't be
heard directly (nobody know then that
they needed to know what to 'listen'
or look' for); any extra 'bandwidth'
above
20kHz
can
let
in
a
disproportionate amount of noise;
while in most of mainstream audio,
the simplest possible engineering and
profits
inevitably preceed
any
sensitivity to such ethereal subtleties.
The outcome is that much audio
equipment, made for an analogue
path potentially capable of extending

well beyond the 16/20kHz wall
imposed by 1980's digital standards,
is organised to progressively remove
(in varying degrees) life above 20kHz.
This is both right — and wrong.
Negative results are possible for the
open eared users of most domestic
and
even
much
professional
equipment, as approaching full levels
above 20kHz can readily result in
permanently silenced tweeters, the
toxic stench of burning zobel
resistors,
and
even
destroyed
amplifiers. The prognosis for much
analogue audio is frankly, ` not at all
ultrasonic ready'.
Another related condition is that
having denied the need for frequencies
above 20kHz for so long, and then
having ' proven' this by eliminating
them at every possible opportunity,
conventional audio design based on
MHLO principles, has ' established'
that feedback-based audio path circuits
do not need high slew rates.
Inconveniently, the electronics with
high slew rate capability that
audiophiles and astute designers
have nevertheless established,
will come into its own (!)
when frequencies
above 20kHz

have to be reproduced without slewing
and the associated ear pain that would
turn-off
sensitive
listeners,
predominantly women.
In 1999, it is (still) relatively easy to
make low-noise, audiograde analogue
electronics with a bandwidth very
comfortably in excess of 200kHz, and
aresponse that's smooth to within less
than ldB. It is even relatively easy to
shield it and EMI-proof it so that rogue
reception of radio clocks (eg Rugby),
pot-holing radio, and long-wave radio
stations (all in the 20 to 150kHz area)
does not occur. What is far more
difficult — but it can only begin when
makers know there is aneed — is to
make tweeters and also recording mks
that can approach such aspecification.
A major step forward in capturing
musical ultrasonics at the forefront of
the chain, has been taken by David
Blacloner4, whose Earthworks products
include some of the first recording mica
with afiat response to 40kHz, and a
matching preamp with a 100kHz
'comer'. From this opposite comer, a
start has been made.
Ben Duncan
Duncan can be contacted at:
BDR-UK@dial.pipex.com
Ben
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LOOKS AHEAD
Let battle commence?
High- resolution audio at the
Tokyo Audio Expo

by

ALVIN

GOLD

H

eld from 15-18 October last,
the ' 98 model Japan Audio
Expo decanted from its
usual anonymous central Tokyo
office block to aflashy new edge-oftown facility known as the Tokyo
Big Site ( or Sight according to
some of the promotional literature),
which to a first approximation is a
bit like Birmingham's NEC, but
with style — in other words, it's not
really like the NEC at all, but it is
similarly brash, and even more
contemporary in appearance, with
shades of Richard Rogers from
some angles, and surrounded by
some intriguingly inexplicable street
furniture, such as a giant handsaw
half buried in the ground.
Big site it may be, but Expo ' 98
is not really a big show, especially
when measured against the
population of Tokyo and the
importance of Japan's audio
industry, but it does have a
particular interest because it is held
in the back yard of most of the
world's major electronics' multinationals, and it is designed for an
audience with a proven capacity to
absorb new technologies while
Europe remains aloof, a recent
example of which was MiniDisc,
which is only now beginning to be
taken half-seriously in the West
The major focus for the show,
confirmed by the lengths of the
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course, but the show did spring
some fresh surprises, and nail some
rumours. One interesting snippet
confirmed at the show was the new
DVD-A channel layout made
feasible by the introduction of what
used to be called Meridian Lossless
Packing, consisting of six channels
of 24-bit/96kHz audio ( that is,
48kHz bandwidth) which can play
for 74 minutes or more from a

queues, were the opposing high resolution audio technologies,
DVD-Audio and Super Audio CD,
brought to you by everyone else
and by the Sony/Philips consortium
respectively. Positioning the two
rival booths immediately opposite
each other across a gangway was
inspired, but due to time limitations
and closed door dems, Imissed the
DVD-A presentation. Not that this
really mattered, having just spent
several days poring over Pioneer's
version of the future of DVD-A.
The Sony exhibit was populated by
some stunning SACD prototype
hardware, and it was clear that the
countdown to the launch of highresolution audio has started in
earnest. Both camps are talking
about a domestic Japanese launch
in late spring or early summer this
year, and in Europe and the US
later in the year, and as there
appears there will be no
reconciliation between the two
opposing
technologies,
neither
party
can
countenance losing.
This was already known to
industry watchers in the UK of

The Sony
exhibit was
populated by
some stunning
SACD
prototype
hardware, and
it was clear
that the
countdown to
the launch of
high resolution
audio has
started in
earnest

Right:
Sony
Super
Audio CD
prototype
Left: Pioneer's
Iris Transcend
speaker

single-layer, singlesided disc. This
is likely to be a popular option,
though on paper it might seem
second-best to Sony's 6 channel
capable system, which offers anear
100Hz bandwidth with the same
channel format.
The big news, however, was the
apparent unravelling of the much
vaunted backwards compatibility of
DVD-A, which we had at one stage
been promised would include aRed
Book layer so that discs would work
on standard CD players. The story
from the DVD side of the fence was
that Sony and Philips, as official
Red Book licence granters, won't
because by definition DVD is not
part of the Red Book standard - a
neatly circular- enough argument,
and one that has been
challenged since. But even
Sony, which is certainly in a
position to grant itself a
Red Book licence, was
downplaying the chances
that most SACD titles
would also play on your
personal stereo or CD
player. Making dual-layer
discs really is a viable
technology ( it's all done
with UV- cured glues),
but inevitably there is a
cost penalty. When the
two new media are
introduced, then, they
are likely to be special
MARCH 1999
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TOKYO SHOW REPORT
Right: Pioneer's prototype DVD-Audio player
Below: the DVD-A allies were w seen at the
Working Group 4booth. Facing this was the
Sony exhibit

SUPER HIGH QUALITY 2di

bit/

will encode and decode at up to 24bit and 176.4 or 192kHz, the full
DVD-A specification.
NXT (née Mission) must have
been pleased with its coverage at
Audio Expo ' 98. NXT was a big
talking point, with a plethora of
solutions
to
niche
market
requirements in prototype and
production form. Isaw hanging,
talking NXT advertising signs, flat
wall speakers which are about to be
installed in the Tokyo underground
system, singing picture frames, tiny
personal players with integral NXT
panels, audio projection screens
and more. For once, the slogan at
the back of the NXT brochure,
quoting Arthur C Clarke as
suggesting that ' any sufficiently
advanced technology is indistinguishable from magic', has aring of
truth, but none of the sounds was
particularly inspiring. Maybe
Arthur had in mind avisual analogy
rather than an aural one.

PGA ILJLTI
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discs at specially high prices for use
on special dedicated players,
though the players will play CDs,
and later DVD-A players ( the
`universal players') will certainly
also play DVD-Video discs.
Other technologies that made a
splash at Expo ' 98 included DTS
and HDCD. Since its inception,
DTS has been more talked about
than heard, but the company made
a determined splash at the Tokyo
show with a wall of compatible
hardware from avariety of sources,
and a raft of new titles including
the first fully finalised DTS DVD
discs, which makes the system as
transparent in operation as Dolby
Digital. The DTS booth included
cover
artwork
from
some
interesting looking music titles,
but most of the actual
discs were nowhere
to be found. No
changes there, then.
News from Pacific
Microsonics was that
the familiar old PMD100 HDCD filter is,
or will be, joined
before the end of 1999
by equivalents from
Burr Brown, Sanyo,
Crystal,
Analogue
Devices, Motorola and
at
least
two
other
manufacturers whose names
are being withheld, many of which

Prototype SACD hea phone player from Sony
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with extended
response capability.
Below: Technics
speaker cutaway,
showing super-bass
configuration

AUDIO VISUAL FUTURE?
My host for the visit that included
Expo ' 98 was Pioneer, which
recently dumped its tuning fork
logo in the cause of an audio-visual
future. Pioneer was one of the few
to demonstrate 24-bit/192kHz
audio at Expo ' 98, but had plenty
of other news to trumpet, including
an intriguing new concentric timealigned midrange/tweeter with hints
of B&W Nautilus aerodynamics
called IRIS, which was designed by
our very own Andrew Jones ( exKEF and Infinity) and Alan
Boothroyd ( Meridian), and a
foldable-paper Walkman speaker,
which could be called the first
Origami for the ears.
Attracting considerable interest
on the Pioneer stand, and also at
the nearby Philips stand, was DVDR and DVD-RW. This was the first
public outing for the previouslyoutlawed
recordable
CD
technology in Japan, and reports
suggest that it has made a real
splash in avery short time.
Certain aspects of the show were
very specifically Japanese flavoured,
notably the heavy concentration on
car navigation. The latest boast
pseftdo-3D colour displays, and are
clearly far too confusing to be used
in amoving-car, but the technology
is equally clearly much needed in a
land of an unending, homogenous

metropolis that is mysteriously
largely bereft of street names. Some
of the show rooms and booths
reflected
local
distribution
arrangements, such as Marantz/
B&W systems (in other countries,
Marantz distributes Tannoy), so it
was Marantz that acted as hosts for
the launch of the new B&W
Nautilus range. Similarly, Denon
launched the high end DVD-5000
DVD player using an M&K speaker
system which it distributes in Japan.
The really striking difference
from UK show practice was the
discipline
imposed
on
the
exhibitors. Most were ensconced in
a large covered area with various
sizes of open booths, and in
standard rooms which could be
mistaken for large hotel bedrooms
along an upstairs corridor.
Somehow the organisers had
managed a remarkable trick so
foreign to the British hi-fi show
tradition that leaves the user with a
splitting headache at the end of a
hard day on one's pins.
Without exception, the enclosedroom dems were run at sensible
volume levels, so that it was
possible to listen, and even make
some qualitative assessments
without the usual ear-battering, and
with remarkably little interference
from adjacent rooms.
Most impressive of all was the incar audio section, which had the
usual rows of show cars fitted with
the traditional arrays of overgrown
audio toys for boys, but the
exhibitors concentrated on quality
rather than quantity, and there was
none of that oppressive booming
that made a certain recent centralLondon show so unpleasant for all
concerned. If the promoters of that
ill-disciplined assault on the sense
feel their ears burning, well, yes,
this is aimed at you! •#4-

The future? A solidstate personal player
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Old Hi Fi News:
Analogue still sounds best

A TINY JEWEL
The SONUS FABER SIGNUM is the most natural,
communicative and involving miniature that Pinewood
has ever heard. Franco Serblin is not wrong when he
describes it as atiny jewel of areference speaker for the
passionate few.'

411
—

Using new high speed drivers in atiny and beautifully
crafted eight- litre resonance-free cabinet damped with
lead and copper, the Signum cuts through all that
audiophile- speak and goes straight to the heart with a
immediacy that is both vital and fulfiling.
If you are considering atop-quality miniature, you are
invited to telephone Brian Rivas to arrange a
demonstration.

KRELL
Pinewood carries the complete KRELL KAV range and
almost everything else - including the fabulous KPS 25s
compact disc player and the PPB-650M monos.

ItRIA,,Çjs 01491-834700
DISTRIBUTED BY HENLEY DESIGNS LIMITED

THETA
If you want the crispest, deepest and richest picture
possible from DVD-video - and from a machine that is
also areference quality CD transport and plays laser discs
as well then you must allow yourself to drool over our
THETA VOYAGER. Picture and sound to die for from this
chunky beast - and, like all Theta designs, it's fully
upgradeable. No laser discs? No problem. simply go for
the slimmer and less expensive, THETA DaViD.

er inter

As far as future audio formats are concerned, it's areal
bear out there - but don't confuse this with DVD-Video
which has superb quality and is well- established, with a
growing catalogue of titles in Region2 (that's us).
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Knights • Broadway Road • Broadway

A full range of interconnects and
speaker cables utilising patented
terminator networks
ea
-

Ilminster • Somerset TA19 9RE

Telephone: 01460 54322
Consultation mid Demonstrations by appointment only
Please telephone

For full details please
contact Path Premier

•

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Road,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736

Fax: 01494 440360

sidelines

Problems
with
dead - pan
broncos'
acoustics
and music
which
sounds as
if it wished
to be
avoided

The Bárbicarr series
'Inventing
America', last
November,
included the
London prentzere of
Tan Duni Marco
Polo; and several
of Hany Partch's
invented
instruments were
played by Dean
Drummond's group
Newband
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n November 21st I was
struck by a Radio 3 trailer
for that evening's broadcast
of Simon Holt's small-scale opera The
Nightingale's to Blame, due to be
performed as part of Huddersfield's
Contemporary Music Festival, using
the Lawrence Batley Theatre where
Ihad previously enjoyed chamber
performances of operas by Mozart
and Verdi. Despite a distinctly offputting recorded excerpt, Idecided
m listen to the first half, but then
move across to TV for that evening's
episode in the Cold War series.
Willingness to undergo 50m of music
which might be unappealing was
prompted by familiarity with the
wnue's acoustic, and acorresponding
interest in what the BBC might make
of it.
The Batley Theatre, a stunningly
converted Methodist chapel, is very
dead by concert-hall standards; but
this helps vocal clarity, while the ear
soon adjusts because the eyes tend
to make up for what the unaided ear
might find rather dull. Iwondered
whether asound-only version heard
via stereo could avoid such dullness
by contriving a reasonable sense of
space to offset the inherent shortage
of reverberation, but in the event
what came across was extremely
disappointing. No attempt seems to
have been made to compensate for
what the microphones presented as
awell-nigh non-existent acoustic —
at least as heard via loudspeakers.
The [JR staging was well managed,
and there was no shortage of clarity,
but to offer such an acoustically
uningratiating sound in these days of
readily available and easily blended
digital reverb was in my view
inexcusable. The net effect verged on
the ludicrous, so it was adouble relief
to switch over to BBC2 for the story
of the Berlin Wall — away from what
had proved to be atedious exercise
in dissonant squawkery lacking any
ambient alleviation.
However, as the TV programme
finished early Iwent back to Radio
4 hoping to catch the opera's end
just in case it offered some amends
meat UM

by way of a diatonic denouement!
But it too had finished, and the gap
was being filled with some Haydn,
which must have been agreat relief
for any listeners who had confused
Holt with Ho1st and had hung on
hopefully to the bitter end. But I
mustn't be too rude about the
composer's first opera, as we are all
free as listeneers to avoid the sort of
music which sounds as if it wishes to
be avoided. Yet the icy spectre of
serialism did for many years have a
stultifying effect on compositional
freedom,
with
the
musical
establishment tending to frown upon
anyone
who
dared
to
write
recognisable tunes. And remnants of
that culture persist, so that in some
quarters anyone who prefers Aaron
Copland to Elliot Carter, or Malcolm
Arnold to Harrison Birtwistle, risks
contemptuous dismissal as a flabby
populist.
History will be the final judge, of
course, but it did occur to me as I
watched the Cold War programme

Dun's allegorical quasi-opera Marco
Polo, given in the large and more
reverberant Town Hall. It's an
extraordinary work of epic scale,
combining eastern and western
musical traditions, and using alarge
array of percussion and other
instruments from divers cultures in
addition to choruses, vocal soloists,
and afull symphony orchestra. It was
taped for transmission six days later,
and while there's no way in which its
mighty
dynamics
could
be
accommodated via FM radio without
compression, Ifound the result vastly
more acceptable than the previous
week's handling of much smaller
forces. The presence of an enveloping
acoustic made a huge difference.
Also, despite the extensive use of
initially disconcerting vocal glissandi,
Tan Dun's exciting juxtapositions of
unusual sonorities joined his relaxed
employment of conventional harmony
(whenever it suited the drama) to
avoid any serious problems in the
listening process.
No diehard
atonalism here.

A QUESTION
OF TEMPERAMENT

Schoenberg: 'dreary twelve-tone legacy'
that it wouldn't be too far-fetched to
suggest an analogy between rigid
atonal dogma and the unfeeling
inhumanity of the Berlin Wall. The
latter was finally torn down in the
name of freedom, which Isuggest
will eventually happen with music as
the dreary Schoenbergian 12- tone
legacy continues to crumble, freeing
steadily more composers to produce
works which are comprehensible to
music-lovers, thus returning new
music to its ancient role of being for
the most part something to look
forward to, not fear.
As a corollary, the language
employed by some commentators
might also become more realistic,
with words like ' melodious' and
`lyrical' shifting back to their
traditional meanings rather than being
applied to music which doesn't come
within a million miles of sounding
either pleasing or song-like.
But to return to the Huddersfield
Festival, the following evening I
attended a performance of Tan

Browsing later through the Festival
programme — and moving to less
contentious matters — Icame across
several references to Harry Partch
(1901-74), a maverick American
composer and instrument-maker
whose work on musical scales I'd
overlooked when writing ` What's in
a Scale' for the 1973 HFNIRR
Annual. My article had mentioned
early attempts to devise keyboard
instuments which provided justintonation in all keys, thereby
sidestepping the compromises of
equal-temperament at the expense of
great operational complexity, and
now it transpired that Partch's 43notes-per-octave chromelodeon had
brought this endeavour into the 20thcentury.
This led me on to the work of the
Norwegian musicologist Eivind
Groven ( 1901-77), who used similar
multiple
octave
divisions
but
managed to employ anormal pianostyle keyboard, with the alternative
pitches inflected instantly while the
performer is
playing.
Groven
produced several
pipe organs
embodying this facility, and in 1965
devised an electronic version, thus
anticipating in practice what I
mooted in my article of eight years
later as amere futurist fantasy.
So, poor research on my part. But
now, more than three decades further
on, is there anyone out there working
in the electronic music field who
could enlighten us on the present
state of play regarding automatically
mutable scales or temperaments?
John Crabbe
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Digital radio
may have its
advantages,
but there
are tradeoffs too

sually reliable sources tell me
that there is an assumption
amongst
the
PR
and
marketing fraternity that your scribe
is ' anti-digital radio'. My feeling is
that to take such astance is to say
considerably more about yourself and
your prejudices than about the person
to whom you are nominally referring,
but there again the PR and marketing
brigade aren't normally noted for
sensitivity to facts and evidence.
It is certainly true that to date I
have not yet heard a DAB radio
which
in
properly
controlled
unsighted A/B/Z listening testis has

The German
satellite
tuner
`Volksbox'
proves a
winner

T

E-MAIL
John Nelson
may be contacted
via e-mail john_nelson@
compuserve.corn
Reg Williamson
may be contacted
via e-mail —
regwilliamson
netcentraLco.uk

he Great British Public is being
conned. Reading all the current
hype, one is led to believe that
to obtain all the wonderful benefits
of digital radio and TV requires
another dish pointing to adifferent
part of the sky (28DE) together with
yet another tuner and asubscription
to Sky Digital. Even the Radio Times
perpetuates the myth. However,
nothing could be further from the
truth. In the long-established Astra
complex at 19°E there are now six
satellites with two dedicated to digital
working, both radio and TV. Of
course, ADR can and does use spare
space in the audio channels on the
other satellites.
After pre-Christmas hints from She
Who Must be Obeyed and all in the
interests of research (of course) I
managed to acquire from Germany
the latest example of aunique satellite
tuner from a company rather
unfortunately called Lemon. This
device, the `Volksbox*, is for the real
enthusiast — all bells and whistles,
unfortunately with aprice to match.
It is also obtainable from an agent in
Northern Ireland but, despite the
waning of the £ against the DM, it
remains marginally cheaper from
Germany. This tuner will receive not
only ADR but all digital (DVB) and
analogue radio and digital (DVB) and
analogue
TV.
Microprocessor-
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been preferred by experienced
listeners to ahigh-grade analogue FM
radio, and in the course of the last
twelve months I've said as much. It
is exceedingly simple-minded to
deduce from that an attitude which
is anti-digital radio per se. To remark
upon
the
inevitably
awful
performance of Virgin Trains on the
West Coast Main Line is not to
indict the general principle of rail
travel.
But it is necessary to be acutely
wary of marketing and PR-led claims
that X is better than Y, or in this case
that digital radio is ipso facto better
than analogue radio.
Marketeers
inevitably
ignore
inconvenient engineering arguments
to the effect that certain assertions
simply cannot be true in the first
place, irrespective of how loudly they
are trumpeted by noisy PR people
and fellow-travelling ' reviewers'. In
parenthesis, one sometimes wonders
why manufacturers and importers
don't collectively agree to boycott the
entire corrupt and unsavoury system.
Presumably the situation is aperfect
example of the Prisoner's Dilemma.
Digital radio systems in general
have one major and several minor
advantages over analogue systems.

Other things being equal, the major
advantage is that they can be
considerably more spectrum-efficient
if properly designed and implemented. The minor advantages are
chiefly associated with the reduction
or abolition of certain forms of
distortion affecting the mobile listener
in particular, together with some
second-order issues such as potential
flexibility and ease of use.
However, please let us also be
quite clear that there are trade-offs,
and that in the case of DAB in
particular, some of these are
inevitably associated with an absolute
reduction in audio quality rather than
an enhancement. No amount of
tedious marketing hype about ' CDquality radio' will change this basic
fact. For that matter, asserting that
'analogue' FM radio is somehow
more pure and wholesome than datareduced digital radio overlooks the
fact that a 14-bit PCM system has
been used for all BBC network radio
distribution for over 20 years, and
that there are many other digital
elements
in
the
present-day
programme chain.
Over now to Reg Williamson, for
his quarterly satellite update.
John Nelson

controlled, it comes preprogrammed
for 32 satellites.
Ileft it on Astra and Eutelsat since
my system has facilities for these main
providers. After switching on the
menu, I read with increasing
incredulity alist of almost 300 radio
stations — analogue, ADR and DVB
— together with about 220 TV
stations. My reaction was the same
as that of Judith when she opened the
fifth door. Quality is excellent and I
was able to add some DVB radio
stations including France Musique to
my list of good music sources,
bringing it up to 20 in number. The
principal virtue of digital TV, Ican
confirm, is the freedom from
background noise. The variety in all
media is enormous and mostly free,
unlike Sky.
The tuner has SP/DIF (coax) and
Toslink (optical) digital outputs for
aDAT or MD, fully operative on all
signals including analogue. Add to
that three separate pairs of audio
outputs, so for the hi-fi enthusiast, it
is exceptionally versatile. Icould dwell
at length on many other features but
hopefully you get the message that
even at a trifle under £400, the
`Volksbox' is well worth it. There are
only two minor flaws that Iam taking
up with the maker; one is adegree
of interference on aUK terrestrial
channel and the other is that teletext

on digital stations is very erratic.
Oh, what's that? Judith and the
fifth door? Well, what did she say?
For the first accurate answer from a
reader, there's a small gift. No emails, that's cheating.

GOODBYE TO

ornmoo

Since my last contribution began by
angrily rattling the BBC's cage, it is
a pleasure to hand out a small
bouquet this time. In mid- October
last year a senior engineer in BBC
Radio Production Resources rang me,
more than willing to chat about some
readers' complaints. What emerged
is the unequivocal assurance that it
was definitely not policy to have any
form of analogue compression of the
Radio
3 satellite outlet.
So,
eventually, it will be goodbye to the
despised Optimod. Moreover, one
reason why the signal quality
currently left much to be desired is
that pending the early provision by
BT of adigital programme circuit to
the Astra uplink station, the feed was
being taken off-air from aterrestrial
station — that task being contracted
out to a private company. That
explained agreat deal. Now the good
news. Last November, Ihad another
call to confirm the new link was in
and working and with no Optimod.
It seems that vox populi is occasionally
heard!
Reg Williamson
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orn in 1962, Marat Bisengaliev
first learnt the violin at six, and
graduated from the Alma-Ata
Conservatory with first prize in 1984,
going on to Moscow Conservatory
for studies under Boris Belinlcy and
Valery Klimov. He came to England
five years later and now lives in the
Yorkshire Dales with his wife, Stina
(first flautist in the English Northern
Philharmonia — Opera North's
orchestra), and young daughter.
Today aWestern influence
dominates in Kazhakstan, but
violinists were arare breed and
Bisengaliev saw himself as apioneer,
finding difficulties in making aliving.
Moscow was vastly preferable. ' It
came to the point where Icouldn't
take any more from my teacher and
felt strongly that Ihad to move — I
had become stagnant and needed to
develop. While everybody asks who
you study under, acquiring any
teacher is aproblem: no amount of
money will find you a class, because
they are so limited.
'Although few people now know
his name, Belinki was one of the
most experienced, knowledgeable and
successful professors. It was
incredible luck — two or three times
aweek he listened, and assisted me. I
took abig step forward.
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quality and

performance

The young Kazakhstan violinist who
trained in Moscow now iives and as

are

separately graded at the end of each
review. In 'rock/pop' the numerical rating

his own school in 3ritain

also reflects musical content. A few
releases are reviewed from master-tape
copies ( as stated). An additional ' star'
denotes

outstanding

quality.
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Bisengaliev

THE HFN/RR RATINGS
Sound

photo: Select Music & Video

101

Interview by Bill Newman

Review

headings show catalogue number and
total playing time. Ratings also show a
CD price coding: • full price; III mid
price; A budget price; • special price,
see ' Compact Disc Service'. Reissues are
shown i, with first UK publication date.
Sound quality :

Performance

Fine, modern
recording
Good, some
minor reservations
Only moderately
convincing
Poor sound

A:1

Very Good

Historical source,
eg, 78 rpm

H : H Historical

B:2 Good
C:3 Moderate
D:4 Poor

`When Belinki died suddenly, I
decided to continue with Klimov
who understood the art of
performing live. At this stage in my
playing, it was very productive and I
had opportunities to play on special
occasions, like when Castro came
from Cuba. One of the pieces, I
remember, was Falla's Spanish Dance,
and while at the Conservatory I
managed to get asalaried job playing
solos with the Kazhak Philharmonia
— four concerts a month!'
These, in addition to the chamber
music evenings, resulted in the State
Company for Music in Moscow
1141 NEWS a RECORD REV»
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sending him to the West, to
countries like Germany, Holland and
England
How long does it take to discover
the message behind the printed
notes? ' First of all, it is very
important to know music
theoretically. The musician should
know the whole work from A to Z.
And, in Heifetz's words, you must
have the fight tools to deliver it. It is
all aquestion of balance — how
much Beethoven and how much the
performer. Imust devote avery long
thinking time before Ifinally
understand awork and what the

Marat
Bisengaliev's
new

MendelsNon
CD is reviewed
this month

77

composer wants to achieve, and
playing the music over aperiod helps
me to rethink over and over.'
Sharing music with others also
helps. ' Like my pianist-partner John
Lenehan: he and Iare on the same
spiritual wavelength. Our meeting
was pure luck, and Inever
experienced such anice feeling
playing with anybody else. Stina
studied with John at the Guildhall
and introduced him to me. He
performed in the circle that included
Nigel Kennedy, Julian Lloyd Webber
and Tasmin Little, and also played
violin in the National Youth
Orchestra, so he knows all the
technical problems! [
Bisengaliev has
recorded Brahms's Hungarian Dances
with Lenehan for Naxos: 8.553026.]
Bisengaliev and Lenehan choose
their repertoire and programme it to
appeal to different members of their
audience. With about 500 works
(including 80 concertos), Bisengaliev
wisely restricts himself to three
distinct programmes according to
musical priorities. ' Ihave many
Russian and Western works, and
other pieces which, in time, Ican do
very well.'
By contrast, young violin
contestants entering the Soviet
competition system are required to
play the same programme: a Bach
Sonata, two Paganini Caprices, and
three or four concertos in the final.
'This is most valuable time lost.
They should be encouraged to play
as much music as possible, because
when they come to play with an
orchestra they find they need
something else. At that moment, they
are still not developed as artists
beyond what they have learnt from
their professors, and it is very painful
to see Wunderkind prodigies suffering
nervous breakdowns after the first
wave. Ihave little regard for
international competitions. They have
become asport instead of providing
the challenge to play creatively.'
Working in Britain
Bisengaliev's appearance and
personality on the platform are
completely different from those of
the upright, correct virtuoso. Old
photos of Paganini, Sarasate and
Ysaye come to mind.
'Yes. Coming from the Russian
School Iwould normally play their
way, yet over the past four years I
have evolved my own style and
direction, and living in the country
allowed me develop my own worldly
vision of the complete player.
Looking at others, Idid not want to
be part of the fashionably busy [city]
life.'
Bisengaliev has enjoyed working
with the Royal Philharmonic, English
Chamber and BBC Scottish
Orchestras. ' Ifavour neglected works
from the 19th- to the early 20thcenturies. Many players avoid these
because of their challenging
difficulties. How Wieniawski played,
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Idon't know, but if he managed to
perform his pieces well he was a
really tremendous artist. Idon't
[have to] take risks when Iplay them
as it becomes apleasure for me — it
is something Ican do very well
without exploiting the pyrotechnics of
the instrument, but there are many
pieces Iwouldn't bring to the stage
because you have to have loads of
energy to perform them.
Wieniawski's Russian Carnival and
First Violin Concerto are two
examples, although the ten Concertos
by the Belgian Charles-Francois de
Béroit [
which he would like to record]
are less demanding.'
Havergal Brian's incredibly
difficult Concerto, currently on a
Marco Polo disc, involves fiendish
octave passages, enormous leaps into
higher regions and constant changes
of position at fast speeds. There are
simply no hiding places for the
performer! ' It is almost impossible to
stretch to these limits. Menuhin was
[nearly] persuaded to play it, but
didn't.'
Bisengaliev reveres Yehudi
Menuhin's early recording of
Paganini's D-major Concerto. ' Every
time Iplay ft Ithink it is the most
perfect performance.' And he
admires Jascha Heifetz. 'Not my idol,
but the pluses and minuses and his
supreme confidence make him
Heifetz'. Fritz Kreisler's slightly flat
intonation 'would annoy listeners if it
was somebody else playing, but he
was part of his time...'
Of himself: 'After aperiod I
suddenly find other insights into
Beethoven, Brahms, Brian, whatever,
that Idid not realize before. It is
impossible to do this by practising 24
hours aday — that's just stupid.
Working in England is perfect. Iam
not far from the cultural capital,
London, and have access to
anywhere in Europe.'
The school he has set up at his
home caters for twelve countries.
`Eventually Iwill be able to select the
best pupils, so everyone can come
here. Based on Russian methods,
with aclose relationship between
teacher and pupil, it was formed just
four years ago for the most
determined and talented performers.
'For some it will be like learning
twice, and Ican see ways of
improving their weaknesses, polishing
them to get results. During teaching
Istart from basics and develop from
there. Yet rather than encourage my
students to be good sight-readers, I
ask them to play from memory,
because when they have the score in
front of them they don't think of
many other things... Playing without
the music frees the mind towards
points of discovery, and Iam always
lookihg for players who are really
good, but [they are] not always easy
to find. University students with
musical scholarships are not suitable
because they only want to have a
nice time!'

BOB AUGER

Bob Auger in 1972, working on the HIN/RR LP prjezt
'What is good recorded sound?'

he sudden death, on 12th of December, of

Tleading independent recording engineer Bob

Auger, at the age of 70, will come as ashock to
many artists and producers here and in the USA,
and particularly to Opera Rara with whom he
was currently working on avery large project.
His earliest major responsibility, was as Pye's
chief engineer, where he made many spectacular
recordings, some of the most memorable being
with Barbirolli and Mackerras. His independent
career followed.
Ihave been privileged to work with him as
producer since 1969, and he created an
extraordinary air of confidence at sessions. Iwas
once faced with having five minutes left to make
acover-take lasting three minutes, and the
recording machine developed afault. At once
Bob's calming influence came into play, as he
said to his assistant engineer: '
Tony has a
problem with the musicians but that's his job —
ours is to fix the machine as soon as possible'.
Bob Auger never made arecording based on
preconceived notions. Sometimes he was
criticised for using multi-microphoning but he
only did this if it was suitable. One particularly
uncomplimentary criticism delighted him by
accusing him of shifting the balance of his
various microphones during arecording, but it
happened to have been an occasion when he
had used only asimple stereo pair!
Bob is usually thought of as an engineer
specialising in serious music, but during our long
association Irecall him mentioning to me his
work with such artists as The Kinks, Buddy Rich,
Frank Zappa, Marlene Dietrich, Sammy Davis Jr
and Bing Crosby. He also enjoyed using the very
different techniques required to record film
music. Probably the most lavish of these was the
score for Tarzan, the Legend of Greystoke.
One of my most vivid memories is of asession
with Leopold Stokowski, who was just getting to
know the recording crew and listened to the first
playback at amulti-track recording session. '
Not
enough flute' said the Maestro. Bob quickly
rewound and rebalanced the appropriate
channel. 'You are magician' said Stokowski, and
trusted his skill from that moment on.
The famous conductor has said it all. Along
with innumerable people concerned with the
making of recordings, Ishall miss Bob Auger
very much.
Antony Hodgson
MARCH 1999
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ith over 100 recordings to
his name, and many prizes
and honours, Jordi Sayan
is widely regarded as one of the most
important performers in the early •
music world, accomplished as bot
soloist and conductor. His various
groups, such as Hesperion XX and
Le Concert des Nations, are
renowned for their historically
informed and vivacious
interpretations. But Sava11 has
recently elected to have complete
artistic autonomy in the form of his
own record label, Alia Vox, and
already this has attracted widespread
acclaim for its releases, most recently
with the outstanding disc of viola da
gamba repertoire, Les Voix Humaines.
'I wanted to establish my own
label for artistic independence,' he
explains. ' Companies are now
increasingly concerned with the
economic situation, commercial
success being of paramount concern.
Having my own label means that I
can decide in what order to record
repertoire. If Imake adeal with a
record company, they will say: it's
better to do French Music, or why
not Vivaldi or Bach? But Ithink it's
important to present some of lesserknown repertoire, such as Joan
Cabanilles and José Mann. Being
independent makes this possible. I'll
not exclude aproject because it may
not make aprofit.' Establishing his
own projects is nothing new, as he
explains.
First trained as acellist, Jordi
Savall soon became interested in the
gamba, inspired by the quality of
repertoire. 'As acello player Ihad
played the Bach Suites and the
gamba sonatas, but Ialso explored
other early repertoire, such as works
by Marin Marais.'
Curiously enough, inspiration for
his interest in early music was ignited
by Pablo Casals. ' Iwent to rehearsals
at Prades in 1955, and this was an
important experience, as Iabsorbed
his tremendous passion for music,
and his staggering projection of
musical personality. Casals is also,
for me, the first performer of ancient
music, because he was one
of the musicians of the
late 19th-century who
discovered the Bach Cello
Suites. He studied them
for many years, and made
clear to everyone that they
were not just exercises.
'His way of playing the
cello was closer to the
18th-century than the way
we approach the cello today, partly
because of the tradition of playing
with gut strings. Already at this stage,
Iplayed from the first edition of the
Bach Suites, and Iremember my
teacher saying " How can you work
from this score? It's not clear what
bowings and dynamics to use!"
'In 1967 Iexpanded my
knowledge of this repertoire by
searching the holdings of the British
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Jordi

Sava 11

The Barcelona conductor and
viola da gamba player has
started his own record label
Interview by Joanne Talbot
Museum and Bibliothèque
National, and Iunearthed
atremendous amount of
major repertoire which noone had played. It was a
surprise, particularly in
regard to the quality of
music Ifound.
'I taught myself to read
tablature from the
microfilms of early manuscripts
which Iordered, as this was the only
way to study anew musical language.
Iprojected these on the wall and
started to play the tablature, working
out how they did the tunings and the
fingerings.
'I was never interested in playing
the gamba just like a cello, because it
is acompletely different instrument,
and Iused iconography, and written

sources including treatises on playing,
letters of viol players, and the major
dictionaries such as Burney, and
Boissard, to understand how things
should be played.
Tor instance, the performance
character of the minuet was
influenced in France by the fact that
Louis XIV was not able to dance fast
as he was too weak. And so the late,
court minuet is danced slower, but
this was not the case in the theatre.
'This gives you information on
which to make you interpretational
decisions. The way to learn is to
come from inside aperiod — to be
interested not only in the music, but
also in the paintings, literature and,
of course, reception of music. It's
like an actor researching his part.'
A similar approach characterises
his orchestral projects, such as his
much-praised recording of
Beethoven's Emica.
`Most musicians think from the
present time and go backwards. But
my musical exploration has gone
from ancient music gradually through
the centuries, and this gives you a
different musical perspective. For
example, the concept of homogeneity
is aromantic notion. You also read
the score in adifferent way, a
sforzando, for example, having
different implications compared with
the 19th-century. It's these sorts of
technical elements which make the
music come to life, and these are
dependent on historical knowledge.'
And, over the years, Savall has
developed his own improvisational
syntax, which gives his interpretations
a tremendous fluidity and atangible
sense of spontaneity.
'In arecording there is lots of
improvisation, because that is the
place where you can take maximum
risk. Recordings also give you more
dynamic possibilities, with the
microphone so close — whereas in a
concert you always have to project.'
Savall has also proved that ancient
music is not elitist, and is appealing
increasingly to ayounger and wider
audience. His recent contribution to
the film by Alan Comeau Tous les
matins du monde received a Cesar for
best sound-track, whilst on Alia Vox,
the sound-track Marquise includes
music by Marais, Rossi, Lully and
Dumanoir.
'In the pop and rock music there is
no tranquillity. Here is music for an
intimate occasion which gives you
inner tranquillity.'
With afeast of new titles due for
release on his label, Savall is truly
sharing his voyage of discovery.
Jordi Savall's viola da gamba recital Le
Voix Humaines' is on AV 9803; Music by
Joan Cabanilles, with Hesperion XX, is on
AV 9801; the soundtrack Marquise' is on
AV 9701, vocal music by Mann with
Montserrat Figueras is on AV 9802, and
Elizabethan consort music 1558-1603 is
on AV 9804 Alia Vox is distributed in
the UK by Select.
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WALTER LEGGE: Words and Music,
Edited by Alan Sanders. 282 pages with index.
Hardback, £25.00. Published by Duckworth.
ISBN 0 7156 2774 0
'There is so much music reasonably well
performed and recorded on cheap labels now
that so-called classical sales are not nearly
what they were except for afew opera singers
who happen to be in vogue.' The words
might have been spoken by any record
company executive at any time recently; in
fact they come from aletter Walter Legge
wrote in 1967 to Sir William Walton — one
of the more engaging sequences in what I
now feel is avery worthwhile collection. Isay
now, because browsing first, in ashop,
through Alan Sanders's edition Ithought too
much of the material, taken from letters and
reviews by the great entrepreneurial EMI
producer, should have remained private —
especially Carlo Maria
Giulini's pleas for his cordial
relationship with Legge to
return to its former footing
in 1964, after Legge had
abandoned the Philharmonia
Orchestra. However, it
seems all permissions to
print were granted, and
Elisabeth Schwarzkopf was
more than cooperative over
the publication.
It may seem to be stating
the obvious to describe Legge's ‘‘ riongs on
concert and opera performances (during the
mid- to late- 1930s) as illuminating; they also
have style — eg (
of Jose Iturbi directing the
LPO in aMozart concerto), ' it was worth the
price of awhole row of stalls to see the
admonishing first finger of his left hand tell
the orchestra to sit still until the cadenza was
over and he could again give them the benefit
of his guidance... The joke of it all was that
the orchestra gave him their full attention
only when they admiringly watched his facile
playing of that cadenza.'
There's something to learn on most pages
of this book, whether on Karajan's
meticulous planning of 78rpm sidebreaks in
the Brahms German Requiem, Sibelius
confirming metronome settings for Beecham
to follow in the HMV Society recordings
(and being doggedly evasive over the Eighth
Symphony's progress) or merely Legge's
frequent concerns that artist's concert
programmes should sell to the public.
Furtwângler, apparently, resented the idea of
recording the Beethoven Ninth at Bayreuth;
Walton certainly resented ' HK's'
disinclination to record Belshazzar's Feast
('tell him to go and **** himself); and Legge
himself resented EMI's disinclination to
record agenuine Strauss orchestration of
Zueignung (
disovered after the event) to
replace Robert Heger's on the famous
Schwarzkopf disc with Szell!
Many of Legge's personal tributes to
deceased musicians — Dennis Brain, Bernard
Walton, Guido Cantelli, Leslie Heward,
David Oistrakh, et al — are reprinted, along
with too much else to mention. My only
criticism is that Sanders might have explained
by footnotes afew cryptic references in the
Constant Lambert correspondence.
Walter Legge's career is outlined to us in
11 1
/ pages by his sister Marie Tobin.
2
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TCHAIKOVSKY:
The Nutcracker
Kirov Orch & Ch/Gergiev
Philips 462 114-2

\Weis Cerlev
(
80m 58s)

Ihave asoft spot for Ansermet and the Suisse Romande [ Decca], and there are three
recommendable LSO versions — Previn [ CfP], Mackerras [ Telarc] and Dorati [ Mercury]
(though not according to David Nice!), each typical of the sound- engineering aims of
the companies — but forced to one choice I'd probably opt, until now. for
Rozhdestvensky and the Bolshoi Orchestra.
It's been reissued in drab
nervier and darker. At first, one
monochrome packaging on BMG/
might think he's being too ' clever'
Melodiya, and is close to all of
with the score; but the sheer energy
Gergiev's timings, je no more than
and unflagging demands on the Kirov
40s apart one way or another, except
players are, Ifeel, in reality pretty
in ' Grandfather Dance' (very like a
selflessy directed to the service of the
Beethoven contredanse though WA
composer. At times you feel the
Chislett's notes for Previn say
winds are the heroes of this
borrowed from Schumann's Papillons
production, but then in, say, 'Arabian
and Carnival), shorter on Philips
Dance' one is drama.
'to marvel at the
since Gergiev regrettably cuts a
ravishing string playing. In the Trepak
repeat, and matching in the longish
the tambourine player keeps up with
'Waltz of the Flowers' and 'Waltz and
Gergiev's breathless accelerando, which
Finale'. Rozhdestvenky has children's
leads straight into the '
Reed Pipes'
voices in Scene 2's 'Waltz of the (insouciant winds!): similarly, there's
Snowflakes'.
no break between the dizzying finale
Philips have opted for jolly .of2Polichinelle'
(Stravinsky's template
,
presentation, with afoldout container
for his Petrushka fairground scene)
and simple booklet synopsis. The
and the following waltz. These segues
often spectacular recording was made
serve to highlight Tchaikovsky's
last August in the Baden-Baden
inventiveness, and draw the listener
Festival Hall, and using tube
tightly in.
equipment by balance engineer Jaap
Rozhdestvensky offers the listener a
de Jong. (Partway through the
far cosier experience; Gergiev sees
'March', Iskipped straight to track 8
real danger in Nutcracker. This augurs
and nearly jumped out of my skin at
well for his forthcoming Tchaikovslcy
the opening shot of the ' Battle!)
Fifth with the Vienna Philharmonic.
There are one or two enjoyable
This is a score that brings such joy:
spatial effects here: the winding of the
each new experience brings
toys; the castanets brought forward
something of special magic. This
during the ' Spanish Dance'.
time, for me, it was the sequence ` In
However similar the two Russian's
the Christmas Tree' (or ' Pine Forest',
timings, their approach to Nutcracker
as most sets have it), glorious here.
is utterly different, Gergiev's being far
Christopher Breunig
A—A :1 •

JS BACH:
Oboe d'arnore Concerto BVVV1053
Sinfonia BWV156 -.ICanonic Trio
BVVV1040/CPE BACH: Oboe
Concerto in E-flat Wq165 J Oboe
Concerto in B-flat Wq164
Heinz Holliger (ob, ob d'a)/Camerata
Bern/Zehetmair
Philips 454 450-2

(
63m 21s)

Père et fils, and père emerges most
handsomely in these performances,
offering areminder of what Casals
once said to his orchestra when
rehearsing the Brandenburg Concertos:
`Passionato... not one note cold'. His
ideas of passion and warmth in Bach,
though, incorporated many liberties,
none of which are heard here.

Holliger and his colleagues, balanced
to anicety, stick to the style as we
understand it today; yet their
expression is personal and designed
to heighten musical content. So
arresting an intelligence as Holliger
demonstrates, extends to Bach fits's
concertos too, but here the
interpretative accord between soloist
and director isn't quite on the same
plane. Zehetmair's response is atrace
lacklustre, the string playing lacking
the hair-trigger attack necessary to
make the striking modulations a
reflection of strange or restless
thoughts. Perhaps the sound is
partially responsible, less airy and
transparent than it is for JS. Both
CPE's works are also adaptations of
81

Nalen Anthoni
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SALIM REV:
Symphony 1 J Overture King Lear
J In Bohemia
BBC Philharmonic /Sinaisky
Chandos CHAN 9667

(
64m 38s)

Balakirev's First has been on the
concert circuit since Iwas aboy: the
late Ian Whyte used to perform it
with the BBC Scottish on Saturday
afternoons on the old Home Service;
then came the famous Maharaja of
Mysore sponsorship for Karajan to
record it with the Philharmonia, to be
followed by the Beecham/RPO
Edinburgh Festival performance and
EMI recording. It is now a favourite
with Russian conductors. Sinaisky's
new version is an admirable
complement to Svetlanov's Hyperion
disc, now in the 'Dyad' series (CDD
22030].
The work is admirably orchestrated
with fine opportunities for wind and
brass principals to score in their solo
roles, and despite considerable
thematic repetition throughout,
Balakirev understood the precise
moment in which to make key and
instrumental changes. In addition to
the BBC Philharmonic's fine
woodwind section blendings, Sinaisky
has avery strong rhythmic sense.
The King Lear Overture is far
removed from Berlioz's celebrated
work. Here the wild states of sickness
and lack of control yield to a
pompous, mock-dignified selfportrayal. Fine as the orchestration is,
this condensed study doesn't really
stand on its own feet, whereas In
Bohemia — with its constant use of
folk material marvellously matched to
the instrumentation — is far more
representative of Balakirev at his
finest. Performances are equally fine
in these works, and enhanced by
Chandos's recordings.
Bill Newman

A:1

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Sonatas in B- flat Op.22
in A- flat, Op.26/CHOPIN: Piano
Sonata 2
Michelangeli (pno)
Music & Arts CD- 1036(1)
(70in 23s) recorded live 1978/82/73
Collecting Michelangeli ' off air' can
lead to disappointment, but here the
sound quality is largely good,
especially in the Beethoven ' Funeral
March' sonata recorded at the
Festiva11 Hall. The editing could have
been better at the end of (i), where
audience coughs and shuffling are
abruptly cut, and where the scherzo
starts and ends with tape printthrough (pre- and post-echoes of
the music). There are pitch stability
problems with the Tokyo Chopin
82

BARTOK:
Concerto for Orchestra J Kossuth
"Jliege Scenes
SLLIK Slovakian Folk Ens Ch/Budapest
Festival Orchestra/Fischer
Philips 456 575-2

(
67m 04s)

Another exhilarating instalment in
Iván Fischer's not-to-be-missed
Bartók series for Philips. The
performance of the Concerto of
Orchestra ranks as one of the most
perceptive I've encountered. Not
only is Fischer's electrically fresh
conception both beautifully
proportioned and brimful of recreative intelligence (the finale in
particular generates astunningly
powerful cumulative impact, its coda

Arturo
Benedetti
Michelangeli

tape, except in (iv). The M&A
booklet has asingularly balanced
appraisal of Michelangeli's artistry
and career; though he shunned
publicity, an interview source helps
explain his apparent disdain at the
piano. (` Man has lost his instincts,'
he says, ' has lost contact with
himself.)
In all, this collection encapsulates
the art of Michelangeli rather more
successfully than the 2CD Philips
'Great Pianists' set. Icount the
London afternoon recital (two

bringing agiddy rush of adrenalin),
the playing of the Budapest Festival
Orchestra combines immaculate
discipline with irresistibly tangy,
home-grown point and flair. Sample,
if you will, the violins' heartbreakingly `vocal' declamations in the
`Elegia' (agloriously eloquent
realisation, this) or those homesick,
`bagpiping' winds and fiddles from
2m 45s in the finale; and alittle later
on, at 5m 40s in this same
movement, note the perfectly judged
return to the main tempo — by no
means always as meticulously
observed or superbly invigorating as
here, and so symptomatic of the
unerring 'rightness' of Fischer's
penetrating reading overall.
A tremendous Concerto, then, for
my money the best ` DDD' version
yet, and framed by memorably
colourful and compelling accounts of
the Three Village Scenes for chorus
and orchestra from 1926 and the very
early, somewhat Straussian tonepoem Kossuth: an altogether more
stirring and charismatic offering than
Herbert Blomstedt's otherwise
similarly cogent San Francisco version
on Decca. Splendid balance and
realistic sound, too, though
background levels are at times
perhaps amite intrusive in the main
work.
Andrew Achenbach

A:1

Beethoven sonatas and Debussy on a
second instrument) one of the great
musical experiences in my life: it's
good to have Op.26 for all to share.
Michelangeli's playing is more
variable in scherzo and finale, at his
most concentrated and characteristic
in the variations and slow movt: dry
fortes; deliberate de-synchronisation of
the hands; passages of melting beauty
and individuality. On agood day
(and this was agood day) he could
far surpass Brendel's Beethoven in
terms of imagination and colour — I
found myself thinking this might well
be how Beethoven would have played
his music.
Though not entirely accurate, the
Chopin, too, has some glorious things
in it (he included the first-movt
exposition repeat). The trio section of
(iii) is severe — Michelangeli often
counters extravagent gestures with
hard objectivity — the windswept
Presto finale revelatory and unique.
Beethoven's Op.22 shows another
side to Michelangeli: he skims
through the whole of (i) and the trio
of (iii), is marvellous in the crushednote sequences in the menuetto but
irritatingly coy in delaying the firstsection resolution; and he
overcomplicates the slow movt — eg,
the booming sforzandi in the minorkey development. A disappointing
account recorded well enough in
Paris.
Christopher Breunig
8:3 A:1*
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keyboard concertos, but it is doubtful
if aharpsichordist could capture the
grave beauty inherent in Wq164(ii) as
fetchingly as Holtiger does on this
disc.

REVIEWS
111111TNOVIN:
Violin Concerto J 2 Romances
Thomas Zehetmair (vIn)/Orch 18th
Centuty/Bruggen
Philips 462 123-2
(53m 39s) recorded live 1997
We tend to pay lip-service to the two
Romances because they are by
Beethoven. Boskovsky on Decca
nearly put me off them for life, but
these performances show how an
artist with great intelligence (as
opposed to avirtuoso merely intent
upon asmooth sound) can make
them of interest, especially the Fmajor. The acoustic here is more
pleasant than the hollow Utrecht
sound in the concerto, which gives a
'sore-throat' rasp to the strings and is
even more unflattering to the timpani
— heard also, of course, in the firstmovt cadenza [ 17m 15s], since
Zehetmair adopts Wolfgang
Schneiderhan's arrangements from
Beethoven's cadenza material written
for his pianoforte transcription, first
recorded in that soloist's 1962 DG
version with Jochum. There's also a
56s cadenza (violin alone) linking
slow movt and rondo, abrief insert at
2m 18s and afinal Rondo cadenza at
6m 28s. Brüggen brings awelcome,
even warlike, urgency to firstmovement tuttis, and Zehetmair
makes transitions to lyrical passages
in afluid manner. The Rondo is taken
briskly, invigoratingly; and in the
Larghetto Zehetmair impresses with
musical integrity and intonational
accuracy combining to give asense of
burning purity of spirit — apt to the
context, but very different, say, from
Menuhin's vision of the music.
Christopher Breunig

eRevieu)

RECOMMENDATION
Beethoven's 1
,
"John
Concerto: Kremer,
Harnoncourt and
the COE (also
with the Beethoven
cadenzas) on
Teldec.
The Menuhin I
Philharmonial
Furtwiingkr mono
has just been
reissued in EMI's
'Great Recordings
of the Century'
series

doesn't cut very deep — the opening
of the finale is clearly written by
someone who has heard job and the
Epilogue of VW6 and wants to make
similarly solemn sounds, but only as
prelude to arollicking sort of WaltoninLusitania double-fugue — it is
unfailingly assured and apleasure to
listen to.
Symphony 6 ( 1965-6) illustrates
Braga Santos's ability to renew
himself stylistically later in life. A
large single movement of intense
chromaticism, much given to
Schoenbergian chains of fourths,
contrasting angular, dissonant writing
with richly impressionistic textures
and beguilingly phosphorescent
scoring, it calls upon asoprano and
chorus for two settings of lyrics by
the national poet, Camoens, about
the perennial Portuguese themes of
love and the sea. The general
conception reminds me of Enescu's
Vox Maris, but in entirely individual,
and on the whole much more
advanced terms. Improbably yet
convincingly, the music eventually
flows into amelodically
straightforward love-song, that forms
abeautifully lyrical resolution of its
earlier tensions.
The performances are passionate
and convinced, the recording wholly
adequate if not top-notch. Itrust that
once he's finished with Braga
Santos's symphonies, maestro
Cassuto will go on to explore his
concertos: the 1961 Viola Concerto,
the only one Ihave heard, is a
masterpiece.
Calum MacDonald

A—B:1 0
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BRAGA SANTOS:
Symphonies 3 & 6
Ana Ester Neves (sop)/Chorus of Teatro
Nacional de Sao Carlos/Portuguese SO/
Cassuto
Marco Polo 8.225087

(
65m IIs)

As Iremarked when reviewing the
first volume in this series of
Portugal's most important symphonic
cycle, the cultural links between that
country and ours produced, in Joly
Braga Santos, acomposer whose early
style is strongly rooted in British
music. (This seems to be an ongoing
historical process: Vianna da Motta's
Patria Symphony of 1895 sounds
curiously like Parry, while Frederico
de Freitas's Quarteto Concertante
strongly recalls Tippett's Double
Concerto. Both are works Marco Polo
could explore in the future.) Braga
Santos's Symphony 3, written when
he was only 25, is astriking instance.
Ican't imagine any Vaughan Williams
enthusiast failing to warm to this
four-movt work's virile and exciting
scherzo, or indeed to any of its
firmly-structured, robustly scored and
passionately tuneful movements.
What anaturally gifted symphonist
the young man was! If the music
NI FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Sir Peter
Maxwell Davies

BRAIIMS:
Piano Quartet 2/MENDELSSOHN:
Piano Quartet 1
Schubert Ensemble of London
ASV COQS 6199

(75m 53s)

Here is the third and final instalment
in the Schubert Ensemble of
London's Brahms/Mendelssohn piano
quartet series for ASV, and Ican
report that it more than maintains the
superior standards of its predecessors
(CDQS 6194 & 6198). The ideal
surroundings of St George's, Brandon
Hill in Bristol, lend a kindly glow to
apair of performances which exhibit
amost pleasing grace, purpose and

intimacy (try the disarming A-flat
Adagio of the 13-year-old
Mendelssohn's astonishingly assured
Op.1) allied to acomprehensive
stylistic and emotional grasp. By the
side of its equally ambitious G-minor
sibling, Brahms's A-major Quartet
wears an altogether less troubled
demeanour, its easy songfulness and
extraordinarily generous melodic flow
very nicely captured in this
affectionate, nimble rendering. Those
in search of amore opulent, hearton-sleeve approach can be safely
directed to the distinguished
Stern/Laredo/Ma/Ax account on
Sony, but the Schubert Ensemble's
more restrained, classical view brings
its own gentle rewards.
Irreproachable Keener/Faulkner
production-values strengthen the
considerable attractions of this
`Quicksilva' budget issue, which duly
receives aconfident recommendation.
Andrew Achenbach
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MAXWELL DAVIES:
The Doctor of Myddfai
Whelan/Tyrrell/Howell/WNO/Armstrong
Collins Classics 70462
(2CDs, 104m 52s) recorded live
Maxwell Davies tells us that The
Doctor of Myddfai is probably to be
his last opera. This is all the more to
be regretted since it shows him at the
height of his considerable powers as a
composer for the stage, first revealed
in the opera Taverner some 26 years
ago. Commissioned by Welsh
National Opera for their 50th
anniversary in 1996, the subject is a
quintessentially Welsh legend: atale
of alady-of-the-lake who bequeaths
mystic healing powers to her
descendants, the Doctors of Myddfai.
In his account of the current
Doctor's unsuccessful attempts to
treat amysterious outbreak of raininduced fatal bruising, librettist David
Pountney cocks asnook at
Eurocentric bureaucracy and the
power invested in the healing
professions. The action culminates at
the lake where the sick have gathered,
as their impatience for acure causes
them to trample the Doctor to death.
It is the Doctor's twelve-year-old
child who then assumes his mantle,
reciting the names of the medicinal
plants in the evocation of anew age.
This fable calls forth an imaginative
and varied score from Maxwell
Davies where inventiveness in matters
of texture and structure is paramount.
The scenes of Act 1are brief and
concentrated, vivid in descriptive
power whilst yielding nothing to the
advance of character and narrative.
The sound-world is dominated by
shadowy half-tones; the sinister raineffects that open the work return
periodically, whilst the Doctor's
occult mastery is signalled by the
veiled timbre of the alto flute. There
is the contrast of lighter material,
however, in the characterization of
the ten officials who occupy the long
83

RECOMMENDATION
Andre Previn •, Los
Angeles recordings
of An American in
Paris, Rhapsody
in Blue and Piano
Concerto are
available on Philips

(i)
o
E
o
_c
F-

o
(1)

George and Ira -•
Gershwin, with Fred Astaire
council-chamber scene in Act 2. This
scene distracts somewhat from the
pace and tension of the drama, but it
is colourful and well-written: aminor
flaw of focus in what is otherwise a
cohesive and effective work.
The cast on this world premiere
live recording is strong, with Lisa
Tyrrell outstanding in the central role
of the Child. Her character undergoes
aremarkable transition between
passive observation at the outset and
total control at the end, achieved
through aconstrained naïveté that is
both chilling and genuinely mystical.
The recording derives from aRadio
3broadcast. It is an atmospheric
account of amemorable performance,
but its sound-quality is rather
enclosed and lacking in the necessary
sparkle. Nevertheless this is an
intriguing and significant work whose
complexities prove rewarding.
John Kersey
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This is something of acentenary ragbag from the next-in-line to the
Gershwin throne after Bernstein.
Tilson Thomas is now on his second
recordings of An American in Paris —
crisper, more classical than his New
York original — and the marvellous
Second Rhapsody, now boasting a
coruscating new cadenza of the
pianist's making which surely makes
the case for his taking centre-stage in
the Piano Concerto. But there we
have Garrick Ohlsson, setting the seal
of Lisztian transcendentalism on the
more fantastical passages but much
straighter with the jazz elements than
Tilson Thomas would have been.
The most memorable moments
belong to the San Franciscans,
announcing an upbeat neatness of
articulation right at the start of the
concerto and suavely singing what is
for me Gershwin's finest orchestral
melody, produced from the last
Chinese box of the slow movement.
The American's homesickness in
Paris is less blatant than usual, coolly
textured with the trumpet solo on a
level with afine saxophone trio —
another tribute to this orchestra's
clean but lovable sound (not always
ideally served by aslightly low-level
transfer). The other tricks and

about

Antony Hodgson

'These minor
works were

Writers of analytical notes for music
by Fibich seem to have a
preoccupation with the composer's
affair with Anezka Schulzová. We are
told of close musical and personal
connections in Symphonies 2 and 3,
and in Op.42, but Ifind that nothing
is lost by forgetting the commentary
and simply enjoying some beautiful
pieces of music. In away, these
chamber works are more symphonic_
than the symphonies. They have an
individuality of their own, despite
occasional influences. The Piano
Quartet has aBrahmsian (i) which
contains aDvorakian second subject.
The languid Variations have asimple

(
2CDs, 111m 1Is)

this music'

Et: 1 0

(
68m 35s)

MG 09026 89312 2

beauty, and (iii) is darkly dramatic. In
the interestingly scored Op.42, the
expansive (i) is firmly structured in
symphonic form and (ii) is a
languidly elegant Adagio. The
programmatic (iii) is said to represent
adialogue between the composer and
his mistress. Forget all this romantic
fantasy and savour instead an
unusually constructed scherzo with
two trios: the first incorporating a
lovely horn solo, the second in the
form of apolka. The grandeur of (iv)
rounds off aremarkable, wellstructured work that has no need of
the extraneous story line to make its
impact.
The recorded balance is
immaculate, its strength lying in the
translucency of the piano which is
balanced with modesty yet it is ideally
clear. The exchange of skilled
chamber musicians is dependent on
the clarity of each line, and the
engineers are very sensitive to this.
These minor works were areal
discovery for me. Enthusiasts of
Brahms, Dvorak, Mendelssohn,
Spohr, Schumann or Suk will all find
something attractive about this music.

Piano Quartet Op.11 J Quartet for
violin, clarinet, horn, cello and
piano Op.42
Ensemble Villa Musica
RIM 304 0775-2

OIRSHWIN:
Catfish Row Suite (with scenes
from Porgy and Bess) J Second
Rhapsody iJ.1 An American in Paris
J Piano Concerto'
Audra McDonald (sop)/Brian Stokes
Mitchell (bar),flGarrick Ohlsson (pno)/
San Francisco SO/Tilson Thomas
(pno/dir)

a real
discovery
for me.
Enthusiasts
of Brahms,
Dvorak,
Mendelssohn,
Spahr,
Schumann
or Suk will
all find
something
attractive

A*—A:1*- 1

delightful manners of Tilson
Thomas's now-celebrated
interpretation, with every
manifestation of the principal theme,
in counterpoint or otherwise,
brilliantly projected, put this American
on apedestal alongside Previn's
equally sophisticated Pittsburgh
recording (apersonal choice on
'Building aLibrary' several years
back).
Porgy and Bess emerges
compromised, as it often is, in the
present excerpts format, interlacing
the composer's own Catfish Row Suite
— generally deemed inferior to
Robert Russell Bennett's potpourri —
with afew vocal excerpts, reprising
(in the case of ' Summertime' and
'Bess, You Is My Woman Now') the
orchestra-only version. Audra
McDonald delivers ' Summertime'
sweetly and intelligently, with atouch
of the Kathleen Battles, but ' My
Man's Gone Now' needs astronger,
rawer voice. Brian Stokes Mitchell, on
the other hand, pulls off areal coup
with awarm-bass baritone Porgy and
agenuinely sleazy, threatening
Sportin' Life — though, of course, he
doesn't take the tenor's top B-flat at
the end of 'There's aBoat'.
Yet the end result, for all the
polished playing, is too piecemeal. It's
apity Tilson Thomas couldn't have
lined up afew more soloists and a
chorus for the one-hour operatic
sequence he presented in the LSO's
Gershwin Festival, where the effect —
especially after the Suite from Berg's
Lu/u, composed in the same year —
was positively Meistersingerish in its
sense of joyful release.
David Nice

A/(B): 1Ill 0

GRAINGER:
Works for Chorus and Orchestra
Vol.3
Gritton, Stephen, Tucker, Varcoe
(voices)/Tim Hugh (vIc)/The Joyful
Company of Singers/City of London
Sinfonia/Hickox
Chandos CHAN 9653

(
62m 34s)

Iremember that among my
acquaintances on the 1970s
Experimental Music scene, Percy
Grainger's Random Round of 1912
was always spoken of with great
enthusiasm as atrue aleatoric
composition conceived long before
the term existed. Certainly this
'experiment in concerted partial
improvisation', as Grainger called it,
must be among his most remarkable
musical conceptions — yet also,
Grainger being Grainger, an
irrepressibly tuneful and enjoyable
exploration of melodic multiplicity,
woven above araffishly strumming
guitar. Even presented here in his
later, fully notated version of 1943
(trained musicians had proved
woefully lacking in improvisational
gumption), it makes for astriking and
enlivening listening experience.
MARCH 1959
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It's perhaps the high point of a
beautifully-varied programme that, as
in the other volumes of this series,
mingles the familiar with the
fascinatingly obscure. But it's run
close by what must be the strangest
of all Grainger's many versions of
Irish Tune from County Deny, from
1952, using the sounds of an early
electronic instrument, the Solovox.
And Youthful Rapture, for cello and
orchestra, is one of the most gorgeous
of Grainger's early Romantic
outpourings. Some of the
accompanied choral works, notably
Love Verses from the Song of Solomon
and the magnificently baleful Danny
Deever, may be found on John Eliot
Gardiner's anthology of Grainger
choral music [Philips — see HFN/RR,
Sept '961. But Hickox projects them
as powerfully, and the
unaccompanied Scottish folksong
settings included here are an
emotionally affecting bonus. It's
pleasant, too, to have the very tiny —
and not very good — orchestral
Scherzo from Grainger's Frankfurt
student days, if only to be assured

KORNOOLD:
Die Kathrin
Diener/Rendall/Hayward/Armistead/
Watson/Jones/BBC Singers/BBC
Concert Orch/Brabbins
CPO 999 602-2

(
3CDs, 162m 22s)

It is astonishing that this lovely
Komgold opera has been lying
dormant since 1950, when only eight

In 1930, François meets Kathrin at
the cinema in a garrison town in the
South of France; they fall in love He
is in the French army and is posted
to Algiers; Kathrin has become
pregnant. Some months later, an
unscrupulous night-club owner,
Malignac, says he will help her find
François, who is now a singer at his
club in Marseilles. Malignac tries to
seduce Kathrin there, but is shot by
his mistress, hiding behind a
curtain. François takes the blame
(his pistol was used), believing
Malignac was killed by Kathrin, and
is sent to prison. Five years later he
seeks out Kathrin and finds her
managing a small Swiss inn; after
some misunderstandings - when he
assumes the little boy he sees must
be by Kathrin's new suitor, and so
fears he has arrived too late - the
couple are reunited.
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that even his preternaturally blithe
talents were acquired, rather than
innate. With performances and
recording well up to the standards of
this absorbing series, the disc can be
safely recommended.
Calum MacDonald
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HADLEY:
La belle dame sans merci J
One Morning in Spring -1Lenten
Meditations/SAINTON: Nadir
The Dream of the Marionette
Archer (ten)/Richardson (bass)
Philharmonia Orch & Ch/Bamert
Chandos CHAN 9539

(
65m 45s)

There are some rewarding discoveries
here. Philip Sainton ( 1891-1967)
wrote his deeply-felt 1942 symphonic
elegy Nadir after witnessing the death
of achild in an air-raid on Bristol. It
is aslumbering, almost Baxian
threnody of impressive orchestral
resource and considerable emotional
thrust. Like Bax, Sainton was not
only astar pupil of Frederick Corder
at the RAM but he also displays a
similar mastery of his chosen forces:

performances took place (with acast
of principals including Maria Reining,
Karl Friedrich and Otto Edelmann).
We should, however, be grateful that
the composer's publisher Weinberger
had acopy of the score following the
Nazis raiding the composer's house
and possessions, intent on
destruction. Weinberger then
courageously broke into the Komgold
residence and removed the rest of his
manuscripts. Quite astory!
Meanwhile Komgold was about to
enjoy anew existence composing
film-scores for Hollywood. Gone were
his hopes of a 1938 staging of Die
Kathrin (its first performance took
place in Stockholm, which was a
neutral country), so we are now
privileged to have this marvellous
performance under the direction of
Martyn Brabbins from the BBC
Studios, Maids Vale. Despite earlier
criticisms that the work was not
comparable with The Tote Stadt or
Das wunder der Heliane, Komgold's
sumptuous operatic masterwork, it
contains some glorious music during
each of the three acts.
The bridge of events and activities
which would determine the
composer's life and salvation ahead
obviously controls the style of writing
and the mode of expression, but from
an orchestral/vocal standpoint it is
worthy of Ravel and Puccini at their
very finest, although the outside acts
have the added attraction of light
pastiche, coupled with true invention
from the worlds of operetta and
musical comedy.
Die Kathrin has atypical tragicomic plot, but what arias and
orchestral dressing! Act 2 is
memorable, with its sudden change to
all action-all dancing, vying with

doubtless his many years of
experience as an orchestral violaplayer helped in this respect. Though
less striking than Nadir, the 1929
ballet score The Dream of the
Marionette (
the earliest of Sainton's
orchestral works to survive) beguiles
the ear in its generous lyrical flow
and textural luminosity. Ihope
Chandos will now go on to record
the (unperformed) suite Sainton
compiled from his superb score for
John Huston's Moby Dick (1956).
Anyone who investigated the 1993
Chandos release of Patrick Hadley's
symphonic ballad, The Trees so High
(with Sainton's nature-poem, The
Island: CHAN 9181), will find a
similar, unexpected, painful intensity
and brooding melancholy in the 1935,
setting of Keats's La belle same sans
merci. The 1962 cantata Lenten
Meditations was his last composition
with orchestra and contains some fine
invention, not least the tenor aria,
'My soul is love unknown'. But the
jewel in this collection is Hadley's
enchanting orchestral idyll, One
Morning in Spring, written in 1942 in

Berg's
Wozzeck
where Marie
and the
Drum-Major
make hay.
Here, a
female
innkeeper, a
vagabond,
Kathrin and
apoliceman
build the
tension up
for alate 1920s-early ' 30s jazz-dance
session, including tenor sax, when the
Count Malignac (superbly portrayed
by Robert Hayward) bursts in with
his floozie Monique (the irrepressible
singing-actress Della Jones). When
the Count is murdered [CD2, track
8], orchestral harmonies go berserk
and aloud bang on percussion sends
shivers down the spine.
The extended work for chorus with
Melanie Diener's poignant Kathrin at
centre spot is masterly. Her playboysoldier lover Francois is excellently
sung by David Rendall, and there are
two further cameo roles for Kathrin's
colleagues Margot (Melanie
Armistead) and Chou-Chou (Lillian
Watson). Komgold coils his
instrumental/harmonic textures round
his singers as Puccini did in Tosca,
Turandot and La Rondine, but the
sounds are distinctively his own —
though some of the sudden mood
changes are as frightening as those by
his colleague Schrecker. Ithoroughly
enjoyed both work and performance;
perhaps adifferent location, say the
Golder's Green Hippodrome, would
have resulted in an extra ' star' for
sound.
Bill Newman

A:1 0
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Andrew Achenbach
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JANACEK:
String Quartets 1 & 2
Guarneri Qt
Philips 456 574-2

(
41m 20s)

Isuppose one must accept that Czech
groups such as the Smetana, Janácek
and Panocha Quartets (all on
Supraphon) will give amore deeply
realised interpretation of Czech
music, and these are the artists to
whom Iwould turn for this
repertoire. Janácek's intensely
personal and autobiographical music
encourages fantasy in the playing and
the composer's compatriots are
simply better sinned to the style of
fantasy Janácek presumably envisaged
— especially in the Slavic jaggedness
inherent in the music, ajaggedness
the Guarneris slightly plane off.
But this doesn't mean that Janácek
is off-limits to other quartets; indeed,
one welcomes amore international
approach for the different slant it
brings. The Guarneri Quartet's
playing exhibits some imaginative
touches and outstanding ensemble,
but Ido rather miss adistinctive
Czechishness.
The recording is excellent, so the
disc can be recommended for those
requiring just this coupling — but 41
minutes of music at full price? And
what about the presentation? A
booklet in two shades of purple is
bad enough, but now that Philips has
ditched its distinguished maroonstripe identity it seems unwise in the
extreme to replace it with acover
design suggesting four jelly trifles
supporting advanced cultures, an idea
repeated inescapably elsewhere, even
on the disc itself. My advice: forget
sunglasses, go for the Janácek
Quartet's intimate and stylish
interpretations on Supraphon
1113542 and enjoy the Mladi (
Youth)
Sextet on the same disc.
Robert Dearling
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MENDELSSONN:
Concerto for violin, piano & strings
in d J Concerto for violin & strings
in d
Marat Bisengaliev (vIn)/Benjamin Frith
(pno)/Northem Sinfonia/Penny
Naxos 8.553844

(
58m Ois)

Written when Mendelssohn was just
14, the concerto for violin and piano
is the perfect example of apiece that
86

has been largely ignored without good
Radio Orchestra but finds it difficult
cause. Husband and wife team
to maintain momentum in (iii), where
°
Eugene List and Carroll Glenn
RECOMMENDATION the middle section lacks cohesion due
enthused to me over it back in the
Mendelssohn's
to an approach more suited to
1960s, having recording the piece for
concerto for violin,
Impressionism than to the most
Westminster, although EMI showed
piano and strings,
forthright and plain-speaking of
no interest in aUK release.
with Kussmaul,
Nordic composers. In the first-movt,
Mendelssohn was awonderful
Staier and
too, the music almost nods off just
composer-planner from those early
Concerto Köln
before the coda, though the steady
years, balancing his two solo
(Teldec) was
tempo for the coda itself gives agood
performers against abold-sounding
reviewed in Oct '98 feeling of mystery.
string orchestra at every new turn of
The finale of the Violin Concerto is
phrase or key modulation.
the best part of that performance,
The booklet note tells us that
with some excellent articulation from
Mozart's influence determined some
Hannisdal. But it has to be admitted
of the instrumental layout, but
that not all the sharp corners Nielsen
Beethoven's quest for new situations
sets him earlier are negotiated
and dramatic turns of events is
altogether cleanly. On the whole,
apparent, too, right from the start
though, his contribution is stylish and
(something of his Triple Concerto is
enjoyable. Overall, the performance
there in Mendelssohn's forthright
tends to the episodic and much of the
outbursts). But Mendelssohn's clarity
work's sense of inevitability is lacking
of writing, his pairing and contrasting
'Eric Parkin due, Isuspect, to leisurely
of themes and ideas come initially in
always has conducting.
the form of brilliant recitatives by the
Itried the disc on two machines
shown a
soloists, 'commented' on by the
and could not escape an impression
strong
strings. In the finale, Weber's operatic
of boxiness in the recording. Its close
predilection
influence is already apparent, a
acoustic leads to harshness at forte
for and
positive lead to the Mendelssohn
and an artificial sheen on violins,
idiomatic particularly in the Symphony's
Oratorios still to come.
affinity second-movt. The violinist's forward
The D-minor Violin Concerto is
rather better known, due to Yehudi
with French placing in the Concerto, however,
Menuhin's revival, publication,
repertoire, never obscures orchestral detail.
performances and recording in the
B-C:3
and the Robert Dearling
1950s. Its much tighter construction
varied
emphasizes the seriousness and
POULENC:
sequence
boldness at the same time.
Piano Works Vol. 3
of eight
Performances of both works are quite
Eric Parkin ( pno)
Nocturne
superb and Andrew Groves's
Chandos CHAN 9636
(70m 20s)
shows this
engineering greatly impresses.
artist at his It's been nearly eight years since the
Bill Newman
A:1*
sensitive, release of Vol.2 in Eric Parkin's
NIELSEN:
unforced Poulenc series for Chandos. Has its
Symphony 1 .0 Violin Concerto'
belated successor been worth the
best'
Henrik Hannisdal (vIn)/Nonvegian RO/
wait? Well, yes, Ithink so. Parkin
Rasilainen/lMikkelsen
always has shown astrong
predilection for and idiomatic affinity
Finlandia 3984 22836 2
(71m 14s) Poulenc [ right],
with French repertoire, and the varied
with Milhaud
Each of these performances would be
sequence of eight Nocturnes (
written
and Cocteau.
welcome enough in the concert hall,
between 1929 and 1938) shows this
This is the
but Idon't think they quite make the
artist at his sensitive, unforced best.
centenary
grade for repeated listening on fullBy contrast, the five Impromptus
year of
price CD. An Rasilainen draws
(1920, revised 1939) and ten
excellent playing from the Norwegian
Poulenc's birth
Promenades (1921, rev. ' 52) adopt an
altogether more inquisitive, trendily
fashionable demeanour — both sets
date from Poulenc's tutelage under
Charles Koechlin. Suffice to say,
Parkin proves as deft and sympathetic
an exponent of these miniatures as he
is of both the mischievous Intermède
and delicious Caprice (
more familiar
as two movts from Le bal masqué).
We also get (amongst other things)
adelicious 1933 triptych, Feuillets
d'album, the haunting Française (
a
stately 'Allemande' from 1939 and
based, like the Suite française of four
years before, on material by the 16thcentury figure, Claude Gervaise), as
well as the fragrant Pastourelle and
winsome Valse that Poulenc
contributed to the composite one-act
ballet L'éventail de Jeanne (1927) and
Album des Six (1919) respectively.
Ripe, realistic Chandos sound.
Warmly recommended.

Review

Andrew Achenbach
MARCH 11MA
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celebration of his teacher VW's 70th
birthday. The title comes from the
ballad 'Tuesday Morning' heard early
in Act 1of Hugh the Drover, whose
melody the oboe takes up to ravishing
effect, acouple of minutes in.
Matthias Bamert procures a
sympathetic response from all
involved, though Boult's LPO Lyrita
version of One Morning in Spring had
an earthy tang not replicated in this
(admittedly tidier) newcomer. Sonics
are vivid, though choral focus could
be sharper.

REVIEWS

Hyperion CM 67029

".

REGER:
Piano Concerto/R STRAUSS:
Burleske
Barry Douglas (pno)/Orch Phil de Radio
France/Janowski
RCA 09026 68028 2

(
56m 22s)

Barry Douglas and Marek Janowski
form amuch more convincing
alliance here than they did on their
Britten/Debussy issue from acouple
of years ago. Douglas displays both
plentiful stamina and exciting bravura
in Reger's opening Allegro moderato,
while the succeeding Largo con gran
espressione is lovingly attended to: a
wistful, notably concentrated
rendering. Best of all is the Allegretto
con spirito finale, its bounding energy
and inventiveness eloquently quarried.
Throughout, Janowski keeps afirm
grip on proceedings, and his French
band respond with dedication and
refinement.
Anyone who loves the Brahms
piano concertos will find in Reger's
HI-FI NEWS 8. RECORD REVIEW

the prospect

Andrew Achenbach

(
67m 10s)

Watching avideo of Prokofiev
composing for the piano Iwas
impressed recently by his assurance:
working out thematic ideas on the
' upright in his workroom then walking
over to the table opposite to
incorporate into afull score.
Listening to Concertos 4 and 5, Iwas
reminded of the preparation behind
the layout, and the genius of taking
soloist and orchestra in perfect accord
through a series of conflicting
arguments ultimately to be resolved
in brilliant conclusions.
Paul Wittgenstein may have been
initially excited at the prospect of a
new work for the left hand,
Prokofiev's Fourth, but Idoubt that
he had anything akin to Demidenko's
incredible expertise when he came to
mastering its widely-spaced phrase
spans, or had the sheer stamina to
carry the work krough from start to
finish.
The Fifth Concerto, by some
regarded as the masterwork in the
cycle, seems half way between
pastiche and profundity, until one
starts to examine what the composer
does with his themes: you then
discover that he deliberately disguises
his starting key base to build up a
series of complex theme patterns that
end before they really get underway,
and eventually join together after
throwing everyone off course! Even
the early First Concerto, which many
pianists treat as athrow-away,
barnstorming work, is treated with
tasteful discretion by the performers
on this disc and ahas alovely feeling
of clarity. A perfect follow-on from
Concertos 2 & 3 by the same team,
1 and another feather in Hyperion's
cap.
z•
Bill Newman
A':1*
e.

excited at

sole specimen akindred warmth and
epic ambition. By contrast, the 21year-old Richard Strauss's Burleske is
all scintillating virtuosity and cocky
mischief. Though the present
performance is hardly in the
Janis/Reiner league, it generates an
enjoyable, big-boned éclat all the
same, lacking only alittle in twinkling
good humour and charisma.
The sound is rather too thick and
unventilated for comfort, but this
remains alikeable pairing overall.
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'Wittgenstein
may have
been initially

of a new
work for
the left hand,
Prokofiev's
Fourth, but
Idoubt that
he had
anything akin
to
Demidenko's
incredible
expertise'
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REICH:
Music for 18 Musicians
Steve Reich and Musicians
Nonesuch 7559 79448 2(
67m 42s)

X1998

Written in 1974-76, Music for 18
Musicians is atransitional work of
tremendous importance for Reich's
artistic development. Its sound-world
is richer and less austere than that of
his early works, elaborating further
the textures of the final movement of
Drumming (1971) and of Music for
Mallet Instruments, Voices and Organ

RACHMANINOV:
Piano Sonatas 1 & 2
!Oil Biret (pno)
Naxos 8.553003

(
69m 12s)

Rachmaninov's two piano sonatas are
amongst the most cruelly challenging
works in the piano repertoire, yet
neither is among the composer's most
coherent compositions, either on a
technical or (comparatively rarely for
Rachmaninov) emotional level. Even
more bewildering are the stylistic
differences, for while 2 can be
broadly aligned with such exultant
barnstormers as the Cello Sonata and
Third Concerto, the D-minor Sonata
(No. 1) is a 'one-off' that appears to
take up Beethoven's Sturm und Drang
and overt thematicism in (i), with
obsessive Schubertian ostinati for
much of the finale and more than a
dash of Schumann, march-style, for

(1973). In composing 18, Reich was
conscious of amove away from
predominantly structural concerns;
here the repetitive nature of pure
minimalism is ameliorated by the
sensuous influences of gamelan,
Ghanaian music, jazz and Western
tonal harmony. Indeed, he prefers to
see this work as 'post-minimalist' in
style, marking anew eclecticism in
his outlook.
In 18 the parameters of
performance are suggested rather than
defined by the score. There are, in
fact, two versions of the 400-page
score now available, one of which is a
transcription of the piece as played on
the original 1978 ECM recording [
see
Bob Cowan's interview — HFN/RR
March 1998]. That was some 10m
shorter than this Nonesuch
performance, first released last year as
part of a 10CD Reich retrospective.
Other changes reflect agenerally
more expansive, organic interpretation
that brings out the cyclic element in
the work, pointing out clear parallels
with later large-scale compositions
like The Desert Music and Sextet (
both

the second subject. Of the customary
`big tune' there is barely asign.
Nothing is worse than an
unimpassioned, hard-hitting response
to Rachmaninov's scoring, so hats off
to Idil Biret who finds abeguiling
range of colour and textural interest
in even the most heavily-scored of
passages. There's no doubting that
she has her hands securely on the
emotional tiller of this music: never
before have Iheard the 'Dies Irae'
link to the recapitulation of 1's finale
so exultantly sounded in the bass; she
also picks out the omnipresent
chant's shape elsewhere to great
effect.
How refreshing, as well, to hear
such afull response to
Rachmaninov's 'vertical' writing: too
often one hears this music played
with an over-discreet left hand. Both
finales may lack something in terms
of momentum — Biret almost comes
to ahalt as she dreamily unwinds
2(iii)'s second-subject, although her
spontaneously affectionate playing is
never less than absorbing.
Competition in this coupling is
particularly cruel: an inspired Howard
Shelley [Hyperion] never loses sight
of the overall shape of the music
whilst magically inflecting its contours
along the way, while Gordon FergusThompson [Kingdom] plays with
white-heat emotional intensity. In
giving the music more time to
breathe, Biret at asomewhat lower
voltage does seem prone to occasional
meandering, although she is
unfailingly musical throughout and
provides much food for thought. One
of this artist's finest discs in recent
years, then, and another feather in
Naxos's cap.
Julian Haylock
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Rachmaninov

PROKOFIEV:
Piano Concertos 1, 4 & 5
Nikolai Demidenko (pno)/LPO/Lazarev

John Kersey

A*: 1 0

SCHNITTKE:
Cello Sonatas 1 & 2 J Musica
Nostalgica J Epilogue to ' Peer
Gynt'
Alexander lvashkin (vIc)/lrina Schnittke
(pno)
Chandos CHAN 9705

The Takács
Quartet

(
67m 49s)

The jury will probably be out for a
good while yet on the ultimate value
and significance of many of the late
Alfred Schnittke's multifarious
compositions, but he'll certainly be
remembered as having produced
some of the most moving (and
inventive) music of the latter decades
of this century. No-one has amore
convincing claim to the mantle of
Shostakovich (another highly uneven
composer, after all) as Russian
musical conscience and elegist. And
like Shostakovich, when he wrote for
the cello, he unfailingly produced of
his best. The First (and, until afew
years ago, only) Cello Sonata has
come to be almost routinely
programmed alongside
Shostakovich's, and its black
depressive beauty cuts as deep as
anything either composer achieved.
Sonata 2, written just before the
stroke that all but silenced Schnittke
in 1994 (though he managed to
scrawl aNinth Symphony, lefthanded and virtually paralysed, before
his death this summer) is, like all his
late pieces, stripped down to bare
essentials, its five aphoristic
movements mere eloquent gestures of

'Alexc nder
lvashkin is
a first-rate
cellist as
well as
Schnittke's
biographer;
he is
partnered
here by the
composer's
wife in
interpretations tl,at
may fairly
be described
as def nitive'

Rostropovich,
Schnittke
[centre] and
Bashmet

pain and loss. On the other hand the
little Musica nostalgica, agift for
Rostropovich from 1992, is one of
Schnittke's many not-quite-pastiches,
evoking Bach and Schubert in a
slightly surreal harmonic context. If it
says things about dissociation and
alienation, it does so with asmile.
The longest work on the disc is the
Epilogue which Schnittke himself
arranged for cello, piano and tape
from his big 1986 ballet Peer Gym. In
its full form the ballet is surely one of
Schnittke's most important
achievements, and the Epilogue —
which takes leave of Ibsen and shows
the souls of Peer and Solveig entering
aNirvana-like after-life — one of his
most hypnotically ecstatic creations.
In the arrangement, as in the
orchestral score, the tape consists of a
continuous D-major vocalization by a
pre-recorded choir, against which
themes from the ballet's three acts
anse, develop and dissolve in
painfully transfigured beauty.
Personally Ithink the effect is more
powerful in the ballet, where the
material already brings with it
previous associations of character and
incident; but there's no denying they
are very eloquent themes, and as a
long-drawn-out meditation of infmite
sadness this instrumental version
certainly offers an absorbing musical
experience.
Alexander Ivashkin is afirst-rate
cellist as wet as Schnittke's
biographer; he is partnered here by
the composer's wife in interpretations
that may fairly be described as
definitive. The recorded sound is
superb, the balance of instruments
and tape in the Epilogue virtually
ideal.
Calum MacDonald

A:1 0

SCHUBERT:
Piano Quintet grout'/WOLF: Italian
Serenade/MOZART: Eine kleine
Nachtmusik
Andreas Haefiger (pno)/Takács
Quartet/Joseph Carver (d-bs)
Decca 460 034-2

(
64m 30s)

This programme is so enjoyable from
beginning to end — the 'Trout' is
gloriously uncomplicated (very
88

different from the Philips one last
year with Brendel, Zehetmair et al) —
that it's difficult to find much to
write about it. Haefliger made a
rather inauspicious debut on Sony in
1992 but clearly has much more to
say now. He makes abrilliant partner
for the Takács, whose playing is
perhaps even finer in the solo-strings
version of the Mozart, where they
choose some fast but very persuasive
tempi (they almost court mannerism
in the finale, yet skilfully avoid it).
The anonymous booklet notes
could be criticised, on behalf of the
novice, for giving us five lines on the
plot of the related song Die Forelle
but fewer pointers to the structure of
the Quintet. The engineering
(Neumarkt, early/late 1997), which is
better than that of the Quartet's
Bartok cycle, has each voice
beautifully balanced, not least that of
the young American bass player who
is very much one of the dramatis
personae of the piano quintet.
Christopher Breunig

A: 1 *- 1

SCHUBERT:
Trio in E flat, D929 J Notturno,
D897
Jórg Ewald Geier (f-pno)/Hansheinz
Schneeberger (vIn)/Thomas Demenga
(vIc)
ECM 1595 453 300-2

(
61m Ois)

This is an issue of considerable
distinction. It makes good sense to
pair the glorious Trio in E-flat with
the wistful, often undervalued,
Notturno movement that may or may
not be (probably is not) acast-off
from the B-flat Trio; and it is
difficult to imagine finer, more
sensitive yet spirited performances.
Dâhler plays asplendid Franz
Brodmann fortepiano of around
1820, and although Schneeberger's
violin and Demenga's cello are not
identified, the three period
instruments blend beautifully — or
stand out where Schubert's textures
require it. So fine is the playing that I
regret the omission of the trio's lastmovt repeat, though the optional cuts
in the movement are very properly
ignored. The players respond
intuitively to the finesses of phrasing,
and their care with dynamics and
accents, as well as tempos, is
characteristic of their attention to
detail, which is never allowed to
impede the broad sweep of the
music. The recording is resonant yet
clear. Warmly recommended.
Peter Branscombe

A:1 *

STRAVINSKY:
Le sacre du printemps J Pulcinella
Olga Borodina (mez-sop)/John Mark
Ainsley (ten)/Ildebrando d'Arcangelo
(bass)/BPO/Haitink
Philips 446 698-2

(71m 21s)

What did Stravinsky say of the
Karajan/Berlin Rite: '
apet savage'?
Perhaps with this orchestra the
greater the conductor the more wellMARCH 199
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David Gandlle,Decca

of which use techniques from /8 in
their opening sections). Reich's
ensemble is as tightly-knit aunit as
we have come to expect, with his
long-serving lieutenant Bob Becker
again providing dynamic leadership.
The excellent booklet notes serve
to emphasise the wide appeal of this
music, one of the first works to cross
over from the classical genre to the
worlds of jazz and pop. A new
recording with Ensemble Modern is
forthcoming on BMG, but for now
this performance can be
enthusiastically recommended. The
digital recording is impressively clear.

REVIEWS
groomed the piece will appear.
Haitink first recorded Le sacre with
the LPO; but with the Berlin
Philharmonic he can achieve far
more. No-one has made clearer that
this music is fundamentally melodic;
and Haitink also casts light on the
symmetries of Parts 1and 2 — for
example, unlike some conductors he
makes us conscious that Part 1is very
largely quiet music until 2m into
`Rondes printanières' [track 4]. The
work is assembled with patience —
we hear an astonishing amount of
fine executed detail — until the final
tension of the ` Danse sacrale'.
Imust join the chorus of
disapproval of Philips' booklet
layouts: here black and white zigzags
lead to typographical problems, and
by oversight the omission of track 18,
the gavotte and vivo from Pulcinella.
Too few tracks have been allocated to
this work, eg, track 16 lasts 18m 34s,
whereas the same section in the
LSO/Abbado [DG] has ten access
points; this makes it difficult to find
the terzetto '
Sent° dire no'ncè pace'
or Stravinsky's tongue-twisting setting
for tenor, « Una te fa la nzemprece'.
Also, Max Harrison's notes should
have acknowledged Dr Helmut
Hucke's identification of sources
other than Pergolesi — Gallo,
Chelleri and Parisotti.
Ithink this is the first recording
with the Berlin Philharmonic, and I
shall remember it principally for the

SHOSTAKOVICH:
Symphony 15 _IPiano Concerto 2
_I The Gadfly - Romance, Folk
Feast
Mikhail Rudy (pno)/LPO/Jansons
EMI CDC 556 5912

(74m 56s)

It was the LPO's first recording of
Shostakovich's Fifteenth, part of the
Haitink cycle, which introduced me
to this sparest of symphonies, and
with many of the perfectly-honed
sounds and solos ringing in my head,
Janson's latest struck me as
marginally less immediate, though no
less scrupulously phrased, in the
outer movements. It may have
something to do with the ruthlessly
natural sound, which keeps the
clicking and whirring percussion
instruments in their proper place; but
that's also abonus in Jansons's one
marked improvement on his
predecessor's work — the balancing
of the funereal brass choir in the
Adagio, superbly played (as is the
trombone solo at the heart of the
movement).
Decca's slightly more vivid
contender was reissued at midprice,
coupled with the no-less-essential
Jewish Folk Poetry settings. Jansons's
sequence becomes jollier by degrees,
approaching the two familiar Gadfly
numbers by way of aSecond Piano
Concerto which, given Rudy's
scrupulous clarity, is alittle less
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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artistry of the oboist; it's aless
adventurous account than Abbado's,
although it flares brightly from time
to time: most notably in the
orchestral Allegro assai (
viii) where
Pulcinella gets beaten up. Producer
Volker Straus has chosen to pan the
tenor serenade (ii) across the stage:
not agreat success, and disorientating
on headphones. Ryland Davies [DG]
sings this more ingratiatingly —
Borodina and Ainsley are generally
rather stiff, but the excellent bass
really does enter the spirit of the
thing.
It is, Isuppose, characteristic that
Haitink would rather play down the
rude Vivo — he's always musical, of
course, but Idon't think the Tempo di
minuetto quite works as aquiet
epilogue (albeit with lively coda) after
all the excitement. The recording has
greater presence than the Rite, so that
different replay settings are necessary.
Christopher Breunig A: 1 ( • )/ 1-2
TCHAIKOVSKY:
The Seasons/BALAKIREV: Islamey
(1902 version)
Yefim Bronfman (pno)
Sony Classical SK 60689

(
49m 49s)

Tchaikovslcy composed over 125
original piano miniatures (in addition
to two full-scale sonatas), most of
which rarely see the light of day in
recital. Some are no more than
agreeable salon pieces, yet even these

riotous than it should be. But then
the slow movement has never
sounded less affected, its discreet
impersonation of Rachmaninov style
kept pure and simple as it should be.
The Gadfly finds Jansons really
letting his hair down, but with focus
as always: unison strings in the
romance-reprise are irresistible, and
the Italian holidaymakers shrill
riotously. In the days of single or
extended-play records, these two
tracks released alone would surely
have been abest-seller. And the
sound, again, is breathtaking.
David Nice

A*:1

provide an invaluable insight into the
young composer's development: eight
out of Tchaikovsky's first ten opuses
are devoted to the solo piano.
The twelve pieces rather
erroneously titled The Seasons —
'Months' would have been more apt,
if less poetically appealing — are
roughly contemporary with Swan
Lake. They were commissioned by
the monthly music journal, Nuvellist,
one miniature to be included in every
edition throughout 1876. Tchaikovsky
fulfilled the commitment with little
enthusiasm, finishing the last few in a
flurry just to get them out of the way.
Despite this — and the intentionally
limited technical scope of the series
as awhole — the more reflective
numbers in particular (' March',
'June', ' October'), are beautifully
crafted and include many
characteristically indelible turns of
phrase.
Richter is inimitable in this music,
but sadly never recorded the
complete set; and whilst Pletnev's live
and studio recordings are masterly in
their own way, he plays with a
sophistication somewhat ill-suited to
miniatures of such gentle (fragile,
even) inspiration. The two most
successful recordings to have come
my way are both from Chandos, the
poetically inspired Lydia Artymiw and
enchantingly childlike Luba Edlina
respectively. Edlina's takes the palm,
if only for including Borodin's
delightful Petite Suite (
another halfhour's music) as its coupling.
Yefim Bronftnan is therefore placed
at adisadvantage for just providing a
technically adroit yet decidedly
charmless and unexciting reading of
Balakirev's coruscating Oriental notespinner, Islamey, as 'filler'. Sadly,
despite some felicitous turns of
phrase, he also sounds less than
totally inside Tchaikovsky's charming
little suite. Pieces such as the busy,
Mendelssohnian 'August' are
technically well turned, and one can
but applaud his desire not to overplay
the potentially explosive outbursts
that litter both ' February' and 'July'.
There's nothing remotely insensitive
about Bronfman's playing — one just
gets the feeling that on balance he
probably sympathises with
Tchaikovsky's own low opinion of the
majority of these pieces.
In what has become asurprisingly
crowded market (ten competing
versions at the last count), this is not
really afront-runner; alittle more
space around the instrument would
perhaps have helped matters too.
Julian Haylock

B:2 0

WAGNER:
Der Fliegende Hollander
Weikl/Studer/Domingo/Sotin/Seiffert/
Deutsche Oper Berlin/Sinopoli
DG 437 778-2

(
2CDs, 135m 28s)

Another DG opera recording rises
from the murky deep after asevenyear wait, and though there's nothing
89

risky on the Studer front here as
there was with the similarly delayed
Rigoletto [HFNIRR February], this is
no buried treasure either. Sinopoli,
for once, has no delusions of
grandeur: the sea-storm of the
overture and the demon crew's
chorus both have alivelier than usual
forward movement, though the action
certainly has amore vivid feel about
it, following the introductory drama,
when the curtain rises. Details of
supporting rhythm and counterpoint
are as precise as we expect from this
conductor, which is just as well since
his singers are anotch lower on the
energy scale.
Weikl now seems to be suffering
from wear and tear in the top-sails,
and perhaps this strenuous role,
which he has been singing for some
years, is partly to blame: his
declamations in monologue and finale
need that extra dimension of cosmic
weariness which only an heroic bassbaritone like Hans Hotter or Norman
Bailey could bring to the part.
Studer, too, was hardly born for
steely redemption — it is as much her
fault as Weikl's that the denouement
remains low-key — but she voices
Senta's longing in quieter passages
affectingly, and the Ballad works well.
Domingo is ade luxe Eric, singing
at virtually the same dynamic level .
throughout, but stylishly — and the
same can be said for Sotin's
malleable Daland. The chorus has
been well drilled for crispness of
diction and delivery in spinning song
and shoreside revelry; the men are
not to blame if the Dutchman's crew
sound much the same as their
terrified mortal counterparts (more of
an echo effect might not have gone
amiss here). The recording handles
the fiercer blusters superbly, but still
this most theatrical of works hangs
fire. In fact, the most singular thing
about the release is the striking
Russian constructivist set from 1915
featured on the box cover; it would
not look out of place in aproduction
today.
David Nice

A:1-2

TCHAIKOVSKY COMPETITION
VOL 3
THE GREAT VOCALISTS
Marsh/Atlantov/Estes/Obraztsova/
Nesterenko/Dvorsky/Zajick/Rautio
BMG Melodiya 74321 52961 2

RUSSIAN OPERA ARIAS
VOL 2
Sergei Aleksashkin (bass)/
Philharmonia/Rozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 9629

A curious series, this: it now turns
out that tenor Sergei Larin's role was
RECOMMENDATION
restricted to Volume One, and that
Tchaikovsky
other great Russian voices are to take
over for other instalments. The most
Competition
interesting portion of Aleksashkin's
prizewinners
selection prompts another thought:
Vladimir
Salieri's three monologues from
Ashkenazy &
John Ogdon are
Rimsky-Korsakov's faithful setting of
represented in Vol. I the short Pushkin play amount to
more than athird of the work, which
of the BMG/
we might have had complete with
Melodiya series
Larin as Mozart and with room to
(reviewed Aug '98)
spare for afew more arias. Never
mind — Aleksashkin's account of the
second monologue is both the most
persuasive I've heard and his own
finest dramatic moment on the disc,
'Studer was
the surprise piano singing for aloving
appraisal of Mozart as acherubim
hardly born
bringing songs from heaven
for steely
shockingly exploded by aburst of
redemption
self-disgust. It commands new respect
but she
for Rimsky's setting, much as
voices
Aleksashkin ( with Jârvi on DG) will
Senta's
have won new admirers for the
longing
miserly knight's huge monologue in
in quieter
Rachmaninov's much later setting of
another of Pushkin's ' little tragedies'.
passages
The level of intensity in both cases
affectingly,
comes close to the previously
and the
unchallenged supremacy of Anatoly
Ballad
Kotscherga as the finest Russian
works well'
singing actor of the moment.
Mozart and Salieri and ableeding
chunk of Mazeppa apart, the choices
are for the most part obvious; but the
most familiar are often the best —
Aleksashkin's often cowled tones and
dignified legato lend handsome new
perspectives to Igor's and Gremin's
arias. Dark conviction sets the Aleko
numbers, in which Aleksashkin played
no part on the Jâni Rachmaninov set,
on an equal level. More steel in the
voice, Ghiaurov-style, would have
been welcome for Sadko's ' Song of
the Viking Guest' and Khan
Kontchak's hospitable overtures
(where Aleksashkin, not for the first
time on the disc, clings to his last
note in time-honoured Russian style).
Occasionally the rhythm and pitching
go to the devil, but then it can't
always be said that Rozhdestvensky
provides the most scrupulous support
with asometimes glassily recorded
Philharmonia — as with Aleksashkin,
brooding atmosphere is his greatest
strength.

Determined to prove itself truly
international, the vocal branch of the
Tchaikovsky Competition — on the
evidence of this disc, at least — has
left us only Russian names to enter
the history-books: in 1966 Atlantov,
love him or loathe him, ajoint-winner
uncredited on the sleeve but heard
here in the Otello duet; and in 1970
mezzo Obraztsova and bass
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David Nice
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(73m 59s)

(70m 57s)

A-11:1(*)/2

Nesterenko, finest specimens of the
Slavic voice who more than countered
charges of chauvinism as that year's
joint winners. Estes, silver medallist
in 1966, went on to ashort-term
international career and shows true
emotion in the Tchaikovsky song,, but
both his Italian and his Russian (in a
deadly-bland account of Gremin's
aria) are as atrocious as his French is
on the Ozawa Carmen.
The name Jane Marsh will
occasion a 'who?', and the wellwritten booklet note gives no
indication of what happened to her: a
useful lyric soprano with hints of
dramatic steel who floats some
beautiful pianos as Desdemona. It's a
shame the orchestra doesn't go with
her daringly slow phrasing, and
there's anear-catastrophe as 'Venus
shines' towards the end of the duet:
the harp doubles its speed and Marsh
duly comes in abar early — really
not her fault. Atlantov shows us why
he's aheroic tenor here, and also why
he gained an adverse reputation as a
belter. His Italian, like Estes's, is dire.
The tail-end is of prize-winners
lower down the list who went on to
greater things — for consistency's
sake, we should have had the gold
medallists from later years; though
there's unfinished promise in
Dvorsky's Dvorak, and Zajick shows
her impressive range as Santuzza (did
she enter then as soprano or mezzo?).
But the real centrepiece belongs to
Nesterenko, true heir to Chaliapin,
giving us an Aleko aria of contained
power, and Obraztsova, alittle brazen
recorded at close quarters, but
capable of big phrasing as Dalila and
subtlety as Carmen. Isaw her not
many months ago at the Bolshoi,
turned 60 and singing Marfa in The
Tsar's Bride; the reaction of Russian
MARCH 19911
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friends was ` she must be a thousand
years old' accompanied by agrimace,
but the artistry was still
unquestionable. Her two arias here
are alesson in good technique.
It's apity no texts are given — we
sorely need them for the Sviridov,
Shaporin and Slonimsky songs — and
the Op.16 cradle-song is not 'Lullaby
in aStorm', which comes from Op.61
and was used by Stravinsky for the
opening of The Fairy's Kiss.
David Nice

B:1(1/2/3 El

LIVE IN OXFORD
Music by Obrecht, Josquin,
Taverner, Byrd, Tanis and Mundy
The Tallis Scholars/Phillips
OneII 454 998-2 (70m 36s) recorded live
The Tallis Scholars made many of
their early recordings in the superb
acoustic of Merton College Chapel,
Oxford, until in the mid- 1980s their
recording schedule had expanded to
such an extent that they were
compelled to move further afield (to
Salle Church in
Norfolk). Now
they have returned
to Merton with
this disc, taken
from performances
given over three
days in 1996, and
issued as afurther
celebration of
their 25th
anniversary.
The acoustic of
the chapel is quite
exceptional; at
once resonant yet
clear, with a
wonderful bloom
to the sound that
is entirely in
keeping with the
demands of
Renaissance
music. It is a
luxurious sonority
that the Tallis
Scholars exploit to the full, and in his
informative booklet note Peter
Phillips speaks of the surface beauty
of his chosen repertoire and its
seductive power to draw the listener
in.
There can be few more enticing
beginnings to such aprogramme than
Obrecht's six-part Salve regina, in
which the texture unfolds from the
opening plainchant to reveal an
elaborate and magnificent structure.
This work strikes me as one of the
finest settings of this text; indeed,
David Skinner's programme note goes
on to claim Obrecht's genius as
second only to that of Josquin.
Josquin himself is represented by two
motets, although Absalon fili mi,
probably his best-known composition,
may actually be by Pierre de la Rue.
Both motets are given performances
that pay careful attention to the detail
of the score, tracing with evident
relish the outlines of the subtle
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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interweaving of parts that makes up
their complex polyphony.
RECOMMENDATION
The remainder of the programme
Le sacre du
is devoted to English music, with
pninemps: Igor
Taverner exemplifying the preMarkevitch and
Reformation church and Byrd, Tallis
the Philhatmonia —
and Mundy the later Marian and
mono and (later)
Elizabethan periods. Taverner's
stereo versions
Gaude plurimum receives aglorious
on Testament
performance, full of life and with a
natural flow that carries the listener
forward. The early Byrd is
represented by the ambitious Tribue,
Domine which was presented to
The Tallis
Queen Elizabeth in 1575 to mark the
Scholars
17th anniversary of her accession.
celebrate
Last comes Mundy's Vox Parvis
caelestis, familiar from the Tanis
their 25th
Scholars' 1980 recording, which was
anniversary.
also made in Merton. Here the
Also on
flowering of Tudor church music is
Gimell,
seen at its most intense, as Mundy
'Silver: The
sets the sensual text in amanner both
Best OF The
expressive and ingenious.
Talks Scholars'
Performances and recording are
[454 990-2,
both outstanding — and there is
certainly no audience noise on the
2CDsj

Iveview

live recording. This is an issue that
would make an excellent single-disc
introduction to the Tallis Scholars
and to the glories of their repertoire.
John Kersey

11*:1"

MUSIC FOR VIOLIN AND
CELLO
RAVEL: Sonata for violin and
cello/MARTINU: Duo 1/HONEGGER:
Sonatine for violin and cello/
SCHULHOFF: Duo ,
Oleh Krysa (vin)/Torierf Thedéen (v/c)
BLS CD•916

(70m 49s)

1997

The extremely convincing
performance of Erwin Schulhoff's fine
Duo (1925) is already available on
BIS CD-679, part of an anthology
devoted to his chamber and
instrumental works. Violinist Oleh
Krysa (apupil of David Oistrakh and
one-time leader of the Beethoven
Quartet) and cellist Torleif Thedéen
form arefreshingly uncompromising,

•

CORRECTION
17w number for the
MAK 'Sonata
Pro Tabula' CD
recommended in
February should
have been given
as 453 442-2

ardent and intelligent alliance, their
no-holds-barred advocacy bringing all
this repertoire to life with unstinting
success. True, there are times when
they perhaps try to wring too much
intensity out of the music (in, for
example, the slow-movt of the Ravel),
but I'm more than willing to excuse
the odd rough edge here and there
given the terrific emotional clout their
playing engenders. At first, the
resonant acoustic takes alittle getting
used to, but the ear soon adjusts, and
tonally the results are very truthful
indeed.
If the programme appeals (and
Honegger's 1932 Sonatine is, by the
way, aparticularly diverting creation),
don't hold back.
Andrew Achenbach

A(B):1 *-2

ENGLISH CELLO SONATAS
FOULDS: Cello Sonata Op.6/
WALKER: Sonata in f/BOWEN:
Sonata in A
Jo Cole ( v/c) John Talbot (pno)
British Music Society BMS 423CD (
8/m / Os)
It's apleasure to welcome John
Foulds's Cello Sonata onto disc at
last. I've long felt this to be, perhaps,
the greatest British work in its genre
— at least since Moray Welsh and
Ronald Stevenson played it at the
Purcell Room in 1975, aperformance
Ihad ahand in bringing about. That
was probably its UK premiere, and
absurdly overdue. Written in the
1900s when its composer was in his
20s, the Sonata was revised for its
publication (in Paris) in 1928,
premiered (in Berlin) in 1931, and
thereafter, as far as anyone has been
able to discover, completely forgotten.
Yet it's a superb piece, comparable,
say, to Ftachmaninov's in the
spaciousness and magnificence of its
unforgettable themes. And its fullblooded Romanticism is given a
fascinating edge by flashes of
modernity: whole-tone writing,
quarter-tones in the slow movement,
an invigorating exploration of diatonic
dissonance in the finale. There's good
reason to think these are not all the
results of revision — Foulds was a
pioneer in such respects. Ardour, a
sense of adventure, and astunning
sense of joie-de-vivre: this piece has it
all.
It's also areal virtuoso duo,
making extreme demands on both
players (the pianist perhaps even
more than the cellist) and
incorporating, in the finale, cadenzas
for each player separately and both of
them together. If in this performance
that aspect gives rise to asense of
struggle, that's in the nature of the
piece. Jo Cole and John Talbot
grapple heroically with the textural
riches, the flood of invention, the
hair-raising tests of ensemble, and
emerge on the whole with colours
flying. There will be ample room for
other interpretations, as the work
becomes better known. But they do it
the simple justice of letting us hear it
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classiciaff5
in aperformance of palpable, indeed
eloquent, commitment.
Ernest Walker is still remembered
as ascholar, and his History of Music
in England remains astandard work.
As acomposer he is utterly forgotten,
but his Sonata of 1914 (published in
the same year as Foulds's) proves not
at all academic — rather sturdy and
deeply-felt, with aserene slow
movement and an infectiously tuneful
and finely-crafted finale. Iwas glad to
make its acquaintance. It's York
Bowen, the best-known composer
here, whose Sonata (written iii 1921
for Beatrice Harrison) makes the
faintest impression as an artistic entity
— though its technical command and
compositional fluency are impressive,
and it deserves an occasional hearing.
The Foulds Sonata, however,
deserves rather more: the British
Music Society has performed asignal
service by committing it to disc, and
indeed this release deserves to be part
of the basic discography of British
Music enthusiasts everywhere. The
recording is spacious and immediate,
with plenty of life and atmosphere.
Note the exceptionally generous
playing time!
Calum MacDonald

A:1/2 0

ERNST LEVY
BEETHOVEN: Piano Sonatas in Bflat, Op.106' J in c, Op.111/
LISZT: Piano Sonata J Hungarian
Rhapsody 12 J Bénédiction de Dieu
dans la solitude J Sposalizio/
LEVY: Pieces for Piano 6-10
Ernst Levy (pno)
Marston 52007-2
(2CDs, 156m 59s) mono/ ,stereo
recordings from 1954/56
'In the Levy, a Swiss polymath who, fleeing
booklet is Nazism, ended up in the US
a crack- academic world, made afew (not
surprisingly) ill-received recordings
brained
which, in turn, have attracted acult
thesis which
following (nowt so queer as folk).
almost casts
Part of alecture on the Liszt Sonata,
doubts on reproduced verbatim in the CD
the serious- booklet, is well-structured and clear
ness of this in argument, whereas his playing of
whole the work is shambolic. Also in the
package: booklet is acrack-brained thesis
which almost casts doubts on the
large ears
seriousness of this whole package:
equals tonal
large ears equals tonal mastery...
mastery'
which has ' largely eluded' Ashkenazy,
Brendel, Pollini and others! The
Hammerklavier Adagio shows Levy
was capable of restraint; and this is
quite admirable. Elsewhere these

menses*
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RECOMMENDATION
Music Editor's
choice: Aleksandar
Serdar

EMI DEBUT
Piano works by
BachBusoni, Brahms,
Chopin, Galuppi & Mendelssohn
Aleksandar Serdar (pno)
EMI COI 572 8232

(74m 20s)

Piano works by Beethoven, Brahms
& Mozart
Jonathan Gilad (pno)
EMI COZ 572 8232

(
64m 04s)

Piano works by Mendelssohn,
Mozart, Schumann & Ravel
Haesun Paik (pno)
EMI COZ 572 8232

(
59m 36s)

EMI have shown good judgement in
choosing these young pianists to
further this new series [
launched as a
budget label, but the discs are now
around,C8 - Mus Ed].
Commendably, the programmes
highlight their versatility; and the
venture has, overall, been blessed
with very good sound, full-bodied
and spatially convincing. It is an
auspicious beginning for three
instrumentalists who are stimulatingly
dissimilar — this in itself is a cause
for rejoicing in an era that takes pride
in churning out an endless stream of
chillingly anonymous executants
(particularly violinists), who are
technically brilliant but musically

vacuous. There is no want of
technique here either. But merely
transcending the notes seems to be of
secondary importance. What is
striking about these artists is their
intellect, always attempting to search
for apliancy and responsiveness to
content, to 'pronounce' its message in
expressive colours and not simply
'speak it' in a throwaway fashion.
Sometimes results fall short of
intentions. HaeSun Paik is only
partially successful in plumbing the
depths of Schumann's Humoreske, her
inhibitions surfacing in some studied
playing that also extends to Traumeri.
In fairness though, even mature
musicians baulk at the neurotic
violence and whimsical intensity of
this composer's nature. But look to
imperturbable pianism in some of
Mendelssohn's Songs without Words, a
combination of introspection and
drama in Mozart's Fantasy K397 and
to acolourful, freewheeling rhythm in
Ravel's La Valse.
A:1-2
Four years before Aleksandar
Serdar was born in 1967,
Michelangeli recorded for Decca
[now on Philips — see HFNIRR Dec
'98] achiselled, slightly icy
performance of Galuppi's 5th
harpsichord sonata. Serdar eschews
such detachment. He calls forth a
range of shaded tones and romantic
inflections that only acurmudgeon
could object to. Captivating too is a
fluid, beautifully pedalled Andante
Spianato; and the Grande Polonaise is
shorn of the shallow bravura that
makes some Chopin performances a
wearisome experience. Serdar's
brilliance has arefined finish that

recordings suggest his ' tone
production' largely comprised awash
of sustaining pedal over unrelenting
fortes. To get one's fingers around
these difficult works is something, but
Levy's gross and inflammatory
distortions of rhythm and voicing, the
crude and obvious exaggerations at
every turn, to banal effect, would
make his performances laughable if
one did not respond to them with
anger. He does catch the mood of the
middle section of Liszt's Bénédiction
— the interpretation has won acclaim
from both British and American
reviewers — but his manoeuvres in (i)
are clumsy and the whole feel is of
listening to awell-meaning amateur.
Brendel [Philips, 1977 — Irecall,
too, asuccessful early Vox account]
understands and conveys all the
requirements of the piece. Probably
Arrau gave some great live
performances but his Philips
recording only comes to life in (iii),
where Levy's playing is muddled.
'Forgotten Genius' is the subtitle
here — alas, not! Marston promises
more, if further material can be
located. Here, contents of CD! and
CD2 are transposed.
Christopher Breunig

C:4 0

integrates itself into the texture, as it
also does in Nos.I2, 16 & 17 of
Mendelssohn's Variations Sérieuses,
though the general tenor of the
performance suggests understatement.
No harm done. The interpretation is
shaped by an irreproachable
musicianship that, through a
comprehensive grasp of tone and
mood, rises to greater heights in
Braluns's Waltzes. Only in Bach's
Chaconne [
trans. Busoni] does atrace
of coarseness creep in during
strenuous passages; but the attention
given to the bass line, and to details
of structure, is faultless.
A:1
Youngest of the group is Jonathan
Gilad (
b.1981). No callow youth he.
Instead, here is apianist who is able
to engage with what he sees as the
core of ascore without the sort of
intervention that italicizes the details
of its message. Yet there is an almost
spiritual probity to Gilad's playing
that is alive to the finer points of
phraseology, the implications of
modulations and the need for
continuous harmonic tension. There
isn't aperfunctory note in his playing
of Mozart's K576, Beethoven's
Op.101 or Brahms's Handel
Variations, only aglowing poise and a
cleanness of contour within a
remarkable range of sublimity. One
day he will doubtless take amore
impulsive view of the Beethoven, find
more cohesion in the fugue of the
Brahms, and also master the art of
differentiating between forte and
fortissimo without hardening his tone.
Today, though, he merits much
scrutiny.
A:1*- 1 0
Nalen Anthoni

MD&G MDG 321 0180-2 (
51m 30s) ®1987
Ifirst reviewed these performances in
August 1987, when the label was
distributed by Harmonia Mundi.
'Bitingly accurate,' Isuggested,
Maksymiuk's Polish Orchestra
eclipsed most versions of the Bartok
apart from Fricsay's on DG. The
Britten is expressively directed but
somewhat rigid in style and less
fluently idiomatic than, say, the
acclaimed Karajan/Philharmonia
mono reissued by EMI last year. The
1985 recording offers abright tonal
balance, with good depth and clear
pinpointing, but the sound is very
slightly more natural on the Sanyo
pressed original, in comparison with
this gold-finished Sonopress
replacement. The real snag is that the
disc remains at full price, and playing
time is not generous.
Christopher Breunig

'Review

RECOMMENDATION
Britten 'à EcO
recording of the
Frank Bridge
Variations, coupled
with the Simple
Symphony and
Young Person's
Guide to the
Orchestra (LSO),
is on Decca

A-8:1 0

BEETHOVEN:
Symphonies 1-9 J Egmont overture
J Missa Solemnisl
Farrell/lMarshall/Merriman/Peerce/
iconley/Scott/lHines/Robert Shaw
Chorale/NBC SO/Toscanini
BMG 74321 55835-55837 2
(2CD sets, 137m 05s/128m 35s/141m 43s)
mono rec.1949-53
This is the Beethoven cycle as
compiled for the 1990 `Toscanini
Collection', but with Egmont
replacing Leonora 3, and the
symphonies now in number order: set
2 has 5-8, set 3 the two choral
works. The Eroica is from 1949,
whereas the `Vice°la' and German
RCA LP boxes had a 1953 'live'
version. The uncredited booklet notes
are reproduced from those in the
'Collection' by Harris Goldsmith and
Mortimer Frank; another small lapse
is in the timings given on the liner
inlay. BMG claims that restoration
technology has advanced sufficiently
since 1990 to warrant remastering,
and that the latest reissues bring the
listener one step nearer to the sound
heard in Carnegie Hall. Rather to my
surprise (and delight), with one nasty
exception these claims are met.
Making extensive comparisons, the
improvements may be generalised as
increasing the sense of hall ambience,
giving the NBC Orchestra more
presence, and somehow making the
contrasts between energy and lyricism
seem both greater yet more natural.
There's aremarkable lift to the sound
in 3(i), for example; 1(i) suggests that
background noise has been dealt with
more subtly but edgy distortion is
less. Unfortunately, the Eighth is not
asuccess: it was always too 'loud' but
is here spiky and rough, with too
reverberant asound.
Whatever one's reservations about
Toscanini's often ferocious intensity,
94

Edwin Fischer
(left) with Walter
Legge at Lucerne
in 1954

these are recordings of tremendous
importance — the earlier Beethoven
series on Naxos may command
greater interest for the moment, but
RCA's set never loses its impact and
no collector should ignore it. The
Missa Solemnis, very successfully
transferred, again offers an
extraordinary experience.
Christopher Breunig

H: 1 - 1(H) 0

BEETHOVEN:
Piano Concertos 3 & 4
Philharmonia/Edwin Fischer (pno/dir)
Testament SRT 1169

(
68m 41s) * 1954

Testament puts the record straight.
Fischer was both conductor and
pianist for these sessions. The
performances were not, as collectors
were once led to believe, directed by
the leader of the Philharmonia,
Manoug Parikian. And it is clear that
orchestra and piano are unified
towards asingleness of
purpose that would have
been impossible to
coordinate with an
instrumentalist offering cues
from the first desk. The
interpretations are the man,
thoughtful and investigative.
Fischer leaves no stone
unturned in his quest for
what he believed were the
messages beyond the printed page.
He wasn't your standard virtuoso,
though, and imperfections are
audible. But if his ability to control
shoals of notes was sometimes
blemished, his ability to control line,
tone and phrasing to generate a
particular meaning was always
inspiring. The gift is conveyed in
clean transfers where tape hiss has
been reduced without discolouring
timbre.

Fischer plays his
own first-movt
cadenzas in these
two Beethoven
concerto reissues,
and Eugen
d'Albert 'sfor the
rondo in 4 Nalen Anthoni

H:1 *4
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CATAPOLI CLASSICS
Violin Concertos by Beethoven',
Bliss, Elgar2,Mendelssohn &
Tchaikovsky 3 J BLISS: Theme &
Cadenza/BRUCH: Scottish Fantasy
Alfredo Campoli (vIn)/1,3 LSO/1Krips/
3Argenta/LPO/Boult/Bliss
Beulah 1-3P010
(3CDs, 219m 55s) rec.1952-58

1,2 mono

Beulah's remastered Decca recordings
slipcased at midprice. Alfredo
Campoli came from amusical family
and was achild prodigy, at 15
touring Britain with Dame Nellie
Melba and Clara Butt. Between the
wars he formed alight orchestra
(resident at the Dorchester) and was
apopular recording artist; he worked
for ENSA during World War II and
was an acclaimed concerto soloist.
The BBC commissioned the Bliss
Concerto for him (first heard in 1955
and recorded with the composer a
few months later — Humphrey Searle
wrote that Campoli treated the
difficult solo part 'as if it were child's
play'), and Campoli had earlier
premiered Theme & Cadenza: apiece

featured in aradio play about an
imaginary composer.
One of the few vitriolic letters I
have received following areview
concerned this 1952 Beethoven
Concerto recording with Krips (when
remastered on ' Eclipse'). Istill
maintain it shows little affinity
between soloist and conductor and is
the one dull item here: there's far
more rapport with the relatively
inexperienced Atualfa Argenta, whose
driving energies in the Tchaikovsky
— early Kingsway stereo, and
performed uncut — puts the soloist
on his mettle. (
EMG noted a
'deplorable lack of taste' in the
canzonetta!) Boult accompanies in the
Bruch and Mendelssohn (both
enjoyable), and this is surely the
finest of the three recordings of the
Elgar he made; it is alternatively on
Belart, but not so well remastered.
This and the fine concerto by Bliss
(perhaps Naxos will produce a
modern version?) are the most
valuable recordings here.
Christopher Breunig
C-B:1(•)/2/3

n

DEBUSSY:
String Quartet in g/RAVEL: String
Quartet in F
Quartetto Italiano
Philips 420 894-2

(
59m 36s)

I'

1968

We tend to think of these composers
as adissimilar pair, like Bruckner and
Mahler, yet on LP they were often
linked — as it happens, in real life
they became divided by rival factions,
Ravel remarking that it was perhaps
'better to be on frigid terms for
illogical reasons'. In the 1960s
Philips's chamber music recordings
were frequently outstanding, but you
would think that this coupling
(produced in 1965) must now
inevitably show its age. Not so:
listening intently on headphones I
could fault neither sound quality nor
editing. Actually this is acatalogue
reinstatement under its original ' Silver
Line' CD number; it is also perhaps
the Quartetto Italiano's supreme
accomplishment on records — no-one
should miss it this time round.
Christopher Breunig

A*:1*

DELIUS:
A Song before Sunrise J Seven
Songs from the Norwegian 'Heimkehr' & 'Twilight rancies' J
Hassan - Intermezzo & Serenade J
Dance Rhpsodies 1 & 2 -1Brigg
Fair -IOn hearing the first cuckoo
in spring J Summer night on the
river J 2 Songs from the Danish _1
Irmelin Prelude
Thomas (con)/Suddaby (sop)/McCallum
(vIn)/RPO/Beecham
Dutton Labs CDLX 7028
(76m 43s) mono rec.1946-52
The RPO under Beecham made their
concert-hall début on 15 September
1946, and less than three weeks later
their first recording took place at
MARCH ME
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photo: Testament

BARTOK:
Divertimento for String Orchestra/
BRITTEN: Frank Bridge Variations
Polish CO/Maksymiuk

Abbey Road's Studio No. 1. The
resulting, wholly magical account of
Dance Rhapsody 2 dates from shortly
before the start of Sir Thomas's
ambitious Delius Festival, asevenconcert series running until the
middle of December. Also set down
during this golden period were Brigg
Fair (
aglorious, raptly intuitive
rendering), the prelude to Irmelin and
On hearing the first cuckoo, though this
last item needed asupplementary
session to re-make the first side nearly
ayear and ahalf later (May 1948, by
which time Jack Brymer had replaced
Reginald Kell as principal clarinet).
Treasurable moments abound on
this generous compilation: David
McCallum's ineffably sweet violin
solo in Dance Rhapsody l(
apassage
surely never more perceptively
realised than here); TB's bracingly
`out-of-doors' conception of A Song
before Sunrise; aSummer night on the
river as wondrously atmospheric as it
is delicately etched, preceded by an
exquisitely languorous, extraordinarily
poetic Cuckoo; and, last but not least,
an Irmelin prelude of unforgettable
poignancy and radiance.
Apart from the Two Songs from the
Danish (
memorably delivered by
soprano Elsie Suddaby), all items are
appearing on CD for the first time.
Admirable transfers — not to be
missed.
Andrew Achenbach

These early Decca ` ffre recordings
also feature Boyd Neel and the
orchestra he founded in the 1930s;
they recorded several of the smallerscaled English pieces for the company
(as well as the famous first complete
set of Handel's Op.6). The two
Chansons are in the composer's friend
\1VH Reed's strings-only adaptation.
The concert overture In the South is
from aset of test pressings: this 1945
Wembley Town Hall Olof/Wilkinson
production was allocated catalogue
numbers yet never released. It's a
splendid account of Elgar's most
Straussian work. Dutton has also
added transfers of the two organgrinder's songs from Starlight Express,
among Charles Groves's very first
recording sessions: idiomatic
conducting, enjoyable too for the
crystal-clear diction of the light
baritone Dublin-born singer Henry
Cummings.
Sargent was 50 when he made this
Enigma Variations recording: he was a
complete master of its nobilmente and
its display qualities; he takes
'Nimrod' at quite aflowing pace (the
live version is a full minute longer,
and by 1966 had become too
pompous), charms with ` Dorabella',
is dashing in `GRS' (whose dog
retrieved sticks from the Severn), and
touching in the lovely `***' Romanza.
Christopher Breunig

H:1 D
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IMAM
In the South U Enigma Variations'
J Pomp & Circumstance March 51
J Chanson de Matin/Chanson de
Nuit 2 J The Starlight Express excerpts 3
Henry Cummings (bar)/Nat SO/2Boyd
Neel String Orch/Neel/lSargent/3Groyes
Dutton Labs CDK 1203
(7/m 23à) mono rec.1945/46
Sir Malcolm Sargent's performances
of the Enigma Variations were a
Proms staple — he made later
commercial recordings (LSO/Decca;
Philharmonia/EMI) and there's alive
BBC SO version c/w The Planets on
'Radio Classics' [
BBCRD 9104].

GRIEG:
Norwegian Dances J Lyric Suite :I
Symphonic Dances J Sigurd
Jorsalfor - Homage March
Hallé Orch/Barbirolli

Straussian

of producer Harold Lawrence and
engineer Robert Fine (assisted by Bob
Auger). Fine Bishop/Parker
production-values grace the three
remaining tracks, all recorded at
Abbey Road. JB was aGriegian
through and through, and his
achingly wistful 1969 Lyric Suite has
long been apersonal favourite; both
'Shepherd Boy' and 'Nocturne' are
really profoundly touching in his
hands. Needless to say, the Hallé play
their hearts out throughout (Imust
mention the exquisite oboe solo in
the second of the Norwegian Dances),
and the tingling spontaneity of their
music-making is treasurable.

work'

Andrew Achenbach

'In the
South was
allocated
catalogue
numbers
yet never
released.
It's o
splendid
account of
Elgar's most
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HALLE FAVOURITES VOL.2
SUPPE: Overture - The Beautiful
Galatea/TURINA: Danzas
fantasticas/CHABRIER: España/
LEHAR: Waltz - Gold & Silver/
SIBELIUS: Valse triste'/
WALDTEUFEL: The Skater's Waltz/
GRIEG: Two Elegaic Melodies 1
Peer Gynt Suite 11
Hallé Orch/Barbirolli

•

•
léV)

RECOMMENDATION
Beecham 'sRPO
recording from
Grieg's Peer
Gym is now in
EMI's `Great
Recordings of the
Century' series at
mid price

Dutton Labs CMS 1012
(75m 11s) R.1957-70
Set down for Pye in the summer of
1957 (avintage Hallé/Barbirolli year,
which also yielded classic accounts of
Dvorák 8 and VW 2), the vibrantly
dramatic and affectionate reading of
the Symphonic Dances now sounds
incomparably more vivid than Ihad
remembered. A glance at the jewelcase goes some way to explaining
why: this item was, in fact,
masterminded by the Mercury team

Dutton Labs CDSM3 1013
(71m 23s) rec.1951-57 mono, ' stereo
Popular material comprising four
HMV recordings (listed first) and
four issued on Pye, although the
three stereo items were produced by a
Mercury team; all were produced at
the Free Trade Hall Manchester. As
it happens, the Mercury stereo is
rather poor, whilst the best sound
comes in the Léhar ( 1954): musically
by far the finest realisation too. A
Gold and Silver to set alongside
Kempe's with the Vienna
Philharmonic [EMI]. The early
Suppé (never played nowadays) and
Turina items show how Barbirolli
could recreate the excitement of live
performance in recording, with much
virtuoso brilliance in the latter.
Charm is a key ingredient, too —
most notably in the unhurried
Skater's Waltz (
complementary to the
elegant Philharmonia versions under
Karajan and Henry Krips's). Only the
Sibelius seriously disappoints: more
wearisome than sad. And whilst I
prefer the gentle eloquence of George
Weldon's old Philharmonia recording
of the Elegaic Melodies, in España and
Peer Gym the Hallé can certainly bear
comparison with the more famous
Beecham readings.
Christopher Breunig
B-C:P/1 / 3
HINDS/AIM
Kammermusiken 1-7
Van Blerk (pno)/Bylsma (ylc)/Schrader
(yln)/Doktor (vIa)/Vermeulen (via
d'amore)/de Kier* (org)/Concerto
Amsterdam

photo: Remmeh v

Teldec 3984 21773 2
(2CDs, 128m 40s) ®1967/68
The Quartetto
Italiano
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

MARCH 1999

This was the first complete recording
of Hindemith's Kammermusiken, and
the hard-working dedication and
95

and Blume). However, Concerto
Amsterdam could boast in its late1960s line-up such future periodinstrument luminaries as cellist Anner
Bylsma and violinist Jaap Schreeder,
while that experienced violist Paul
Doktor makes aguest appearance in
5: all prove extremely capable,
thoughtful practitioners and, again,
the expressive warmth of the slow
movts is most fetching. The Organ
Concerto (7) goes well in all three
versions.
Apart from some hardness in the
piano tone, the recordings have been
vividly remastered and are more than
acceptable. Experienced
Hindemithians will want to
investigate this valuable mid-price
Teldec set — and we could also do
with areissue of Ensemble 13's
more-than-useful Harrnonia Mundi
version — but first-timers should on
balance opt for Chailly's superbly
engineered Royal Concertgebouw
account, with the Stenz athoroughly
recommendable alternative.
Andrew Achenbach

B:1 -2

HOLST:
The Planets suite/Ballet Music from
The Perfect Fool' J Egdon Heath'
New Philhannonia/Boult/lLSO/Previn
EMI CM 566934-2 (76m 47s) )t1967174
After 1967 there was, for many LP
collectors, only one version of The
Planets: Boult's with the New
Philharmonia on HMV. It had great
sound, and the performance could
rightly be described as definitive. I
always felt it held sway over Sir
Adrian's 1979 LPO set, taped not
long before his retirement, being
better played and more authoritatively
conducted. Strange then that it's
taken until 1998 for the performance
to reach CD. Since 1967 there have
been quite literally dozens of
recordings of The Planets, some good,
some not so good. Yet Boult's NPO
account has aunique rightness about
it, aquintessential Englishness.
Today, this rightness is perhaps
even more apparent than it would
have been 30 or so years back.
Boult's interpretation is intensely
musical: there's no lack of excitement
or brilliance, but what is absent is a.
virtuoso slickness that pervades so
many modern performances.
96

James M Hughes

A- B: 1- I* D

The best of Sir
Adrian Boult's
postwar
recordings of
Hoist's Planets,
with the New
Philharmonia
Orchestra, is at
last on CD
MOZART:
Piano Concerto in A, K488/
BRAHMS: Piano Concerto 1
Clifford Curzon (pno)/Nat SO/Neel/
iorda
Dutton Labs CDEA 5507
(71m 32s) mono rec.1945/46
Were he still alive, Clifford Curzon
would probably have jibbed at these
transfers from 78s of works he later
re-recorded twice and passed for
release (there's also an unapproved
K488 with VPO/Szell, made in
1964). But the collector will think
otherwise: the Mozart is certainly

•no •
i‘evietv
RECOMMENDATION
Clifford Curzon 's
recordings of
Mozart Concertos
K466 & 595,
with EGO/Britten
are on Decca.

Live performances
of K49I & 467,
with Kubelik and
the Bavarian
RSO, 1970/76, are
on Audite 95.453
(distributed by
Priory)

preferable to the 1968 version with
Kertesz. Compare the opening bars of
the Andante, however, and you see
Curzon's dilemma: the notes are
capable of an almost infmite variety
of expressive nuances. But this earlier
Kingsway Hall version has an
undercurrent of energy absent from
the 1968 — it also offers surprisingly
lovely piano sound. You might feel
the decay of the A before the winds
in triplet figures [track 2, 2m 15s] is
lost here; but this must have been a
feature of the interpretation, as it's
similar in the later Decca, with the
crotchet barely sounded. The booklet
quotes a 1948 review criticizing
Curzon's reticence: 'he only lightly
touches on the emotional character of
the [
Andante]... He warms up
noticeably in the [first-movt]
cadenza'. To say that the
accompaniment is somewhat
overscaled by today's standards (
eg,
the big crescendolritard before the
Mozart cadenza in (i) [9m 02s],
where Curzon is aptly free-spirited,
allowing himself two slight
embellishments at bars 13, 15, to be
repeated in 1968) but that the
soloist's subtle phrasing in the slow
movt is close to perfection, would be
nearer the truth.
As the seriousness of his opening
exposition suggests, Enrique Jorda's
conducting in the Brahms proves no
less fine than van Beinum's or Szell's,
and Curzon is especially eloquent in
the Adagio. In 1947 the EMG
reviewer found a ' curious whine' on
side 9: from 13m 02s to the end of
(ii) [ 14m 19s — cf. 13m 05s with
van Beinum; 16m 01swith Szell] and
afaint HF oscillation is intermittently
audible on the CD. More worrying,
perhaps, is the oboe intonation at
13m 02s! But Dutton has restored
some valuable and absorbing musicmaking here.
Christopher Breunig

H:1

NIELSEN:
Symphonies 1-6
Royal Stockholm PO/Rozhdestvensky
Chandos CHAN 7094

(
3CDs, 223m 37s)

Characterised according to the terms
of Nielsen's ' Four Temperaments' in
the Second Symphony,
Rozhdestvensky would definitely be
'commodo eflemmatico' rather than
the firebrand of yesteryear; and
indeed that's the mood-movement
that comes off best in ahandsome
but not always sufficiently animated
account of this endearing work.
Rozhdestvensky's magisterial
qualities are evident right from the
spacious start of the First Symphony:
breadth, firm shaping of melodic
lines, fine dynamic detail including
ever-atmospheric string pianissimos.
But he also reserves the right to be
surprising: if the Espansiva and the
Indistinguishable don't always have the
ideal white heat, there's no more
cumulatively overwhelming account
of the magnificent Fifth than this
MARCH MS
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The Kingsway Hall recording (July
1966) was always one of EMI's best,
and it still impresses. True, there's
sometimes atouch of hardness tonally
(the heavy brass in ' Mars' really
rasp), aquality CD serves to
emphasise. But in terms of clarity and
vivid stereo soundstaging the
recording still comes over extremely
well, with low tape-noise and deep
clean bass.
The couplings are André Previn's
outstanding LSO performances of the
Perfect Fool ballet music and Egdon
Heath; and here the sound (Abbey
Road, 1974) is also impressive — the
trombones at the start of the Perfect
Fool are quite brilliant. Incidentally, it
was thoughtful of EMI to reproduce
the original LP artwork in the
booklet.

scrupulous sensitivity of Concerto
Amsterdam's advocacy continue to
shine across the decades. To be sure,
the slow movts of both 1and 2 sing
with arare eloquence, but the giddy
exuberance so evident elsewhere in
these exhilaratingly resourceful works
is altogether more pungently distilled
by Markus Stenz and the exemplary
Ensemble Modern on RCA (with
Ueli Wiget abrilliant solo pianist in
2).
In the string concertos 3-6,
Riccardo Chailly on Decca is blessed
with the most formidable roster of
soloists yet assembled for this work
on disc ( Harrell, Kulka, Kashkashian

photo: Mike EvansiDG

M USIC
one. Again there are no spectacular
gestures, but the energy is more
palpably there between the lines.
Predictably Rozhdestvensky's special
brand of geniality, with its hint of
steel beneath the smile, animates
Espansiva's quirky fairground waltz
and the bizarre variations of the everfascinating Sixth — clear pointers
here to the ironies and uproars of
Shostakovich's symphonic world.
Handsome recording captures highfrequency antics and the handsome
Stockholm brass ensemble with
remarkable vividness.
Definitely aclassier cycle than
Chandos's previous SNO/Thomson
set, and if it's not always on an
animated par with Járvi on DG,
Rozhdestvensky sometimes scales
greater heights.
David Nice

A .:1'12 El

RAC HMAN INOV:
Piano Concertos 1-4
Tamás Vásáty (pno)/LSO/Ahronovitch
DC 453 136-2

(
2CDs, 140m) ®1976/7

Tamás Vásáry's cycle of the four
piano concertos and Paganini
Rhapsody (
excluded here) was
accorded a cool reception on LP.
But, listening to these remastered
CDs, what strikes one now is the
incredible clarity of his playing. Each
note is precisely articulated; and you
can always hear the soloist, no matter
how dense the orchestral textures
become — it's atribute to Vásáry's
technique that his fingerwork can
stand such close scrutiny. The
performances are fascinating: a
mercurial soloist teamed with afeisty,
slavic conductor. Ahronovitch can be
rather brutal (the opening of 1is an
onslaught, though exciting), but
somehow, for me the partnership
works.
Concertos 1and 2 were coupled
on LP, where long sides
compromised DG's sonics. On CD, a
different, excitingly tactile picture
emerges. Concertos 3 and 4 were
perhaps more truthfully balanced,
with the orchestra set slightly further
back. These new transfers improve on
DG's ` Galleria' reissues, making this
atempting set at mid-price.
James M Hughes

eview

RECOMMENDATION
Rachmaninov
Piano Concertos
1-4: Vladimir
Ashkenazy with
LSOIPrevin, now
aDecca 2CD pack

Tomas Vásáry
be without either: they are both
marvellous! Rawsthome struggled
hard and valiantly to find exactly the
right balance and meaning to the
selected texts, providing amagnificent
theatfical overture to begin with, and
thought sufficiently highly of Donat
to collaborate with him on EMI's
recording (although the speaking part
was taped almost two months later).
Dame Moura Lympany's First
Piano Concerto with the underrated
Herbert Menges is agem in EMI's
'British Music' series, responsive to
each and every marking in the score
facsimile.
Denis Matthews caught the essence
of Rawsthorrte's intimate writing style
when Walter Legge asked him to
learn and record the four Bagatelles at
three days' notice ( 1942) as filler to
Moeran's Symphony. Matthews went
on to perform every piano work that
Rawsthome composed, making this
second commercial recording of
Piano Concerto 2. Sir Malcolm
Sargent also conducted the premiere
with Curzon and subsequent Decca
recording.
Rawsthorne aficionados (
and there
are, Isuspect, too few at present
despite the Society that bears his
name) will already possess Geoffrey
Tozer's Chandos CD of Concertos 1,
2 and afurther work for two pianos,
and John Ogden's live performance of
2 on Carlton Classics. Ihear that
efforts are being made to re-introduce
alarge batch of Lyrita material,
which will include Malcolm Binns's
recordings of the piano concertos.
Good transfers.
Bill Newman

B:1 Li
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Hilary and Jackie is the feature film based on the
book A Genies in the Family; it features Emily
Watson as Jacqueline du Pré, who - according to
Micnael Church ( BBC Magazine) spent nine hours aday practising the
celb pieces shown in the film. Slie
was advised by William Pleeth. But, if
Sorry's advert picture ( right) is to be
believed, one thing they forgot to tell
her The soundtrack CD features
mimic by Bah rington Pheloung and a
reissue of the ' live' du Pre recalling
of Elgar's Cello Concerto.

Look for the new
Deutsche
Grammophon 20/21
logo, which denotes
'music of our time'
amajor series
comprising new
recordings, coproductions and
selected reissues. The
first releases include
the world premiere recording of André
Previn's opera A Streetcar named Desire,
Boulez's Répons and Dialogue de l'ombre
dguble, Berio's complete Seguenzas, a
Takemitsu programme conducted by Oliver
Knussen, and Kagel's 1898 and Music for
Renaissance instruments. Works by Part,
Bernstein, Carter and Henze are planned for
the future

A:1 0

EMI CDM 566 9352
(75m 27s) rec.1942/54/56 ' mono

• In his essay for BBC Legends, Robert
Matthew Walker tells us: ' Of Rudolf Kempe's
many achievements, few paid ahigher
compliment to his art than the nomination in
1960 by Sir Thomas Beecham as associate
conductor - and therefore his own chosen
successor - of the Royal Philharmonic
Orchestra of London, the orchestra he himself
had founded'. Er, see what you mean Bob!

In 1954, one critic castigated Robert
Donat's readings (lovable, fastidiously
accurate except for asmall lapse
described in the liner notes) from TS
Eliot's Old Possum's Book of Practical
Cats, referring feline lovers instead to
the author's far more suitable Argo
LP — all 15 minus Rawsthome's very
individual musical settings. Iwouldn't

• A 1956 back-issue of the Gramophone Record
Review (
forerunner to Audio & Record Review),
reports a Festival Hall demonstration of
Wharfedale and Quad equipment versus live
music, technical editor Donald Aldous noting
that `Mr Pj Walker showed alittle trick with a
ten-shilling note and two pennies to assist in
estimating peak levels under domestic
conditions'. Intriguing!

RAWSTHORNE:
Practical Cats' J Piano Concertos
12 & 2 _IBagatelles'
Robert Donat (spkr)/Moura Lympany2,
Denis Matthews (pnos)/Philharmonia/
Menges/Rawsthome/BBC SO/Sargent

photo: Douglas GlassIEMI
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looks like a delighted schoolboy as
he eyes the nude model — is all this
ahymn to abusy musician's first
shag in decades?
As a producer, Duke is superb,
integrating acoustic and electric
sounds in a gorgeous weave. Synth
timbre and spatial placement on
'Wake Me Gently' are telling:
whereas today's Electronica is driven
by the new software options, this is
hi-tech poetry, clearcut as crystal
(only letdown: the Vangelis/
Hollywood swell of ' Anticipation').
A:1
GEORGE DUKE
AFTER HOURS
WARNER BROS 9362-47073

(58m I9s)

This suite describes an evening:
driving home through traffic
(punchy assymetrical funk), an afterdinner drink with aspecial person
(smoochy electro), then being
`Together As One' From Dusk To
Dawn' (ecstatic romanticism). In
other words, Barry White-style
'Creamy
fornication schmaltz, but like the
bossas
larger-than- life soulman, Duke
reach parts
[above] is raunchy enough to make it
untouched
work. Drummer Ngudu Chancier
since Marvin
and bassist Byron Miller have been
Gaye's I associates since the 1970s: the
rhythm is totally in-the-pocket.
Want You;
Creamy bossas reach parts
Duke's
untouched since Marvin Gaye's I
synths coo
Want You; Duke's synths coo sweet
sweet
nothings like the very breath of
nothings
desire. ' It's On' is pared-down funk
like the
out of Johnny ' Guitar' Watson's bag.
very breath
Duke notes that he had his 'best
of desire'
time ever' doing the artwork; he

5

orne jazz fans regret that Fats
Waller downplayed his pianism
in favour of humorous vocals, but
there's no doubting his spontaneity
and ebulliance on Stan Britt's 24
selections for The joint Is jumpin'
[Magnum CECD007, 77m 41s].
H:1* •
Trumpeter Red Nichols'
reputation derives from the 1959
bio-pic The Five Pennies, but he was
a star pre-war too. Wail Of The
Winds [
HEP 1057, 73m 40s] collects
his big band ( 13-piece) sides from
1939 amd 1940; clean and forceful
ensemble dance music without much
improvisation. H:2 •
Cannonball Adderley's In Sari
Francisco [
Original Jazz Classics
OJCCD-035, 60m 35s] needs to be
played loud to overcome scrappy
club sound. (Bobby Timmons's
piano on ' Straight, No Chaser', an
extra cut from this 1959 session
previously only available on the
Coast To Coast ' twofer', sounds
truly tinny.) Adderley's alto is always
alert and arresting, the best thing
that happened to the instrument
between Bird and Dolphy. This is
not the sophisticated innuendo of
Somethin' Else on Blue Note, but a
hot band caught in the raw. BO •
98

BILLY BANG
OUTLINE NO 12
CHARLY CDGR256

(
39m 33s)

Second digital reissue of Billy Bang's
avant firecracker from 1983. Butch
Morris conducts an 11-piece
through three Bang compositions.
Some people fear experimental
music will be po-faced: Bang's
delirious violin keeps breaking the
music into chuckles, while his
toothsome orchestrations dazzle..
Khan Jamal's vibes are wonderfully
crazed — 12-tone bebop — and
David Murray is seriously salacious
on bass-clarinet. Thrills both droll
and brill. A:1* 0
JOHN HANDY
LIVE AT THE MONTEREY FESTIVAL
KOCH JAll KOC37820

(
46m 32s)

Rattling, off-the-PA sound for altoist
John Handy's quintet in 1965.
Ralph JGleason, en route from jazz

Wes Montgomery was a
phenomenon as aguitarist, but there
is something mannered and cramped
about his arrangements that dates.
With Tommy Flanagan (piano) and
the Heath brothers bass/drum team
in 1960 on The Incredible Guitar Of
[OJCCD 036, 44m 13s], he sounds
relaxed and his melodic flow is
prodigious. At1 In front of alive
audience in 1962's Full House
[OJCCD 106, 63m 44s], the rhythm
is stilted and coy despite being
played by Paul Chambers (bass) and
Jimmy Cobb (drums); Johnny
Griffin's tenor gives the proceedings
a lift, and there are three extra
tracks. A:1
Born in Cleveland in 1925,
trumpeter Benny Bailey played in
bands led by McShann, Dizzy and
Lionel Hampton; in 1978, he
recorded Grand Slam [
Storyville
STCD 8271, 57m 52s], with Charlie
Rouse on tenor and Billy Hart on
drums. Polyrhthms and Richard
Wyands' rich chord-voicings give the
music a three-dimensional, warmly
multi-active feel rarely heard today.
Bailey's trumpet is beautifully
exotic, North African highs
discernible in its modal burnish.
A:1 •

critic to love-generation spokesman,
heard the future in Handy's rock
jazz (it was his praise in the San
Francisco Chronicle which secured
Handy this festival appearance). It's
pleasant enough, Jerry Hahn's guitar
taut and tangy, the Canadian
rhythm section (Don Thompson/
Terry Clarke) bouncing and bright. ,
Michael White's violin has agritty,
soulful sound and catches most of
one's attention. This group set the
agenda for Jean-Luc Ponty's fusion,
though one misses the Traneish
perseverance that took Ponty's preAtlantic releases to abstract heights.
A bluesy jam lacking the wailing
highs Handy contributed to
Mingus's Workshops. B:2 0
NESSION/WILKINSON/
FELL+MORRIS
REGISTERED FIRM
INGLIS CD33

(
54m I3s)

Exemplary studio sound as
England's most adept and creative
trio encounter the nouveau-guitar
wizard from Sharon, Massachusetts.
The rhythm players dive into a
bluesy, groovy mesh of bass/guitar
twangs, tinder which Alan
Wilkinson's vocalised sax fumes and
ignites: Beetzmania with added
humour and colouration. Joe
Morris's notes fly like pips squeezed
from an orange, his native lyricism
stressed into steel by the
surrounding tensions. ' Bows And
Buttons' closes with a savage
baritone outburst that balances
what's preceded with staggering
aesthetic precision. On ' Piece Of
Fish', Morris — fundamentally a
note man — is flummoxed by the
trio's magical improv scrapery: a
hilarious verbal exchange closes the
disc, as the musicians bond over
criticism's dead body. Living art, as
we say in the morgue. A:le 0
WILLIAM PADUA
THROUGH ACCEPTANCE OF THE
MYSTERY PEACE
EREMITE IA7E012

(
68m 24s)

Bassist and composer William
Parker released this selection of '70s
recordings on his Centering label in
1981. It bridges the gap between
ESP and Loft eras of NYC jazz.
Roomy recording gives melancholic
weight to the playing. On ' Desert
Flower', six horns modulate chords
over abuoyant rhythm comprising
Parker's bass and the airy drums of
Denis Charles. If there are hints of
Ornette's Free jazz, it's because it is
rare to hear simultaneous
improvising by such individualsounding horns. A tenor solo by
Daniel Carter takes the music to
arkestral heights. The title track is a
scored quartet. Recorded in 1979, it
anticipates the trembling sensitivity
of Billy Bang's Outline No 12; there's
abeautiful textural climax, all fizz
and sparkle. ' Rattles & Bells' is both
MARCH 1999
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spacious and packed with
momentum: Charles Brackeen's
tenor heartstoppingly soulful,
Parker's bass bringing the very
ground up to meet him.
'Commitment' is asuite, Parker's
arco accompaniment sounding as
murky and scintillating as a
Wagnerian string section. ' Face Still
Hands Folded' concludes with
Parker reciting a poem. He leaves
silences between each word to let
the music swell through; Billy Bang
and Ramsey Ameen spin silvery
violin lines of wondrous subtlety and
lyricism. It may take years for jazz
like this to reach us, but it remains
as serious as your life. A: 1 * 0
SMITH/GOLIA/TURETZKY
PRATAKSIS
9WINDS NWCD0199

(
63m 30s)

Lyrical improvisations on sax,
trumpet and bass by musicians
addicted to eerie harmonies,
sonorous space and detailed motifs.
Trumpeter Leo Smith emerged in
the Chicago free scene of the ' 60s.
His tone has a florid, lipsmacking
quality that is instantly identifiable.
No wonder, like the top-market
jeweller displaying a single item in a
window, he favours sparse settings.
Occasionally the prettiness threatens
triviality: Turetzky's bowed
memories of Bach on ' Of Love And
Loss' are dispensable, as is Golia's
bon-di (a Chinese membrane flute)
on which he tootles awinsome folktune. On the rest, though, the
interactions are snappy: ' Dancing
On The Edge' climaxes in a
contrapuntal delight. A:1 0

J

ohn Coltrane was an artist on a
mission, pressured by the need to
develop. When Miles Davis took
him on board in 1955, he was
dissed for employing a raw,
untutored tenor player, and there
was something of the awkward
adolescent in his nasal, ponderous
tenor sound. Cookin' [
Original Jazz
Classics OJC20-128, 33m 38s] and
Relaxin' [
OJC20-190, 36m 23s]
present the Miles Davis Quintet as
they had been playing in the clubs,
both albums mainly culled from a
marathon 24-track session recorded
on 26 October 1956. Lovely music
with aunique linear purity (though
The Original Quintet (First Recording)
from 1955 has the edge for sheer
pin-drop drama). These OJC
reissues are in special digipaks with
20-bit remastering; but liner facts
are lax, failing to point out that ` It
Could Happen To You' and
Woody'n You' on Relaxin' were
actually recorded on 11 May 1956.
A:1 R
John Coltrane's tenure with
pianist Thelonious Monk was
crucial, spurring harmonic
investigations Miles's modes had
merely given space for: Thelonious
Monk With John Coltrane [
OJC20-

ART TATUM
GOD IS IN THE HOUSE: ORIGINAL
1940.-1941 RECORDINGS
HIGH NOTE 1107030

(
46m 41s)

Art Tatum's nonpareil reputation as
a pianist derives from solo set pieces
where he'd lavish variations on a
tune. His decorum and
dependability conferred dignity on
the art of jazz. But he was also a
fantastic off-the-cuff improvisor, and
here Columbia University student
Jerry Newman's portable discrecorder catches him in contagious
after-hours romps. On three
numbers, night-spot owner Reuben
Harris joins in, scraping dustpanbrushes on a folded newspaper;
Chocolate Williams plays bass and
sings; Frank Newton contributes
riotous trumpet to ' Sweet Georgia
Brown'. Tatum himself sings the
blues on Lil Green's ode to the joys
of jazz cigarettes, ` Knockin' Myself
Out'. Tatum's idea of what chords
could be deemed appropriate to the
official changes is mindblowing. His
licks sparkle, cutting through the
disc-recorder's end-of-telephone
sound like asuitcase full of
diamonds in a 1940s gangster film.
Brilliant. H:1•
HI.FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Ben Watson reviews the 8CD
Impulse set of Coltrane studio
recordings in this month's 'Finale'

VARIOUS
ICE CREAM FESTIVAL
OLD GOLD 002-2970

(49m 50s)

It is the privilege of undiscovered
genius to release discs that will
become impossible-to-acquire
collectors' items, and here is a fine
example. Released in an edition of
500, the disc comes in apink factsheet inside asilkscreened envelope.

039, 37m 49s] and Monk's Music
[OJC20-084, 48m 27s] are towering
masterpieces, powered by Art
Blakey's drums and with steaming
contributions from the man who
invented jazz tenor, Coleman
Hawkins. Again, the repackaging is
careless: the first was not recorded
'1957-58', but on 16 April and 26
June 1957 — this data exists, and
buyers of ` original classics' have a
right to it! Monk's Music has extra
takes of ' Off Minor' and ' Crepuscule
With Nellie', though one misses the
great ` Blues For Tomorrow'
recorded by Monk's band as they
waited for the tardy leader to show
up (it appeared on the MonklTrane
'twofer' double-LP issued by
Milestone). A:1•
Coltrane's own Lush Life [
01C20131, 36m 23s] is unfocused
compared to the Monk albums A:1,
so it is arelief to hear Soultrane
[OJC20-021, 39m 49s]. Using two
musicians from the Miles Quintet —
pianist Red Garland and bassist Paul
Chambers — plus drummer Art
Taylor, Coltrane produced a
companion to the great Traneing
kicking off with the memorable
Tadd Dameron/Count Basie tune
'Good Bait'. A:1•
To finish, The Bethlehem Years
[Charly CDGIR223, 2CDs 132m
36s] presents entire sessions,
complete with alternate takes, for
two albums, neither recorded under
Coltrane's leadership: Winners Circle,
with an unlikely caste of Donald
Byrd (trumpet), Gene Quill (alto),
Freddie Green (guitar) and Oscar
Pettiford (bass), and Art Blakey Big
Band. These are examples of
Trane's participation in the 1957
mainstream. Trances will enjoy
spotting his ever-evolving solo
prowess, but for those who admire
Coltrane as auteur, Soultrane is the
real deal. A:1 •

There are six bands, all recorded at
a festival in Atlanta, Georgia, on 5
July 1997. The Shaking Ray Levis
play bizarro multi-sample funk,
driven by Dennis Palmer's luscious,
active çlrums. The Gold Sparkle
Band and outfits called Charlie
Parker and William Carlos Williams
play freeish jazz with admirable
amounts of swing and tune and
interaction. These people are
studying the music by playing it; you
can feel the tradition breathe.
Eugene Chadbourne's ' Insect And
Western Party' uses corny exotic
effects in awinning way, his banjo
striking sparks. LaDonna Smith
(violin) and Davey Williams (guitar)
play a keening duet of great power.
Sound is fresh and live: studio
professionals will baulk, but it
registers the musicians' skill with
admirable directness. Exhilarating.
A-11:1 0
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Best
of the

BUILT TO SPILL
KEEP IT LIKE A SECRET
City Slang 08714

year

It wasn't a vintage year. It's possible that nc 1998 release will figure in future alltime great listings. But a far number have been added to the tally of those worthy of
constant repeat plays. Certainly, The Lateness Of The Hour [
Sub Pop SPCD 4041
offering from singer- songwriter Eric Matthews has proven among the most diverting,
containing songs thct are both melodic, yet qt.,irky enough to hang in the mind.
James lha's Let It All Come Down [
Virgin CDHU1T47] was another ccntender from
the strum- and- hum along school, while Moon Saran i[
Source CDV 2898] srth
twosome Air, nearly did for France what that Gall csoccer squad achieved in the
world cup. But, give a Billy Bragg, Willie Nelson and maybe even a Robbie
Williams or two, -hat's about it.

Fred Dellar

You'll read this in ,February; we're writing it with 1999 still three weeks away. But
do Ithink some milestone will appear in the next 23 days? No way . 1998 was the
year of the Glam revival. of Billie, of B'w;tchedl, of Boyzone, of .7-ve: all third- raters
in the wake of the Spice Girls. As de from moments like the remcstering of all three
Buffalo Springfield albums, the ascendancy of fast'oall, the Corrs, Silver Sun and AllSaints, some sorely- needed Pretty Things, Eobby Darin and Jackie Wilson reissues,
the official version c:e: Dylan's best bootleg, there is only one high spot for me: that
one of the year's biggest hit singles was made by c woman old enough to oe the
mother of Billie, B'witched, Boyzone and Five. So take a bow, Cher, for being the
classiest, coolest fifty- something on earth.

Ken Kessle ,

I'd agree with Fred that it wasn't a classic year for grown-iup albums, but I'd have to
disagree with Ken about the singles scene, because Ikept finding myse1 telling my
kids last year to enjoy teenage poo music wriile they could, because it hasn't been
this good since the 1960s. All
Cleooatra and Aqua can all sing; recent
NOW albums boast cracking dance music firom Fctooy Slim, Tamperer and Venga
Boys; and what's so bad about The Corrs, Eag:e-Eye Chery or The Mavericks? The
place where the plot got seriously lost was ind e. What did Black Grape, Pulp, Ian
Brown and the rest think they were up to last ye.cr 2 Dreary in extremis, but
compensated for by sparkling debut albums from Shetland singer- songwriter Astrid
plus UK rock outfits Arnold, Sunhouse and Cweeb. Ultimately, though, my
albums of 1998 would be St Etienne's Gooa' H'urnour, Lucinda Wil'lams's
Cor Wheels On A Gravel Road, Future Bille Fiteroes' Memories 017Love,
The Cardigans' Gran Turismo and, the one I've played most often, .4/:
the Pain Money Can Buy by Fastball.
Johnny Black

(
46m 45s)

If, as too many young bands now
seem to think, there's nothing left to
do other than re-cycle rock's
illustrious past, then at least Built
To Spill are among the best of a
sorry lot. A guitar-based trio from
Boise, Idaho, led by songwriter
Doug Martsch, they've learned alot
of technical lessons from The
Beatles, Hendrix, Pink Floyd, Cheap
Trick, ELO and others, but haven't
quite grasped the basic fact that, no
matter how good your technique,
none of it is worth doodley-squat
without adecent melody to hang
your self-loathing smart-ass lyrics
around. So, essentially, if the sound
of classic rock is more important to
you than the tunes of classic hits,
this is for you.
Johnny Black
A:2 0
THE LANCE GAMBIT TRIO
COCKTAIL 2000
Music For Leisure MFLCD203 (73m 35s)
Gambit's amore than adequate
lounge musician, able to switch
keyboards with alacrity. His combo
features one of the oldest drummers
extant, afemale bassist, and the
wonderful Magical Marjorie who
performs conjuring tricks amid the
trio's instrumentals. But what sets
Gambit apart from the usual flow of
cocktail caperers is his choice of
material. Not for him the usual array
of tunes from the Baker Boys
songbook. Instead, Lance offers
versions of 'The Drugs Don't
Work', ` Barbie Girl', ' Parldife' and
'The Return Of The Mac' that'll
bemuse anyone under 30 and
entertain those who have spent
many years enjoying candlelight
dining. A fun thing, recorded in
stereo (it claims), that demands to
be cleaned by one of those newfangled Emitex cloths.
Fred De/lar
A:2 0
HANSON
LIVE FROM ALBERTANE
Mercury 538 240-2

f
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Persson of The
Cardigans, Billy Bragg,
Silversun and Sarah
Cracknell of St Etienn,

(
49m 31s)

By means of this Key Arena,
Seattle, concert the kids prove
that they're not merely the
product of studio technology.
Hell, how could you dislike a
band that spins into action via a
medley formed from ' Shake A Tail
Feather' and afunky `Gimme
Some Lovin'? From then on, apart
from afair workout on ' Money', it's
Hanson all the way, material-wise,
and none the worse for that. Even
when ' More Than Anything', one of
their newer ballads, slows things
down amite, they're able to follow
up with ` MMMl3op', amove
guaranteed to raise the on-record
scream-rate more than somewhat.
Fred De/lar
A:1-2 0
Waal UN
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WHITNEY HOUSTON
MY LOVE IS YOUR LOVE
Arista 07822 19037-2

(
60m 47s)

Expectations were high. The first
new Whitney since 1990? It had to
be something special. And, on the
face of things, much seemed on
offer. Songs penned by Missy
'Misdemeanour' Elliott, Diane
Warren, Wyclef Jean. A duet with
Mariah Carey for the browser trade.
Record company salesmen virtually
queued up to shout ' Easy! Easy!'.
However, in reality, there's nothing
remarkable on offer here. Babyface's
'Until You Come Back' sounds like
achart destructor, one of those
show-stopping ballads that Babs
Streisand dispenses on bigger than
big occasions, Wyclef Jean's title
track is the most distinctive track on
offer, clad in a sumptuous
arrangement, while ' Heartbreak
Hotel' (no, not the Elvis song) will
impress those who somehow missed
out on George Michael's ` Careless
Whisper'. But something special ?
Next time maybe.
Fred Dear

Ken Kessler

(
46m 21s)

Though British, Jory is tilling the
same fields as Sheryl Crow and
Shania Twain. And, despite a surfeit
of pedal steel guitar and a couple of
tracks which could fool you into
thinking she's from Nashville, this is
VH 1-friendly rock, right down to
covers of Eddie Floyd's 'Knock On

A: 1-2

KULA SHAKER
PEASANTS PIGS AND ASTRONAUTS
Columbia Shaker 2

Wood' and John Lennon's 'Jealous
Guy'. But this Shania-wannabee is
not simply more of the same.
Throughoui this disc, there's a
genuine intensity which, in the
hands of a Celine Dion or Mariah
Carey, would be mere melodrama.
That half of this sounds like a Corrs
album is a genuine bonus.
Ken Kessler

Whitney
Houston
lertl and
Sarah Jory

A:1

KENNEDYS
ANGEL FIRE
Philo 1211

(
43m 52s)

As:2 0

SARAH JORY
KISS MY INNOCENCE
Tamarin TAM 201

college students out there who are
pre-disposed toward quality to forgo
their mind-numbing Prodigy and
Ftadiohead albums. But it sure is
pretty.

Third time round for hubby-andwife duo, the Kennedys, and it's
more jang,ly guitars, literate lyrics
and crossover melodies. And, yet
again, the crossover is three-way:
country to folk to rock-lite. But it's
so warm and friendly that you think
'pre-fame Simon & Garfunkel' or
'non-militant feminist Roches'. The
trouble is that, despite some wag
dubbing this 'coffeehouse pop', it's
neither one thing nor the other, and
it's unlikely that there are enough

Kula Shaker:
stew of mystic
influences

LIVE STUFF
It never rains: it pours. Following the flood of BBC and King Biscuit Flower Hour
releases, everyone's in on the act - but who's ccmplaining2 EMI artists now have an
outlet of their own, with the label's uniform-pax.-kaged 'The Archive Series'. Among

(
advance tape)

Never having been totally convinced
by Kula Shaker's stew of influences
from the mystic east, David Bowie,
psychedelia and prog-rock, it's hard
to get unduly excited about another
load of the same. In fact, by the
time the whole album has played
through once, it's hard even to
frame coherently constructive
criticisms or, for that matter, stay
awake. Recycled musical riffs from
old TV shows, lyrics from Marillion
out-takes and
spacey
electronic
sounds from
The Clangers
crop up now
and again, but
these are the
best bits.
There's quite an
engaging horn
section blowing
on ` Ftande
Rande', but
even this sounds
like something
else that Ican't actually be bothered
to put my finger on. The title of the
final track, Namami NandaHandana', seems to sum up the
whole enterprise, in as much as
every bit of it sounds worryingly like
every other bit of it, and it tends to
go on too long.
Johnny Black
A:2 0
GEOFF MULDAUR
THE SECRET HANDSHAKE
Ketone HCLI8097

(
46m 07s)

the first are The Stranglers [
7243 4 9777 3 2 NI] live at the Hammersmith Odeon in
1981, Buzzcocks [
7243 4 97771 2] with ten sessions from 1978 to 1997 on the
Old Grey Whistle Test, Radio One and GLR, and Manfred Mann [
7243 4 97770
2], with nine appearances from 1964-6 on assorted BBC radio shows.
Various live sets which are not parts of series include: BGO'à remastered reissue of
Steppenwolf's Live [
13GOCD412 0], an album fi-st released in 1970; Mott The
Hoople's Al/ The Way From Stockholm to Philack.lphia [
Angel Air SJPCD 029 0], a
marvellous 2CD set recorded in 1971-2; the sAime NRBQ's "ou Gotta Be Loose
[Rounder CD3148 111] which is described only
as ' recorded live in the USA'; John Martyn's
Live At Bristol 1991 - Official Bootleg [
One
World OW1006CD lb] in a limited edition of
5000- only, Budgie's 2CD Heavier Than Air Rarest Eggs [
New Millennium Communication!
PILOT 42 •] with a mix of live concerts and
sessions for the BBC; and Soft Machine's Live
1970 [
Blueprint BP290CD In recorded around
Europe with the classic Hopper/Ratledge/
Dean/Wyatt line-up.
Ken Kessler

BBB
Manfred Meinn

Maybe it's his jug band background,
but Maria's old man has alightness
of touch that perfectly suits some of
this folk-blues set as much as it
undermines the rest. Muldaur has
more than paid his dues over the
last 40 years, and his musicality is
never in doubt, but he still lacks the
battered soul required to deliver a
gospel wail as forlorn as 'This World
Is Not My Home' with conviction.
He's significantly better knocking up
ajolly pseudo-cajun treatment of
Leadbelly's 'Alberta', or swinging
lazily through Sleepy John Estes's
'Someday Baby'. Best of all, though,
are his own songs. The melancholic
'Got To Find Blind Lemon' seems
to come straight from the heart, and
'I Believe I'll Go Back Home,' with
its gorgeous gospel backing vocals
and swaying stop-start arrangement,
is utterly captivating. Next time,
Geoff, write a few more.
Johnny Black
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EMI 496437 2

DEL SHANNON
DROP DOWN AND GET ME...PLUS

THE MANIACS
SO FAR... SO LOUD

CLIFF BENNETT
AT ABBEY ROAD

Overground OVER 77CD

(
74m 44s)

(
52m 33s)

LOU CHRISTIE
BEYOND THE BLUE HORIZON/HEY
YOU CAJUN

More obscure, vintage punk, almost
an act of defiance given that the
genre lived up to the Pistols'
promise of being ultimately
forgettable. But this does ooze
energy, 17 tracks from aband which
(deservedly) lasted only seven
months. The Maniacs' importance?
Its members joined the Adverts, the
Damned or worked with
Eurythmics. But, as track 8 says, ' I
Ain't Gonna Be History'.

Varese Vintage VSD 5947

B-C:1-2

Twenty-eight tracks, four previously
unreleased, from a ' white soul'
group undeservedly lost in the 1960s
Beat Boom shuffle. Primarily a
covers band, from Stax to the
Beatles, but sounding like just the
outfit you'd hire for an Anima/
House frat party. A-B:2 Fl

(
47m 02s)

Still more off-the-wall Christie, this
time early 1970s material which has
had a new lease on life because the
title track keeps appearing on major
soundtracks. Again, this is acase of
an artist having a 'hidden' career in
his post-hit period. Countryflavoured in aNesmithy way, and
too good to ignore. A:1 0

Zidee
Seee9
JAZZ

aoc,

F
. ROLL

A- B: 1-2

Catfish KATCD110

Truly vintage material — most of
this set's 25 tracks date from the
late 1920s — restored with care and
sounding unbelievably modern.
Johnson was amulti-instrumentalist
who excelled on guitar and inspired
more than a few generations' worth
of players; blessedly, he ignored
generic restrictions, so this collection
embraces more than the blues.
H:1-1•
ALBERT KING
BORN UNDER A BAD SIGN
Stax/Ace SCD 723

(
34m 41s)

In case you missed or couldn't
afford the MoFi gilded edition,
here's a standard version of one of
the all-time greatest blues albums.
King, backed by Booker T and the
MGs, the Memphis Horns and Isaac
`Chef Hayes, entered the majors
with this ' Fantasy League' set, an
teaming almost too good to be true.
An exquisite version of 'The Very
Thought of You', the Zepplincommandeered 'The Hunter',
'Crosscut Saw' — a masterpiece
worthy of the other Kings.
A- B:1* II
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(
33m I4s)

Third and final album from an
uncharacteristically British-sounding,
late- 1960s US rock band. By this
time, they sounded like the link
between the Move and ELO, so fans
of either will find much to please
them. Grandeur rock, replete with
flailing guitars and mass harmonies,
and deliciously obscure to boot.

Two hums
HI bilitCri POMAlt MUD'

C
IOFULA 9

AL L TIME

Vanguard VMD 6556-2

(
42m 32s)

THE EP COLLECTION
See For Miles SEECD677

(
66m 53s)

After BGO's Shannonising, abrace
from See For Miles. The collection
offers the most appeal for the casual
listener, as it contains 28 tracks and
all the hits, but Drop Down And Get
Me (
with three bonus tracks)
deserves the sales. This was the
Tom Petty-assisted comeback album
from ' 81 — critically acclaimed but
not enough of asuccess to keep him
alive. A forgotten gem. B:1-1*
A:l• "

3CD

EA .JORITES

THE FROST
THROUGH THE EYES OF LOVE

See For Miles SEECD678

AA Milne,
Roulette
delivered
simply
sensational
music for
20 years

VARIOUS
THE ROULETTE STORY
WestSide WESX 305

(
3CDs, 224m 09s)

Although it needs abook devoted to
the sordid side, this is — in the
confines of amere three CDs — as
comprehensive a picture as possible
of aseminal rock, R&B and jazz
label. Despite being run by Morris
Levy, who made Robert Maxwell
look like AA Milne, Roulette
delivered simply sensational music
for 20 years: top-quality work by Joe
Williams, Buddy Knox, Tito Puente,
Lou Christie, Sarah Vaughan, Count
Basie, Tommy James, Louis
Armstrong, Duke Ellington, Woody
Herman, Dinah Washington and
others. The 84 tracks here don't
include Sam & Dave's earliest work,
but there are other rarities to relish,
some of interest to Beatles
completists, Buffalo Springfielders —
even hard-core porno historians.
Three fat booklets, one by our own
Fred Dellar, make this an essential
part of any decent library of postwar popular music. A- B:1-2 0
PROCOL HARUM
SHINE ON BRIGHTLY
WestSide WESM 533

(
65m 35s)

Second instalment in the Procol
Harum reissue program, augmented
with agenerous eight bonus tracks.
This release from 1968 is regarded
by many as the band's masterpiece,
almost a contradiction of what the
band's pomp rock contemporaries
were doing to music in the late
Sixties. Stellar stuff. A-B:1 CI

BOBBY VEE
MEETS THE CRICKETS/I REMEMBER
BUDDY HOLLY
BG0 BGOCD 413

(
53m 36s)

Appropriately, the second in this
series contains two LP programes
from 1962-3 devoted to the man
whose death thrust Vee in front of
his first audience. His voice's
resemblance to Holly's is ghostly (if
not as perfect a match as The
King's is of Elvis's), so one can only
imagine how the Crickets felt while
backing him. A-A*: 1 -2 0
THE VENTURES
10TH ANNIVERSARY ALBUM/ONLY
HITS!
See For Miles C5 680

(
2CDs, 139m 08s)

This is the label's twenty-seventh
Ventures reissue, yet another twoon-one, but it does have moments
which back up arguments that they
could play circles around the
Shadows. Some interesting material
infests this pair of double LP
programmes from 1970 and 1973,
with special resonance for collectors
of Lennon-McCartney covers.
Twang on. A-A•:1-2 fl
GENO WASHINGTON &
THE RAM JAM BAND
THE SIXTIES STUDIO SESSIONS
Sequel NEMCD 973

(
2CDs, 132m 27s)

GENO! GENO! GENO! LIVE IN
THE 60s
Sequel NXTCD 295

(
3CDs, 111m Ois)

A veritable feast — no, abanquet of
Geno, following JB's high praise in
the January issue for his latest. The
2CD sets contains 46 tracks,
virtually all of the Pye-Piccadilly
studio material, CD1 filled with the
singles' A and B sides and CD2
providing the only studio LP and
unissued material. Geno! Geno!
Genol is the perfect partner, a
luscious box containing the group's
three live albums in miniature LP
sleeves. If ever an act outside of the
USA delivered the energy of a Stax
tour, this was it. A-B:1 El B:1 0
Ken Kessler
FEMUR UM
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EXCLUSIVE HFN/RR PRODUCTS
HFNIRR 001 Fluxdumper: '
Magic brick'
for valve amps, in black ash £23.00 E
HFNIRR 004 Blackhead: moving-coil
step-up transformer
£70.00 D
HFNIRR 005 Spike set: eight pieces for
timber D /steel D mounting £ 10.50 D
HFNIRR 012 Software storage system:
knock-down LP/CD stackable storage
units; satin black MDF. All 465mm wide.
LP Unit ( 120LPs, 2dividers; 360mm x
345mm, hid)
£65.00 D
CD Unit (40CDs, single shelf; 175mm x
165mm, h/d)
£44.00 D
CD Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves; 720mm x
165mm, h/d)
£89.00 D
CD Base Unit ( 160CDs, four shelves;
720:mn x165mm, h/d)
£99.00 D
HFNIRR 017 Wallnut II: wall-mounting
two-shelf table
£60.00 O
HFNIRR 026 LP dividers: set of 25, white
plastic with movable filing tabs
£12.00 D
HFNIRR 027 CD dividers: (
25) £12.00 D
HFNIRR 020 Test CD III: 74 tracks of
audio sleuthing
£13.00 D
HFNIRR 023 LP inner sleeves: (
fine Ushaped design)
per 50 £10.00 D
per 100 £19.00 Li per 500 £90.00 D
HFNIRR 022 Sorbothane: damping sheet,
150 x 150 x3mm
£13.00 0
HFNIRR 025 Test LP: setting up and
tracking tests
£ 15.1:11:1D

VINYL CARE AND PROTECTION
Moth Record Cleaning Machine:
Kit £199.00 D Ready built £ 70.00 D
Ringmat: 3inm XLR 'Universal' £47.50 D
PVC, heavy duty outer sleeves: 12 x
12in, per 50 £20.00 D per 100 £38.00
per 500 £180.00 El
Polythene LP bags: 12 x12in,
sealable tops, per 50 OM El
per 100 £. 00 El per 500 £40.00 D
Decca Mk 3Record Brush: carbon-fibre
bristles, de-luxe version
£13.000
Decca London tonearm: modified and
improved
£99.00 D
The Lifter: end-of-side tonearm lift
(black) £ 7.00 El
(chrome) £ 5.00 D
Gryphon Black Exorcist: moving-coil
cartridge demagnetizer
£85.00 El
EAR Clear phono stage: moving-magnet
multi-input phono pre-amp kit £299.00 CI
Musical Fidelity X-IP phono stage:
X-series RIAA unit
£130.00
NAD PP- 1phono pre-amplifier:
complete with output leads £40.00 0
Shure SFG-2 stylus balance: accurate to
within one-tenth of agramme £20.00 D

CD CARE AND PROTECTION
CD jewel cases:
standard Sin, complete, pack of 10 £. 50 El
maxi-single, slimline,
pack of 10 £6.50 CI
slim double
pack of 5 £. 50 D Sin, clear
protective sleeves,
pack of 30 £. 50 El
RATA ' Reved': CD treatment for
improved sound
sachet DOM 0
BIB CD Cleaner: battery unit £15.00 D
Densen DeMagic: de-magnetising CD
£10.00 0
Chesky Ultimate Dem CD: subjective
test CD
£13.00 0
XL0 Reference: phase/balance tests and
system de-magnetising CD
£25.00
Ringmat Statmat MkII: improved CD
overlay for better sound
£20.00 CI
Musical Fidelity X-series: X-10D CD
104
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player/DAC/amp buffer stage
£120.00 0
X-ACT DAC unit, economical high quality
DAC converter £129.00
X-DAC DAC
with HDCD facility £300.00
X-CAN
valve stage, headphone amp
£130.00 CI

VALVES AND ACCESSORIES
Sovtek and Svetlana valves: 300B triode
£90.000 EL34WXT £8.00 H
5881/KT66 £7.00
6550/KT88 £ 5.50
ECC81/82/83/88 £6.000 EL84 £. 50
D EL84M £7.000 EF86 £8.00
GZ34 (China) £ 12.500 PCC88 £6.00 O
EL509/519 £ 8.50 Ill
Pearl valve coolers: output tubes £8.00 D
pre-amp tubes £6.00 III
GK Audio Labs: small signal tube checker
please call for information!

VARIOUS
Michell Tenderfeet: isolation cones small
(three) £7.000
large(three) £10.00
Iso-Bearings elastomer spheres, set of
three £ 55.001:
Iso-Bearings 3.3 (
larger version), set of
three £85.(10 D
Insert Audio 4mnt plugs: good quality,
set of four
£8.000
Michell 4mm plugs: gold on brass, set of
four
£10.00 0
Ferrite Noise Absorbers:
small (6mm dia) pair £ 12.00 D
large ( I2mm) pair £14.00
Gryphon 'The Exorcist': system
demagnetiser
£69.00 O
NVA transistor amp kit: AP20, British
integrated unit
£180.00 III
Kontak: contact cleaner £15.00 D
DeoxIT: de-oxidises, cleans and protects
electrical connections, 50oz aerosol spray
can
£14.00
ProGold: improves, preserves and protects
gold contacts
£14.00 0
Rockbase Plus V2: Rock reference CD
ROM, user definable
£40.00 D
John Crabbe's Tilt Control: add tone
controls to your pre-amplifier.
Kit £72.50 El Ready built unit £95.01:110

BOOKS AND PC SOFTWARE
Acoustical Engineering by Harry F
Olsen. The classic title (h-bk) £ 10.00
High Performance Audio Amplifiers by
Ben Duncan. New release! (h-bk) £40.00 D
GEC Amplifier Design, tube amp designs
from GEC UK (s-bk) £20.00 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design &
Construction by Wagner (s-bk) £17.00 0
Loudspeaker Design Cookbook by
Vance Dickason. Fifth Edition (s-bk)
£25.00
The Complete Guide To High End
Audio by Bob Harley (s-bk) £25.00
(h-bk), signed £45.00
Home Theatre For Everyone by Bob
Harley. New release (s-bk)
£18.00 D
Audio Anthology 1947-61 Articles from
Audio Engineering; six vols (s-bk). Special
price £80.04:1 per set D each £17.00 D
Audio Glossary by JGordon Holt (s-bk)
£10.00 CI
Valve Amplifiers Morgan Jones £25.01:10
Power Amp Projects Domestic and InCar Designs. Audio Amateur (s-bk)
£20.00
Beginners Guide to Tube Audio design
by Bruce Rosenblit (s-bk) £25.00
Audio Power Ampler Design

HOTLINE NUMBER:

+44 (0)1234 741152

Handbook by Douglas Self (s-bk)£25.00 D
Principles Of Electron Tubes by Herbert
JReich (s-bk)
£ 0.00 D
Electrostatic Loudspeaker Design
Cookbook by Roger Sander £25.00 t
High Performance Loudspeakers by
Martin Colloms. Fifth Edition
(s-bk) £25.00 D (h-bk) £50.00
Audio! Audio! by Jonathan Hill £12.50
Radiotron Handbook CD ROM version
£0.00
Audio Amateur Loudspeaker Projects
25 complete projects (s-bk) £ 18.130 E
Audio & HiFi Handbook by Ian R
Sinclair. Second Edition (s-bk) £ 0.00 III
Bass Box 5.1 low frequency enclosure
design (Windows 3.1+)
£99.00 0
Bullock on Boxes vented box systems, by
Robert M Bullock (s-bk)
£10.00 D
The Coupled Cavity Handbook low
frequency design, D Purton (s-bk) £. 00 D
Mini Disc Jan Maes, Sony (s-bk) £15.00
Modern Recording Techniques by
Huber & Runstein (s-bk) £22.50 El
Speaker Builders Loudspeaker
Projects No 119 designs (s-bk)
£7.00 0
Studio Monitoring Designs by Philips
Newell (h-bk)
£ 0.00 D
The Williamson Amplifier DTN
Williamson's design classic (s-bk) £5.000

CATALOGUES
Hi-Fi News Accessories Club full review
catalogue D Book, technical CD and
software catalogue El Audiophile LP and
CD collection 10

BEN DUNCAN'S PURE SERIES
OF SELF-BUILD ITEMS
Radex Radio Exterminator Earth Lead:
5m single length £20.00 D
Heavy gauge, £. 50 per metre D
Radio Exterminator Earthing Rod:
Starter kit: one spike section; one terminal
section; 48in total
£45.00 El
Extension kit: two 24in sections £40.00 III
PHONES 01 Headphone Amplifier:
PCB, components and controls £88.00
Batteries and charger unit
VOA» El
Case and chassis
£60.00 D
Assembled unit, complete £295.00 0
Pure Henry RF Inductor:
per pair £60.000 per two-pair £ 110.00 Ill
Pure Cycle Turntable Power Supply:
PCB and electronics 250.00
£
El
Casework and chassis £ 0.00
Assembled unit, complete £ 99.00
Pure Transfer Digital Interlink:
please apply for details
LTBA
Pure Power Mains Conditioner:
Suitable for in-line (dedicated spur) or
switched output use.
Standard 230V Euro/UK
£400.00. D
110V:110V; 230V:110V; 110V:230V
50/60Hz £450.00. D
230V 5%-20%
output, volts adjustable
£480.00. D

***

THIS MONTH'S
FEATURED ITEM ***

*am
Little Feet by AudioQuest: Sorbothane
half-spheres, set of four, £29.00
IAMICII liii
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LET THE FEET DO
THE TALKING
ANOTHER isolation widget to play
with, AudioQuest Little Feet serve
the same purpose as the
IsoBearings introduced last year
from AudioPrism These sticky
rubber pods are made from
Sorbothane, 57mm across and
30mm high, and attach themselves
—limpet- like — to the underside of,
say, aCD player. These half-orbs
then rest on supplied plastic discs
to make gentle repositioning less
frustrating The Little Feet can be
peeled away and tried under most
lumps of hi-fi within their weight
limit of about 8kg total, or 2kg per
Foot, auseful guide when more or
less than four are used.
A British invention, Sorbothane
is an excellent absorber of kinetic
energy, often seen in hi- tech
running shoes, and here its

is

synthetic long- molecular structure
allows it to transfer passing
vibrational energy into
(insignificant) heat The application
instructions include asuggestion to
try them under aTV monitor. I
didn't try that, so can't vouch for
any improvements in depth,
resolution or contrast of the
picture. But those are the kind of
benefits you) can expect sonically
when used with audio equipment.
Both offer audible benefits,
particularly with CD players and
transports end also worth trying
with pre- amplifiers
Bear in mind that, Foot- for- Ball,
they won't take as much weight as
the IsoBearings, but then at £ 29
for aset of four, Little Feet are
significant4, cheaper than the
AudioPrism balls

PRICE CATEGORIES
• FULL PRICE: £11.99 each
• MID PRICE: £7.99 each
A BUDGET PRICE: £4.99 each
• SPECIAL PRICE :
(See below for this month's listings)

SPECIAL PRICE ITEMS
Classical reissues — Beethoven (Toscanini),
Rachmaninov/DG £11.99;
Dutton/Barbirolli, Testament £ 10.95
Jazz — (
Reissues) The Joint Is Jumpin'
£9.99;
(Coltrane Roundup) The Bethlehem

dowel.
ACCESSORIES CLUB 14 CD SERVICE
Name

years £ 12.75
Rock/pop — Whitney Houston £ 12.95;
Hanson, Kula Shaker
£12.75
Live Stuff — '
Heavier
Than Air...' £ 13.75
Rock reissues — The
Roulette Story £ 17.45;
The Maniacs, Del
Shannon, £9.99

ORDER FORM

Compact discs, LPs and Musicassettes. Please supply
the following items:

Address

Postcode

The CD Service can normally supply all titles
reviewed in the magazine.
The price code for each record will be found at the foot of the
review. List the CDs/LPs you require, with the format and price
as indicated, then add 50p per disc for post and packing, up
to amaximum of £ 1.50 for three or more discs. Unless listed
here at aspecial price, sets are priced at the appropriate
multiple of the single CD figure. Musicassettes can also be
supplied for titles where this format is available. Telephone
+4410) 1234 741152 for details and prices. The CD Service
will supply any record generally available in the UK.

Catologue number & tide

CD/ LP/MC

price

Tel

Cheque/postal order/draft enclosed for £
(pounds sterling). Payable to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service
' Please charge my Mastercard/Visa/Diners/Amex/JCB/Switch*
Card Number • delete as appropriate
+postage and packing (see text): £
Expiry Date

Issue Number

Signature

To order from the Accessories Club or the Compact Disc Service, post or
fax completed order form ( tear- out sheets or photocopy) to:
HFN/RR Accessories Club & CD Service, PO Box 200, Bedford MK40 1YH,
United Kingdom; fax: + 44 ( 0) 1234 742028.
Orders are also accepted by telephone or e-mail: + 44 ( C) 1234 741152;
web site address, www.hi-fi-accessories-club.mcmail.com.

Total price: £
UK Sa es all prices include VAT. Accessories Club prices include delivery;
CD Service prices are subject to delivery charges ( see CD Service text).
Export Sales EEC: all prices include VAT. Please add 10% for additional
shipping costs. Asia, Australasia & Pacific Area ( tax free): please add 10%
to UK prices for additional shipping. Rest of World: ( tax free): UK prices
include for shipping costs. Delivery subject to availability. E & 0E.

CREDIT CARD HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-503 0588/9
FAX HOTLINE: + 44 ( 0) 181-519 3695
E-MAIL: LinkBack@aol.com

31113Akeissues
Missing a vital back number? Our Back Issues Service can help!
We can also photocopy articles for you

W

ecan supply single copies of most
issues from 1992-1998; simply cut
out or photocopy the coupon, or write to:Back Issues Dept,John Denton
Services, Unit 6, Heron Industrial
Estate, Cooks Road, Stratford, London
E1.5 2PW, England. Make sure that your
remittance (sterling cheque or postal
order/ international bank draft) is payable
to LINK HOUSE MAGAZINES LTD.
We welcome and can take credit card
orders by telephone on +44 (0)81-686
2599, ext 211, or fax (24 hours) on
+44 (0)181-781 0550.

PHOTOCOPY SERVICE
When back issues are not available, we can
supply photocopies of any HFNIRR
article. The charge is £2.50 per article
(UK) or £4.00 per article (airmail). To
avoid delay when requesting photocopies,
please quote issue date, author and title as
accurately as possible.
BINDERS
These sturdy, high-quality gold-embossed
binders will help you look after your copies of
HiFi News & Record Review. Each holds
up to 12 issues. Binders cost just £7.50 inc
UK p&p (overseas, £ 11.00) from the Back
Issues Department.
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Jan '
98 L1000 separates
system, Philips recorder.
Duncan 'sPure Power,
Bryn Terfel, Yoko on CD

May '98 a look ahead ta
Super Audio CD, Sunfire
amp, Pioneer CD-R, Julian
Lloyd Webber interviewed

FIFFI
NEW

June '98 Musical Fidelity
X-Al, Tannoy home theatre,
hi-fi on the web, Barry Fox
on recordable disc formats

July '98 Panasonic DYD,
Class A Sugden, John
Crabbe's DIY tone control,
Biret and Pahud interviews

Aug '
98 Super Audio
CD vs '2496', Pioneer
DVD cornbi, Transparent
cables, Frankfurt show

Oct '98 Pioneer's 'digital'
cassette, Dave Berriman's
DBS8 kit, Garrard 501,
Musical Fidelity X-Ray CD

Nov '98 Nairn CD3.5,
Ben Duncan 'sSuper Spur,
Crmson amps, Marantr
CD recorder, Frank Zappa

Dec '98 Audio Spectrum
and Thiel speakers, Talk
amp, Risen turntable,
Georg Tirener interview

1

ata

Sept '98 Arcam Alpha 9
CD, six ficrorstanding
speakers, Assemblage DIA,
Graaf GM20, Roxy Music

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms (caps)

1

(Note that the following issues are NOT available:
1992, Apr, May, June, Aug. Sept, Oct;
1993, jan, Feb, Mar, May, June, July, Aug, Sept, Dec;
I1994, jan, Feb, May, June;
I1995, May, June, Nov;
1996, Feb;
1997, jan M
Mar
April
,
May Aug, Oct.)

NFWS

Address

RRon",,EviEw

Postcode

Issues required:

iPrices, including postage, for Back Issues are as follows.
IPlease tick postal service required.
£4.75
£5.50
£5.50
£8.00

per
per
per
per

copy „..1
copy U
copy U
copy Li

IPlease send me U binder(s) £7.50 or £ 11.00 (overseas)

I

Apr '98 free Mozart CD,
Linn Arkiv, Juilliards'
Beethoven, Carl Perkins
tribute, Las Vegas show

TRIODES!

Please send me back issues as indicated below:

KINGDOM
EUROPE AIRMAIL
OVERSEAS SURFACE
OVERSEAS AIRMAIL

Mar '98 ATC A7, Arcam
Alpha 8SE player, Infirm
Composition speakers, DIY
.urntable supply by Duncan

iLi

IORDER FORM

I UNITED

Feb '98 ,Cl200 CD
players, the 96kHz dCS
DAC, Frederic Chiu
interview; all about DTS

Tel:

Cheque/postal order enclosed for £ (pounds
sterling) made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
Please charge my Access /Visa /Mastercard
Card No

Issue No:

Signature

Expires

Date:

All orders will be dispatched promptly but some surface mail delivenes may take longer than
28 days. Photocopies of this form are acceptable. Data protection: occasionally we may make
names and addresses available to carefully vetted companies who sell goods and services by mail
that we believe may be of interest to our reader, If vou would pref, n. -1to receive .uch
mailings please tick this box

3

I
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RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

JUJi Uif UP
baumie

Answers to that oft-posed question what do the HFNIRR
reviewers use in their own systems and what do they
recommend as their best hi-fi buys?

This regular
HFN/RR series
assembles and
updates current
listening systems
and key recommendations
from HFN/RR
reviewing team.
The reviewers'
choice of
components for
personal listening
systems ( on this
page) will be of
great interest to
all who follow
equipment
reviews. Note,
though, that the
writer's inclusion
of a given
product here does
not necessarily
constitute a
general
recommendation.
Turn the page for
the reviewers'
recommendations
proper. For this
feature we have
asked each
reviewer to list
components that
they could
personally
recommend to
consumers on the
basis of all-round
performance and
value. ( In the case
of speakers, where
separately purchased stands may
be needed, the price of these is
not taken into account.)
It must be stressed that the
models listed under each
recommended heading are not
necessarily the only ones worth
buying, but each one here does
carry a personal stamp of
approval from an experienced
audio critic.
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DAVE BERRIMAN
CD PLAYER:
TEAC VRDS 10SE,
Audio Alchemy DDE (version 3.0)
TURNTABLE:
Acoustic Research Legend (modified)
ARM:
Rega RB300

CARTRIDGE:
Dynavector Karat 170
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Btyston BP5 (with LFD MCI phono stage)
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Btyston 3BNRB
LOUDSPEAKERS:
various, including his own designs

MARTIN COLLOMS
CD PLAYER:
Krell KPS201/L
TURNTABLE:
Linn Lingo LP12
ARM:
NOlm Aro
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul Grasshopper IV GLA

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research LS22
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Audio Research V1-150 or Krell KAS 2 or
Conrad-Johnson Premier Eight-A
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad 63 or Wilson Audio System V

PETER J COMEAU
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
POWER AMPLIFIER:
AVI 2000
LOUDSPEAKERS:
ATC SCM2OT

CD PLAYER:
AVI S2000MC
TURNTABLE:
Linn Sondek LP12
ARM:
Linn Ittok
CARTRIDGE:
Goldring Excel

ALVIN GOLD
PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Krell KRC-2
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Krell KSA-50S
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Martin Logan SL3

CD PLAYER:
Theta Data Basic II Transport/Theta DS
Pro Basic III DAC
TURNTABLE:
Roksan Xerxes
ARM:
Roksan Artemiz
CARTRIDGE:
Roksan Shiraz

KEN KESSLER
CD PLAYER:
Marantz CD12/DA12, Krell KAV300cd,
Theta Pro Gen Va DAC
TURNTABLE:
Thorens TD124, Garrard 401, Linn LP12
ARM:
Decca International, Ortofon 12in, Decca
International, Linn Ekos
CARTRIDGE:
Ortofon SPU-A, Decca Gold, Linn Arkiv

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
Graaf WFB Two, Meridian 562V/565,
Krell KRC-3, Musical Fidelity Nu- Vista
POWER AMPLIFIER:
Quad II Reissues, Sutherland 2000,
Graafiti 50/50
LOUDSPEAKERS:
Quad ESL (original), Quad ESL63, Rogers
LS3/5A, Wilson WATT 5.1

PAUL MILLER
CD PLAYER:
Sony CDP-715E
TURNTABLE:
Pink Triangle PT TOO
ARM:
SME Series V
CARTRIDGE:
van den Hul MC Two

PRE-AMPLIFIER:
DPA DSP-100S
POWER AMPLIFIER:
OPA DPA-100S
LOUDSPEAKERS
Audio Note AN- E, REL Stentor
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ADVERTISEMENT FEATURE

Golden Dragon
KT66 R
Golden Dragon _ leading valve technology into the 21st Century
Specifications: KT 66-R
ultralinear, 40% taps, Class AB1, cathode
bias (typical operating conditions)
Heater voltage
Heater current
Anode voltage (DC)
Screen Voltage (DC)
Negative dc grid voltage
DC cathode current

6.3V
1.3A
450V
425V
-15 to -40V

Anode dissipation

65mA
22W

Screen dissipation

3.5W

*Anode+ screen dissipation

26W(max)

*Triode or ultralinear operation
The specifications conform exactly to the
original GEC/M-0 valve and can be reproduced on any new Golden Dragon KT66-R.
Newly available this month, Golden Dragon launches the classic KT66-Rs from the ' Retro'
range of tubes. This valve combines the same shape and style of the original GEC and MO valve designs with modern materials and manufacturing techniques. These are audio
tubes of unsurpassed quality and reliability, not to mention their musical abilities.
Manufactured using the finest materials, these tubes not only look the part in vintage and
modern amplifiers, this valve will perform at least as well (if not better) than the original
designs from GEC, or M-0 in all important areas, and can be expected to last at least as
long as the originals.
The tube's measured electrical performance matches the original GEC and M-0 data
exactly, and they have been specially branded in the style of the originals.
The KT66 was widely regarded as the best valve of its type. Famous designers to have
used it include Peter Walker (of Quad fame) in the revered Quad II, Williamson and HJ
Leak. Since GEC ceased production of the KT66 prices for original examples have rocketed. Golden Dragon now brings the original performance back at an affordable price.

Join the élite today, and fit tubes from the Golden Dragon '-R' series.
For full specifications, performance curves and prices contact:
P M Components Ltd, Springhead Enterprise Park, Springhead Road, Gravesend, Kent DA1 18HD
Sales Desk: 01474 560521 Fax: 01474 333762; e-mail 101650.2424@compuserve.com

RECOMMENDED SYSTEMS

ir3 `L)'
Here are our reviewers' recommendations, with a maximum of three products in each price
bracket of each category. Note that the order of listing does not denote an order of merit!
ALVIN GOLD

DAVE BERRIMAN
RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500- £ 1000

JPW Sonata, Mordaunt Short M520, KEF Coda 7
Sequence 30
ProAc Tablette 3
Keswick Audio Figaro, Ruark Talisman,
Totem Model I,
£1000-£2000 Ruark Crusader II, SDA 505
OVER £ 2000 Quad ESL- 63, Posselt Albatross

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000

£1000- C2000
OVER £ 2000

NAD 514
Marantz CD63SE
Arcam Alpha 5 Plus, Orelle CD- 100
TEAC VRDS-7, Orelle CD-100/DPA Little Bit 3,
Meridian 506, Trichord Genesis
XTC CDT- 1
LE/DAC-1
no recommendations

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

UP TO £ 200 NAD 310, Harman Kardon 610
£200-£350 Arcam Alpha 5, Musical Fidelity Al, Alchemist Maxim
£350-£500 Cyrus III, Naim Nait, LFD Integrated Zero
£500-£1000 Exposure EXP XV
£1000-£2000 Densen DM- 10
OVER £ 2000 Michelle Alecto/Argo, Blyston BP-5/38NRB

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500

£500- £ 1000
£1000-C2000
OVER £ 2000

£500- £ 1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350

£350-0500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

no recommendations
Denon DCD-825, Sony COP-516E,
Technics SL-PS770A
Marantz C063- SE, Orelle CD480
AVI S2000MC, Naim CD3, Teac T-1/DT-1
Meridian 508
Naim CDS

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-C350

£350-L500
£500- £ 1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

Denon PMA250 III, Technics SUA600
Denon PMA450SE, Technics SUA700,
Musical Fidelity EIO
Harman Kardon HK620, NVA AP30
Shearne Phase 2, AVI S2000MI, Myryad MI- 120
Exposure XVII/XVIII, Musical Fidelity A1000
AVI 52000A/MP, Nairn NAC82/NAPI80

MARTIN COLLOMS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500- £ 1000
£1000-L2000
OVER £ 2000

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500- £ 1000
£1000-C2000
OVER £ 2000

UP TO £- 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500- £ 1000
£1000- L2000
OVER £ 2000

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
C350- L500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

Tannoy 631, Mordaunt Short M.510i, KEF Coda 7
Mordaunt Short MS20i, Mission 733
Epos ES! I, B&W DM620i, Mordaunt Short MS40i
Spendor SP2-3, Mission 752
Naim SBL, Tannoy D700, Mordaunt Short Performance 860
Wilson System V, Monitor Audio Studio 20SE,
Wilson Grand SLAMM XI, Wilson WITT

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-L350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

no recommendations
Marantz CD63
Marantz CD63SE, Orelle CD1OOSE
Orelle DAI88
Micromega TDrive/Orelle DA 780
Krell KP520i, PS Audio Lambda/Audio Synthesis
DAX II, Wadia 16

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000- L2000

No recommendations
Ratel RA 935 BX, Musical Fidelity E10,
Orelle SA- 100, Naim Nait III
Exposure XX, Audiolab 8000S
Musical Fidelity A1000, Nairn NAP 250,
YBA Integre, Conrad Johnson PV 10-AL,
Audio Research LS7
OVER £ 2000 Krell KAS 2, Conrad Johnson Premier 8A,
Conrad Johnson 11A, Audio Research VT150,
Naim NAC82/NAP 180
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NAD312, Cambridge Audio A3i, Denon PMA-2505E
Arcam Alpha 7, Arcam Alpha 8, Harman Kardon HK620
Marantz PM66 Ki Signature, Pioneer A- 300R Precision,
Musical Fidelity A2
Audiolab 80005, Naim Nail 3, Quad 77
Copland CSA 14
Conrad-Johnson CA V-50, Krell KAV300i

KEN KESSLER

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

KEF Coda 7, KEF Coda 8, Rogers LS!
Revolver Purdey, Rogers LS2a/II, Sequence 400
B&W DM603, Epos ES! I, Tannoy 636,
ATC SCM10, Castle Harlech, Rogers Studio 7
ATC SCM20T, Epos E522
ATC SCM200A, Monitor Audio Studio 205E

Cambridge Audio CD4SE, Kenwood DP- 3080,
Arcam Alpha CD, Kenwood DP-4090, Sony CDP-XE900E
Marantz CD63KI Signature, Pioneer PD- S505 Precision,
Sony CDP-X3000ES
Cyrus dAD3Q, Orelle CD100e, Roksan Caspian
Nairn Audio CD2, Meridian 508
Copland CDA28

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500

PETER J COMEAU
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

Mordaunt Short MS10i Pearl, Celestion 15i Tannoy M2
Mission 750LE, Rogers LS33
Opera Duetto, NHT Super One, Castle Tay
Castle Avon, Celestion Al, Jamo Concert 8
Sonus Faber Concertino, Spendor SP7/1
Definitive Technology 8P2002, Ruark Equinox Excafibur,
Martin Logan CLSIlz

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS

Tandy Genexxa U(5 Pro, Tannoy Mercury 2
Ruark Epilogue
Opera Duetto
Sonus Faber Concertino, Quad 77-10L, Rogers LS3/5A, ATC 7
Sonus Faber Minima Amator, Rogers LS3/5A plus
AB1 subwoofer, Kelly KT3
Wilson WAIT System 5.1, Sonus Faber Guarneri,
Quad ESL 63, Wilson Audio SLAMM XI

RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS

Musical Fidelity X-ACT D/A converter
Musical Fidelity X-DAC D/A converter
Kenwood DP7090, Entech 205.2
Musical Fidelity X-RAY, Roksan Caspian, Theta Chroma HDCD DAC
Copland CDA 277, Marantz CD 77
Krell KAV 300cd, Theta Pro Gen Va DAC, Theta DaViD (transport)

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS

NVA Personal (integrated), Musical Fidelity X- Pre
Marantz PM54SE, Rotel RA960
Audio Analogue Puccini, Audio Analogue Bellini (pre-amp)
Roksan Caspian, Audio Analogue Donizetti (
power amp),
Unison Research Simply Two
Audio Research VT60 (power amp), Copland CTA401,
GRAAF Venticinque
Audio Research Ref One/Ref 600GRAAF GM200/WB13.5,
Krell KAV300i

PAUL MILLER
UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
350-£500
£500-£1 000
£1000-£2000
OVER £ 2000

RECOMMENDED SPEAKERS
JPW ML510, Rogers LS I, Tannoy 63ISE
88,W DM602, Heybrook Heyfios, Rogers 1.533
Mordaunt Short MS40i, SD Acoustics 3R, Tannoy Profile 635
Audio Note AN-J/D, Castle Harlech, Mission 753F
Audio Note AN-E/D, Rogers C6/28, Sonus Faber Concerto
Magneplanar MG2.7SE, Martin Logan CLSIlz, Quad ESL63
RECOMMENDED CD PLAYERS
Cambridge Audio CDASE, Kenwood DP3080,
Sony CDP-XE300
Arcam Alpha 7, Cambridge Audio CD6, Son( CDP-XE900E
Denon DCD-1015, Kenwood DP7090, Rote 120CD970BX
Arcam Alpha 8, Quad 77, Marantz CD17
Denon DCD 3000, Naim Audio CD2, Teac VRDS 25
PS Audio Lambda/Ultralink II, Theta DATA Basic II,
Theta DSPro Progeny

RECOMMENDED AMPLIFIERS
Harman Kardon HK610, Ratel RA920AX
Harman Kardon HK620, Magnum IA170, Pioneer A400X
Audiolab 8000A, Arcam Alpha 9, Pioneer A30OR Precision
AVI 52000, Magnum Class A, Mission Cyrus Illi
Aura CA200/PA-100, Quad 77 pre-/power,
Musical Fidelity A1000
OVER £ 2000 Ratel Michi RHA-10/RHB-10, Krell KSL-2/KSA-505

UP TO £ 200
£200-£350
£350-£500
£500-£1000
£1000-£2000
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Kingsway Studios, Kingsway North

EALING W5
e 0181-567 8703

BOND STREET,

AUDIOLAB, B&O, B&W, BOSTON, CABLE TALK, CASTLE,
CHORD CO., DENON, EPOS, HARMON KARDON, KEF,

Warrington, WA1 3NU

MARANTZ, MISSION, MUSICAL FIDELITY, NAD, NORDOST,
ONKYO, ORELLE, QUAD, REL, ROGERS, ROKSAN, ROTEL,
SOUNDS1YLE, TEAC, TALK ELECTRONICS, TARGET, THORENS
VAN DEN NUL, & OTHERS.

Tel: (01925) 828009
Fax: (01925) 825773

Two demonstration rooms. Free local delivery &
installation. Repairs & service.
Closed Wednesday.

EIRE

Hearing is Believing

studio

Arc am
W

CLON

Auellelab
Castle
Mericlean
ACOUSTIC ENERGY ARCAM AURA

clAstt.

BANG & OLUFSEN CYRUS EPOS KEF

Istega

MERIDIAN MISSION NAD NAIM AUDIO

PI. trint z

NAKAMICHI QUAD REGA ROYD
SONUS FABER YAMAHA

epos

30 years of Excellence

vearials•
See
mime

55 Main Street, Blackrock, Dublin.
Tel: (01) 2889449/2888477
Open: Tues - Sat 10am to 6 pm. Thur - Fri 10 am to 9pm

BADA BONDED DEALER
IFAIRFAX ROAD SWISS COTTAGE LONDON NW6 ODY
TEL:017I 624 8855

GREATER MANCHESTER
'SIMPLY THE BEST' NAMES IN

Hi -Fi

ORI>H<V5 AVDI

•Naim Audio • Audiolab •
Rega • Quad • Arcam • Epos
•Ruark • Bang & Olufsen • -.: 9 vIIJ
TDL • Mission • Copland •

''

LT

Authorised Dealers for: Acoustic Precision • Audio Alchemy • Audio Analogue
•Audiomeco • Audio Synthesis • Art Audio • Audio Physic • Boulder • Burmester
•Caboose • Conrad-Johnson • Croft • DPA • EkR. • Fkcirmomponiet • Farrell
•Fullers Audio • Gomm Acoustics • Golden Tube • Groat • Helios • Klipsch
•Living Voice • Lowther Voigt • Magnum • Meracus • Musical Fidelity • OCM • Oracle
• Grolle • Ortobon • Popworth • Pass Lobs • Purist • Project • Pentochord
•Pink Triangle • VED • Sequence • Moe • Tear • Triangle • Trichord Research • Intern
•Unison Research • Tamura Churchill • YEA and others

J.

t
, ears

•Audio Research • Sonus Faber • etc... etc... etc
A UDIO

COUNSEL

I

A UDIO COUNSEL

12-14 Shaw Road,

14 Stockport Road,

OLDHAM

CHEADLE

0161 633 2602

0161 428 7887

Open Tues.- Sat. 10-5.30 (8.00

FAX :0171 624 5315

hoe 'idler, treVedlal we, • Prot er, hangr dew,
Coil for list of part exchange bargains

Dermsnimilylennesert Sitne 15 me, len127aP le teSlcr yox
5mins from )27 of the M6

Forelehe4dotte

01257 473175

Thursdays)

EVENING CALLS WELCOME

LONDON
n

i
l
e'

gib

,

INSTANT 0%
FINANCE
AVAILABLE
SERVING LONDON
FROM BATTERSEA

ORANGES
& LEMONS
Juicy fruit from London's newest,
freshest hi-fi/home cinema retailer.
Telephone demonstrations or just pop
in. All the usual, i.e. friendly and
efficient service, free home installation
+ credit cards.
THE INNOVATIVE AUDIO/VISUAL
HI-FI RETAILER
ARCAM, CABLETALK, CASTLE, CHORD CO.
DENON, EPOS, MARANTZ, NAD, NAIM,
REGA, ROKSAN, ROTEL, ROYD, RUARK,
SOUNDSTYLE, STANDS UNIQUE, YAMAHA
Our fifth flamboyant year

0171-924 2040
61/63 WEBBS ROAD, SW11

»

O'Brien Hi-Fi»
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Chantry Audio
"No ordinary Hi Fi Dealer"
RESEARCH • AUDIO TECHNICA • BEYER •
ARCAM • ANTHEM • AUDIOGRAM • AUDIO
CABLETALK • CHORD • CREEK • DENON •
DENSER • JADIS • JECKLIN • MICHELL •
MUSICAL FIDELITY • NAD • NAIM • OPERA
• PRECIOUS METALS • QED • REGA •
ROGERS • ROM • SENNHEISER • SILTECH
CABLES • SME • SONNETEER • GURUS
FABER • TEAC • THORENS • TRANSPARENT
CABLES • UNISON RESEARCH • WILSON

D D
AUDIO ANALOGUE

C7
rterZ
11
7
11

MARTIN LOGAN

COPEAND

Clearance / Second Hand / Ex Dem Equipment • Details on request

0% Instant
Finance Available
Written details on request
New Demonstration Room • Free car parking • Major Credit Cards
Personal Export • Mail Order • Installation Service • Repair facilities
5 vins walk Reynes Park OR • 20 mies Waterloo
5mies from A3 (Haynes Park 13282exiti • 25 mins M25 Junc 10
60 Durham Rd, West Wimbledon, London SW20 OTW
Est. 1966

Tel. ( 0181)946-1528

Fax(0181)946-0331

A fresh approach to the World of Specialist Hi Fi

3Demo Rooms inc. Home Cinema
Krell, Theta, Copeland, Pink A, Audio Research, Mendian, Audion, Hi 0,
88,W Spurs including Nautilus 800, CR Developments, Wilson Audio,
Martin Logan, Sonus Faber, Jamo, Epos, Rue& d.po, Myryod, Alchemist, Creels,
Michell, S.M.E, OT Products, N.VA, REL, Rote Denon, Cekstico, Rose, Micromega,
s. much more.
CHANTRY AUDIO SALE
New
Now
Audio Research 0130 pm Amp. Solid state
I30wom/Ch
(
Ex Darn).
CI,890 £ 5.500
Audio Research 1.59 Pre Amp. Inc Remote
solid vote
( Ex Dam).
CI ,949.......£1,559
Combination price for bolls the obese Awns purchased re 01b. CUM
£3,000
Donen LA2300A laze, player
including 2free discs
The 0.1.Mkt turntable & RB250 arm in
solid nroh000ny
Ex Deml
£495
Roland rrlo&l 1pve Amp Solid Slob
(WM
C3,000
C1,500
Micrornego Tempo 2in, Corp
lEo Dom) .£950 £599
Meridian 501 pre Amp
OIN 122 spks
cherry vinyl
Pink Triangle Numeral CD
Rua& Tallisman 11 Spkrs
Further reductions on sole items:
Micromego Temp II int amp
Ank A Numeral CD ployer

lEx
(Ex
uro
(Ex

Doro)
Dwell
Den)
Den)

C695
£270
f1,050
£ 799

£499
£ 199
£899
C549

..C6,
99- £495
.£899" £750

NI. AI Err Own items no as one unmarked end hexed ond include 4.114 manufactures
soarer...I Offering ominim of 2years onsJ up in 5year, depensIng upon A. product.
* * * ******* Meil Order Available
Friendly service and advice in relaxed surroundings.
First- Time Buyer to High End Enthusiasts.

EASY ACCESS

INTEREST

FREE FINANCE

FREE PARKING

16-18A Eldon Street, Tuxford, Nr. Newark, Notts NG22 OLH
Telephone (01777) 870372 Facsimile ( 01777) 870437
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DEVON & CORNWALL

?Sounds
6
Per ection
Cornwalls most exclusive Audio Retailer
Home Demonstrations
Demonstration Facilities by APP
Tel/Fax 01326 221372 Mobile 0468 754353

TO ADVERTISE
IN THIS
SECTION
PLEASE
CONTACT
DAVE WALSH
TEL:
0181 686 2599
EXT 318

NORTH LONDON

HI-FI & TV

rstud i
o

82

82 The High Street
Harpenden Herts AL5 2SP
Tel: 01582 764246

HARPENDEN ITO

Bang & Olufsen Centre

ARCAM, ATACAMA, ATC, AVI,
BANG & OLUFSEN, BAO, BOSE, CHORD CO., DENON,
KEF, JAMO, MARANTZ, MUSICAL FIDELITY,
MUSICAL TECHNOLOGY, MYFIYAD, NAIM, PANASONIC,
OED, 011AD, ROBERTS RADIO, SENNHEISER, SOUND STYLE,
TANNOY, TARGET AUDIO, TEAC, TDL, TOSHIBA.

f

Analog Audto
(HiFi Specialists)
849 High Road, London N11
Tel: 0181 445 3267

Once is not enough
We at Audio Venue are not interested in making the cluick,one time
sale.Rather,we want

you

as a long

term repeat customer-5o whether
you are buying, selling, exchanging
or just looking for unbiased advice
on Hi- end Audio, Visual olease call.

Components from
£120.00 -£72.000
Tel / Fax 01b1 707 4849

Stockist of full range of speakers and
elec tronics for all major manufacturers.
Ple.m. phone for details.

KENT

15\

Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision

n icieiityY

* Three demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit
* Good parking facilities
* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
* Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
24-26 UNION STREET. MAIDSTONE ME 14 1ED

Tel: 01622 676703

indecently good hi-fi

SOUTH COAST

opon
i
'
:«c
Lv
i
4Îai
rial'5rt 1
K
:
le- res 3530
Open Tues - Fri 10.30am - 7.00pm/Sat lOarn - 6pm
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UNILET

Fax: 01622 676723

Choose from the
finest
Best place in
town for Hi Fi and
Home Cinema

Sound & Vision
* Six demonstration rooms
* All leading brands
* Interest Free Credit

•HI-FI
•HOME CINEMA
•TV & VIDEO
•MULTI-ROOM

*Free Parking

* 9.30 - 5.30 Mon - Sat
Late Night Opening Thursday Till 8O'clock

UNILET SOUND & VISION
35 HIGH STREET, NEW MALDEN,
SURREY, KT3 4BY
Tel: 0181 942 9567
Fax: 0181 336 0820

EASTBOURNE
BRIGHTON 69

GREEN

ST 01323 731336
01273 609431

LONDON RD

PORTSMOUTH

29 LONDON RD

SOUTH EAST LONDON

01705 663604

CLOSED MONDAYS

SUFFOLK

NORFOLK

Front End Problems?
then contact:

The Old School
School Road, Bracon Ash
Near Norwich, Norfolk
Tel: (01508) 570829

Basically Sound of Norfolk
Arcam, Audio Alchemy, Haim, Denon,
Creek, Epos, AudioLab, U.K.D., Heybrook, Rotel,
Soundstyle, Micromega, Royd, Chord Co, Cable Talk,
Opera Loudspeakers, T.D.L. Reference, Stax, Teac,
Unison Research and others
MI-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

Credit ( Including Interest Free) Available

UNILET

mobile 0973 471 426
email ;audiovenue@voesnet.co.uk

KRONOS HI-FI, 7SCOTCH STREET CENTRE,
DUNGANNON BT70 1AR N. IRELAND.
ENOS
TEL 01868 753606 FAX 753006
Fl
E-mail. David erKronosHI-Fi.demon.co.uk
Web Site. Intp: ,, www.KronosHi-Fi.demon.co.uk

ROTEL, YAMAHA AND MARANTZ

Stockists of: ARCAM • DENSEN • EPOS • LINN • LOEWE
•MICROMEGA • NAIM AUDIO* NEAT • REGA • ROTEL
•ICOYD • MIAMIAN • TEAC • YAMAHA & MORE

Ai4ioVi-6
ges moke, Amclio VisMAl C-ov‘sultmes

TURNTABLES - Moth. Michell, Nottingham Analogue. Roksan. Rockport
VPI, Wilson Benesch.
TONEARMS/CARTRIDGES Reg SME. Wilson Benesch,
Nos Analogue, VPI, Lyra, Grado, Roksan, Clearaudio, Goldring, Koetsu.
DIGITAL PRODUCTS - Rotel, Marantz, Harman Karen, Helios, Trichord,
Roksan, Audiomeca, M.F., Copeland, Krell, BOW Technology, YEA,
Meracus, DAC.
AMPLIFICATION- Rotel, Maranta, Harman Kardon, Audio Analogue,
Musical Fidelity, LED, Roksan, Meracus, YBA, Copeland, Krell, BOW,
Siemel. Valve amps from Audion, Unison Research, Graal,
Audio Research, KR Acoustic.
LOUDSPEAKERS - Audio Physics, Apogee, OLN, Triangle, Jamo,
System Audio, JBL, Ruark, Wilson Benesch, Sonos Faber, Cadence,
Martin Logan, Tannoy, Blueprint, Living Voice, Klipsch.
HOME CINEMA - Rote!, Harman Kardon, Proceed, Krell,
Sunfire ( Bob Carver), JBL, Triangle, Ruark, Jamo.
CABLES/ACCESSORIES - Insert Audio, Flatline, Kimber, Silver Sounds,
Purest Audio Designs, Yamamura, Frameworks,
Partington, Base, Understands.

SALE NOW ON
[ADM STO( kISTS OF

SURREY
MIDDLESEX

NORTHERN IRELAND
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"The Cartridge Man"
It doesn't have to cost an arm and aleg

WIIPIPPI'mq1110 2
1
0 *5«
1

to get the best — listen to my Koetsu-and-

signals

Decra-eater. Also agents for Croft, Moth,
Hadcock, E.A.R. and others.
*CARTRIDGE MAN STYLUS
GAUGES NOW AVAILABLE'
plus cartridge re-tipping service

0181-688 6565

hi-fi for grown-ups
tell fox

ipswich

mobile

0 14 73 622866

0 8 0 2

1 7 6 3

III

1 9

specialist guide
SCOTLAND

(77,r

Have you heard the latest?
No? Well here's your chance at listening to some of the coolest
and most serious hi-fi equipment available on planet Earth including:

Mu sic Mill

Naim Audio / Pro AC / Absolute Sounds / Mar= / DNM / AYI
Alchemist / TUC / Roban / Rotel.

Hi-fi advice that's always worth listening to.

72 Newhaven Road • Edinburgh 1116 511)G • 0131-555 3963 • Call for details on nationwide delivery and other services

YORKSHIRE

PROBABLY THE BEST SELECTION

4,4

OF QUALITY HI-FI ON

Stockists of Audio Synthesis. Mirage. Chord Company, Classe.
Cable Talk, EAD, Exposure, Kona , Harbeth. Myryad, D.P.A.,
Orelle, Trichord, Sonic Link, Orelle, Stands Unique,
XTC & many Others

dRe4tedettiate,

THE EAST COAST'

!EMS

PREMIER AUDIO

For friendl tidy ice or to arrange sour demon..•
oi
the World's finest audio equipment contact JOI
BLEAKILEY
on LEEDS 101131 252 8850 ley ening calls ucl.iiiner. Generous
part eschange :illmvance alum say ailable. Agencies include ATC
•WI • Bryston. • Castle • Chord • Harbeth • HNE • Kimber
kahlr • Nlarant, • Prim:ire SIstems • Spendor • Sumo • Tear
•Th.:
monitor Co • ‘‘ ailia and main more

ZEN AUDIO
35 GEORGE STREET HULL
TEL: 01482 587397

Demonstration Facilities. Home Demonstrations &Free Installation
By Appointment Tel: Wakefield (01924) 255045. (Anytime).
Serving the Yorkshire Area

cHoRROS
. )
•COU•11C ( Nat

Wea

WEST SUSSEX

AWE

Phone/Fas LEEDS 10113) 2528850 9 ..)

THE HI-FI

epoWeideoffi

STUDIOS
Audiolab. Electrocompaniet Pro-Ac, Ruant. Castle, TEAC. Unison Research. TUA. Impulse
Horns, Monitor Audio. Harbeth, Alchemist, Michell Turntables, Nottingham Analogue
Studios, Blueprint Audio Analogue, Exposure, Living Voice, Denser, Celestion (Aseries
only). Opera. Etalon, Audio Physic. Trichord Research. Yamaha and Klipsch Home Cinema,
Pro-Logic demonstrations. Nordost. Stands Unique. Stax Electrostatics. Ortoton. Ringmat
Developments. Audio Technica, Goldring. Listening room, Demonstrations, Home Trial,
Free delivery and Installation 2 Years Guarantee
Acceso/Vino

W

SUNNYFIELD, DONCASTER, DN5 8SA
Tel/Fax: ( 01302) 781387

•••

BRIGHTON'S LEADING HI-FI SHOP
ould you like to hear more')

Arcam, Exposure, Aura, Epos, Thiel, Ruark, Rotai, ATC,
Marantz and other fine equipment.

PROJ ECTS

HIEA0,4611...e.V

0 1 1 3

10-8pm TueFri, 10-6pm Sat, Closed Monday

Cyrus, Roksan, Mrcromega, Auchonote, Audiolab, Regs,

11.11[1“,..

23

0

66 Upper North Street, Brighton

11.4.,

Telephone 01273 775978

4 5 6 5

WEST MIDLANDS

Teac...Mifflion...Stands Unique..

152a High Street, ( Sharing ASDA Car Park ) Blomvich, Walsall,

and much, much more.

01922 493499

-

0121 321 2445
and NOW AT I1I "lie

3Hi

-Fi

Studios

In House Service

Home Trials Home Cinema TI
Department Moil

order available

Interest Free Credit creailabl

Parade, Sutton Coldfield, Birmingham

¡On Selected Huns. wined tx 20% depose. Written details on request)

MA ILO S

NI

IFII

THE AUDIO SPECIALISTS I-1 i-F
Our extensive range of products includes the very finest hi-fi and home cinema from
Audio Research, Theta, Sonus Faber, Meridian, Audiolab, Arcam, B&W,
Cyrus, DPA, Dynaudio, KEF, Musical Fidelity, TEAC, Technics and Yamaha.
Awide range of classical CD's is available at our Birmingham Store.
Open TuesSat. 10.00 - 5.30, late night (not Stourbridge) Thurs. till 7.00
INTEREST FREE CREDIT ON SELECTED ITEMS
APR 0% written details on request.
Licensed Credit Broker.
VISA • ACCESS • SWITCH • AMEX • DINERS

112

363 HAGLEY ROAD,

93-95 HOBSMOAT ROAD,

9MARKET STREET,

NEW BRANCH NOW OPEN

EDGBASTON,

SOLIHULL,

STOURBRIDGE,

10 BOLDMERE ROAD, SUTTON GOLDFIELD,

BIRMINGHAM B17 8DL

WEST MIDLANDS 092 8JL

WEST MIDLANDS DY8 lAB

WEST MIDLANDS, 873 5TD

TEL: 0121 429 2811 FAX: 0121 434 3298

TEL: 0121-742 0254 FAX: 0121-742 3471

TEL: 01384 444184 FAX: 01384 444968

TEL: 0121 354 2311, FAX: 0121 354 1933
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FOR SALE - PRIVATE
Aerial 10T speakers, Piano- Lacquer black, plus
Hoods, plus stands (sound-byte filled), plus AudioPoints, plus packaging etc. £3,500 (£6,500 plus,
new) tel: Gerry Hassell, 0181 751 3771 or 0181
890 3302 business hours
(H1805)
All Speakers 1/2 price: B&W 630 F/standers
£325; Sony G4 £220 (both new); Sony G5 £ 195,
suit disco/organ enthusiast; Quad 306 £ 195, further
details tel: 01273 416151 (Sussex) (H1753)
Apogee Caliper Signature speakers, biwireable,
anthracite, mint, boxed £ 1,250; Wadia X-32 20Bit
DAC £495; Wadia 21 CD player, digital volme
control, remote, 21 Bit resolution, mint boxed,
£2,495 tel: 01473 281957
(H1773)
Audio Alchemy V3 HDCD DAC with Silder
cable BNC to Phono (£975) mint £ 575; Audio
Alcemy CDIII player Transport (£900) mint £475;
Separately VG together great £950 tel: 0141 643
1459
(H1815)
Audio Innovation 1000 MKIII 50 watts, class A
monoblocks, fitted with (world class valves)
"Groovetubes" £ 599; Audio Synthesis Passion
preamp (the ultimate 'remote' preamp, maintains
perfect signal integrity) tel: Robert, 01604 415412
(Northampton)
(H1745)
Audio Innovations First Audio 2A3 Triode £500;
Audio Innovations L2 preamp £350; Pioneer PD75
CD player £300; Original KT66 valves £25; new
2A3 valves £ 10 (Octal bases) tel: 01935 891342
(H1794)
Audio Research D130 power amp ( 130w)
£1,195ono; Audio Research LS7 preamp (revalved) £995ono; Sonus Faber Electa Amators with
Stonewood stands by Sonus Faber £2,295ono, all
as new, boxed tel: 01900 826400 daytime or 01900
826294 eves
(H1748)
Audio Research LS8 linestage, new January,
£950; Gold plated SME five with Silver wiring,
year old, hal fprice at £ 1,200 latest gold wire
version of clear Audio Gamma cartridge, barely
used £425 tel: 0181 325 2585 (H1818)
Audio Research Ref. 1 pre amp (black) mint
£5,750; Audio Research V70 power amp (black)
mint £ 1,500; Lynwood mains cleaner (rack) six
outlets £ 195; 4 Shelf Target AER equipment stand
£100; 3 Shelf £75; 3 Arjay record and CD
combination storage units various sizes £40 to £ 100
each tel: 0171 702 4984 after 6pm (H1792)
Audio Research SP14 legendary preamp, brilliant
phono section, £995; Teac VRDS 10 CD player £299;
Sennheiser HD580 Jubilee Special Edition headphones
£135; All immaculate, all must go, so details/offers
01264 790675 eves/weekends (H1809)
Audio Synthesis DAX-2 HDCD DAC full spec,
N- Code (£ 2,250) £ 1,300ono; Mission 752
speakers r/wood £290; Cyrus power amp £290 tel:
Simon, 01484 429844 day, 01484 686007 night
(Yorkshire)
(H1772)
Audiolab 8000CDM Transport £750; Conrad
Johnson DAC/1 £750; STAX Signature headphones
adn energiser £700; Russ Andrews monobloc preamplifier £500 tel: Alan, 01204 413211 (Bolton)
(H1759)
Audiolab 8000Q pre- amp excellent condition,
boxed, manual, original receipt available, £550 tel:
01795 522224 (Kent)
(H1796)
AVI S2000 - Line preamp £500; monoblocks (pair)
150 WPC £700, FM Tuner £400, amazing sound
16 months old, mint, boxed, tel: 07957 802463
day or 01524 400642 eves (Lancashire) (H1766)
AVI S2000 A/MP 250w stereo power amp £800,
latest line pre-amp and remote £ 50000; Siltech
HF8 phono - BNC 0.S.M £70; LAT IC 100D
0.5m £ 30; NAC A5 triwire 7m pair £90; Focal
Drive units pairs,T9OTI,T9OTDX, SN412 DBI,
SKO13L, 10V516 30% list, tel: Alec, 0181 888
5858 eves
(H1793)
B&W Matrix 805V, walnut finish, immaculate
condition ( legendary -MC/HFN ' 98) including
foundation stands and 2x6m Nordost flatline biwire cable, £625 tel: 01254 699521 (H1784)
BOW ZZ8 CD player £2,300 (£4,000); Klipsch
Lascala antique cherry with grills £ 1,750 (£3,300)
both one year old, new baby forces sale tel: 01247
467435 after 7pm
(H1819)
Castle Avon Speakers £400; Celestion 300
floorstanding speakers £ 300 tel: 01895 625636
(Middlesex)
(H1798)
Celestion A2 floorstanders cherry, 9 months old,
boxed, mint, cost £ 1,500 £ 1,099; Marantz PM17
KI amp, 4 months old, black, remote, pre-power
beater £ 1,300 new £ 1,049 tel: 0115 952 1820
could deliver
(H1764)
FO-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Cello Etude preamp passive four inputs, boxed,
superb condition, simply the best £400 tel: 01509
215230 (Leicestershire) (H1740)
Conrad Johnson PV Eleven pre-amp recently
upgraded, superb quality on line and phono,
performance way above PVIO £625 (£2,200); SME
Five, gold writing, silver wire, as new, £950 tel:
0181 325 2585
(H1761)
Conrad-Johnson MV100 power amplifier, boxed,
as supplied by Audiofreaks, new set of EL34's
£1,395; Rare set of Philips (USA)6CA7's worth
£30 each, free to purchaser tel: 01606 552010
(H1777)
Conrad-Johnson Premier 6 " covetable" ( KK)
nuvistor gain stage for use with low-output MC
cartridges, dynamic, natwal but surplus, so offers
around £395 sought, will demonstrate, tel: 01264
790675 eves/wknds
(H1719)
Cyrus Power amp £300; ANO PSX-R £220 each,
753 speakers (black) £350; Disctinaster/DAcMaster
£700, Linn LP12, Grace arm, Corus black
cartridge £400, Soundstyle Tripod tables £75 each
(2 No.) tel: 0121 242 3925 eves (H1765)
Denon DCD1700 CD player, heavyweight build,
would make good transport (£650 when new)
£225; Rega RB300 arm £ 85; Castle Chester
loudspeakers, mahogany £ 365; All excellent
condition, boxes, manuals, also michell Gryopower
bornze, offers tel: 0171 473 3818 weekday evenings,
01844 216706 weekends (H1811)
Electrocompaniet ECI-1 Audiophile integrated
amplifier £ 1,450 (£2,450) plus Electrocompaniet
special edition cube speakers (£ 675 (£ 1,250);
Unrivalled sound, all new, boxed, mint £ 1,995 both
tel: 0121 445 5057 eves
(H1752)
Gamma System, complete; Era and Space
Reference pre and power, Epoch Reference
speakers, Wow interconnect and speaker cables,
gorgeous, visceral, hair-erecting system - really
works, forced sale for £9,500 or offers Copland
CDA288 also offered tel: 0181 861 0841(H1712)
Go On, Treat Yourself this Winter, Acoustic Energy
AEI and dedicated AE Stands, black, mint
condition, fantastic detailing and imagery, excellent
dynamics, all for only £495ono tel: 01302 786006
(H1736)
Interconnects: DIN/DIM Chord Company solid
8m £75; Pricious metals silver signal 521M £40;
Phono/Phono: IXOS 1002 1m £ 20; Digital
Audioquest vieo Z 1m £ 30; Trichord Mains
conditioner £70 tel: 0181 449 8639 (Barnet)
(H1741)
Jadis JA500's with custom stands, £ 6,500
(£21,000); Lyra Parnassus £ 750 (£ 1,995);
Transparent balanced ultra 1.5m £900 (£ 1,550);
4ft XL0 Signature speaker cable £ 500 (£ 1,200);
Tesserac Tala MM/MC phone stage £450 (£ 1,495)
tel: Marc, 01708 471727 mobile, 0973 687536
(H1754)
KEF 107/2 black ash, excellent condition
£1,050ono; Albarry M408 50w monoblocks
£325ono tel: 0121 472 8746 (Birmingham)
(H1816)
Krell KAV300 CD £ 2,700; Krell 300i amp
£1,500; Martin Logan Aeriusi £ 1,500; SKTech
SQB8063 £300 tel: 0181 983 0041 eves (London
E3)
(H1820)
Krell KSL line level preamp £895 (£2,300); Linn
KP12 Basik plus arm K9 black £450; Trio KT9XL
Tuner £30 boxes, manuals tel: Maz, 0161 873 5020
or 0161 330 7912 evenings (H1778)
Krell MD1 Trans and SBP64X Dac £4,500ono;
Theta Data H LD and Progen III DAC £4,000ono
may split; Audio Research LS5 MKII pre £2,250;
all mint and boxed, Siltech and Cardas cables tel:
0181 882 4287
(H1808)
Legendary Goldmund Studio Turntable T3 arm
-arm requires repair hence £ 1,000ono; Pierre
Lurne SL5 Linear arm (fits Studio, £2,500) £500;
Counterpoint SA7 preamp 3300; Gamma Space
300E amplifier, upgraded PSU (£ 3,500) £700;
Marantz DA12 DAC (KK reference) £500ono tel:
0181 672 4319
(H1814)
Lexicon DC1, AC3, DTS, THX £3,000; Krell
KAV500 5 channel amplifier £3,000; Celestion A2
speakers, cherry £800; Sony VA30 ES minidisc
recorder £225; all mint condition, all less than 8
months old, tel: 0113 240 2043 (H1786)
Linn Kabers Passive with plinths black, upgraded
at Linn to latest spec, perfect as new condition
£745 tel: 0181 657 0981
(H1779)
Linn Klout amp £ 1,150; Linn Kairn pre- amp
£990, boxed, ex. cond. current spec; PASS Aleph
3 amp £ 1,400, boxed, mint, Klipsch Heresy
speakers £350 tel: 0171 892 4905 (London)
(H1682)

Maldntosh MC60 ( 1962) valve monoblocks, rare
collectable, offers; Quad 34 pre amplifier £ 155ono;
Quad 306 power amp £ 155; Croft Valve pre-amp
£170; JBL Century L100 speakers £345ono tel:
0976 201801
(H1657)
Mark Levinson No. 39 CD player £3,500; Krell
KAV300i integrated amp, £ 1,600; Both items 9
months
old, boxed;
DNM
Reson XLR
Interconnects £50 or free to buyer of both items;
Yamaha RX-V59ORDS prologic receiver £250; tel:
01224 572791 (Aberdeen) (H1763)
Meridian 501V preamp, Audio and video
switching includes MC module and MSR £430
(£800+ new), boxed with instructions, vgc, also
Yamaha DSPE-390 £90 (£250) tel: 01582 480534
(Dunstable)
(H1749)
Meridian 557 power amp, mint, boxed, manuals,
£995; Proac Response 1 ' S', vgc, boxed, manuals,
£650; Audio Alchemy DLC (v. rare) mint and PS3,
boxed, manuals £325 tel: 0181 697 8518
(H1681)
Meridian 565 prologic processor/preamp with
Dolby Dig. AC3 upgrade should cost £2,000 selling
for £900; Meridian M100 Active loudspeakers
£350 worth double, tel: Jeff for information and
demonstration, 01302 781387 or 01302 540045
(H1572)
Meridian 566 DAC 20-bit £495; Audio Technica
ATH9000 electret headphones, by far their best,
£140; Audioquest video-Z digital interconnect £40
all mint and boxed, tel: 01793 526796 (H1790)
Meridian DSP6000 fully active loudspeakers with
on board Dacs as new condition, cost new £9,000
great half price buy at £ 4,000 tel: Jeff for
information and demonstration, 01302 781387 or
01302 540045
(H1573)
Michell Orbe with SME V (gold letters) Ortophon
MC30 supreme unused £2,750 (£ 3,950);
Transparent Music Link Inters one metre pairs
£95 (£ 149) tel: 01797 253073 (East Sussex)
(H1813)
Mission Cyrus DAD7 Audiolab 8000C, Audiolab
8000P, KEF ( 1) reference speakers rosetta burr
casings Van den Hul first and second AQ crystal
cables, reasonable offers considered, owner
immigrating tel: 01642 791704 or 01642 875715
(Teeside)
(H1783)
Musical Fidelity A1001 amplifier,s uperb
dynamics, bass, clarity £ 1,850 (£2,500 new) tel:
01925 754563
(H1785)
Myryad MI120 amp and MC100 CD player
£1,300 new, both mint, boxed, sensible offers
invited tel: 01582 467021 (Herts) (H1788)
Naim 180 power amplifier, latest spec, boxed with
manuals and cables, perfect condition, little used,
£500 tel: 01489 603129 (eves) 01705 443132 days
(Southampton) (H1822)
Naim ARO inc armboard £600; Naim Prefix
£150; Naim Hi- Cap £ 400; Naim Armageddon
£400; Lyra Clanis DC new £500; Linn LP12 black
1986 Cirkus £300 tel: 01625 877628 (H1762)
Nakamichi CASE pre-amp £200; NAD 902
power amp £ 150; Thorens 125/SME3009 £ 150;
Luxman T-12 tuner £250; Stax Lambda £ 150;
Philips CD100 £50; Marantz CD54 champagne
£50; NAD 3020 £50 tel: 01494 721274 (Bucks)
(H1656)
NBS Cables: serious hi-end for sale by serious
discerning owner from new, must sell hence
staggering quarter of original rrp, absolute mint
condition, including statement 11/2 metre Digital
link £950; Professional 4 foot interconnects (two
pairs) £750 per pair, plus two Shalctistones available
free with purchase of cables, tel: 01256 765848 or
fax: 01256 763089
(H1717)
Orelle Transport ( CDIOT) plus DAT (DA180)
£625; Conrad Johnson PV1OAL preamp £ 575;
Crimson 510 battery preamp £ 50; Audioquest
Quarts cables lm £40; Chord Cobra lm £25 tel:
01332 551402 evenings (H1795)
Papworth M100 valve monoblocs, Kimber power
supply upgrade, fast, clean, natural sound, new
condition, come and listen, must make way for
M200's, asking £ 1,975 (£3,600) tel: 01264 790675
for details eves/wknds (H1720)
Pass LAB Aleph 1.2 200W single ended p/amp
£8,250 (£ 12,000); Aleph P preamp £2,500
(£3,900); Arion Tycho 50w valve it/amp £925
(£2,000) all in mint condition tel: 01908 618016
(H1771)
Pioneer 735 Series preamp, power amp 120 watt,
25 watt Class A M/M M/C piano black vgc, cost
£1,300 asking £400 the pair, free Meridian 104
FM Tuner with above tel: 01705 649460
(Portsmouth)
(H1742)
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specialist guide
Proac Response Three loudspeakers, walnut
£1,250 (£3,250); Morel 704, small floorstanding
loudspeakers, black, £450 (£ 1,000) both excellent
condition, superb sound, owner upgrading tel:
01623 798210
(H1803)
Prone Response Three Signatures, unique - only
pair ever made in Yew real wood veneer finish, mint
condition £ 1,950ovno; Tel: 01460 55970 office
hours or 01460 57071 eves/weekends (H1721)
Proceed CDP - intergrated CD player/preamp
£1,950; Harmon Kardon TU950 tuner £ 100;
Mana Acoustics sound frame £75, all mint and
boxed tel: 01296 738968 (Buckinghamshire)
(H1787)
Proceed DAP £945; Golden Tube pre/pair 80w
bridged monoblocks £745ea; Tesserac TALA pre
£645; MF/F22 pre/MC phono £645; MF X-10
£75 tel: Tony, 0181 397 4978 (Chessington)
(H1768)
Proceed Pre, (Mark Levinson), fully balanced preamp with learning remote, 18 months old, £ 1,190
(£2,000); Proceed AMP2, 150W dual mono power
amp, £ 1,150 (£2,000) tel: 01284 769985
(H1737)
Quad 33-303 amplifier and preamp, good
condition £ 160; SME 3012 series 2pick up arm,
boxed, as new, £60 tel: 01271 860375 (Devon)
(H1758)
Quad 34 405/1 much loved for 14 years, perfect,
located and demonstrated in Derby, offers in
writing to: Box No. 0797, HiFi News Classifieds,
Link House Magazines, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA (H1739)
Quad 44 preamp £200; Quad 405-2 power amp
£200; all mint condition with boxes, tel: 01403
891120
(H1810)
Quad 66 pre-amp with remote, manual and boxed,
vgc £360; AT24 and Sure V15-4 cartridges, £30
and £35, vgc tel: 01903 247779 (Sussex)
(HI756)
Quad 77 amp £475; Quad 77 CD £475; Quad
77 remote £ 175; Audiolab 8000T tuner £ 500;
Rega Kyte speakers £ 125; Royd Mirurstal speakers
£150; Linn Can Mark II with Can Stands £275;
Castal Avon speakers in rosewood £450 tel: 01606
862175
(H1767)
Quad 77 CD Quad 77 amp Quad 77 remote,
mint, boxed £895; EPOS ES14 and stands, mint,
boxed, £425; Audiolab 8000T tuner, mint £ 525;
Marantz ST17 tuner, mint, boxed £325 tel: 01606
862175
(H1750)
Quad 1962 double valve amplifiers control unit
AMII tuner FM tuner Gerard 301 transer unit in
beautiful LARGS cabinet, unused, many years all
instructions, Leak speakers, offers please tel/fax:
01342 823405
(H1781)
Quad 11/22 valve system - preamp and FM tuner
(both in original boxes) and two power amplifiers,
all excellent condition, £450 tel: 01273 559032
(Brighton)
(H1747)
Quad Valves 22+2xII real KT66 £ 295; Naim
NAC12 NAP120 £ 195; Epos ES14+ stands £250;
Manna CD94 £250; Naim NAXOII £ 150; JBL
Centuries £ 150; Sugden A48 £ 75, leave
message/fax: 01642 649702 (H1775)
Revox B77 MK11, 1/2 track, 7.5 & 15 IPS,
reconditioned, in superb condition, reground heads
etc. still 8 months warranty left, £ 575 genuine
reason for sale tel: 01780 764149 or 754694
(H1770)
Revox G36 4 track, little used and owned from
new, original literature, packing, manuals, spare
heads, Revox slide-o-matic, AKG mikes in boxes,
Garard 301 with new spare idle pulley assembly,
offers please, tel: 01202 649478 (Poole) (H1757)
Scott LK72B valve amp, fully working, Sony ST70 tuner, Sony CDP-791 CD player, Marantz
Superscope CD-302 tape deck, all in full working
order - offers tel: 0181 948 7586 after 7pm
(H1821)
Sennheiser Jubilee Special Limited edition HD580
headphones, mint, boxed, £ 150 perfect match for
Ben Duncan's 01 phones headphone amp, bought
ready built, superb sound quality combination £ 190
together £320 tel: Philip, 0171 689 4319 evenings
(H1802)
SME Series Five Arm, gold writing version with
factory fitted silver wiring, ten months old, serious
saving at £950 (£ 1,740) tel: 0181 325 2585 mobile
0585 254442
(H1791)
Snell PI loudspeakers plus pirate stands, purpose
built, all in immaculate condition, superb sound,
will demonstrate £475 tel: 0171 731 0010
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Sonus Faber Concerto speakers, piano black with
partington stands, as new £650; Conrad Johnson
MV55 valve power amp £ 1,050; Sugden SF100
int. amplifier £450; Denon POA 4400A mono
blocks £480; All boxed as new, tel: 01572 723198
(H1760)
Spendor SPI loudspeakers £250; Also System Dek
11 open to offers, tel: 01443 434529 (H1800)
Sugden Amplifier (P41 + C41 Signature - 100w
-moving coil boards fitted) excellent condition,
boxed with manuals cost £ 1,470, little used £800
tel: 0161 7967463
(H1812)
TDL Studio Monitors with stands, walnut finish,
boxed, excellent condition, great sound £ 1,300ono;
Hafler XL600 power amplifier, approximately 400
watts/channel, boxed, good condition £600ono tel:
01242 582601
(H1797)
Teac R9 DAT recorder (Tascam) plus 25 tapes, 2
year transferable warranty £570; Sony mini disc
recorder £ 120, both excellent condition tel: 01524
383499 (Lancaster) (H1789)
Technics SP1 0, TRIO, STD, Thoren 160,
Audionote Transformer, Goodman 80, Audionote
M2 per amp, Creek 4240, Quad Pre 405, Roger,
Vortexion, Harmon Kardon, Verdik, Pilot, Meridian
M/Block, TRIO K917, Troughline, TIM DP
Decoder, Teac, Quad, FM3 Roger, Heathkit,
ONXIS, Pioneer, Yamaha, Sony, T/amp, Tascam
34B, Teac, Studer B62, Tanberg, Marantz, Nagra,
JR SP, Tammy Golds, Sony KEF, EPOS, Radian
12, lots more tel: 0181 443 0557 01992 620905
(H1806)
The Ultimate Amplifier Pass Aleph 3 £ 1,595;
Bride of Zen preamp £395; Audioquest Diamond
II 0.5mtr intercon £ 175; much improved digit with
dual battery supplies £75 leave message/fax: 01642
649702
(H1776)
Theta/Wadia, Theta Data Basic II Transport
£1,295; Pro Basic III DAC £ 1,495, excellent
condition, together £2,595! Wadia 15 DAC, mint
w/3 yrs+ UK Warranty, £ 1,395ono full prices
include shipping, tel: 0043 2853-76116 (Austria)
(H1804)
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso speakers with DX3
reference drivers (horn loaded) normally £3,995
will accept £3,395 ideal for 7WPC single ended
triddes a ` must hear' for serious audiophiles tel:
01223 457978
(H1774)
Transparent - 6.1m set musicwave super bi-wire
speaker cables £495 (£940) 1m set Music Link
super SE Interconnect £210 (£409); . 5m illuminati
D60 digital interconnect £75 (£ 152); 3ft 8tCM
Kimber power cord £45 (£89) tel: 0171 405 5600
(1-11751)
Unison Research Smart 845 monoblocks (2,250)
four months use, mint, boxed (was £3,450)
unbeatable combination with Quad Electrostatics
(you can part exchange with your Michell/Linn
turntable) Quad ESL57 (£325) good condition,
smooth and transparent
tel: 0958 305191
(Edinburgh)
(H1703)

Van Den Hul '
revelation' state of the art silver
clad red Hulliflex speaker cable 2x 1.25m stereo
pair (£5m) total (£300) £ 150ono; Leak 33 preamp,
Leak 303 power amp, offers tel: 01745 331681
(H1755)
VPI TNT MK.3+ reference platter, stand, brightstar
isolation, flywheel, wheatton triplanar MK5i
tonearm, immaculate, Sterephile analogue source
of the year, bargain £4,995 tel: 01730 815171 leave
message
(H1817)
Wadia 21 CD player, remote control, four digital
outputs, S/E balanced analog outputs, digital
volume control, reference performance, mint, boxed
£2,495 (£ 5,500 new) possible p/x high-end
poweramp tel: 01449 676335 (H1782)
Wilson Benesch Act 1Speakers, 8 months old,
siring £3,900; Acoustic Precision Eikos CD player,
upgraded version, asking £ 1,400; Chord SPM
1200C amp, asking £2,700 tel: 01296 437314 eves
(Aylesbury)
(H1801)

FOR SALE - TRADE
Audio Research SP11 including separate power
supply, mint, manual included £ 1,495ono; Audio
Research SP9 MKII, boxed, mint condition etc.
£900; EPOS ES14s, walnut, perfect condition,
boxed, including ES14 stands £ 350; Audio
Research D240, boxed, manual, mint condition
£1,250ono; Audio Research LS2, balanced preamplifier, mint, boxed, as new £ 1,250ono; Krell
KPS 30i CD player, condition as new (rrp £5,000)
£2,250; Brand new AT 0C9, can verify new and
unused (rrp £350) £220; Naim Audio CDX, as
new, 6months old, £ 1,900 tel: Jules, 01792 280061
(H1779)
EAD Theatermaster Digital preamp, T8000
CD/LD transport, rare items, 24ct gold and highend, boxed, manuals, leads, accessories, cost
£13,800 OIRO £7,800 tel: Audio Visual Concept,
01628 440873
(H1769)
Ex-Demonstration High end audio, Audio Note
Kegon next model up from Ongaku, cello system,
Mark Levinson, fully guaranteed, we may part
exchange for similar equipment tel/fax: Silvernote
Audio, 01992 620905
(H1688)
Ex-Demonstration High end audio, Audio Note
Kegon next model up from Ongaku, cello system,
Mark Levinson, fully guaranteed, we may part
exchange for similar equipment tel/fax: Silvernote
Audio, 01992 620905
(H1807)
Krell KAV-250P preamplifier, one year old, as new
with warranty; Krell KSL preamplifier, mint
condition; Audio Research LS2B, as new, tel:
Pinewood Music on 01460 54322 for prices
(H1780)
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WA NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

HEARD THE ONE ABOUT THE
£1000 SPEAKERS THAT CAN
BE BOUGHT FOR JUST £275?

IF YOU THINK THAT BUYING
A NEW SYSTEM IS TOO
COSTLY - THEN WHY NOT
UPGRADE YOUR
EXISTING COMPONENTS?

WE HAVE
But seriously
Why buy ordinary mass produced
speakers from your local high street hi-fi
dealer, when you could build your own
loudspeakers for up to 1/4 of the price
without any loss of sound quality

You can vastly improve the sound of your
loudspeakers and valve amplifiers by replacing the

We sell our speakers direct to the public
so we can guarantee that huge savings
will be made on any equivalent mass
produced speakers.

capacitors with one of the worlds best film and foil
capacitors — HOVLAND
We also carry afull range of both SCR

We believe you could save as much as
£8000 by building your own hi-fi system
and you would also have the satisfaction
of knowing that it was hand built by
yourself.

(Chateauroux) and ÁNSAR polypropylene
capacitors plus VOLT air cored inductors. All of
which will dramatically improve the sound of your
existing system.

All our kits utilise the highest quality
components
cabinets.
and have factory machined

Trade enquiries welcome.

This means that anyone can build an
excellent sounding system to be proud of.
Phone today for your free catalogue
giving details of our full range of DIY
kits and accessories.

50 Main Street
Broughton Astley
Leicester LE9 6RD
Tel: +44 01455 286603
Fax: +44 01455 286605
Email: wilmslow.audioedial.pipex.com

Additional Demonstration facilities now available in Wigan, Lancs.

Wilmslow

Phone 01942 521771 to book your appointment.

Audio

ACTIVE CROSSOVER MODULES
•Atrue reference for

SPRING SPECIALS FOR A
LIMITED PERIOD ONLY

her active crossovers.

• Individually calibrated in ,011r workshop for your loudspeaker.
Analogue phase linear.

•Square wave output unmatched by any other available
crossover.

•User adjustment of phase and frequency response, time lag,
equalisation. driver sensitivity. - Instructions supplied.

•More accurate thar he best loudspeaker computer software.
•Built using audiophite components.
•Fully alterable for jiicuire loudspeakers.
•Available for 2way. 3way. satellite and subwoofer systems.
•Specifications: < 0.0002% Distortion.
>
SIN Ratio.
<0.5uSRLseTime.
Olt te 45Û.H: Bandwidth.

AUDIO<2ADLINKS
7 Fairmont Crescent, Scunthorpe.
North Lincolnshire DN16 1EL
TEL/FAX (+44) 01724 - 870432

Conrad- Johnson
DF 2integrated CD player NEW
DV- 2b valve integrated CD player NEW
DR- 1CD transport NEW
D/A-21, valve d/a converter NEW
D/A-31-FET d/a converter NEW
CAV-5o valve integrated amp NEW

£ 1495
£ 2195
£1495
£1650
£995
£2095

Goldentube Audio
SI 5o Mk11 valve integrated amp NEW
SI 5o Mk11 with phono NEW
SE- 4o valve power amplifier NEW
SE- loo valve power amplifier NEW
SEP 2valve line pre- amplifier NEW
SEP 3line + phone pre-amplifier + valve PSU NEW

£925
£1095
£925
£1895
£925
£4 25

Muse
Model
Model
Model

£noo
£1850
£2750

Electronics
loci power amplifier NEW
160 Series II power amplifier NEW
300 Series 11 mono amplifiers NEW

Previously owned equipment
Audio innovations 200/800 Mk11 pre- power
valve amplification
£795
Art Audio Concerto MkI power amplifier
£795
£1195
Art Audio Tempo Mk11 mono amplifiers
Gamma Rhythm integrated amplifier
£95 0
Wadia CD16 CD player
£495
£3oo
Trichord Genesis CD player
Nottingham Analogue Graphic turntable + space arm
£650
telephone oip. 380 o866

fax 0171 383 5028

THE FINEST SELECTION OF PREVIOUSLY OWNED
HI-FI IN THE COUNTRY - AND ALL GUARANTEED!
TURNTABLES/ARMS
AR Legend No arm
£148
Basis Gold Vacuum
+Air Tangent 2B
£12,990 £4998
Goldmund Studio / AirTangent
£6500 £3998
Linn LPI2 + Ittok LVI I+ AT-FC OCC
£850
Linn LP12 + Grace + AT (MM)
£425
Linn LPI2 + Akito + Circus
£748
Linn LP12 + Ekos + Lingo + MC25FL
£4500 £2298
Linn LP12 (Ex-dem)
£1750 £993
Linn Axis + K9
£355
Luxman PD555 Vacuum platter
Belt drive - Accepts 2arms - 33/45/78
£1498
Lyra Parnasus
£P0A
Michell Focus One + Hadcock 228
with Dynavector 20a
£220
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
£80
£58
Nottingham Analogue Hyperspace
with Mentor arm
£2300 £1498
Oracle Delphi II/Linn Wok LVII
£1395
Oracle Delphi III/SME V/Cartridge £4000 £1895
Oracle Alexandra MK 111 (Cut for SME)
£748
Ortofon T-300 Transformer
£495
£900
Pink Triangle Export (Ex/dem)
£900
£597
Revolver / Helios Scorpion / P77
£249
Roksan Xerxes + Artemiz + AT 005 £ 1700
£758
Thorens 10125 + Shure V15
£195

AMPLIFIERS - SOLID STATE
A&R A60 (
Late model,Black/CD input)
Adcom GTP500Mk2 + GFA545Mk2 Pre/Pwr
Albarry MI008 Series Il Monoblocks
.Arcam Zeta 1 ( Ex-dem)
£999
Arcam Xeta I(
Ex-dem)
£499
Arcam Xeta II ( Ex-dem)
£499
Arcam Alpha 9Power
£400
Arcam Delta 110 Pre
£700
ATC SCA2 Pre
£2599
ATC SCIA 2/150
£2331
ATC SPA2 2/150
£2699
Audiolab 8000A
£500
Audiolab 8000LX
£470
Audiolab 8000LX ( Ex-dem)
£470
Audiolab 8000S
£700
Audiolab 8000M (Mono's)
£1803
Audiolab 8000Q (Ex-dem)
£1249
Audiolab 800OPPA
£900
AVI S2000 MP Pre
£799
AVI S2000 Integrated
£999
Chameleon 900S 2x300w pwr
£1000
Chord SPM1000B ( Ex-dem)
£2785
Classe 30 Pre-amp Balanced/Remote
£695
Counterpoint Solid IPwr
£1495
Cyrus One
Cyrus Two
Cyrus Straight Line ( Integrated)
£398
Denon 4400
£600
DPA DSP200 Line Pre ( Ex Dem)
£499
DPA Renaissance ( Ex Dem)
£595
Dynaco STI20 (Classic circa '76)
Exposure X ( Int)
Exposure XXI RC (
Pre)
Gryphon The Pre-Amp
Harmon Kardon AVP I
aProcessor
Harmon Kardon HK620 Remote
Heybrook C3+P3 Pre/Pwr
John Shearne Pre/Pwr
Krell KSA200B
Krell Ref KRSBP (6comp balanced pm)
Leak Delta 30
Leak Delta 70
1,ecson ACl/API (The best we've seen!)
LED LSB + PA2 ( Pre/Pwr)
LED LS2/PA1 ( Pre/Pwr)
LED Phono Stage 2
Linn Kaim Pre
Linn Kaim Line ( Ex-dem)
Linn Kairn Phono (Ex-dem)
Linn LK1 Pre
Linn LK I + LK280
Linn Majik 1Line
Linn Majik IPhono
Linn Direktor ( Ex-dem)
Linn Direktor ( Ex-dem)
Linn LK100 ( Ex-dem)
Linn LKI00
Linn Wakonda Pre ( Ex-dem)

£999
£6000
£2000
£250
£1425
£2300
£5500
£3250

£3800
£2600

£1400
£1700

£650
£800
£795
£795
£650
£650
£750

£120
£695
£698
£597
£393
£413
£295
f295
£1993
£1753
£1993
£365
£378
£397
£495
£1100
f897
£595
£498
£693
£495
£1997
£450
£675
£150
£185
£298
Call
£397
£447
£278
£195
£625
£2000
£495
£165
£600
£1295
£2758
£2995
f75
£95
f275
£1498
£1198
£598
£750
£1095
£1493
£250
£648
f443
f593
£593
£594
£494
£393
£593

Marantz PM66SE (Current)
Meridian 201 Pre
Meridian 501 Pre (Ex-dem)
Meridian 501.2 Pm (Ex-dem)
Meridian 502 Pre
Meridian 603 Pre/DAC
Meridian 562 Pre (Ex-dem)
Meridian 562V Pre (Ex-dem)
Meridian 557 Power (Ex-dem)
Michell Argo + Hera
Musical Fidelity Al ( Integrated)
Musical Fidelity Elektra E100 ( Int)
Musical Fidelity P270/1 Power
Musical Fidelity 3a Pre
Musical Fidelity 2a Pre
Musical Fidelity F16 (Ex-dem)
Musical Fidelity F19 (Ex-dem)
Musical Fidelity F25 (Ex-dem)
Myryad MI/20 (Ex-dem)
Myryad MAI20 Pre (Ex-dem)
Myryad MP100 Power ( Ex-dem)
Naim NAC12
Naim NAC32.5
Naim NAC42.5
Naim NAC62
Naim NACI2S
Naim NAC22
Naim NAC42
Naim NAC92
Naim NAP90 (Hew Style)
Naim NAPII0
Nairn NAPI40 (Old Style)
Naim Iii-Cap (Old Style)
Naim MC Board for 92 Pre
Nakamichi IA-3 ( Int)
Nakamichi 420 Pwr
Nakamichi 603 Pwr
NVA AP50 ( Integrated)
NVA Phono 2 + PSU
NVA A80 (
Pwr Mono's + Cables)

£400 £288
£760 £395
£740 £597
£740 £613
£1395 £895
£1750 £794
£995 £797
£995 £813
£1525 £ 1193
£900 £595
£359 £225
£750 £475
£1395 £648
£379 £248
£299 £ 178
£2500 £ 1747
£4000 £2797
£1500 £ 1197
£599 £494
£479 £373
£599 £443
£165
£195
£150
£150
£95
£145
£195
£485 £380
£460
£370
£250
£750 £450
£720 £378
£80 £58
£150
£220
£290
£650 £395
£550 £248
£1600
£978

NVA
EX- FACTORY SPECIAL PURCHASE
II/J uenninve State mono
Power amps
Each £6400 £3200
TSS Second State Stereo Pwr £3700 £ 1800
TSS Second State Pre-amp
£ 1000 £500
TIS Integrated State Int-amp £ 1500 £800
For several years, many ' knowing' enthusiasts have wisely
chosen NVA products instead of more heavily promoted brands
Now, as the result of the Far East recession, we can offer these
World Class sonic delights at genuinely unrepeatable prices.
STRICTLY LIMITED AVAILABILITY.
Pioneer C-90 Pre
Pioneer M-90 Pwr
PS Audio PS IV (Pre)
QED A270 Integrated
QED Systemline Kit + Mods (Ex D)
Quad 33/303 Pre/Power
Quad 405 Power-amp
Quad 33 Pre
Quad 77 Pre
Rappaport Pre 1 (Pre)
Rappaport Amp I ( Pwr)
Roksan LI Pre + PSU
Rotel Michi Pre
Rotel RC972 Pre
Rotel RB971 Power
Rotel RB981 Power
Sonographe SCI Pre
Sugden Optima 140 (2X7Ow Intgd)
Thorens TTP2000 Mk! Pm (Ex Dem)
Thorens TTA2000 Pwr (Ex Dem)
Threshold S300 (Nelson Pass)
Thule PR200 (Pre) + 2X PA200 (pwr)
Yamaha DSP - A2070 AN
Yamaha DSP - A3090 AN
Yamaha DSP - A1000 AN
Yamaha DSP - E1000 A/V

£295
£450
£298
£225
£3000 £1897
£P0A
£195
£65
£350
£275
£550
£1100 £758
£795 £643
£225 £ 173
£225 £ 173
£325 £273
£1250 £450
£770 £448
£499 £397
£599 £497
£1500 £995
£2700 £ 1598
£1499 £993
£1499 £ 1093
£298
£699 £543

WANTED - ALL TYPES
OF TOP QUALITY HI-FI

AMPLIFIERS - VALVE
Art Audio Quintet ( Monos)
£2000
Audio Innovations 200 ( 13w Pwr)
Audio Innovations 200 ( Pre)
Audio Innovations LI ( Pre)
£369
Audion Sterling ( MM Phono stage)
£350
Audio Note P3 ( 300B Power)
Audio Note OTTO
£1350
Audio Research V70 Pwr (Ex Dem)
£4480
Audio Research VT-60
£2000
Audio Research VI40 (Mono-blocks)
£9000
Audio Research SP14 Pre ( silver)
£3300
Audio Research 0250 Power
Audio Valve Baldur (200+200 watt mono-blocks)
UNWANTED PRIZE!!
£ 10,000
Audion Sterling Integrated £595
Avantic SPA II Vintage valves
Cary SLA-70 Mkll (Pwr)
Croft Series 5 ( Power)
Copland CTA501 Power amp
£ 1800
EAR 859 Integrated - beautiful!
Gordon Welford (
Pre) Hand made, hard wired
Graaf 5050 Power (Ex Dem)
£2150
Graaf WFB 2Pre ( Ex Dem)£ 1195
I,uxman LX33 ( Integrated)
Muse Model 300 ( Mono powers)
Papworth Audio MI00 monoblocks
£44
£
3:0
l'apworth Audio M200 monoblocks £5200
Sonic Frontiers Assemblage LI Pre-amp
(Up graded and built by HiFi World staff) £ 1000
Tube Technology Prophet/Genesis £4800

£878
£295
£298
£269
£250
£1298
£795
£2487
£1295
£3998
£1295
£2498
£5298
£398
£168
£998
£495
£998
£1298
£448
£1657
£897
£698
£2898
£2600
£3998
£748
£2898

WE'LL SELL ON
COMMISSION
So that you get the Best Price
without any of the hassle!
TAPE AND TUNERS
A&R Cambridge Alpha Tuner
Arcam Alpha Tuner
Arcam Alpha 5Tuner
Arcam Alpha 7Tuner
Avantic BM6I 1Valve Tuner
Circa 1960 ( no decoder)
Carver TX- I16
Cyrus Tuner (
Original)
Denon TU660 Tuner
Denon DRM800 Cassette
Harmon Kardon TU950
Leak Delta FM Tuner
Leak Delta AM/FM Tuner
Kenwood KX-4520 3Head HX-Pro
Magnum Dynalab
Maranta SD55 3bd / 2rntr

£75
£75
£230 £ 168
£230 £ 165

£300

Myryad T/40 ( Ex-dem)
Nakamichi 48IZ
Nakamichi 630 Tuner/Pte-amp
Pioneer RTUll & 1/
2 track 10" R to R
Pioneer F9I Tuner
Quad FM3
Choice
Revox A77 1/2 track
Revox B77 Mk's 1 & 2 (Call for details)
Sony TCK 61IS
Sony TC399 3speed 1/
4 track 7" R to R

f550
£400
£399
£500

£148
£395
£188
£145
£ 170
£158
£65
£75
£135
f328
£ 195
£294
£298
£295

£598
£395
from £95
£P0A
£P0A
£330 £218
£220

CD PLAYERS - DACS
Accuphase DP75 CD Player
Alchemist Nexus APD32A CD Player
Arcam Delta Black Box ( DAC)
Arcam Delta Black Box 5 (DAC)
Arcam Delta 170 (Trans)
Audiolab 8000CD
Audiolab 8000CD ( Ex-dem)
Audiolab 8000CDM Trans
Audiolab 8000DAC
Audio Alchemy Vac- In-The-Box
Audio Alchemy Drive 3
Audio Alchemy DACMAN (Ex dem)
Audio Alchemy DAC-IN—BOX (Ex dem)

£5995 £3998
£600
£425
£148
£248
£198
£1000
£635
£1000
£749
£985
£1400
£1000
£550
£249
£175
£695
£498
£149
£117
£229
£177

£168
£2200 £ 1495
£1300 £898
£200 £ 128
£250 £ 148
£600 £295
£195
£9900 £ 1798
£1850 £ 1100
£1500 £795
£800 £538
£230
£818 £425
£560 £ 195
£995 £495
£650 £395
£1025 £793
£1650 £ 1293
£865 £468
£865 £693
£750 £597
£950 £747
£245 £ 188
£245 £ 197
£98
£499 £397
£299 £247
£399 £294
£599 £494
£3940 £2995
£2000 £ 1178
£2000 £ 1378
£900 £495
£1500 £975
£450 £284
£229 £ 174
£599 £444
£250
£2300 £575
£400 £293
£200 £ 143
£800 £528
£770 £538
£1100 £498
£230 £ 178
£229 £ 177
£950 £797
£1195 £658

PART-EXC HANGE
EVALUATION
Ask about the best Trade-In price
against any NEW product
LOUDSPEAKERS
Alon 5Mk2
Apogee Centaur Minor
ATC SCMIO ( Black) (Ex-dem)
ATC SCM2OSL ( Ex-dem)
ATC SCM2OT (Ex-dem)
ATC SCM50A ( Ex-dem)
Audio Note ANI/SPX (Efficient)
B&W 2000IFS Centre
B&W P5 ( Rose) Ex-dem
B&W Silver Signatures Fabulous!
Cambridge Audio R50 (Trans Line)

£5000 £2598
£1345 £847
£999 £693
£3000 £2293
£4250 £3493
£5875 £4493
£1098
£220 £ 108
£875 £593
£6000 £2498
£495

Castle Avon ( Ex-dem/Yew)
Castle Chester ( Yew)
Castle Durham ( Inc stands - R/wood)
Castle Harlech ( Ex-dent/Yew)
Castle Howard ( Ex-dem/Walnut)
Castle Howard Mk2 ( Ex Dem)
Castle Pembroke ( Black Ash)
Celestion SL6 + stands
Diesis Solitaire
Epos ES12 Walnut + stands
Epos ESI4 Ex-dem
Epos ES14 Black + stands
Epos ES30 Rose Ex-dem
Gale 301 ( Black)
Harbeth HL4 + Stands
Harbeth HL5 Teak
Horning Agathon Sig Bronze
KEF 104/2 (Teak)
KEF 107 + Cube ( Walnut)
KEF Model 100 ( Ex-dem)
KEF Coda 9 ( Ex-dem)
Kelly KT2 (Ex-dem)
Kelly KT3 ( Ex-dem)
Leak Sandwich (Classics in good cond)
Leak 2060
Linaeum LFX
Linn Isobarik
Linn Kan ( Black Teak)
Linn Kaber ( Active) Ex-dem
M&K VX7 Mkt' Sub ( Ex-dem)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Blk & Chrome)
Magna Planar SMGA ( Wood/Brown)
Meridian M30 Active ( Black)
Meridian DSP5000 Blk ( Ex-dem)
Meridian DSP5000 Rose ( Ex-dem)
Meridian M2500 Sub ( Ex-dem)
Mission 707 ( Walnut)
Mission 727 (Teak)
Mission 733 ( Black)
Mission 752 (Rosewood - marked)
Mission 770 ( Mahogany + stands)
Monitor Audio R352 (Teak)
Monitor Audio Studio 60SENew/Blk
Musical Fidelity MC2
Naim Intro ( Ex-dem)
Naim SBL - Cherry ( Latest)
Note Perfect Virtuoso ( Ex Dem)
Note Perfect Concert ( Ex Bern)
Pink Triangle Ventrical ( Ex Dem)
ProAc Response 3.5 (Ex dem)
ProAc Response 3.5 (Cherry)
Quad ESL57
Quad ESL63
Quad ESL63 ( Ex-dem)
Rega XEL (Rosewood)
REL Q100E ( Ex dem)
REL Storm ( Ex dem)
Rogers LS33/AB33 ( Black Ash)
Royd Minstrel ( Walnut/Black)
Ruark Equinox Light Oak ( Up-dated)
Snell 1.111 with stands
Snell K II
Spendor SP2/3
Tangent RS2 + Stands
Tangent Monitor 2 ( Rosewood)
Tangent 607 Mk11
Tannoy Oxford ( 10" drivers)
Thiel 23
Thomas Transducers Virtuoso Gold
with silver wired Lowther drive units
Wilson Witt Mk I ( Ex dem)

£849 £647
£995 £545
£245
£995 £879
£1199 £847
£1200 £947
£200
£198
£150
£500 £375
£675 £474
£428
£2550 £ 1997
£250 £ 159
£1000 £398
£798
£3500 £ 1600
£795
£1395
£359 £254
£299 £224
£699 £597
£1199 £897
£135
£125
£649 £445
£750
£295
£3000 £2393
£450 £344
£450
£450
£900 £525
£3495 £2797
£3495 £2793
£1695 £ 1297
£100
£158
£155
£250
£225
£395 £248
£5000 £2995
£150
£680 £574
£2030 £ 1378
£2750 £ 1497
£2450 £ 1297
£896 £597
£4250 £2997
£4250 £2800
From...
£395
£3449 £ 1898
£3449 £ 1997
£1040 £655
£495 £393
£695 £493
£P0A
£240 £ 168
£P0A
£770 £478
£288
£1195 £775
£400 £225
£200 £ 140
£185
£195
£3500 £ 1995
£3400 £2398
£8888 £6497

CLOSED MONDAYS

All items Fully Insured
and Guaranteed
CLEARANCE BARGAINS
PLEASE NOTE: Enquiries for items in the list
below can be made at TRADING STATION
Please call Peterborough ( 01733) 343469

AMPLIFIERS
A&R Cambridge A60
£75
A&R CambridgeC200 + SA 150 100wpc Pre/Pwr £250
Audiolab 8000A ( Din) Fully upgraded to current spec £295
Aura VA8OSE-X
£ 195
Beard P100 ( 100 wpc valve power amp)
£695
Naim Nait 1
£ 135
Nytech CPA602 + CPI22 Pre/Pwr
£300
PS Audio Elite
£450
Rotel BX935
£ 170

CD PLAYERS / DACS / ETC MI
Arcam Alpha Plus
Arcam Delta Black Box
Marantz CD52
Meridian 263
Mission daD 7000
Mission PCMII
Philips CD1 210
Philips CD 850Mk11 (Trichord clock upgrade)
Pioneer PBS 801
Pioneer PDS 901
Rotel RCD965BX
Yamaha CD 3050

£150
£175
£120
£225
£199
£140
£95
£195
£175
£290
£165
£175

TUNERS
£75
£95
£175

A&R Cambridge T2I
Hitachi FT5500 Mk Il
Yamaha T80

PRO-LOGIC
£149
£425

Yamaha DSPE 200 Processor
Denon AVC 3020

TAPE DECKS
£185
£95

Maranta SD 55
NAD 6220

HEADPHONES
£115
£180

Grado SR 125
Beyer Dynamic DT-9II

SPEAKERS
£240
£195
£125

Mission Argonauts
Musical Fidelity MC 2
Gale 30 I

TRADING STATION

MISCELLANEOUS
Harmonix TU812 LP Record Clamp £220
Siltech 560 Balanced cables I
mtr pr £ 1600
XLO Signature 2.1 Balanced Interconnects
1.0m pair: (£675) £448
03m pair: £485
Rotel RN560 Dolby Noise Reduction System
Essex Digital correction for Celestion SL700 £750

BUSINESS HOURS: TUESDAY -SATURDAY 9.30am -5.30pm

MAIL ORDER
SPECIALISTS

£ 170
£600
£398
£75
£375

22a Lincoln Road Peterborough
for
personal callers. Part-exchange welcome.

Hundreds of genuine hi-fi bargains in store

FOR CLEARANCE BARGAINS ONLY
I()NE PETERBOROUGH (01733) 343469

VISITORS WELCOME AND DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT

35 COWGATE
PETERBOROUGH PEI ILZ

(01733) 555514
FAX ( 01733) 358141

ALL MAJOR CREDIT/DEBIT CARDS ACCEPTED

ESTABLISHED 1974

or the estimated price of comparable equipment/models at today's

Audio Alchemy VI DAC
Audio Synthesis DAX-2 Piano Blk
AVI 2000MC Reference CD
Cambridge Audio DAC Magic 2i
DPA Little Bit 2 ( DAC)
Denon DCD1650 (CD Player)
Kinshaw Overture DAC
Krell SBP64X DAC
Linn Karik (CD)
Linn Numerik ( DAC)
Xlarantz CDI7
Xlarantz CD80
Meridian 200
Meridian 203 DAC
Meridian 206
Meridian 263 DAC
Meridian 500 Transport (Old style)
Meridian 508 20 Bit (Ex-dem)
Meridian 563 DAC
Meridian 563 DAC (Ex-dem)
MicroMega Stage 5 (Ex-dem)
MicroMega Stage 6 (Ex-dem)
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster
Monarch DIP Jitter Buster ( Ex-dem)
Musical Fidelity Digilog DAC
Musical Fidelity A2 CD ( Ex-dem)
Musical Fidelity E61 CD ( Ex-dem)
Myryad T-10CD (Ex-dem)
Myryad T-20CD ( Ex-dem)
Naim CDS System (Ex-dem)
Nairn CDI
Naim CD2 CD Player
Pioneer PD9I CD Player
Pink Triangle Da Capo
QED Digit Reference
Regs Brio (Ex-dem)
Regs EXS (Ex-dem)
Roksan DAC 1
Roksan Attessa (Trans)
Rotel RCD97I CD
Rotel RCD930AX CD
Sugden SDA-1
Teac VRDSIO CD Player
Technics SL- P1200
Theta TLC
Theta TLC Jitter Buster ( Ex-dem)
Theta Croma HDCD DAC
Trichord Pulsar I(DAC) ( Ex-dem)

Note: All '
previous' prices as shown are either the former manufacturers' list prices when new; prices customers paid for their equipment ( receipted) at the time of purcha

After twentyfive years, and with three specialist stores, we know
that thousands of satisfied customers prefer to shop this way!

UK's leading supplier of
Audiophile Vinyl and CD,

L iAN
IIIII

PREMIUM DISCS

AND

related equipment
and accessories

ACCESSORIES

VINYL & CD BONANZA

RCA LIVING STEREO PREMIUM QUALITY HEAVY VINYL

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS CLASSICAL CDS

EXTRA SPECIAL SAVINGS

PRESSINGS OF SOME OF THE FINEST

A SUPERB COLLECTION OF CLASSICAL / JAZZ 8 BLUES

ANALOGUE PRODUCTIONS - DECCA

CLASSICAL RECORDINGS EVER PRODUCED

AUDIOPHILE MASTERED zo BIT/ 24 CARAT GOLD PLATED

ALTO

STRAUSS

SONNY ROLLINS - WAY OUT WEST/THE BRIDGE
OUR MAN IN JAZZ / NOWS THE TIME
BEM WEBSTER - AT THE RENAISSANCE / NEW NUSIC CONSORT PLUSE

CLASSICAL , JAZZ 8 BLUES NORMAL PRICE £20

ALSO SPACH ZARATHUSTRA REINER & CSO

OFFENBACH - GAITE PARISENNE FIELDER & BP0
BERLIOZ SYMPHONIE FANTASTIQUE MUNCH & BSO
BARTOK CONCERTO FOR ORCHESTRA REINER& CSO
WITCHES BREW - ALEXANDER GIBSON & THE ROYAL
OPERA HOUSE COVENT GARDEN
DEBUSSY - IBERIA REINER & CSO
SAINT SAENS - PIONO CONCERTO RUBENSTEIN
WALTON - FACADE
BORODIN 2ND SYMPHONY MARTINON & LSO
SHOSTAKOVICH - 1ST SYMPHONY
KABALEVSKY - THE COMEDIANS KONDRASHIN & RCAVO
BALLET FROM THE OPERA - FISTOULAFII & PCO
FESTIVAL REINER 8. CSO
SHUMANN/METER BEER-LISZT / ENESCO
RHAPSODIES STOKOWSKI & RCAVO
STRUSS WALTZES REINER & CSO
PROKOVIEV - CINDERELLA RIGNOLD & ROHO
ELGAR ENIGMA VARIATIONS MONTEUX & LSO
DVORAK

SLAVONIC DANCES MARTINON & LSO

OUR NORMAL PRICE f22
NOWONLYEI5 PER ALBUM

BUY ANY 5FOR f5o

THE GUITAR ARTISTRY OF CHARLIE BYRD / CHICO FREEMAN SPIRIT SENSITIVE
COUNT BASIE BIG BAND - FARMERS BARBECUE MARKET
COUNT BASIE BASIE JAM
el LL EVANS TRIO - WALTZ FOR DERBY
CHARLIE MINOUS - TIJUANA MOODS
ART PEPPER - ELEVEN
RALPH surroN - PARTNERS IN CRIME
DIZZY GILLES PIES - BIG 4

SPECIAL PRICE OF £15
ARMAD IAMAL'S - ALHAMBRA
KENNY DORHARI - OUIET KENNY
Du KAS - LA PERI ANSERMET
ROSSINI - OVERTURES
GAMBA & LSO
OTHER TITLES AVAILABLE - PLUS A WIDE

MENDLESSHON - SCOTCH SYNPHONY
PETER MAAG AND LSO
DEBUSSY IMAGES POUR ORCHESTRE
ARGENTA dSUISSE ROMANDA
GRIEG PEER GYNT/OIVEN FJELSTAD & LSO
SHOSTAKOMI - SYMPHONY NO 1
jEAN MARTIN & LSO
DEBUSSEY - LA BOITTE AJOUJOUX
OUR NORMAL PRICE f22
ANSERMET & ROMANDE
MOTHER GOOSE

DCC VARIOUS TITLES OF

SELECTION OF OTHER LABELS.

joHNNY HODGES - BLUES APLENTY
SONNY ROLLINS AND COLEMAN HAWKINS - SONNY MEETS HAWK
MENDLESSOHN MIDSUMMER NIGHTS DREAM

RAVEL

14

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR FULL LISTS

MILES DAVIS

NOW DELETED - VERY LIMITED QUANTIES £12,

ANSMERMET& SUISSE ROMAND
BOB & RAY - STEREO SPECTACULAR

01579 363603
01579 363604

TEL
FAX

NOW ONLY (15 PER ALBUM

DEBUSSY - NOCTURNES

KIND OF BLUE

COLLECTORS ADDITION GOLD CD

BUY ANY 5FOR £5ce
PO BOX 21 LISKARD P114 5YP

SELECT AUDIO
******************
ACCUPHASE

( LOnDOn)

******************

NEW PRODUCTS - DG28 DIGITAL VOICING EQUALIZER,
DP9OB CD TRANSPORT, DP 65V CD PLAYER

JEFF ROWLAND

MODEL 811 WITH BATTERY SUPPLY, COHERENCE AND SYNERGY
PRE AMPLIFIERS, CONCENTR INTEGRATED PRE- POWER WITH
OPTIONAL PHONO BOARD.

GENESIS

SYSTEM 5 LOUDSPEAKERS WITH SEPERATE 800 WATT SERVO
POWER AMP WITH REMOTE CONTROL, DIGITAL LENS.

DCS

ELGAR 24 BIT DA CONVERTER WITH REMOTE VOLUME CONTROL
(FUTURE PROOF).

MUSICAL FIDELITY

FULL RANGE - AXI, XA200 AND KELLY 3AND 2.

MARK LEVINSON

No 380S, 39 CD PLAYER WITH VOLUME CONTROL.

ALSO

SOUNDS FABER, HELIOS CD's, BKS SPEAKERS, VPI TURNTABLES,
SHAKI STONES, LYRA AND CLEARAUDIO CARTRIDGES, TICE
CABLES, BASIS TURNTABLES, TARGET, ETC.

SOUTH COAST SPEAKERS LTD.
Probably

KEF REFERENCE

The finest Loudspeaker kits in the world

Official UK Distributor for VISATON loudspeaker kits & drive units
All offering excellent performance & unbeatable value

1£44claran
audio

Design Services to help -with your own ideal:
* Crossover Design - Optimised for your units to your specifications
* Cabinet Design - Optimum drive unit volumes & port dimensions
* Thiele / Small parameters - Actual values for your drive unit.
* Full loudspeaker testing undertaken - I
w/I m, Phase, Impedance

111.Mer

* Vintage loudspeaker up-grades aspeciality

Please call for your FREE speaker kit information pack & price list
Telephone: 01703 - 703221 / Fax Line: 01703 - 778221
or visit our comfortable showroom for ademonstration at:

58, Wilton Rd., Southampton, Hampshire S015 5S1

NAIM

HEATHERDALE PRE- OWNED
GUARANTEED EQUIPMENT
EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
MARK LEVINSON 332 Power amp MINT ..........................£4995
MARK LEVINSON 35 Dac EX OEM ....£5795
MARK LEVINSON 30.5/31.5 Cd Transpon F. Dac
£12995
MARK LEVINSON 28 Pre-amp
.£1995
MILLER & KREISAL MX101 Subwoofer EX CON £795
MERIDIAN 230 Dac
_ 1195
MONITOR AUDIO Studio 50 Speakers (Rosewood) MINT ....£3495
MISSION 782 Loudspeakers with stands ...............................£250
THIEL 72Speakers (Birds eye maple) EX DEM £ 10995
AERIAL ACOUSTICS Speakers (Piano black finish)..f3995
SNELL' Ks Speakers (black ash)
£295
SNELUAUDIONOTE 'K' Stands ...£150
KOETSU Gold line Black Cartridge (New) ....£995
NEAT Mystique Speakers (walnut) .........................................£350
MIRAGE M-Ini Speakers (Piano black) MINT/BOXED .£3995
OPITtable/GrasshoPPer cart/SRI arm
.£4995
AUDION Silver Night Monoblocks EX COWBOXEO. .....£ 1100
ORELLE £D1OT Transport & DA188 Dec EX COWBOXED........£395
ACCUPHASE 80/80L Cd player .£2995.
AUDIONOTE 10 Limited Cartridge & Psu
£275D
AUDIONOTE ANE/S-E Uspeakers ( Rosewood) Eveneer ..... 13995
MIT r.15 2MTR interconnect .... £200
MARTIN LOGAN CLS Ils BOXED/MANUALS . £2895
AUDIO RESEARCH SP15 Pre-amp . .£2495
NU VISTA Pre-amp NEW/BOXED...£1295
ARAGON Aunum Pre-amp BOXED/MANUALS £895
ARAGON Palladium Monoblocks BOXED/MANUALS
53000 new)
11895
AVALON Ascent Speakers (light wood)
MINTCRATED (£16000) ..£7000
AUDIONOIE Neiro amp MINT/BOXED (new £15400) ............£5495
AUDIONOTE Ongaku MINT
£34995
ALTIS CDT III Cd Transport EX OEM (£50130 new) ................£3500
SOLSTICE AAD Speakers with stands £495
KIF 104 Loudspeakers
f450
BURMESTER 877 Pre-amp
£1995
JADIS JPL Pre-amp.
..£1495
JADIS Dual mono JA80 Monoblocks £3295
REVOX A77 Tape Recorder
£1511

VISA

PRICE

QUAD 303 Power Amp
MARK LEVINSON 385 Pre-amp
.£3995
QUAD 77 Integrated amp MINT/BOXD ...£395
QUAD 34 Pre-amp..
...f295
AUDIONOTE AN-S2 Step Up Transformer _1250
AUDIONOTE P4 Monoblocks MINT....£3335
AUDIONOTE P2SE Power amp MINT .......................................£095
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 Integratedamplifier .....£550
VPI19 IIK3 (dark oak)/Air TangentRoetsu Black ..................£1800
VOYD Trtable/SME V&Clearaudio Itelta Cart £2495
IJOYD Standard turntable MINT
£1495
VOYD Mule (upgraded psu dmtr: Helius Onon £1495
KRELL (SA-50s Power arre. ...................................................£2295
KRELL CD-DSP M1Q Cd Player
£2000
KRELL (AC Pre-amp dPsu
..12000
KRELL Studio Dac
.
...£1495
MADRIGAL CZ Gel lmtr (Balanced)
f
419 95
FINESTRA Pre-amp (with psu)
£595
PRIMARE 201 Pre-amp with 202 dianoblocks £5995
REVOX PR99 Mk2 Tape Peck (Trolley mounted) £1750
RUARK Talisman II Speakers (Mahogany) 4yrs old ...£395
REVOX B77 (ht) Tape recorder EX CON ...£595
NAIM Nac 32.5 pre/Nap 140 pwr &-Snaps psu...1695
LUXMAN M03600 KT88 Stereo power amp .. ...£1295
LUXMAN 5T-10 Tuner
..£450
LUXMAN M2000 Power amp tun
..£495
HEUUS Saver wired tonearm ..£995
FORSELL Cartridge MINT ... ..£795
NC 7050 Power amp
..
£695
ORACLE Premier MK Ill rtable with psu
£1495

4ar .je • -

THESE AND OTHER FINE PRODUCTS ON
PERMANENT DEMONSTRATION AND
AVAILABLE TO BUY WITH 0% CREDIT FROM

SPALDINGS HiFi
352-354 LOWER ADDISCOMBE ROAD
CROYDON SURREY CRO 7AF

WE NOW OFFER 0% FINANCE • TELEPHONE FOR DETAILS
(Subject to status)
MAIN DEALERS FOR:
THIEL SPEAKERS. MARK LEVINSON,
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS PRODUCTS
.5 MUCH MORE.
FOR AN-UP-TO-THE-MINUTE LIST
PLEASE VISIT OUR WEBS1TE:
http:/ewww.hifi-stereo.com

AVI MAIN DEALERS
AMEX - VISA - SWITCH - MASTER CARD - DINERS CLUB WELCOME
WE TAKE PART EXCHANGE ON NEW AND USED STOCK AND BUY IN OR CASH
202 FINDON ROAD, WORTRING. WEST SUSSEX BN14 CIEJ
TEL: 01903 872288. AFTER HOURS NUMBER 0860 660001. FAX: 131903 872234
e-mall:heatherdeleteull-stereo.com

TEL: 0181 654 1231/2040
FAX: 0181 655 3922
E.mail: Spaldings@Compuserve.Com
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Beam me down, Scotty.
The Audio Note Salon, which opened in December 1998, is
expanding to four demo rooms (Audio Note, Mark
Levinson/Bow/MIT, BAT/Pass and a new Music and Film room);
additionally a new section devoted to the most choice
"previously cherished" gear which sells too fast and too low to
make it to the magazines.
We're not at the end of the universe, and clients from the deep
south have discovered the peaceful and pleasant environment
only ten minutes drive from Glasgow's International Airport.
Anyone seriously investing or wanting to know the art of properly
matched technology owes it to trust his or her judgement and
not what is read. (To contact the Enterprise, we have prepared a
leaflet with travel information and offers!) Whether you are new to
Hi Fi or merely disillusioned, there is a reason why we alone in
Scotland and the North have been trusted with the most serious
franchises. We can put together the very best systems, not rely
on the ebb and flow of marketing and journalism. How many
expensive mistakes add up to the price of a Mark Levinson?
Which brings us to the point: while some say that 2-channel
stereo is dead, we have seen the future ... or rather we have
heard it. Try a CD processor, a power amp and a pair of
speakers with user-friendly remote/logic etc. Elegance, massive
power and finesse ... sounds like a dream. Then came the Mark
Levinson No.39 ... the rest is history, but many people buy it not
for the future- proof architecture, nor for the value, build quality
and flexibility of the transport/integrated/DAC/pre-amp ... but for
its musical performance which was palpably ahead of the
game. Now there is launched the No.334 power amp. How to
describe? Well, it does for amps what the 39 did to CD "players."
It redefines. While the last series remains deeply impressive as a
long-term investment, the 334 is, in effect a by-product of the
33. Thus we have the finesse of low power combined with the

magisterial authority, build quality, and ability to handle any
loudspeaker load, listening levels and room size that your house
wiring can cope with. (The owners manual has much to say on
this and the CE and municipal regulations). If the 331 was
impressive, the 334 might be described as seductive and
sensational. It is not an entry level product it is a statement at a
given power level which is adequate for most requirements and
thus a new level of value for its asking price.
A cherished and classic range of value domestic products new
to the Salon is from MICHELL. A newly revised Gyrodek (now up
£100 to £975, but a bargain and upgradable. New: a sleek,
skeletal designer SE version (Spider Edition) Gyrodek at an
amazing £ 795, yes, this is not a typo! The Orca pre-amp joins our
LFD LS- 2at the £ 1,650 price point (you can only compare them
here), and last but not least in the 1999 Michell range, is the
revised Alecto mono amps, £ 1,989 per pair: always super value,
but now cleverly revised to astound and satisfy single-ended
triode freaks.
So, we haven't forsaken our SET synergy ... nor vinyl ... nor valves.
But we aim to represent all distinguished and diverse
approaches to the audio truth. Sometimes our enthusiasm and
experience (valuable advice, we think!) is taken for arrogance ...
No, it is plain and direct professionalism. There is only one
conclusion our visitors and clients leave wilt-i. Not that one brand
is The Best, but that you have to hear equipment under proper
conditions, not rushed dealer or home dems ... and that hype
and journalism have a place in "reader education" the way to
avoid costly mistakes is to become a listener ... not a reader.
How to get there? Please send for our travel leaflet, Beam me
down, Scotty. "
If only you were in London," said one client, but
London oncosts would make us commercial in the worst sense ...
so it's cheaper to come to us. Britain's better alternative.

USED (s/h) AND EX-DEM (x/d)
Audio Innovations 1000-Silver Edition, 50 wpc mono amps, mint,
with unused set of Groov-Tubes (£295 extra) (x/d)
£1,350
Audio Note Meishu phono,
300B Integrated SE (£3,250 x/d)

£2,250

Audio Note CD- 2 £995, x/d (original case)
£750
Audio Note AN-S2 MC-transformer, xM, scratched £ 199
Bik0 CX-100 speakers, black, s/h

£225

Gryphon LE mono-block pre-amp, mint, marvellous (s/h) £2,995
Gryphon Elektra/Orestes (x/d, List: £8,965)
£4,995
Gryphon Antileon amp (x/d, List: £ 10,600)
Gryphon Guideline silver planar speaker cable

£5,995
POA

Gryphon silver interconnects; RCA or bal XLR

PHONE

JBL 120Ti speakers and stands, amazing (s/h)
Mark Levinson 10A pre-amp, stunning, mint (s/h)
Michell ISO HR Phono Stage, £895, 6months used
Monarchy Audio 338 DAC, stunning, mint s/h

£950
£1,399
£395
£495

Pass Labs X-2 Pre-amp, x/d (we have the 'P') £2,550

£1,650

PSB Shatos Mini with free pedestal stands worth £ 175,
piano lacquer (x/d,) List: £ 1,299
Sonic Frontiers Line One pre-amp (s/h)

£699
£1,195

Theta Basic CD Transport (s/h) amazing bargain
Zingali Overture . 3, slight cosmetic transit dent

£750
PHONE

Main Franchises: Audio Note, Bow Technolgies, LFD,

Our Warranty: second-hand products carry 6- month

Living Voice, Mark Levinson, Michell, MIT, PT, Pass Labs,

parts and labour guarantee including 2-way UK carriage.

psb, ProAc, Zingali

Export and home dems by arangement

AS products fully guaranteed tor six months: UK demonstration. delisiery and nstallatIon by arrangement. Export and Crear? Card soles welcome.
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The Audio Note Salon, 5 Crown Terrace, Glasgow G12 9HA, Scotland
TEL

(
0)141 357 5700

FAX

(
0)141 339 9762

MOBILE

041 051 9555

WORLD WINN
REFERENCE CABLE ' MASTER CONDUIT'
ASYMMETRICAL INTERCONNECT
SPRING CLEAR OUT

Reference Cable is anew company established by

FREEPHONE 0800 328 3050
Welcome to the D.A.C. NEVER to be repeated HI-END HI FI sale. All items are BOXED.
NEW/EX DEM PRISTINE CONDITION and FULLY GUARANTEED.

ex-Ariston man John Carrick. His gold-coloured
Asymmetric is abeautifully-constructed cable with

TEEM

exceptionally high quality phono plugs. From one

NEW

NOW

2300.00

1700.00

sub woofer

4500.00

3700.00

CARY CAD572 SE mono valve power AMPs per pair

2500.00

2200.00

SLP50 valve line pre AMP

1000.00

860.00

PH301 valve phono stage

1800.00

1550.00

CAD572SE/SLP50/PH301 complete system

5300.00

4300.00

Nucleus solo spherical loudspeakers

2500.00

2000.00

Nucleus Reference as above

4000.00

3200.00

KAV3001 integrated AMP

2545.00

2250.00
2900.00

CYCLONE 34 superbly crafted loudspeakers with
matching supports

end to the other runs stranded Ultra-High- Purity,

AVANTGARD Uno Horn loudspeakers with active

GALLO ACOUSTICS

KRELL
KAV250A power AMP

3200.00

KAV250P pm AMP

2000.00

1775.00

KAV300CD CD player

3550.00

3150.00

KAV250A/KAV250P/KAV300CD complete system

8750.00

7150.00

CTA30IMK2 valve pre AMP

1250.00

1090.00

CSA515 valve power AMP

1300.00

1110.00

COPLAND

CSA8 solid state integrated AMP
CSA515/CTA301 MK2 pre/power

900.00

770.00

2550.00

2000.00

3400.00

3100.00

MARTIN LOGAN
SL3 hybrid electrostatic loudspeaker

Oxygen- Free Copper ( UHP OFC) matched with
polypropylene dielectrics.
The Reference may cost well below £ 100 but it didn't sound cheap.
Bass had enough weight to form asolid foundation for music and
instrumental separation was tine as the gold CD recording of La Fille
Mal Gardee by Herold-Lanchbery proved. Laid out on aquiet
background, the sound stage was three-dimensional, if restricted in
ultimate depth.
The most prominent trait of this cable has to be its ability to reproduce
string instruments. Though ahint metallic, violin tone was sweet and
lovingly-crafted, and the Bach Suites recording featuring Yo Yo Ma
(Sony S2K 63203) sounded smooth with abroad range of tonal colour.
The Master Conduit's only downside is its mild compression of
dynamics when compared with more expensive interconnects. That's
no sin though given this cable's very reasonable price.
Reference Cable Master Conduit Asymmetrical £65/m
ECOSSE REFERENCE MD2/MV2/MA2
AUDIO/VISUAL CABLES
ti71.55 single £155 pair

PINK TRIANGLE
Tarantella turntable

680.00

600.00

Litaural CD player

2200.00

1875.00

Numeral CD player

1050.00

840.00

PROAC
Response one SC loudspeakers

1200.00

1050.00

Studio 150 loudspeakers

1400.00

1275.00

Response 2.5 loudspeakers

297000

2670.00

900.00

850.00

1100.00

1025.00

2500.00

1935.00

MARANTZ
PM17 AMP
CD17 KI Signature CD player
AUDIOLAB
8000CDM/DAX reference CD player
8000 LX integrated AMP

480.00

372.00

8000 S integrated AMP

700.00

542.50

8000 A as above

500.00

387.50

8000 CD player

1000.00

775.00

MC 100 CD player

700.00

500.00

MI 120 integrated AMP

600.00

420.00

MA 120 power AMP

480.00

350.00

900.00

700.00

820.00

635.00

UP CLOSE
FEATURES non-directional, pure monocrystal
copper conductors • Foamed polypropylene dielectric
•PVC outer sheath

PICTURE ( MV2)
SOUND
BUILD

(
MA2 & MD2)

0 0 0 0 0
0

0

0

0

0

0 0 0 0 0

Please clip or copy the coupon below and send to:
E,cosse Maf. Co. Ltd.
48 Bridgehousehill Road, Kilmarnock, KAI 4QD
Telephone and Fax: +44(0) 1563 524320
e-mail: jcarrickebtconnect.com

MYRYAD

CUSTOM LENGTHS AVAILABLE TO ORDER

CRIMSON
620/610 pre and power AMP
SUGDEN
A2 la integrated AMP
SDT1 CD player

1100.00

855.00

AU51 pre AMP

995.00

770.00

1450.00

1125.00

S2000CD reference CD player

1400.00

1150.00

S2000MP+P pre AMP with phono stage

1200.00

970.00

S2000MM mono power AMPS

per pair

1400.00

1000.00

800.00

AU51 power AMP

Please send me acopy of your complete range of

A.V.I.

Reference Cables and your FREE BROCHURE:
"The Definitive Guide to Cable Theory":

1150.00
S2000MI integrated AMP

Name:
Address:

WE ARE AUTHORISED AGENCIES OF THE FOLLOWING QUALITY BRANDS: LEXICON sPARASOUND sPROCEED sTHETA sM&K sHARMAN/KARDON sREL
sMARANTZ sYAMAHA sSONY sDVD and DTS SOFTWARE sDEFINITIVE
TECHNOLOGY sBRYSTON sPIONEER sSONANCE IN-WALL sECOSSE
REFERENCE CABLES sINTERCONNECTS etc

4m.

DESIGN ge AUDIO en CLASSIC

The Townhouse, No.1 Park Gate, Glasgow G3 6DL
Tel: Ont. 44) 0141 353 7474 Fax: Ont. 44) 0141 353 7444 Freephone: 0800 3283050
Web site: http://www.d-a-c.co.uk e-mail: design(q.,c1 a c.co.uk

e-mail:
STOP PRESS..."the CS2.2 certainly oozes quality..." " A great value cable
from anew name in cables" What Hi Fi (Oct ' 98)
"superbly constructed" "...the technology is quite stunning" and
"... with Reference you can forget about A.Q." Leo Lam
"...an outstanding one ( performance) from the Monocrystal types,
especially the purity and clarity available with the solid core"
Peter JComeau in Hi Fi News and Record Review ( Sept ' 98)

Previously Cherished Items, Or something
new from
Choice
Price

Audio Research D240 mk II
Chameleon Ruby Power Amp (200W)
Alchemist Kraken x2Stereo & Pre-amp
Exposure VActive xover
EAD 7000 Transport
Roksan ROK-DAC 1
Tesserac Tala pre amp
Magnum P200 pre amp
ATC SCM 10 Black
Alon IV mk II
Royd Priors
Sonus Faber Gravis Sub woofer
+X-over + power amp
Kenwood 9010 CD Transport
Alon Adriana
Alon PWI Subwoofer (Passive)
Musical Fidelity Electra Tuner
Gale 401
Linn Kan

Original
Retail Price

£ 1395.00
£ 395.00
£ 595.00
£ 295.00
£ 895.00
£ 195.00
£ 695.00
£ 895.00
£ 595.00
£ 1500.00
£ 395.00

£ 3500.00
£ 1200.00
£ 1400.00
£ 995.00
2495.00
£ 495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 1895.00
£ 1150.00
£ 3500.00
£ 950.00

£ 1250.00
£ 195.00
£ 3500.00
£ 295.00
£ 250.00
£ 250.00
£ 250.00

£ 3200.00
£ 500.00
£ 10000.00
£ 750.00
£ 395.00
£
£ 500.00

This Month
POWER AMPLIFIERS
Krell KAS 2Monoblock
Musical Fidelity F16
Musical Fidelity F19
Copeland CSA 14 Integrated (Black)
Michell Alecto Stereo
Jeff Rowland Model 1

£ 9000.00
£ 1995.00
£ 3200.00
£ 795.00
£ 995.00
£ 1195.00

£ 18000.00
£ 2500.00
£ 4000.00
£ 1195.00
£ 1500.00
£ 3000.00

£ 1095.00
£ 495.00
£ 1195.00
£ 2500.00

£ 1500.00
£ 900.00
£ 2300.00
£ 4300.00

PRE AMPLIFIERS
Musical Fidelity F25
Michell Argo & Hera PSU
Classe DR6 Balanced (mk II)
Krell KRC2 KPE Phone Stage
SPEAKERS
Audio Note AN-E/B

£

£ 4250.00 £ 5000.00
£ 895.00 £ 2100.00
£ 1995.00 £ 4300.00

Power
Amplifiers
Exposure XV
Jadis JA500
Boulder 102 AE
Pioneer A400
Audio Research M300 monoblocks
Boulder 500 AE
LFD PA1/LS1
Audio Note P1 SE
Jadis JA 80 Monoblocks
Audion Golden Knights
Audion Silver Knights (Gold)
Jadis Defy 7mk Ill
Audio Research VT150 SE
Micromega Tempo 2Integrated
Krell FPB 600
Krell KSA 250
Audio Note Ankoru Monoblocks
VTL Monoblocks
Micromega amp
Audio Research CASO Integrated
Audio Research VT50
AVI 2000 Monoblocks
Copland CTA 505
Micromega Tempo P
Audiolab 8000A
Air Tight AT 1

£ 450.00
£ 7995.00
£ 2650.00
£ 175.00
£ 4995.00
£ 3795.00
£ 895.00
£ 550.00
£ 4995.00
£ 2250.00
£ 1250.00
£ 3250.00
£11995.00
£ 595.00
£ 8995.00
£ 2750.00
£ 8500.00
£ 1795.00
£ 750.00
£ 2495.00
£ 2095.00
£ 695.00
£ 1295.00
£ 750.00
£ 250.00
£ 2600.00

£ 795.00
£21000.00
£ 3400.00
£ 300.00
£ 10000.00
£ 5000.00
£ 1998.00
£ 950.00
£ 10000.00
£ 4000.00
£ 2250.00
£ 4790.00
£ 17000.00
£ 900 00
£ 12900.00
£ 6700.00
£ 14500.00
£ 4000.00
£ 1295.00
£ 3400.00
£ 2895.00
£ 1400.00
£ 1899.00
£ 1250.00
£ 600.00
£ 4200.00

Amplifiers
Conrad Johnson PV12 ( mm/mc)

ÇehOke
\ejf-ip-

£ 1995.00 £ 2590.00

£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£
£

595.00
1900.00
5700.00
1095.00
900.00
2798.00
3495.00
1620.00
600.00
1200.00
3200.00
1249.00
1195.00
950.00

hoice
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STOCKIST OF:
Acoustic Energy,

SME,

Alon,

Soundstyle,

ATC,

Straight Wire,

Boulder,

Tara Labs,

Bryston,

Target,

C.A.T.,

Totem,

Chord,

Trichord,

ClearAudio,

Trilogy,

Elemental Audio,

van den Hul,

Graham,

VP',

Helios,

XL0,

Speakers
Acoustic Energy AEI
Ensemble PA1
Alon Vmk II Blk
Wilson 3/2 (Black)
Alon Lotus SE
Sonus Faber Extreme + Stands
Wilson 5.1 (Piano White)
Thiel CS1.5
Mini Grand
Acoustic Energy AEGIS 1/ Stands
Martin Logan SL3
B & W 801 Series 2 (Black Ash)
Apogee Stage
Totem Staff (Cherry)
Totem Rokk ( Mahogany) X-Dem
Sonus Faber Electa Amator
Kef Reference 4
Acoustic Energy AEI Sig & Stands
Quad ESL 63
Proac Tablette 50 (Rosewood)
Monitor Audio Studio 20SE Rosewood

£ 550.00
£ 995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 5995.00
£ 2500.00
£ 4250.00
£11500.00
£ 1595.00
£ 2995.03
£ 295.00
£ 2795.00
£ 2200.00
£ 995.00
£ 750.00
£ 495.00
£ 1495.00
£ 2200.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1795.00
£ 395.00
£ 1195.00

£ 795.00
£ 2000.00
£ 5000.00
£ 15000.00
£
£ 7000.00
£ 19000.00
£ 2700.00
£ 7600.00
£ 590.03
£ 3499.00
£ 4000.00
£ 3000.00
£ 1150.00
£ 650.00
£ 2992.00
£ 3600.00
£ 2200.00
£ 3500.00
£ 800.00
£ 2350.00

Pia yer
DAOS
EAD DSP 1000
Audio Alchemy DDE V1.0 + psu 1
P.S. Audio Ultralink
McCormack DAC-1
Acuphase DP90/91
Forsell Air Ref Transport mk II and
Forsell Air Ref dac
Mark Levinson 30.5/31
Meracus Transport
Meridian 566 DAC (20 Bit)
Micromega CD3 Transport
DPA PDM 1mk Ill
Marantz CD94/94A
Meridian 563 18 bit
Sony CDP/DAS R1
Audio Research CD 2
Micromega Duo CD 2
Krell Studio 2DAC
Teac Ti Transport ( Black)

£ 695.00
£ 150.00
£ 795.00
£ 450.00
£ 9950.00

£ 1495.00
£ 300.00
£ 2390.00
£ 995.00
£ 20000.00

£ 8995.00
£11500.00
£ 1750.00
£ 895.00
£ 995.00
£ 550.00
£ 595.00
£ 450.00
£ 3995.00
£ 2495.00
£ 895.00
£ 1295.00
£ 395.00

£ 13800.00
£ 24000.00
£ 3995.00
£ 1095.00
£ 1500.00
£ 1000.00
£ 1600.00
£ 900.00
£ 8000.00
£ 3500.00
02000.00
03198.00
0 525.00

Turntables
An.alegue
Piere Lurne J1/SL5
Piere Lurne JI/Sowther mk Ill
Forsell Air Force One
Kinshaw Overture Phono
Systemdek II XE 900/ RB 250
Quad FM3 Tuner
Clear Audio Sigma
Linn Klyde
Pink Triangle PT Too Ref Bearing,
platter, clamp
Stan Lambda Nova Signature/ SRM-TIS
Townsend Rock/ Excalibur Arm
Clear Audio Reference turntable
&TQ1 Arm
Transparent Musiclink
Reference (RCA-RCA)
Transparent Musicwave
Ultra Bi Wire 3.6mtr
Lyra Parnasus (VdH tip)

el 0181
fax 0181

£ 350.00
£ 1095.00
£ 2695.00
£ 695.00
£ 395.00
£ 1395.00
£ 1800.00
£ 1095.00
£ 395.00
£ Offers
£ 2400.00
£ 795.00
£ 695.00
£ 650.00

auality

795.00 £ 1520.00

TURNTABLES/ANALOGUE/VARIOUS
Well Tempered Turntable and arto
£ 750.00 £ 1500.00
Linn LP12, Lingo Cirkus, lttok Ill,
Troika Trampolin £ 1795.00 £ 3200.00
C.D PLAYERS & DACS
Mark Levinson No 39
Micromega T-Drive/T-DAC
Wadia 6

McCormack Micro Line Drive
Audio Research LS3
Audio Research LS5 mk II
Meridian 541 Dolby Surround
Burmiester 785
Audio Research LS2
Angstrom 200 (Home cinema controller)
Audio Research LS7
Audio Synthesis Passion
Musical Fidelity Nu-Vista (422 sealed)
Audio Research LS15
Copland CTA 301 Mk ll (mm)
Eletrocompaniet EC4.5
Audio Note M2

392 1994

£ 1500.00
£ 1800.00
£11995.00
£ 195.00
£ 350.00
£ 195.00
£ 450.00
£ 450.00

£ 4500.00
£ 4500.00
£ 25000.00
£ 395.00
£ 650.00
£
£ 600 00
£ 600 00

£ 850.00 £
£ 995.00 £ 1195.00
£ 650.00 £ 2000.00
£ 4500.00 £ 6500.00

Lavardin,

Oracle analogue
and digital,

DVD Players now
available from
Sony, Panasonic
and Pioneer,

Rockport,

and many more.

Musical Fidelity,

11E) In-depth experience on high end
new and used equipment
-11E) Best prices paid for top quality
equipment
IIE) Generous part exchange
ID Show room/dem room
1E)

Long term trade in policy, to allow
continual upgrading

1E)All credit cards inc. Amex
1E) Mail order
Export service
1E) Finance arranged subject to status
1E) Widest range available
1E) Unbiased advice
1E) Unique 'Hi-Fi Exchange' - a
computerised database of sales
and wants - will put you in touch

Choice hi-fi make it easy for you to fulfil your
sonic dreams. Quality hi-fi is not just about
expensive brandnames, it's about aspiring to
the very best sound, about choosing your ideal
system from the widest selection in the country,
in a unique no- pressure environment. It's about
taking advantage of our unrivalled knowledge
and being given the freedom to choose and

£ 1000.00 £ 2200.00
£ 1600.00 £ 3300.00
£ 950.00 £ 1895.00

upgrade the audio equipment you want, when
you want. Others may sell you hi-fi, Choice hi-fi
will sell you solutions.

392 1959 & 0181
e-mail choice

hifi@msn.com

392 1963

open from 10am to 8pm by appointment

All previously cherished items in mint, second hand or as new condition - guaranteed

SUPERCLOCK....a new concept in digital master clock design
Simply the Ultimate CD upgrade

Specialist Upgrade Service

The latest in CD master clock development, using acompletely new unique design
Professiona m
iications using leading edge components.
resulting in amuch greater accuracy in data retrieval and conversion processes.
Modifications are carried out by engineer with 30 years experience in
Features comprehensive circuit topology using push-putl techniques and series mode the field of analogue and digital electronics. Upgrades available to all
of ittdu,
oscillation, and the sine-square converter utilises avery high speed IC to provide a
•CO Players/Transports & D-Aconvertors
precision square wave clock signal.
Analogue stage, digital stage, master clock, power supplies

•: Greatly improved resolution and detail.
Extended accurate bass with real weight, control and presence.
High frequencies have less glare and hardness at all (istening levels.

• Pre &

Power amplifiers,

Power suppliers, sle,nal de-rotiplIng, \ ohm,

Greater dynamics, and detail at all frequencies.
: Spacious 3-D presentation of vocals and instruments

The SUPERCLOCK is available exclusively from AudioCom ( UK) and can be fitted to any
CD players/transports using the following frequencies: 111.2896MHz, 16.934MHz &
22.5792MHz. Modifications are carried out at AudioCom (
UK). A kit is also available with instruc-

For further information on SUPERCLOCK and other products
request a copy of our FREE catalogue. (Overseas: £3.50)
Tel: 0183 1 842803 Tel/Fax: 01834 842804 E- Mail: audiocom@scotnet.co.uk

VISA
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tions for the technically competent

REFERENCE CABLE
EXCLUSIVE INTERNATIONAL DISTRIBUTORS
wanted for the UK's latest, best and most innovative,
patented range of dedicated Monocrystal ( tm)
grain free copper and silver, audio, video and digital
interconnects together with UL/CSA flame retarding
cables for commercial installations and domestic
stranded and solid core speaker cables.

For further details contact John SCarrick.
The Ecosse Maf. Co. Ltd.,
Tel/Fax + 44 1563 524320,

"Weil

HORs

An. ma iii - F I

& HOME CINEMA

28 QUEENSWAY, HORSHAM, WEST SUSSEX. TEL 01403 27

1 FAX 01403 251587

E14CUL: hi-tiepayntenclemon.co..ult. WEB SITE:
• SIRIUS AMPLIFIERS

•B.K.S. HYBRID RIBBON SPEAKERS
•ACS ELGAR 24BIT/36KHZ DAC
•BASIS/AIR TANGENT
•ACCUPHASE • AUDIC ANALOGUE
•GRAAF • BLACK DIAMOND RACING
•TARGET • SENNHEISER
•PATH PREMIER PRODUCTS
•PROCEED AMPLIFICATION
OLIAD 77 INTEGRATED ,. P/C Ir491913
£649
RDA> A77 TAPE RECORDER SH.
f250
HEYBROOK FEYLETTE SPEAKERS 12701 X0
f150
HEYBROOK HEYLD LOUDSPEAKBFLS 14391 XD
f295
TEAL VROS 7CD PLAYER 16501 X0
f449
AUDIO SYNReAS 0914 DAC 112031 SH
£595
VAC 80/80 VALSE EONS AMP 127931 XD £ 1495
VAC 35/35 VALSE POMP AMP129501 XI) £ 1495
SYRINX DAC 1CFNSTAL 0/S115031SO £250
dcs ELGAR DAC 1135031 XD
£ 5995
WAD 336 MIER Ale 1350199
f203
SONY VPL-W403 CINI LCD PROJECTOR (55001 XD Led-J4
.
SONY VPL6503 SVGA PFIOJECTOR 155001 XD
EAUVD

on.co.uk

REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS

B&W • HEYBOOK
MICHELL • TEAC
UNISON RESEARCH • OPERA SPEAKERS
VAN DEN HUL PRODUCTS
MAGNEPAN RIBBON SPEAKERS
MARK LEVINSON
NAGRA PL-P PREAMPLIFIER
SONY, RCF. SELECO PROJECTORS
SELECO KO HT CRT PRI3ECRP 1E10301 XD £5995
BASIS 2033 TURNTABLE/11E1303 ARM 11995150 £1495
QUAD 90.57 SPEAXERS/N1AF STANC6 SH
£495
TEC'HNICS ACX0 AC3 PROCESSER )03
£ 195
ILL iTs 2c1/1_ co PlAYER112.C10:4 SH £5995
ACCUPHASE DR7OV CO PLAYER 15 COD1SH £2495
VTL 30/30 STEFEO VALVE ASP 1995) SH
£495
BEAM P35 STEM) VALSE ASP 1995199
£495
MI 'SCSI FIDELITY F22 PREAVP 1131:01 SH
f695
BKS 107 AA« HYBRID SPEAXERS11750150
£1495
OPERA DUE1TO LOUDSFEAKERS 13951 XD
f345
OPERA PLATEA LOUDSPEAKERS 17951 SD
£695
NAD 1300 PREAAAP SH
f125

PROCEED ASP PROCESSOR AND PROCEED AMPS ON DEMONSTRATION WITH REVEL LOUDSPEAKERS AND
SELECO AND SONY PROJECTORS. DEMONSTRATIONS BY APPOINTMENT. OPEN MONSAT 10AM-7P99.

INTER CONNECTIONS
AUDIO CONSELLING
Interconnects and cables offer abewildering choice. But also
the opportunity to realise the full potential of the equipment. To
experience the performance which excited its designer!

secures a6- month voucher and 10% off all future purchases;
you get both discounts on your first purchase. And impartial
advice.

Now, our new and unique service aims to increase your options,
maximise your budget, and optimise your system in three logical
steps:

3. Thirdly, we supply direct — on
an approval basis — our own
budget Petros Blue
interconnects, avoiding all
marketing overheads and
dealer profits. Compare for
yourself! These perform along
with the best brands at 3x the
price, if you don't agree, just
return them for aVI credit
subject to normal
conditions.

1. Dispose of any unwanted cables (cheaper or unsuited early
purchases) by offering them to our client base, to avail, please
request our Cable&Exchange Form CE1.
2. We offer acable counselling service. By phone, discuss the
options at different price points specific to your system; you may
then send £ 10 for our Cable&Exchange Questionnaire CE2 in
which you detail your existing system and any upgrading plans.
(Cables should form a long-term investment). The fee of £ 10

L

PETROS BLUE INTERCONNECTS
high-end ... low cost
Regular 1/
2 metre stereo pair
Regular 1metre
Blue Plus 1 metre pair
Blue Plus 1metre pair
Blue Plus Silver 1/
2 metre
Blue Plus Silver 1metre

£40
£48
£52
£58
£58
£65

Solid ( machined) RCA plugs or Neutrik Swiss XLR plugs used. Extra length? Add £ 16
(PB+ £22) per stereo metre. Info sheet now available

Phone Elvie or Jack Lawson on 0141-357 5700 for our
NEW Cables and Accessories Info Sheet

I

SLATE AUDIO
Linking The Past, Present & Future
111E SPEAKERSTAND 8
The best speaker supports in the world.
State of the art in performance and design, custom made to suit any loudspeaker. Solid slate, supremely
rigid and totally neutral' (* One specific Slate was chosen after extensive testing on all other Stones)
SPEAKER PLATFORMS

1

ISOLATION PLATFORMS

TURNTABLE PLATFORMS

SHELVING SYSTEMS

"Immaculately finished, sublimely rigid, on apar with the best stands I've used." Ken Kessler, Hi Fi
News RIB. "
An astonishing degree of instrumental separation, stable and holographic, with great
precision and remarkable poise. The ultimate in high fidelity supports." David Prakel,
Answers.
"Superbly finished, the sound quality was considered to be first rate." Marlin Colloms, HI- Fl News RIB.
"The sound quality when using the Slate Audio stands proved to be arevelation, something special."
Paul Messenger, Hi Fi Choice. "
The finish is excellent, the sound quality magnificent and
breathtaking." Tom Bryant, The Telegraph. "
The Slate stand is unusual and expensive, but if you are
after an exceedingly neutral stand it's the leading contender. This stand offers an exceptionally neutral
platform for speal ,,, '- qhly transparent sound leads to musical performances with real insight."
SOUND QUALITY: Mann • Malcolm Stewart Hi Fi Choice.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 and 401
The best & most musical record players in the world.
Our researched Solid Marble Plinth Systern't brings the Garrards into the 21st Century. All wooden
plinths produce unacceptable levels of coloration and feedback. No other plinth system can claim to
improve the performance of these superb players.
THE REVIEWERS me Slate deck defines what real instrument solidity should be, it's in aclass of ils own!"
Alan Sircom, Hi Fi Choice. "
The build and performance of the Slate Audio 401 are the audio equivalent of the
Etype Jagu,y Audiophile. "Ihave never used aturntable system like this one, it gets everything right.
Peter Soper
Garrards are the best mounted on marble or stone, and from my experience with this
plinth Iwouldnl dtsaaree." Noel Keywood, HiFi World. "
The Garrards main problems are dealt with most
effectively by three cures, correct set up. heavy plinth and appropriate mat Peter Soper has mastered them
all, the results are close to miraculous." K.K. HiFi News R/R. "
I
have been using the fantastic Slate plinthed
Garrard, the sound was nothing short of breathtaking. The basic Garrard without the Slate plinth is well
engineered and pleasant sounding, but they only give exceptional results with the right kind of treatment."
Dominic Baker, HiFi World.

>>

OUR CLIENTS "
I
have tested your 301, the sound quality as you know is excellent!" G. Pyne. "
The results t
get are
really unbelievable and t
have tried some of the best turntables around (Linn LP12, Roksan Xerxes). Thanks again for
amarvellous piece of art." Mr Teilinger. 1am delighted with my Slate Audio Garrard 301, it sounds fantastic.
Well worth all the 'detailed work that went into the design." R. Newham. "
When I
first put up the Slate Audio 301 I
must admit to having quite ashock. Forever converted." K. Van Green, Electric Eel Studios. "
I'm over the
moon, the plinth looks and sounds superb, stunningly beautiful!! twould very highly recommend any of
your customers to seriously consider this great combination." J. Marsh.

«11.
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THE GLASSMAT
The finest platter mat in the world.
44

The Glassmat 0 was developed to improve the performance of the Garrard 301 and 401 record players.
However it also gives astonishing results when used on other turntables. So effective is its performance,
we have now made it available as a universal replacement mat. In all cases other mats introduce
colorations of their own, robbing the music of large amounts of detail and ambience. In order to achieve
maximum information retrieval with optimum damping, ahard and unyielding material is required. Glass
is ideal in every respect, damping is complete, the playing surface being quite simply sublime. In terms
of detail resolution and sheer three dimensional ability, no other mat comes close. But then you still have
to consider the absolute clarity, precision and solidity of the presentation. This is the ultimate platter mat.

THE POWERHOUSE OUR QUAR7Z RBTERENCEDGARRARD 301/401 7D124 AND UNIVERSAL POWER SUPPLY. "KILLER" K.K.
SAQQARA WE COMMISSIONED S77 /
ART PERRY TO RE-BUILD 711E CLASSIC BEAM ECHO DL 7-35 MONOBLOC'S (1956). WE ARE STUNNED!
QUAD ESL 57s NOT WORKING? ALLOW OUR ELECTROSTATIC SPECIALIST TO BRING YOUR QUADS BACK TO LIFE
STORMFORCE it) I / // II 1 // \ / 1 // IIE\T ON 711E CLASSIC TANNOY DUAL CONCENTRIa. HOI VD IN SOLID MARBLE THEY ARE DEVASTATING!
HUMDINGER III 1.i/I > 0! R I.I RI

SME 3009S2 TO 1997 STA7715. BREATHS NEW LIFE INTO A GREAT CLASSIC

•

BACKLASH \ IPERB SME 3009 & 3012 GOLD PHONO SOCKET CONVERSION INCLUDING OFC LEADS; BRILLIANT? YES.
BRAZEN IPi

i

1(11 A' VI 5111 //// OUR ALLOY RE-BODY AND MICRO RIDGE S7YLUS; INSANE? NO.

SOLID MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEMS® ALSO FOR EMT AND THORENS TD124.

SLATE AUDIO GARRARD 301 AND 401 ARE AVAILABLE COMPLETE OR MARBLE PLINTH SYSTEM® ONLY.
SME CELEBRATION ARMS WITH SPECIAL GRAPHICS "
SLATE AUDIO 301 OR 401 CELEBRATION" AND "
SLATE AUDIO 10124 CELEBRATION" 309 312 • IV • V.
THE TONEARM & THE TONEARM SUPER OUR SPECIAL VERSIONS OF THE FAMOUS REGA RB 300. NOT BATMAN AND ROBIN BUT STILL ADYNAMIC DUO
SME 3009S2 ( 1998 VERSION) APERFECT MATCH FOR OUR V1511I BRAZEN AND THE NEW SHURE V15VXMR. "
STILL CRAZY AFTER ALL THESE YEARS"
THE SPIKEKIT SPECIALLY DEVELOPED TO FIT DIRECTLY TO FLOOR STANDING LOUDSPEAKERS OR ANY WOODEN SUPPORT ADJUSTABLE AND VERY SIMPLE TO FIT

"THERE ARE NO PROBLEMS, ONLY SOLUTIONS"
SHURE STYLUS PRESSURE GAUGE • GARRARD 301 SWITCH SUPPRESSOR • TURNTABLE SERVICING • GARRARD 301 LEVER SET • GARRARD 301 FIXING BOLT SET
STROBE DISC • GARRARD 401 CONTROL PANEL SET • GARRARD 301 MOTOR PULLEY • FULL RESTORATION OF GARRARDS TO ORIGINAL CONDITION

ALWAYS WANTED, GARRARD 401, GARRARD 301 AND THORENS TD124 RECORD PLAYERS, PLEASE PHONE.

VISA

47 GEMINI CLOSE, LEIGHTON BUZZARD, BEDS, LU7 8UD.
eel TEL/FAX: 01525 384174 MOBILE: 0956-471601

Midland Audio k\-pii air+

<

Midland Audio X-change is looking for good used British &
American Hi-fi, cash paid call John Roberts on 01562 822236

J

Suppliers and installers of High Quality Audio Systems
Audio Note • Basis • BAT • Densen • Dpa • Electrocompaniet • Mark Levinson • Michell • Nagra
Pass • Primare • ProAc • Rega • Revel • Roksan • SPM • Sugden • UKD • Unison Research • Wadia

I(5

Was

Now

Naim Audio NAG 32 MM/MC Preamplifier

NA

149

AR EB101 Turntable

279

129

Naim Audio NAP160 Power Amp

N/A

495

Audio Alchemy DDE 1.0V

349

175

Orelle DAL 80 DAC

599

195

Audio Innovations 1000 Passive Controller

199

100

Orelle SA 100 Amplifier

449

359

Audio Innovations 800 Series Ill Valve

1000

499

Proac Tablette 50 Mahogany

600

399

Audio Note ANS 3 Silver Coil Transformer

1699

750

PS Audio 28 Poweramplifier

N/A

149

999

695

PS Audio 4.5 Preamplifier

499

225

1800

850

PS Audio IV Phono Preamplifier

499

195

750

495

Quad FM2 Stereo Tuner in FM3 Case ( V rare)

N/A

145
425

Audio Note CD2 Valve CD Player
411)

/hand and ex-demo clearance items -

Lt.

Audio Note 10 II Cartridge Kondo ( Re-tip)
Audio Note TTURB250/101
Audio Research LS 7 Line Preamp

1599

950

Rega ELA Cherry Latest Spec

535

Audion Golden Knights 300B Mono Blocks

3995

1799

Rega Elicit Integrated Amplifier

740

529

Blueprint Point 1Loudspeakers

1000

650

Rega HAL Pre Amp MM/MC Remote

998

649

Cambridge Audio DAC Magic Il

149

89

Restek Concret II CD Player

2500

1795

Cogan Hall Intermezzo REF 0.5M

375

95

Rogers Studio 5 Rosewood

799

399

Conrad Johnson PV10 AL SE

1299

825

Roksan Attessa DP3P CD Player

1595

899

Epos ES 11 Loudspeakers Blk

479

249

Roksan Attessa DP3T Transport

1295

699

Gordon Wellford Naim 120 Poweramp

500

249

Roksan DP1 Transport

995

495

1049

599

Roksan DS 5 Power Supply

199

99

Harbeth HLK6 Cherry
Henley Designs HMC 50 Phono Stage
Koetsu Black ( Re-tip - low hours)

549

429

2250

1495

Roksan S1.5 Stereo Power Amplifier

1495

999

Roksan Xerxes Cognecenti Gun Metal Tabz

1750

895

Roksan Xerxes/Tabrizi/MC25FL

1295

695

Roksan L1.5 Preamplifier

N/A

350

Krell KRC HR Remote Preamp

6950

4750

Lecson AP1/AC1 with manuals

N/A

295

Mark Levinson NO 331 Power Amplifier

4500

3450

Rotel RC 970 BX Pre Amp ( New)

175

99

Michell Orbe 9 Months Old Gold Plated

2000

1395

Ruark Sceptres Cherry

599

449

Micromega CD3/ Duo Pro DAC

Sony X3000 ES CD Player

3000

1299

Micromega Minium Speakers

299

99

Micromega Stage 3 CD Player

999
1499

Mission 754 Freedoms Primevera

500

349

Sugden SDT-1 Special Edition CD Pla

1499

895

495

The Source Turntable/PSU

1500

499

799

Unison Research Smart 845 mono's

3250

2199

349

119

VDH CD

1085

595

Yamaha DSP 1000A Prologic Amplifier

Mordaunt Short MS25 IBlack
Naim Audio CD3 Compact Disc Player

102

Mk2 3.0M WBT

N/A

115

1000

395

181 Franche Road • KIDDERMINSTER • Worcs • DY11 5AD

Ring John Roberts • Tel/Fax 01562 822236 • Mobile 0421 605966

Approximate Original

THE
EMPORIUM

cost Lprice E

CDS & DACS
AUDIO NOTE DACLSE
..
.. 1200
PINK TRIANGLE LITAURAL cd player
..2100
ORELLE DAC
. 180
ALTIS cd transport & dic. high end yankee stuff valve amps.
5500
AUDIO SYNTHESIS TRANSCEND transport new model Just out
3500
PINK TRIANGLE ORDINAL
MICROMEGA 0-DRIVE transport 8T-DAC with ADS-EBU lead................1150
MISSION DE7...
TRAC XI, 20 kg bow fronted beast.

300
2400

600
1400
200
1750
1850
500
150
950
450
100
1000
I2S

CROFT MICRO tweaked
TRILOGY pre/power 901/90 phono, beautiful black and chrome .......3000
GAMMA SPACE REFERENCE 300b line level integrated amp
with Titanium golden dragon valves and YAIC
GAMMA ERA pre phone and line..
2500
AUDIO INNOVATIONS 500 integrated with phono
AUDIO INNOVATIONS SECOND AUDIO
BEARD P100 MKIII line level integrated. sounds lovely with

300
1500
1500
1000
500
1350

BEARD P5000 valve pm with
CONCORDANT EXHILIRANT line pre with wooden skeve.......................1000
CUNEAD JOHNSON PYIOAL 1YEAR OLD, boxed.....................................1050

600
00
SOO
600

CROFT SERIES Ypower amp
650
GAMMA GEMINI line level integrated
650
GAMMA AEON monoblocks ong version - 100s spent ...................... 5000+
MORE FIDELITT 300B single ended stereo power amp ........................2000
ORANGE pre mm/line - very smooth sound
YELLEMAN kit monoblocks

300
300
2250
900
300
pair ISO

SOLID STATE AMPS

LINN INTER
OVA pre with MC phone and line and IWO PSUs, old style
ROTEL RB970BX power amp each.
TOWNSHEND ELITE pre amp MM/MC
ALCHEMIST FREYA/OD1N pre power..
ARUM DELTA 290P Integrated amp
OHM series 3pre with twin psu, mc phono
ELECTROCOMPAN1ET ELECTRO 25 watt class Apower amp
LED PAI power amp detailed sound
MARC LEVINSON No. 26 pre with mc boards.....
lone of the last ones made • still under guarantee)
MERIDIAN 201 pm wish remote .........

28 ST NIC1101AS SI. 1)155. \ t/IKKOI.h. 11'2 2.
31 It
el, ra‘ -64.111111379 (s•;117.6.1
sintnehiliar
MUSICAL
MUSICAL
MUSICAL
MUSICAL

FIDELITY
FIDELITY
FIDELITY
FIDELITY

E100, remote, integrated. . . . _ 100
PRE 8 export version pre 3 . ..........
01000 two box integrated forerunner to A1001
SYNTHESIS integrated

400
ISO
950
150

NAIM 62 pre/I40 power, old style with nine or mc boards ..............................550

VALVE AMPS

ARUM 290p power amp

SPENDOR SIGO lane 3-wry.
ROGERS STUDIO 1.
JR 149
SONOS FABER MINIMA mint and boxed straight from ITALY..
SONOS FABER MINIMA AMATOR
SONOS FABER other models available
CELESTION SL6S
LINN KAN MKI
BOSE 901 DAMAGED

..275
1
SO
500
300
200
325
150
250
125
125
2100
1100
ASO
300
now 2000+
500
.400
900
450
5450
2000
....... 325

MAIM 62/HI-UP old style........................................_......
NA1M 42.5 old style with mm or nx
MAIM HAIT 3
NUANCE PLENITUDE mm/mc + line PREAMP with outboard
psu very detailed sound.
OBELISK 30 &X-PAK 1integrated amp and psu.................650
PIONEER SPECl/SPEC 4pre /power 150 warn per channel euiy 80
rack mount monsters
1000
PS AUDIO PLUS Cpower amps pair bridgabk
for 150 watts per channel
QUAD 33/FM2/303.

SSO
1
SO
400
. 400
300
400
PAIR 500
250

TURNTABLES/ARMS/CARTRIDGES
KISER' BLUE silver spot rebuilt.
350
en) THE YOYD black with audio note arm
3000
1100
ORACLE DELPHI MKILwith well tempered um 8onix psu........... .1000
850
OXFORD ACOUSTICS CRYSTELLE turntable
(floontanding model) with sme 309 arm
1500
LINN I.P12 with avondale psu..
350
AUDIO NOTE TTIblack bond/RB300, GOLDRING 1006NEW..695
375
ARISTON RDI IS/SYRINX PU2 ..
250
SME 312 special van den hull silver wired,
series Vbearings. and Yinterconnect.
1000
GRODECK with Gympower
SOO
GARRARD 301 mint in black granite plinth
owe 3009 II improved fully rebuilt and rewired by SME
700
LOUDSPEAKERS
LOWTHER twin accostas with 40 prnbc
ACOUSTIC ENERGY AEI series 11 piano black new and boxed . . .
ROGER LS3/5A I5ohm
SPENDOR ISO super Is3/5a..700
MAGNE PLANAR 2.5R large panel speakers .............................................1500
QUAD ESL63 rosewood/black with Gradient subwookrs
4700
ROM MINSTREL

1650

750
300
200
700
1050
130
200
200

CASSETTE DECKS/TUNERS/REEL TO REEL
DYNACO FM3 valve stereo..
100
SONY TC 651 reel to reel
100
FERROGRAPH SEMI tuner.....................
.
50
PIONEER RT107 small upnght reel to reel.
275
TANDBERG 3011 Inn
...... 250
100
LEAK TROUGHLINE STEREO
100
LEAK STEREO TROUGHLINE with STUDIO 12 DECODER.120-140
McINTOSH MACI700 rare hybrid tuner amp with valve tuner/solid
state amp.
SOO
VINTAGE
offers
LEAK TLI2.1 monoblocks with original GEC KT66.................. .... 1200
LEAK TL 12.1 NASTY NEED ATTENTION NO VALVES . .pair BOO
LEAK 11.12 nice late pair rebuilt and ready to roll.................................... ....... 350
LEAK STEREO 20 very nice example
.. 250
ROGERS CADET Ill integrated calve amp START HERE'
.. 100
QUAD 1monobkicks nice early pair.
.. poa
TANNOY 12" MONITOR REDS.
.
.Pair 600
TANNOY 12" SILYERS
.pair 150
TANNOY LANCASTERS with 15" gads.
.. pea
LOWTHER ACOUSTAS with PM6a
.
.. 350
Y0161 DOMESTIC CORNER HORNS nasty non matching pair.. .. 800
QUAD 11 monoblocks
.
.400 • SOO
THORENS 10124 11 in plinth excelknt ....... 250
THORENS TO 124 mk 1
.. 150

WANTED
250
700
350
350
900
1600
120
1500

AYI integrated
EAR "THE HEAD"
EAR 834P
QUAD 34, 44, FM4. 306, 401
EARLY QUAD 34
AUDIO RESEARCH
AUDIOLAB 8000 series any
NAIM an/

WANTED ALL YOURVINTAGE GEAR. PHONE WITH THE PRICE YOU WANT OR WE CAN MAKE YOU AN OFFER. ALSO GOOD USED EQUIPMENT WANTED

for sale trade
PICTURE THE SOUND

proudly announces the opening of its Showcase facility:

174 Central Road, Worcester Park, Surrey
Tel: 07000 hifico (443426)
All our products on demonstration NOW including the

Sonic Frontiers Transport

world famous

a_

as seen on TV

ALR/Jordan Anthem AudioCarpet
Neolith Precious Metals Sonic Frontiers
New, ex dem and pre- owned equipment bought and sold

Lockwood Audio
AND

SPECIALIST

DEALERS IN VINTAGE AND USED
EQUIPMENT AND RECORDS
Callers welcome by appointment

ODI
C›OlIlltls (palate,' engineer , can now repair,

,f

St .r% loi. i>

gt

Call now for`The Power &The Glory'

Tel 0191 477 4167

ped only The 1%.,st

Tel: 0181-971 3909 Fax: 0181-879 7962

Fax 0191 477 2771

•Service & Repairs

atv

•Valve & transistor
amplifiers

.
1 s.ilss•

Absolute Sounds

used). £ 5511110
0,01)
1290 00
used) .... £ 150 00

Visit our orb site al hup://xx uJintone£muk
e-mail on, Linioneaudioe irginnel
7-11 Park Lane, Galehead. Isne & Mear NE)) 3JM.

Riess
Astdrews

modily or re- align any high- end equipment. tNe ‘.411

undertake ram Ilds with ,eiveted audiophile

Arum Alpha 6CD Player
lord) £ 250.0()
Attain Della 240 Amplifier
.( used) ..
12541(10
Arum Delta 170931ack Box 3DAC
....
( used).
LOOM
Audm Alchemy DDE V IDAC
ten dem) £ 269 95
Audm Alchemy DTI V 2PS4 1) AC
fes Jon,) £ 39995
Audiolab range on (Twat offer
RIng for pnces
Audloslanv IX«) Loudspeakers
or den() .. 11700.00
Aura Evolution Amplifier .
fused)
I
MOW
Cyrus DAD3 CD Player
I
used) /45000
Strafght Loso SPA Amps
used, £ 49500
C,,,,, 2Amplifier PSK Pone Suppls
f
used,
1191))X)
Denon P0412400 Pone, Ampliber
used,
129500
Infinity Modulas SpeakervIitands tn hue f
fused).
1450 00
lames Comm Centre Speaker
soo) £ 29999
KEF Model 70S Roo Speakers
fused) £ 1110 00
Linn Kober loudspeakers
I
used)
1950 00
Linn Sara LoudspeakervSlands
fused,
1:1S11
[Ins Pro& Ponenek Amphfiers
used). . 1450 00
Lumley PP70 Passne Pre Arnold'.
f
es den)... .f200 00
Marano ( D)7K1 Sig CD Player
I
s,den')
OIN1110
Mendtan 56; Delta SIgma DA(
ssdem)
1500 00
Meridian 563 DAC Comeau,
used).
115000
Meridian 541 Pro Logic Pre.Amphfier
used)
1595 NI
Meridian 04)' bol) Transpon/DAC CD Kiser
used)
1.1200 00

STOCKISTS OF NAPO, MERIDIAN, AUDIOLAII, CYRUS, KRELL,
RU ARK, OPERA, 111 r
ARK, NIARANTZ, NIICHELLE, CASTLE,
TEAC. KEE ETC, EAT.

=}

Absolute Tune-ups

component. and can .11.o olIer

Int.)
1299 95
len den) £699 ( MI
lion]) £ 195 00

Moston 754 Loudspeakers
.0400
Micromega Stage 3CD Plaser
used) ..
14NI ( MI
Mus Ful 3A Pre•AmplIfier
used,
11811())
Nad .104 AmplIfier
used)
1140.00
Nam, NAC 42 Pr,Ampliffer .
used) . 1.15000
Naim NAP 90,3 Amplifier
used)
1;40.00
Noun NATO2 Tuner
used)
1700 00
Nairn CD) CD Player
used)
1.6N1110
Quad OSLO? Loudspeakers
fes Jem).. £ 2000.00
Rote] RCD965 X CD Plaser
uxrd I .1:160 00
REL Strata Sub Woofer
osod)
111X110)
Sony MDSJA•3ES Min, Doc Recorder
used). . £35000
Tnchord Pulsar One DAC Consenor
Is,
1:044 00
Wadia 12 DAC Consenor
used,
DUX) IX)
Yamaha DSP A2070 Dolby Amplflier
used) £ 45000

SPARES AND REPAIRS

Imperial Studios Maxwell Road
Borehamwood Herts WD6 I
WE
pm Phone: +44(0) 181 -207 4472
Fax: +44(0)181-207 5283

Arcam (
M N 110 Pre.Amphlfer
Arcam 91,09 Channel Dolby Pro Amp
Arcam Alpha 6Amplifier

Menthon 555 Poster Amplifier
Moston DAD NDAC5 CD Player
>Ammon PCM2 CD Player

THE
AUTHORISED

Lintone Audio
SELECTED USED ECK, IPMENT AND SPECIAL OFFELS

•Vintage Valve
?hate
Accessones Ltd.,

Russ Andrews

ATV SERVICES
Kendal, Cumbria, LAS 9

radios

LEATHERHEAD • HiFi VCR's

01372 456921 . Valves tested

SALE OF
REVIEW/DEMONSTRATION PRODUCTS
conrad-johnson PV10AL valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson PV10A valve line/phono preamplifier
conrad-johnson CAV50 valve integrated amplifier ( 2x5OW)
conrad-johnson Premier 14 remote valve line preamplifier
conrad-johnson Premier 15 valve phono preamplifier
conrad-johnson PFR remote line preamplifier
conrad-johnson D/A-2b valve d/a processor ( new)
conrad-johnson D/A-3 solid-state d/a processor ( new)
conrad-johnson DR- 1CD transport ( new)
conrad-johnson MF2500 stereo power amplifier ( 2x250W)
Golden Tube Audio SE-40 single ended stereo amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SI-50Mk11 remote integrated amplifier ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE-300BMk11 Limited Edition ( 2x8W) - ( new)
Golden Tube Audio SE- 100 stereo valve amplifier (2x100W) - ( new)
Melos 202 Gold (2x200W) valve stereo power amplifier
Sound Lab A3 Plus electrostatic loudspeakers
Paragon Acoustics Regent loudspeakers ( red walnut)
Muse Model Two d/a processor
Muse Model Five CD transport
Muse Model 160 stereo power amplifier ( 2x160W)
Muse Model 300 mono power amplifier (300W) - pair
Avalon Avatar loudspeakers ( walnut)
Kuzma turntables and tonearms ( selection)
Power Wedge line conditioners ( selection)
Shun Mook platforms and tuning devices ( selection)
Cardas interconnect, loudspeaker and digital cables

AUDIC,FREAKS

RRP
Special
£1095 £850
£1295 £ 1000
£2495 £ 1800
£4500 £3600
£4000 £3250
£2700 £2150
£1995 £ 1450
£1195 £800
£1795 £ 1250
£3495 £2850
£1100 £750
£1100 £800
£1950 £ 1200
£2395 £ 1450
£4500 £ 1950
£13500 £ 5900
£3500 £ 1200
£2000 £ 1200
£1800 £ 1100
£2395 £ 1450
£3995 £2250
£5500 £3000
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices
please ask for prices

Distrihutnrs Of Fine Audit) ,Sc Hume Theatre Equipment
Tel: 0181-948 4153. Fax: 0 18 1 - 948 42 50

MADISOUND PROVIDES
SPEAKER BUILDERS WITH THE HIGHEST QUALITY PARTS AND ADVICE.

seas

IA.011.10e.

A:nit
3Z
11
SSolon Inductors

17

Cfiateaurouxpoly

032

e

Skaaning
Loudspeakers

* ECURSE

MAUDIO ®

DIEIFESEM
ACOUSTIC PANELS

RYCAL

SLEDCHIAMMER

tfá

v

morel'

LEFIP
SEND $ 5 FOR SPECIFICATIONS AND
PRICING OR ACCESS OUR WEB PAGE.
ORDER WITH VISA OR MASTERCARD
AND WE'LL SEND IT THE SAME DAY.

r
1.,

MAD1SOUNDSPEAKER COMPONENTS
8608 UNIVERSITY GREEN
P.O. BOX 44283
MADISON, WI 53744-4283 USA.
TEL: 608-831-3433 FAX 608-831-3771

e-mail: madisatindels.com
Web Page: MtptivAvveltls.comimadheound
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classified
Let

Howard Dawson Audio
Hand Crafted Loudspeaker Units for Music Lovers
your craving for that elusive tweeter upgrade end
HERE!

I

Design- in the HRL-1 audiophile ribbon tweeter
and sit back for a lifetime of listening pleasure.

The HRL- I is a ' traditional' hand- made ribbon
tweeter for the discerning audiophile. A very low
inertia all-aluminium membrane and massive
Alcomax III cobalt magnet system combine to
provide effortless clarity and prescence.

Benefits include a marked improvement in location and
identification of sources containing significant energy above
10kHz. These are mainly voices and acoustic' instruments.
Metallic
percussion,
for
example,
is
reproduced
with
scalp-tingling precision and prescence, while simultaneously
there is no trace of harshness or listener fatigue'.
Units are supplied in pairs with templates and applications
guidance (including crossover section design) and are intended to
fast a lifetime. Spare ribbon elements are available at low cost in
case the unthinkable should ever happen.
HRL-I Ribbon Tweeter/Supertweeter £..100.00 per pair
Replacement ribbon insert for HRL-I £ 10.00 each
Remanuf. inserts for Kelly/Decca ribbon units ... £ 16.00 each
U.K. p&p: ribbon inserts tree. HRLA piar .. £ 10.00
rii heats : ribbon inserts.. £ S.00 ( any no.), IIRL•1 pair at rose lekti parcel)
/6 C'opernan Road, Aylsham. Nonvich NR11 AIL.
Tel (01263) 734361
WWW ts http:lhetne.argonet.co.uldbusinessIludawson
E-mail:: heaudio@argoneLceuk

Music Mill
HiFi advice that's always worth listening to.

0131 - 555 3963
QUAD FM4, 34, 2X306
DNM 38 TWIN
EXPOSURE XX
ARC 157
ARC SP9 MKII
ARC CLASSIC 30
ARC VT70
KRELL DSP CD
COPLAND 288
B&W ( DM 1SE
QUAD 450 MKII
AUDIOLAB 8000 DAC
REL STUDIO
EXPOSURE 14, 9, 4
QUAD FSL 63 8 MAF

PHONE
£ 1600
£450
£ 1100
£ 1300
£ 1300
£ 1500
£ 1500
£ 1200
£400
£ 170
£550
£ 1800
£ 1850
£ 1100

10am-6pm • MONSAT • 72 NEWHAVEN ROAD EDINBURGH Ell6 50G

A UDIO M ATTERS

New, Ex Dem + Part ex. equipment FOR SALE
0181 255 0572/0973 436135
1.1$1 $ALE
Alchemist Forsetti pre + power
£2228
Alchemist Kraken Anniversary (Mk II)
£579
Alchemist - The Stereo Poweramp
200 watt (ex/d)
£3995 .£2495.
Anthem CD 1player (5star Whcrt HiFI) . £1595
Apogees ribbon monitors (new & ex/cf) £999
Audiolab 8000 CDM + 8000 DAC
£2303 . . £1299
Audio Physics AOVC11111
£7200 .. £3995
Audio Research 0115 (Mk II)
£950
Audion Blackshadows 845 valve (ex/c) • .£4000
Audion Silvernight 303B monoblocks ... £2250
Chario Academy 3J (ex/ti) floor
standing. solid walnut spks
£5999 .. £2699
Copeland CSA 303 pre amp
£2998 £ 1799
Copeland CTA 505 valve pw• amp
E.A.R. 509 (Mk II) valve monoolocks £3000 .. £ 1403
Jadis JA30's monoblocks KT88 £5980 .. £2750
J.B.L's L90
£1503 ....£750
Krell Kay 300i int. amp
£2503 .PO.A.
Linn Isobariks spks & stands
£550
Lumley Ml 00's Valve monoblocks
£950
Macintosh 712 pre (ex/d, r/c)
FO A
PO A
Macintosh MC7100 power (ex/ti)
Mephisto CD Transport
£2400 . .£1250
Meridian 555 pwr + 501 pre
£900
Rogers Studio 5'$ (rosewood)
WA200 INTEGRATED AMP FROM BOW TECHNOLOGIES
NOW ON OEM, ALSO MANY OTHER RANGES AVAILABLE
FOR OEM
—

VISA/MASTERCARD ACCEPTED —

GT AUDIO
THE SERVICE AND REPAIR SPECIALIST
GUARANTEED TOP QUALITY REPAIRS AND SERVICING UNDERTAKEN ON ALI.
VALVE AND TRANSISTOR EQUIPMENT, SYMPATHETIC UPGRADING, VINTAGE
RESTORATION AND VALVE TUNER ALIGNMENT ARE OUR SPECIALITY
our agmries Include. SIAM, sadoeue. 4, wager& Aremtic. Cron. Memnon. GATE.
CRAVE leak Troughliar Tuners. Oredon, Plan. Verdier Turnsables.SNIE,TROni,
URI, Opera, Unison Research and Yammers, Churchill.
Tel/fax: 11-441 01895 833099
e-mail gLaudie tesco.net
http://x» w.glaudiosinn

www.SPEAKERPARTS.com
FIX SPEAKER FOAM ROT

YOURSELF

D.I.Y. NEWFOAMT.SPEAKER FOAM ROT

CII OKING
THE SOPRANO WITH YOUR

CABLES?

Careless cable choices can strangle your
excellent system. The Cable Company
database, based on feedback from
thousands of US home cable trials, can
tell you what cables will work
best in your system.
•FREE SHIPPING on purchases over $ 100.
•60 brands, 238 cable products.
•FREE of all US taxes.

COMPONENTS
ACCESSORIES
TUBES

r

Call, write, fax or email for details and free consultation
(215) 297-8824 • fax ( 215) 297-8661
Visit our website at: ..`

Idtp://www.fatwyre.cam
email: tatwyre@fatwyre.com }

THE
ilk_ CAME

REPAIR KITS SAVE BIG £.£ WITH ORIGINAL
STANDARD & DELUXE KITS. STANDARD
($29.96 INCLUDES S + H) TWO FOAM SURROUNDS, ADHESIVE AND INSTRUCTIONS.
DELUXE ($34.96 INCLUDES S + H) ALL OF
THE ABOVE PLUS CALIBRATION ALIGNMENT SHIMS AND REPLACEMENT DUST
CAPS. THIS IS THE PROFESSIONAL'S WAY TO
FIX A SPEAKER. IT ALLOWS YOU TO CENTER
THE VOICE COIL MECHANICALLY.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED OR YOUR MONEY BACK.
AS SEEN IN:
STEREO REVIEW JUNE 1996
AUDIO MAGAZINE FEBRUARY 1997
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL JANUARY 1998
HAVE MEASUREMENTS, MAKE, AND MODEL
READY WHEN YOU CALL.

NEWFOAM
3047 West Henrietta Road
Rochester, NY 14623 USA
Tel: (716) 424-3680
Fax: (716) 427-9339
e-mail: hifi@NEWFOAM.com
VISA
MC
AMEX DISC

+800 4639-3626
This is a Free tall lo the LISA
Fax + 800 2329-3626

company

Replacement Woofers, Grille Cloth, Voice Coils

P0. Box 579, Point Pleasant, PA 18950 USA

Custom Cut Foam Grilles, Speaker Wire, Horns

ALL MAJOR CREDIT CARDS

Worldwide Speaker Repair Since 1979
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HIGH END AUDIO
BOUGHT/SOLD
EXCHANGED

NEW IN THIS MONTH
SALE
Cello A,d,o Suite Pre Amp, premium outputs, premium CD,
premium au, premium M/C and premium MM,
plus 8200 inputs 'The Best'
£7995
Cello Audio Palette, latest spec
Superb.. £7995
Cello Duet 350 Power Amps, choice of 2available and
are also Mono Bndgeable
Brilliant.. £4995
Cello Master Speakers. Piano black
Stunning.. £ 1295
Krell KRC-2 Pre Amp. balanced A/C
£ 1995
Musical Fidelity Electra E100 Integrated Amp A/C
£395
Monitor Audio 20SE Speakers, Piano black
£ 1495
Proue Response, 3Speakers. Light Oak
£ 1695
Apogee Stage Speakers, Series 2. Anthracite
£995

LIST

SM £28,000
SM £22.000
SM £ 10,200
SM £32,000
SM £4,190
SM £650
SM £2500
Sill £3300
SM £2998

DYNAMICS NEW YEAR REDUCTIONS
For./ air reference CD Transport • DAC
1week old, probably the best in the world
£8995 E/D £ 15.995
Avalon Accent II Speakers Light Oak. stunning £6995 SM £ 17,000
Goldmund Studio Turntable T3F Arm, last version
£3995 SM £ 10.600
Rowland Model 2Power Amp, latest model
£2500 SM £5000
Wade 16 CD Player digital vol. excellent £3600 SM £7395
NakameN Dragon Cassette Deck, last chance
£ 1350 SM £2350
Nakamidu 700 20E Cassette Deck. classic
£695 Sill £ 1600
Stax Onagro II CD Player. excellent
£ 1095 SM £3000
Sonus Faber Guanner Speakers, Ltd Edition
£4200 SM £6200
Gryphon Ltd Edition Pre Amp
£2995 SM £ 000
Teac PI DI CD Transport . DAC
£ 1795 Soli £4800
Cadence ES Electrostatic Hybrid. stunning £ 1495 SM £4500
Krell KPS 30 CD Player. 3months old
£2795 S/H £ 5490
Audio Physics Vigo Speakers, Cherrywood
£2200 SM £3800
Airlangent fully automate Linear Tracking arm
£ 1895 SM £4003.
Krell Studio 2DAC AT&T balanced etc
£ 1295 SM £3198
Pink Tnangle Decapo DAC 1307 Chipset, black
£895 Sill £ 1600
Cary 300SE Triode 3006 Integrated Valve Amp
£ 1995 SM £6000
Krell KSA8013 Power Amp. Balanced
£ 1695 S/11 £3897
Mark Levinson No333 Stereo Power Amp, 1week old.
only used for Hi Fr Show so full 5year warranty and there is
2available Mono Bndge -,be quick
£ 5600 EX) £8495
Sonus Faber Electas & Stands. Walnut
£995 SM £2065
Quad ESL 63 Electrostatic Speakers, brown
. £ 1695 SM £3200
Mark Levinson 6039 CD player
Superb £3995 E/D £0995
Appogee Mini Grands all singing and dancing with
Neva:idlers and DAX crossover, black Piano
£2995 SM £8595
Marane CD Limited Edition Bal
Superb.. £ 1495 SM £3000
Breuer 8Arrn Rocking Horse S.T
Rare £ 1500 SM £2700
Jadis JA80 Mk2 Valve Mono Amps
£3995 SM £9580
Lumley 5170 Stereo Valve Amp Tnocie Sretchade
£995 E/D £2225
Cadence Arca Speakers Lt Oak Latest Electrostatic
£3,500 SM £9700
Audio Note Ongaku, The one and only
£ 15,995 SM £57,000
Krell KBL/KPE Line Pre Amp . Phono Stage
£ 1995 SM £5326
NAKAMICHI ZXL 1000 GOLD SIGNATURE CASSETTE RARE PHONE
Jadis JA500 4Chassis Mono Valve Power Amps
£6995 SM £20990
Jadis Defy 7Mk3 Valve Power Amp
£2995 SM £4790
Jadis JP80 Mk2 Valve Pre Amp. latest 9months old
£5995 SA-I £ 10166
Levinson 26L Pre Amp fully balanced
£2500 SM £5100
Levinson ML) Power Amp
£2995 SM £8250
Levinson 12A Power Amp. P/Supply MM/MC
f995 SM £ 400
Transfiguration Supreme Cartridge Latest . £795 SM £ 1795
Krell NSA 250 Power Amp
£2995 SM £6600
Krell KSL Line Pre Amp Mk2
£ 1295 SM £2298
Revox HI Cassette Deck
£695 SM £ 1150
Ensemble PA1 Reference Speakers. Bi/wire Piano Black
£ 1995 SM £5000
Meridian 200203 Trans/DAC Tncord.
Reduced .. £695 SM £ 1660
Meriden 208 CD/Pre Amp Phono MRS Remote Reduced .. £695 SM £ 1665
Cary 243 Power Amp Triode
Reduced .. £795 SM £ 1495
Cary CAD 550, CD Processor Pre Amp
£595 SM £ 1200
Gryphon XT Pre Amp Glass Lid
Reduced £ 1995 SM £5503
Audio Research V70 Power Amp
Reduced £ 1795 SM £4400
Aude Research LS7 Pre Amp. Latest
Reduced. £ 1095 SM £ 1698
Aloe 4Speakers Black Ash
Reduced £ 1295 S/11 £3850
Burmeister 850 Mono Power Amps Rare
(2 pair av)
Reduced. £ 1795 SM £5350
Burmeister 838/846 Phonorline Pre Amp Gold..
Reduced. £ 1295 SM £3500
Bunnester 8)8/846 Phonoiline Pre Amp Chrome Reduced £995 SM £3250
Goldrnund Minimis 3Power Amp
Stunning £ 1995 SM £5150
Silvered° Speakers . Stands Piano ( Watt Beater) . £ 1395 SM £2350
Snell A3 4Box Loudspeakers ( Ask PO)
£2995 SM £8995
SME345 Tonearm Black/Gold Rare
£595 SM £ 1000.
Micro Selo Air Beanng Vacuurn Platter Heavy Tuneable
Runs 4Tonearms, weighs about 70Ibs
Stunning. £2995 SM £7000.
Renco B261 Tuner
£750 SM £ 1145
Revox H6 ADS Tuner
£550 SM £ 1000
Threshold Fel 10E Pre Amp Phono/Line
Reduced. £ 1595 SM £4990
Threshold Fel 10 Pre Amp Phono/Line
ESupplies
Reduced. £ 1295 SM £4250
YBA 2Power Amp Latest
£895 SM £2150
Equabon 2Speakers Black 90DB
Excellent. £ 1295 SM £3500
Oracle Alexandria Turntable Prelude Arm
£495 SM £ 1390
Audio Synthesis Modified Sony CDX 303E0 AT•T with
DSM 20 Ultra Analogue 20 Be
£995 SM £2515
Trio LOIT Tuner ( Classic) ( Sequerra Better)/
£895 SM
Loads
Robertson 4010 Power Amp 2available
£495 Srti £995
Beard BB100 Mk2 Integrated Valve Amp
£695 SM £ 1495
Merornega 2ICD Transport ( Excellent)
Reduced. £ 1295 Sal £2500
Michel Argo Hera Line Pre Amp • Supply
£450 SM £885
Cabasse 135 Speakers VDM wired . Active Equaliser
£ 1795 SM £4600
Michel 150 Phono Stage
£250 SM £412
Theta DS Pro Basic 2DAC
£995 SM £2299
Spender SP2.2 Speakers • Stands
£295 Sill £850
Sola Cosmos Turntable Vaccum Hold Granite
£ 1395 SM
£4400
Carnbndge CD1 CD Player
£395 SM £ 1500
Cal Tempest 2CD Bayer
£ 1003 SM £3930
Arcam Della 120 Power Amp
£200 SM £520
Arcam Della 1100 Pre Arnp/DAC Black Box 50
£250 SM £750
Arcam Black Box 5DAC
£200 SM £450
Tannoy 638 Profile Speakers
.
£295 Sil
£600
, . £ 1095
ikers, Back

LOCATED IN WELWYN - HERTS
ALL MAJOR CREDIT

CARDS ACCEPTED

RING FOR DETAILS AND DEMONSTRATION

01438 714038
10.004es • 7.00pm MON - SAT 10 00am - 1.00pm SUN
NOTE: ALL ITEMS IN STOCK AT TIME OF PRESS WE ARE NOT AGENTS ,

Calling all Viny
General Knowledge Quiz:
tures?
Exceptional performance and full upgrade potential. Acrylic Platter,
external power supply, ( single or two speed). Solid hardwood
plinth, either cherry walnut or mahogany as standard. Full
suspension system, including motor isolation, plus optional high
mass, diamond polished granite base board. Arm with high quality
oxygen free internal cable plus detachable plug-in external cable
offering further upgrades.
Available brand new and fully built or in self- build kit form.
What would it cost to purchase this turntable and get the best from
your vinyl collection?
A lot less than you might think with . . .

The Q.T. !!

In fact you may already own the turntable of your dreams. Call us today and find out how to achieve the
transformation of your existing machine to the above specification.
Additional Upgrades available to: Rega 2 & 3 Moth Alamo, etc., Rega Arm rewire service, plus due to popular
demand Systemdeck, and many other's.

Upgrades from £ 11 5.00.

External turntable power supplies fully

built and tested from £ 225.00. Phono stage MM & MC inc. external PSU from £ 350.0 0. Plus much more!

16-18A Eldon Street
Tuxtord, Near Newark
Notts. NG22 OLH

"No ordinary
HiFi dealer"

Contact Chantry Audio

Phone Today!

01777-870372

CARTRIDGES: Trade in your old moving

SUGDEN
product information sales
and service, contact:-

Audio Synergy
Limited

coil and save up to 45% off a new one!!
1CAN ALSO SUPPLY: TURNTABLES. TONEARMS, CASSETTE DECKS.
CD PLAYERS, DAT. MINIDISC, CDR. LOUDSPEAKERS. HIFI
FURNITURE, AMPLIFIERS, TUNERS. ACCESSORIES, BLANK TAPES &
DISCS. TEST CD'S. TEST RECORDS, TEST CASSETTES, CABLES.
AERIALS, TRACKING FORCE GUAGES, ALIGNMENT PROTRACTORS.
All goods are brand new and boxed with full U.K. guarantees.
No ex-dem or ex.display equipment. No grey imports. Delivery is free.
Sorry, no general catalogue. Please phone or write for specific details.

IAN HARRISON HI FI ( MAIL ORDER ONLY)
From: 7 MILL HILL. REPTON. DERBY, DE65 6GO.
TEL: 01283 702875
9am-9pm including Sundays

Tel: 01924 406016

Falcon Acoustics Ltd
..--/....Falcon Electronics, Basically Sound

Ne,.-:Big Air Core Inductor... 1.25mm nitre

DRIVE UNITS, ho FOCAL &

IM
ir
iv

Accessories,

COMPONENTS
SOLEN Audio Pul)propylene capitcaurn. ElatEd. lo 100mEd.
Pdycster one Pol> carbonate Film Capacitors. 0. I
ntEd. to 10mEd.
ALCAPILevernible Electrolytic Capacitors INort Polar);
50s. 101K dtt Low Lon.. 2mEd. lo 6011mEd.
PLUS ALL THE OTHER BITS N'OU NEED EXCEPT THE WOOD !
FALCON Custom-nound Inductors.
FlellitITE:- Standard. Iligh

Po. Cr.

Super Power. Super Super Power

AUDIO AMATEUR PUBLICATIONS

Hack year sets ot SpeAcr Rothko.
.Audit. Amateur & Glas, Audit..
plu, rho Audto Antholog> Sol
Altosether M. books and 50-s Audio Amateur's magazine year sein.
COMPUTER PROGRAMS
Large kelectien of Prograrns
Audieriuile lest program

front the sery cornprehensive Lihent

mn IMP FTT Test Kit. the Mite, Mir Kit and Mic/Preamp kit for AIRR

Also aennprehensive range of Focal Kits from an even wider
range of High-Tech Loudspeaker units.
SU PPLIERS TO THE TRADE SINCE 1972
Sent rot earitR.Ir prie ha ht.27: lo,, send alarge SA E Prit sumo or USS2 hdl oveneto.
Eaton, fSS tnll or 3Intenauenal Rch Coupons tIRCIto • r
Drin 111AV: Tabor Horne.
Nitrent, Lei. M1.1.13ARTON. Nontrch. hltefolk gela KIT Tel:011081 578212

SURBITION
0181 255 0572

20 YEARS

1999

sTu 102
9FINCHFIELD ROAD WEST,
FINCHFIELD, WOLVERHAMPTON,
WEST MIDLANDS. WV3 SAY

DEM)
DEM)
DEM)
DEM)
DEM)
DEM)
DEM)
DEM)

S/H
(EX DEM)
S/H
S/H
(EX DEM)
(EX DEM)
S/H

AMPLIFICATION
FM ACOUSTICS 240 PREAMP (£2,500)
£ 1,055
OCM 55 PREAMP (£ 1,700)
£ 1,250
AVi remote PREAMP (£950)
£475
LEAK 20 mono VALVE PWRS
BEST OFFER
DPA 505 SYSTEM inc PHONO STAGE £2,500)
£ 1,495
OCM 500 POWER (£2.800)
£2,199
EXPOSURE LX 4 & 5
£ 1,450

S/H
S/H
S/H
S/H
(EX DEM)

CD PLAYERS & DACs
PS COI (£795)
£ 125
CALIFORNIA AUDIO LABS TEMPEST SE (£5.000) £ 1,850
OPA PDM 2 (£2,500)
£750
MICRO SIEK1 COM2 (£2,500i
£495
TEAC TI & Dl COMBO (£ 1,450)
£850

(LX
(EX
S/H
(EX
(EX
(EX
(EX
(EX
(EX
(EX
(EX

DEM)
DEM)

ia AIRR, LondSpeaker Ver.h. Itanslion 5.1.

to the hasic flulluckAt'Ime Bonrcnprone.

STOP PRESS
The new wozoo from Bow Tech sow on Demonstration. Superb!
Ore of the best integrated amps eround.

LOUDSPEA KERS
SEQUERRA MET 7 (£695)
£395
SPICA TC 50 (£595)
£325
MAGNEPLANAR SMGa (£695)
£300
MAGNEPLANAR MG 1.5
£ 1.295
MAGNEPLANAR MG20 (£ 11,000)
£8,500
MARTIN LOGAN Aerius i(£2,195)
£ 1,950
MARTIN LOGAN SL3 (£3,395)
£3,095
MIRAGE CENTRE MCC (£ 159)
£ 125
DUNTECH MARQUIS (£5,25D)
£2,250
CLEMENTS 600 (£995)
£625
CLEMENTS 300 (£695)
£300

eAIRCORED 0.56 • I . 25mm wire

NEW- Salves fou Audio Frequency Amplifiers, plus loin in Ill.

AUDIO MATTERS

SECOND HAND & EX DEM

seas.

100+ CROSSOVER NETWORKS: -

LIVID

HI-FI CONSULTANTS.
FAX/TEL: ( 01902) 380083
V.A.T. Registration No. 333 9324 60

and apick of the horst front orher manufacturer,

Aune & Pannive.

Fax 01777-870437

On Den- Alchemist. Anthem, kdionk,a, Audio & AV, Audion itohe hops,
,:ience Speakers, Chenio Speakers, ( PA., :Monarchy, Oronn, Fink -navale, Proiect 1-1,
Sonic Ironies, Iricngle Speakers, fille"( Volve Amis, Von der Hull

1979

p

Overseas export enquiries welcome.

S/H
S/H

TURNTABLES
WELL TEMPERED with PU atm (£ 1,600)
£950
ROXSAN XERXES with ARTEMIS PU arm plus
PHONO STAGE
£1.195
TRADE IN'S ASPECIALITY. MANY MORE ITEMS AVAILABLE.
ASK WE MAY HAVE JUST WHAT YOU ARE SEARCHING FOR.

replay
Sudo

consultants

AudioCom ( UK) announce the...

Panton Road
Hoole
Chester
CH2 3HX

lame

• <Z:i
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AUDIO ANALOGUE
AUDIO PHYSIC
AVI

SILMIC® (
Silk Fibre Electrolytic Capacitor)

CRIMSON
DNM
HEYBROOK
JAMO

The SILMIC aire Elna's top grade electrolytic capacitor. Advanced
materials and new developments of element technology result in this
outstanding electrolytic for audio. Recommended for applications that
require the finest performance, excelling in clarity, depth resolution and musicality! Distortion figures are extremely low ( third high
frequency distortion 10 KHz, 0.1A, - 120db or less). All lead out wires
are Oxygen- Free Copper.

LED
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NEAT
OPERA
ORIGIN LIVE
ORTOFON
PINK TRIANGLE
PROJECT

Valve Enthusiasts!

ROKSAN

High voltage Elna Cerafine LOA series
electrolytic capacitors, 500V at 47pF, 47+47pF, 100pF, 100+100pF.
REL AudioCap film & foil capacitors up to 2400VDC.

SONNETEER
TARGET
TEAC
TRICHORD
TRILOGY

Current ex dem and second hand items include
LFD Mistral CD player

£649

LED Mistral integrated amp

£399

Naim NAC92/HiCap/NAP 180 amplifiers
Pink Triangle Numeral CD player

£1250
£879

Solid State and Loudspeaker Builders! DACT CT1
Attenuators, Sanyo OS-CON, Nichicon MUSE, Elna Cerafine ROA
series, REL ItetultiCap''', 99.99% Long- Grain pure Silver wire,
Vampire OFC connectors. Air core inductors would with OxygenFree Copper Wire, also COROBAR® OFC Copper iron dust core
inductors. Caddock high power resistors.
F

dui
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components we supply, send for our free 1998 audiophile catalogue ( Overseas f3.501

AudioCom IUK.), Units 4/6 Tindle Centre, Warren St, Tenby, Pembs, SA70 7JY.

TEL/FAX 01244 401290
EMAIL replay@dial.pipex.com
WEB SITE http://dspace.dial.pipex.com/replay

Tel. 01834 842803
l LIOCX,A, In

masterCarti

Tel/Fax. 01834 842804

VISA

April is an amplifier special: our cover story features the truly amazing
Nagra valve amplifier, but we're also covering an integrated 300B
amplifier from Cary, the latest from Sugden, as well as Copland and
Musical Fidelity. Speakers reviewed in the April issue include AIR
Jordan and Audivector as well as anew Audiostatic electrostatic
from Holland. Also covered are Linn's Kolektor pre-amplifier,
Creek's innovative DAC/pre-amplifier, and the latest Graham
tonearm. Features will include our report on the host of new hi-fi
products launched at the American CES, Las Vegas, and JK's
promised report on the Super Audio CD listening tests (which
regrettably had to be held over from this issue). Next month's
expanded music section is headed by aspecial interview with
Sir Neville Marriner, who celebrates his 75th birthday in April.
Finally, there's achance to win one of the most acclaimed hi-fi
support systems ever — the Townshend Seismic Stand, worth
well over £ 1000 — in our easy-to-enter competition. Don't
miss the April issue, on sale Friday, March
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E-mail audiocom@connect-scotnet.co.uk
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At Last,
John
Coltrane's
studio
rec3rdings
on the
Impulse!
label have
got the kind
of reissue
they
deserve —
although it
raises some
interesting
questions...

Coltrane classics
John Coltrane:
The Classic Quartets
Complete Impulse!
Studio Recordings
[Impulse!
IMPD8-280]

130

T

he critics knew what they were
about when they called the band
that Coltrane led between 1962
and 1965 ' the classic quartet'. The
unit comprised John Coltrane on
tenor and soprano saxophone,
McCoy Tyner on piano, Jimmy
Garrison on bass and Elvin Jones on
drums. They recorded A Love
Supreme. They also recorded Coltrane,
BoIladc, Impressions, Live At Birdland,
Crescent, The john Coltrane Quartet
Plays, and the posthumously-released
wonderments Transition and Sun Ship.
In alavish reissue, producer Michael
Cuscuna has sequenced the quartet's
studio work in the order it was
recorded. Eight CDs slot into akhakibrown leatherette album, together
with a 100-page booklet printed in
black and silver on art paper. A
distressed-metal slipcase completes
the sense of occasion.
Is Cuscuna's track- by- track,
chronological sequencing appropriate?
In asense, no. Coltrane was the first
jazz artist to really understand the LP
format. This is why his music is
particularly accessible to listeners
whose sensibilities have been shaped
by soul and rock. The Blue Note
label, of course, issued many great
records, but these were brilliant
creations of the producers and
designer, rather than manifestos by
the artists. Coltrane issued albums,
releases that signalled particular stages
of his musical development. Just as
the Beatles felt the need to stretch
their artistry with each release, so
Coltrane progressed his music.
Finally, in 1965, with the addition
of two astonishing ' out' musicians —
saxophonist Pharoah Sanders and
drummer Rashied Ali — Coltrane
broke the bounds of the classic
quartet and entered the dizzy realm of
Free Jazz. Many regret this
development, but in john Coltrane &
The Jazz Revolution Of The 60s, the
late Frank Kofsky argued most
persuasively that Coltrane's late Free
Jazz was both necessary and
inevitable. Kofsky explains its failure
to find amass audience by Coltrane's
death from cancer in 1967. It

deprived Free Jazz of its pre-eminent
leader, the one personality — an
acknowledged hard-bop master —
who could have given political
meaning and a mass- friendly,
commercial profile to the new music.
So
Cuscuna's
take- by- take
sequencing does not replace
Coltrane's original albums. It does,
though, provide an overview of
Coltrane's musical development
immediately prior to his Free Jazz liftoff. In his notes, Bob Blumenthal
indicates the programming necessary
to re-create the sequences Coltrane
chose from among the stray tracks
and rejected takes. Not that there is
any dross or annoying multiple takes
(rejected first versions have been
neatly isolated on afinal disk called
'works in progress'). Studio-time was
expensive, and Coltrane's leadership
was awe- inspiringly decisive. He
honed his art live in the clubs: the
quartet would come into the studio
ready to record 40-minute sets timed
to fit asingle vinyl disc. It is the very
opposite of the endless jams indulged
in by Miles Davis — and salvaged by
Teo Macero — as trumpeter and
band pondered the possibilities of
rock-style sonorities in the 1970s.
Coltrane said that the music of A
Love Supreme came to him in adream.
Elvin Jones's use of timpani imparts a
portentousness that is not far from the
music used to signify ' Red Indians' in
Hollywood Westerns. However,
Coltrane was amagnificent composer,
and could integrate elements tainted
with kitsch into suites more dignified
than anything in music since
Beethoven.
The
incantatory
aspect of
Coltrane's solos, which unpack ever
wider and more dazzling harmonic
spectra from initial motifs, was made
possible by the toughest rhythm
section in recorded history. There is a
muscle and thump inside the
ensemble groove which could never
have come from classical players. As
one admires consciousness-expanding
excursions by the soloists — and
fabulously detailed commentary from
Jones's sticks — one is also moving to
abody groove that suggests the JBs,
the Stones, Little Feat or Sly ` ri
Robbie at their zenith. Simultaneously
at the same time.
Tracks like 'Nature Boy' and the
four-part Meditations (an unreleased
version by the classic quartet; its final
version added in Sanders and Ali)
supply irrefutable evidence that
Coltrane's drive towards polyrhythmic
freedom was aconscious artistic plan.
The notion that Coltrane simply went
'too far' at the end — and ruined his
perfect music by bringing in abunch
of New Thing crazies — is amyth.
Extra personnel were brought in to
carry out compositional requirements.

In the jottings for his nevercompleted book on Beethoven, music
theorist Theodor Adorno discussed
the idea of ' late work'
in
Michelangelo, Rembrandt and
Beethoven. He dismissed the cliché
that such late works are ' about death',
claiming instead that surpassing
mastery of artistic materials
transcends petty individualism and
fear of mortality. Instead, he argued,
late work discerns the historical and
social provenance of form.
Coltrane's late work — his 'postclassic' Free Jazz — presents many of
the same challenges to accessibility as
Michelangelo's final, deliberatelyunfinished
carvings,
or
as
Rembrandt's late self-portraits, where
representation seems to crumble away
into mere paint. These eight CDs
show that Free Jazz was the inevitable
outcome of a music in which
interrogation of musical parameters
was the main event. To renege on the
pursuit of freedom would have been
an act of cowardice, almost of political
betrayal.
A set of eight CDs is apricey item,
more likely to end up on the shelves
of wealthy connoisseurs than inside
ghetto- blasters. One can derive
consolation from the fact that the
experience of Cuscuna's take-by-take
sequence merely underlines the
signifying power of affordable albums
like A Love Supreme and Crescent.
Coltrane wanted his music to reach
the masses. The extraordinary moral
force of Coltrane's art is inextricably
linked to the Civil Rights movement,
and the evolving politics of Martin
Luther King and Malcolm X.
Writing in these pages, Ken Kessler
mentioned his desire to enjoy the
music of Billy Bragg whilst ignoring
his politics [Oct ' 98, p113]. Bragg's
refusal to abandon the cause of
human emancipation for the cause of
Mr
Kessler's
mortgage
was
condemned as an act of criminal
immaturity. As astruggle for freedom
in every parameter, the music of
Coltrane is not so easily bowdlerised.
If listeners fail to acknowledge the
social upheavals that produced it, its
span and depth and vision become
incomprehensible, its sweated
ecstasies intolerable. The poetlaureate of abitter and disappointed
middle England, Philip Larkin,
lamented — in print, and repeatedly
— the direction in which Coltrane
took jazz. This 8-CD set documents
the extraordinary amount of work and
passion it took to achieve that
direction. In Free Jazz, the freedom is
not casual or indeterminate, it's hardwon. These 'classic' recordings point
to Coltrane's late work as inexorably
as Beethoven's Kreutzer Sonata
points towards the Grosse Fuge.
Ben Watson
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The Revel GEM Loudsp,„..0
So good we put it nn apedestal
For full information on Revel loudspeaker systems please contact Path Premier

REVEL

Unit 2, Desborough Industrial Park, Desborough Park Food,
High Wycombe, Buckinghamshire HP12 3BG
Tel: 01494 441736 Fax: 01494 440360 Email: premierepath.co.uk

PATH

the MONITOR A

The new Silver Series from Monitor AL.dio combines
stunning looks with exemplary sound quality.
A no compromise approach to sound reproduction
has resulted in arange of speakers unrivalled in their
ability to bring music to life.

Ask your nearest Silver Series dealer and 'see' for yourself.
For more details contact us at...
Monitor Audio Ltd.
34 Clifton Road, Cambridge C131 4ZN
Tel: 01223 242898 Fax: 01223 214532
http://www.monitoraudio.com
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